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It has been known that conventional transportation models and studies have

been inadequate to solve the acute transportation problems in the urban areas to date

that overwhelmingly those disadvantaged groups face. The major reason is probably

that the qualitative and social parameters that could be the real factors in the

explanation of the "disadvantagedness" have not been efficiently considered in the

modelling because of the uncertainty, and non-normative nature of the models.

This thesis study as a normative one offers basically two methodological

approach that can be integrated to the normal models: First, the clear-cut defInition of

so-called disadvantaged by the cluster analysis method, and second, application of

the modelling procedures both for normal case and for the disadvantaged

simulatenously by which the determination of policy packages (policy capturing) is

probable on the basis ofthe differences between the two models. The improvement of

disadvantaged means getting closer to the normality in transportation conditions. With

this, it is meant that policy-making to improve the disadvantaged can even start from

the modelling stages.

As an innovative approach, vanous correlated variables are grouped into

"Major" variables in the form of function formulations, which are thought best

represent the social/qualitative parameters.

In the model runs, latest version of TRANUS (6.0) was used to speed up the

modelling process (especially the Trip Assignments). With TRANUS™, categorical

handling is possible. It is found that there appears a remarkable discrepancy between

the two models at the level of Trip Generations (productions), and some different

variables could be used in the model for disadvantaged.

Finally, in the Correspondence Module (or, category analysis), as of the adopted

equity principles, the association of those disadvantaged categories (as transportation

categories) with the "disadvantagedness" levels is maintained. This matching process

also provided a gauge with which the policies could be produced for the matching



transportation (disadvantaged) categories. To see the effectiveness of the method,

three simulations are run based on the three policy scenarios where any move towards

betterment in the condition of disadvantaged is welcome.

As the result of this study, though less than expected, an improvement was

observed in the travel conditions of the disadvantaged. It is observed not surprisingly

that policy formulations playing around the income related and vehicle ownership

variables can be more successful in obtaining better results. More frequent trials with

better scenario formulations as well would have ended with better results.

Key Words: Transportation Planning, Equity, Transportation Disadvantaged,

Cluster Analysis, Category (Correspondence) Analysis, Transportation Ethics,

Modelling-, Fuzzy Sets Analysis, Sensitivity Analysis, Simulation-, Gini Index



~imdiye kadar bilinen ula~rrn planlama model ve yah~malarmm yogunlukla

kentsel yolculuklar aylsmdan magdur (dezavantajh) durumda kalan guruplarm ula~lm

sorunlarma somut yoziimler getiremedigi artIk kabul edilmektedir. Bu durum,

dezavantajhhgm olu~masmda rol oynayan niteliksel ve sosyal parametrelerin

belirsizlik nedeniyle modellemede yeterince ele almamamasmdan, ve modellerin

normatif olmamasmdan kaynaklarIm1~hr.

Normatif bir modelleme yakla~lml getiren bu tez yah~maSl, temelde iki farkh

metodolojik yakla~lm sunar: Birincisi, gruplandrrma (clustering) analizi yolu He

tarafslZ ve on ko~ulsuz bir aynm neticesinde "Magdur" genel grubunun tarumlanmasl,

ikincisi ise, modelleme i~lemlerini her iki durum (normal ve magdur) iyin uygulaYlp,

iki model arasmdaki sonuy farkhlIklarmdanyola yIkarak planlama politikalarmm

belirlenmesidir. Burada amac;, magdurun yolculuk kalitesinin iyile~tirilmesidir ve

iyile~tirmeden kaslt ise, pozisyonunun normalin degerlerine yakla~tlfllmasldrr. Bir

baklma, magdurun durumunun iyile~tirilmesine yonelik politikalar tam da modelleme

a~amalarmdan ba~lahlml~trr.

Diger bir degi~ik ele ah~, yok saYlda degi~kenin fonksiyon tarumlamalarl

~eklinde "BuyUk" (Major) degi~kenlere donu~tUrUlmesi konusunda olmu~tur.

Boylece, normalde etkisiz ve belirsiz konumda kalabilecek "kuyUk" degi~kenlerin

etkililigi saglanabilmi~ ve az saYlda degi~kene indirgenmi~tir.

Model i~letimlerinde, silleci hlzlandrrmak iyin (ozellikle yolculuk atamalarl

konusunda) TRANUS paket prograrnmm en son versiyonu (6.0) kullamlml~trr.

TRANUS, kategori bazmda model i~letimi yapabilmekte ve bu yah~mada da magdur

aynmmda model ylkhlarl illetebilmek iyin bu ozelligi kullamlml~trr. Sonuylara

bakl1dlgmda, belirgin farkhhgm ozellikle Yolculuk Uretimi a~amasmda olu~tugu

(hane halkmm sosyo-ekonomik degerleri) ve bunda degi~kenlerin magdur modeli iyin

farkh olabilmesinden kaynaklandlgl gozlenmi~tir.



Son a~amada, TekabUliyet ModUlu (Correspondence Module) diyebilecegimiz

bir kategori analizi ile, yah~ma kapsammda benirnsen hakyahk (equity) ilkeleri geregi,

ge~itli magduriyet kategorilerinin hangi magduriyet duzeylerine eri~tikleri

saptamm~trr. Bu yakl~trrma i~lemi srrasmda, aynca ne tfu politikalarm hangi

magduriyet guruplarl iyin fuetilebilecegine dair bir ol9U sisterni de elde edilmi~tir.

Yontemin etkililigini olymek iyin ise, magdurun durumunda herhangi bir iyile~meyi

getirebilecek u9 degi~ik politika senaryosuna dayanan uy ayn simulasyon fuetilmi~tir.

Sonuy olarak, beklenen olyude olmasa da, simulasyonlarda magdurun

durumunda belli bir iyile~me kaydedilebilmi~tir. Burada, sfupriz olmayan bir bulgu

da, en fazla iyile~meyi saglayacak politikalarm agrrhkh olarak gelirle ve ara9

sahipliligi ile ilgili parametreleri ele alan politikalarm oldugu gozlenmi~tir. Daha iyi

dU~UnUlmu~senaryo formUlasyonlarl ile yok daha iyi sonuylar almabilmesi mumkun

gozUkmektedir.

Anahtar Sozciikler: Ula~lm Planlamasl, Hakyahk, Ula~rrn Magduru,

Guruplama Analizi, Kategory (TekabUliyet) Analizi, Ul~lm Etigi, Modelleme,

Belirsiz Set Analizi, Duyarhhk (Esneklik) Analizi, Simulasyon, Gini Endeksi
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The main purpose of this study is to determine the "needs" of people, via the

modelling approach, in their travel activity. "How" to meet the need is also the concern

of the thesis that is truly about the improvement of the conditions of those needy. By

offering a new approach in transportation planning, it is intended to make it clear what

demand levels the needy will present in different stages of the planning. The needy is

presented here under the umbrella term "disadvantaged", who primarily needs the

improvements in hislher travel conditions. With this urge, our secondary aim appears

to be finding of the ''type'' and "size" of the improvements. In the following step, for

this purpose, we need to answer the question: "Who" needs the improvement? Can we

find it through the modelling approach?

Thus, the thesis study mainly will be about a new modelling approach, an

experimental try, rather than building totally a new model. Therefore, what is called

"ideal" model, here, will not, in fact, be a radical divergence from the conventional

ones but a minor shift, one that seeks a social/ethical flavor among the modelling

approaches developed by now. However, we will have to base our model validation on

the simplest level oftransportation planning for easy cognition of the model.

The existing models (from now on will be called 'conventional') have not

effectively taken into account the participation parameters, the conditions and the

opinions of citizens in the modelling process. The model approach in this study will at

least take into account their situation and perceptions, qualitative parameters that

measure the disadvantagedness, as will be revealed in the home interview surveys later,

about the transportation services in terms of the "disadvantagedness" criteria.



Initially, it is searched on internet whether any identical thesis study recently

having the same considerations in the literature existed. The worldwide sources were

scanned through library and the internet systems (Bliss and Ulakbim Systems in Bilkent

University) searches.

It might be appropriate, first, to review the latest studies in transportation which

are close to the study of ours in the world in general. Although, many innovative

studies and applications have been realized in an effort to provide improved and

effective transportation to the disabled people, there were only few ad hoc modelling

studies for especially the disabled and pedestrians. Mitsuyoshi and Kurose's (1987,

p.1139-52) study was about the special model for pedestrians within a limited

neighborhood (a shopping district). The study offered a spatial interaction that can

replace the conventional trip distribution process for pedestrian movements, which

have long been a neglected trip mode in the literature. According to that study, the

flow of pedestrian movement comprises almost a 40 per cent of all daily trips. This

phenomenon, of course, is an important aspect in pedestrian street planning and

design. The study also emphasized the role of accidents the pedestrians exposed to in

transportation planning. The facilities, shopping centers, etc. had to be located

accordingly considering the pedestrian flow. In the distribution algorithm, also the

probability parameters for second, third and other shopping trips were considered.

Heavy traffic conditions were regarded as the distracting factors. Additionally, there

are the pedestrian speed factors differing according to the conditions (eg, for children

and old people). Finally, a conclusion was arrived at special parameter of the ratio of

shopping population over the total population. This will probably resemble to the

"disadvantagedness ratio" of our study to be tested yet. But, the mentioned model is

unsuitable for the main streets.

Category analysis (which will be called 'Correspondence Module' in our study)

ofRengaraju and Satyakumar (1994) offered a method to derive average trip rates for

each cell. Analysis of Variance (with F-Test) is used for finding the meaningful

stakeholder groups. The methods used gave some hints about the cluster analysis for

the thesis study. Here, goals were associated to the identified groups and the stepwise

multiple regression method was used to do that by valuing the goals on the basis of the



individual characteristics. Another method is about the clustering technique assembling

the groups with similar interests in the Levine and Underwood's similar study.

Interestingly, the affiliations are made with no a priory groups definitions (ie,

objective). K-Mean clustering based on seven goals facilitated a natural (self-

organizing) clustering technique that left about four distinct clusters. This is a kind of

multi-criteria clustering (which is a technique what we look for) considering the

valuations from different perspectives (or, criteria). Levine and Underwood tried to

find clusters of social groups responding the similar result to the transportation issues

(Levine J. and Underwood 1996, pp.97-111). They used the AHP (Analytical Hierarch

Process)- based analysis in their surveys which is simply asking the respondent a pairs

of goals and pick the most important one for him/her. So, the persons, and the goals

too, were ranked relatively. The process employs a metric gauging the distances

between the responses. In the study, one of the objectives to be rated was specified as

"increasing the mobility of the transportation disadvantaged"!

For theoretical search, ethics related studies were observed in the studies of

Richard and Hosmer's (1996), Okun's (1975), Nader's (1965), and Nozick (1974) that

basically draw attention to the equity issues. Harvey's (1973) and Howe's (1994)

ethical guidelines are general for professionals' (especially planners) ethical

responsibility. In the practice side of ethics, the Australia based studies of Newman et

al (NHS 1992), Moriarty and Beed's (1991) and Blaser's (1996) concerns on disabled'

situation, Wachs' (1982) and Webber's (1982) attention on social and equity issues in

transportation planning are relatively the most profound and recent ones. Freund and

Martin's (1993) book emphasizes on the role of automobile in creating social

inequities.

Mandell (1991), in his study, criticized the ineffective handling of Gini index in

the literature, which is almost the sole measure of equity using Lorenz curve and

brought new contribution to the method claiming it to be more useful. The index is

based on the transfers of resources from the best-off to worse-off groups. In simpler

terms, the equity situations of the groups are relatively measured referencing their

average deviations to a general mean.



Among the studies considering the situation of the '"transportation

disadvantaged", it is worth to mention particularly an Australian study that compiled

some statistics about the different views of being disadvantaged in transportation on

the basis of household level (The NHS 1992, p.30-62). According to this study, three

types of disadvantaged appear to exist: Socially and demographically disadvantaged

households, economically disadvantaged households, and accessibility disadvantaged

households. Access difficulties are mostly based on the travel mode used. The findings

will be referred in this study in the next chapters later on. As one of the most valuable

studies, Brail et al (1976) probably formed the first inquiry about modelling and

demand estimation for transportation disadvantaged. Yet, the disadvantaged is only

composed of the elderly and disabled who need a special transportation facilities and

design. It is mentioned that the traditional demand estimation techniques are useless

for the disadvantaged populations since their transportation pattern and needs would

quite diverge from the rest. In this study, the demand estimation technique is the

driving of a "prevalence rates" representing latent demand of disadvantaged for travel

based on the various data compilations about population (such as census data). It is

also emphasized that home interview surveys could reveal this demand (1976, p.53).

However, in the estimation of the rate, there is the difficulty of overlapping of

categories.

It is observed from the literature that such a definition problem (ie, eliciting the

'disadvantaged' out) is still less considered and would fairly be unique and, thus, can

safely be worked on in this study here: The thesis proposal seems to present an

innovative modelling approach and the testing of the concept on a case study will also

claim to be unique. The accompanying model proposed here largely feeds not on the

compilation of theoretical knowledge of transportation planning but rather on the

premises of basic human rights and ethics.

For the evaluation techniques, the studies of Elker's, Nijkamp and Blaas' and

Richardson et al were found practically useful. Saaty's (1980b), Levine and

Underwood's on multi-attribute analysis techniques gave especially valuable insights

on the evaluation and clustering techniques for the various transportation categories.

Ma and Goulias' (1997) recent article carrying a new methodology approach about



revealing the behavioral tendencies also used the cluster analysis technique to define

types of persons having these different tendencies. Four clusters are found. In this

study, it is also testified whether the person-based data or household-based data is

more reliable. It concludes that temporal dependencies appear to be stronger in the

household-based than the person-based. Cluster analysis is done on the basis of

"distance between two clusters". The clustering technique is used personal/household,

short-term/long term, temporal and activity segregation. Household-based patterns are

found more stable. That can be evaluated as the methodological innovation among

transportation planning techniques (Ma and Goulias 1997, p.309-33 1).

There are also some innovative studies to improve the travel conditions of

disabled. These are mostly specific models for the operational systems (on-call

services, pick up and delivery problem with time windows, etc.) to transport the

disabled persons and utilize optimization type algorithms. A recent work of Toth and

Vigo's can be a good example to that (1997, pp.60-71). Interestingly, different

parameters were used for different sorts of disabilities and the operational

transportation system is set accordingly. However, these studies do not directly match

with our considerations since they are operational models and follow after different

purposes.

The purpose of this section is to establish the guidelines and construct the

methodology content of the Ph.D. thesis proposal. For each corresponding section,

there will be the definition of research process and the method analysis describing the

appropriate techniques.

The new modelling approach put here, first, needs its premises be tested whether

it can run validly to some extent and then whether is a useful tool for improving the

targeted groups, who are called "disadvantaged". Thus, such a model is expected to

contribute much to the theoretical literature. Since the ethics is equity based, in

general, and it is about to protect the natural rights of individuals, a special place on

equity principles will be cited in both the theoretical part and the last chapter (Chapter



5) of the thesis. In the model building and testing, the primary concern will be whether

such "ethical parameters" could feasibly be built into the conventional models on the

basis of equity principles. Therefore, in the latest test, we will try to see whether the

model (as verified logically) promises a tangible solution to the problems of

disadvantaged and whether shows the ways and practical planning tools in order to

heighten their position.

Shortly, such a model should still base on the conventional TPMs

(Transportation Planning Models) and conform to their structure, for still we

appreciate their "tangy" usefulness. When examined through, it can be observed that

they are for overall improvement of transport but not for a targeted group. Yet,

although our model will focus on those disadvantaged, in fact, without depriving the

Bentham's general goodness. That simply resembles to Pareto Optimality principle;

when a group's position is heightened, the other group should not be worsened off.

But, in this study, a group is expected, at least, to equalize to the overall average (we

mean not to the "advantaged"). Equalization, on the other hand, to the advantaged

would have caused another imbalance (inequity) in the general view. Equalization

process in the model is the most crucial part to pay attention simply because of the

difficulty to find the means of equalization. That will necessitate running a simulation

module to see the hypothetical effects of policies. Such simulation-based models

hopefully exist.

It should urgently be noted that the model is not for the aim of producing data

but to prove its usefulness. Therefore, there is no room for undergoing a devoted

transportation planning effort with a model yet to prove its usefulness for the local

area. Any data could be used to see whether the model runs properly. Nevertheless, we

have discovered that the existing data of the various studies in Turkey were not

suitable to the modelling purposes presented here. Therefore, it is decided to test the

model in wholly a new area. In this sense, the model will be a deductive one evolving

from theory to model that is to be verified on the basis of new data (ie, real data).



This way of handling takes a high place in theoretical discourse and the

methodology of convincing on its dialectic. Yet, it is not intended to navigate around

philosophical metaphors in-depth. We will only cite such viewpoints from the

arguments already acknowledged in the literature that such a study is necessary and

has its backlash. For the first time, the ethical considerations will require building of a

new methodology to be verified first. Hence, it is advised that it be an ad hoc

divergence from the other known models that have got less concern for ethics.

At this point, it may be helpful to elaborate little on the meaning of the terms

advantaged and disadvantaged: Being advantaged means the state of being superior in

conditions of one aspect of travel relatively to other(s). Being disadvantaged similarly

is the state of being worse in conditions of the aspect relatively to other(s).

The thesis will base on three main hypotheses: 1) The existing transportation has

left such disadvantaged groups markedly off the system benefits, and the

"disadvantagedness" is being increased in quality and quantity 2) The conventional

Transportation Models have not brought the necessary cure addressing to this specific

situation of those groups but maintained the status-quo, and, 3) It can be possible to

help improve their situation through a normative modelling approach.

These hypotheses are to be firmly tested and verified. While the first one is to be

proven on the basis of some techniques and strong arguments from literature, the

second could only be verified by citing from the literature, which will take place in the

Chapter 2. After the Hypotheses (1 and 2) are proven, the purpose of the thesis will be

to verifYits main promise: Creating a new method of modelling to accomplish the third

hypothesis as stated above. The very summarizing statement of the thesis can be put in

words as:

"In such an assumptive context, the thesis will come
forward with such a statement: "The disadvantageous
position of some urban travellers requires some policies in
order to improve their conditions. We take it granted that
this could be done safely, and this can be done through the



modelling steps. Thus, it requires the search for a model to
validate their situation and also construct a model of
solution (ie, a normative modelling)."

The thesis work is heavily experimental work rather than the theoretical and

literature search. But, this does not necessitate skipping the conceptual work that is

preliminary to the study explaining the rationale of the study behind.

Since the study (and the model) is a heavily constrained type and limited by many

assumptions and restrictions, it is ad hoc, serving only to limited number of aims set

but not to what an exactly comprehensive, a "perfect" planning study requires. The

target test area is basically narrowed down to Home-Based Work trips including here

also the school trips. Therefore, we could only observe the so-called "regular" trips of

the citizens that are basically the work and school trips in our case study.

Again, since the purpose is the testing of the model, we could comfortably take a

limited number oftraffic assignment zones: 12, enough for a small city. We will go into

detail about zoning and sampling considerations in the Chapter 3: The Case Study and

Data Manipulation.

Here, in this section, we will list the ambient (general) assumptions and

constraints as to define the content of the thesis.

1. The aim is only to test the model; thus, forecasting of future demand is not certainly

intended at this level but only for the base-year for comparison reasons.



2. Calibration is necessary but the accuracy of calibration is not the primary concern,

since our aim is not certainly to reach the true knowledge at this level. We are not

seriously involved in the transportation planning of a town.

3. We will run a simple sequential (Four-step) transportation planning model, which

constitutes the basis of all models. Yet, we may not take trip attractions or traffic

assignment steps interchangeably (simply because these steps contribute less to the

testing of the model, and, also they are the most difficult parts of the modeling in

especially collecting the required data).

4. Since the model is established on the O-D estimates, and the calibration is needed,

the Gravity Model will be a doubly-constrained one.

5. Aggregation levels will mostly be on the basis of zones. That is also to say, the

model will be zone-based model, where values are aggregated from the person-

based data. One of the major reasons in applying zone-based aggregation is that the

package (TRANUS) used in the model runs is zone based. Therefore, the positions

of disadvantaged/advantaged will be determined accordingly at the level of zone

aggregation. But, sometimes we may also use person-based aggregations, or even

household-based aggregations when it is necessary. But, aggregations can be done

from bottom (individual) to the top (zones).

6. Weekend trips possibly need not be taken into consideration for testing aims of the

model, which may otherwise cause noise. Weekend trips are more irregular and

pose different characteristics than week trips. We want to have a simplified view.

7. To simplify the model and for clarity, we will only consider:

• "general" trips (or, "average") and frequently done "everyday" trips (we

call "regular" trips)

• vehicular trips are our focus since they are more observable (not including

bicycling)

• trips of those 6 yearsold and above are taken.

• The model applied to disadvantaged and disabled will be the same in

principle with the conventional one. Both will be run with the same software

package.

8. TAZ (Traffic Assignment Zones) boundaries will probably coincide with that of the

district (mahalle) zones for simplicity but in some cases may not; the zones will have



centroids detennined heuristically (simply because the aim is here just to test the

model) as the gravity center in relation to the places of the household samples

drawn.

9. Whatever the interviewee' statement is, true or lie, will be regarded as the true

statement.

10. Little trips (that can be covered under "social" trips) are not concerned but major

ones (school, work, shopping, etc.) as expressed in the 5th item. Likely, pedestrian

trips are out the concern; yet, they need to be calculated for exclusion. Therefore,

they will take place in the model accounts and results.

11. The link capacity calculations may not be so elaborate. The calculations are not

for each direction but, after the total is calculated for the road, the average is

assigned to the directions.

12. The "Equalization" part of the Model (last phase), which is about the policies to

improve the travel conditions of disadvantaged, may not adapt to the cost

considerations in terms of system efficiency; the model described here is free of

many monetary shortcomings that, in fact, really exist in the real life. Our model is

not an optimization one and does not promise to solve cost-related or system

efficiency related (profit maximization) problems here. To see whether the model

works or not in terms of providing the "equality", what we look for, we will

ignore cost-related criteria. Yet, the cost consideration from the point of user is

within the concern of the study.

13. Similarly, whether the transportation system operator (municipality) can supply

the technologies for this improvement is not our concern. It is assumed that the

municipality is able to supply everything (even if not so in reality) and it has got to

supply every resource needed.

14. The subject (case) city of modelling need to be medium-sized (Aydm is quite

suitable) posing not many complexities, and it has the clear/definable boundaries

for the modeling assuming that there is no external trips coming from outside and

going outwards and by-passing. All freight and other components of traffic will be

out of concern, and therefore will be extracted in the calculations. Those

commuting from outside the boundaries of concern area, and outer districts,

(which is probably the contiguous settlements of Aydm) are also assumed to be



external, and not taken into the concern. Thus, we need not have to conduct

(external) cordon traffic counts.

15. As related to the 13th assumption, the expressway newly constructed is not

accepted as one of the intra-urban traffic distributors but of the external traffic,

therefore, is not taken into consideration.

16. We expect (or, assume) all trips originating from home will end at home again

within a day. Or, in other words, we focus solely on the Home Based trips (for

work and school trips). Though, Non-home Based trips are out of the concern,

they are assumed to be internalized in the home-based trips. But, separate handling

of Non-Home Based trips are difficult and requires some further surveying

techniques.

17. Additionally, since every trip ends at home, total trip production must equate to

the total attractions.

18. Although essential, we will not consider here land use interaction, because of the

complexities it may create, as the component of the modelling since our concern is

basically with the social one (therefore, the most important parts of the model

automatically becomes Trip generation and Modal Split stages).

19. The transportation network is basically composed of the currently used main

arteries and district distributors. New streets and boulevards under construction,

or that are incomplete yet, or are not thorougWy used, are not accepted since they

are not currently available.

20. The interview form should not only be regarded as a typical form for

transportation planning but also for measuring the disadvantagedness levels of the

citizens.

21. "Disadvantagedness" will be considered for only the urban users of the system but

not for the operator/government, non-users (or, external users) or other indirectly

impacted groups. As mentioned earlier, the costs and benefits of the system

operator, or of other parts are not within our concern, here.

22. Statistically, all data is assumed to be Normally Distributed, even if they may not

be.



The terms listed below are mostly the ones used according to what is meant

shortly by the use of the term conformingly within the context of this study. Some of

them may grammatically be wrong that here serves to shorten the long phrasing of

words instead. Some short-cut terms, such as 'ideal model' may also serve to recall a

concept without introducing long explanations every time.

"IDEAL" MODEL: The modelling approach offered in this thesis work by handling

the population as divided into two categories as disadvantaged and relatively

advantaged. Since the promise is normative and has the idealism to maintain equity, it

is called "ideal".

ABLED: all people who are not involved in any category of disabled

ADVANTAGED (see also disadvantaged, and Normality): all people that are not

classified in the category of disadvantaged. Mathematically, subtraction of

disadvantaged from all (Normal) people leaves out the advantaged automatically.

AGGREGATION: converting person or household-based data to the zone based

data by simply taking the arithmetic mean. The aggregation should be tested that it be

representing the real co llected data.

AIR-DIST ANCE: distances measured on the map

AMELIORATING-VALUE (see also WORSENING-VALUE): data (variable) value

scaled so that when increasing it informs the situation of the person (household or

zone) gets better such as the value 4 is better than the value 2 (used in

Standardization Process of data).

BASE- YEAR (PLANNING): The modelling and the model run for the current

situation with no policy consideration and simulations. Simulation results are to be

compared to Base-year (no policy) situation.

CAPTIVE GROUPS: Especially among the transport disadvantaged, those who have

no choice other than one travel behavior (such as peak travellers who only travel at

peak hours, a transit captive who has no alternative other than transit for travelling)

CONVENTIONAL (MODEL): Typical four-step modelling approach applying the

most basically known processes. Conventional model, within the context of the study,

meant the model run for Normality.



COUNT VALUES (see also model values): the traffic counts from the streets where

screen line counts are made for the peak hours, which are to be compared with the

model values for calibration.

DISADV ANTAGED (see also advantaged, and normality): those who are relatively

less benefiting, or usually suffering, from the existing transportation system, or, are

frequently in disadvantageous position due to their personal reasons. This class is

determined objectively as the outcome of the clustering technique.

"DISADV ANTAGEDNESS": Here, it is intentionally emphasized on the relativity of

the term, which differs from case to case, from one person to another, due to the

different conditions. Note that the word is grammatically wrong. It replaces the

phrase "disadvantageous position".

DISABLED: those who are frail and handicapped, having (an) organ(s)

malfunctioning, of whose movement ability is usually constrained. It is expected that

disabled suffer more from the disadvantageous positions.

EQUALIZATION: is any effort in attempt to equate the disadvantaged to the

Normality, which is to be proposed as the final conclusion by the study.

EXTERNAL TRIPS: Trips by-passing or ending (originating or destined) beyond the

city limits defined in this study

FOUR-STEP TRANSPORTATION PLANNING (see also CONVENTIONAL

MODEL): the planning approach following up consecutively the four basic steps of

the conventional transportation planning: Trip Generation, Trip Distribution, Mode

Split and Traffic Assignment.

HOME-BASED NON-WORK TRIPS: Trips other than work purpose either ending

or beginning at home

HOME-BASED WORK TRIPS: Trips with work purpose either ending and

beginning at home

LAND USE INTEGRATED (OR, INTERACTION): usually refers to the models

with the land use variables.

(the) MAIN AXIS: We mean the Adnan Menderes Boulevard, which makes the

commercial center of the city and where almost all public transportation routes

overlap.



MODEL (or, MODELLED) VALUES (see also count values): The output values

from the TRANUS software, that are to compare with the count values for

calibration.

"NATURAL" CLUSTERING: this clustering technique is literally called SOFM

(Self-Organizing Feature Map) with which the data are clustered automatically with

no specified criteria but given the set of rules or dimensions. For easy understanding,

here, we call it 'Natural'.

''NORMAL'', or NORMALITY (see also advantaged, and disadvantaged): all

population of concern. Mathematically, summation of advantaged and disadvantaged.

It also represents the standards and local values for all area.

PRIVATE TRAVELI TRIP: Trips realized by private modes, most usually by

automobile. Private trips are usually meant comfort and convenience, thus, associated

with advantaged.

PUBLIC TRAVELI TRIP: Trips realized by public modes, most usually by "dolmu~"

(called "dernek") in Aydm case. Public trips usually recall the disadvanatgedness.

REGULAR (TRIPS): Trips realized for the purposes of work and school. Routinely

done social/recreational or shopping trips can also be this kind. These trips are also

associated with peak hour trips

ROUTE: set of links on which a transit operator operates its transit vehicles

SEGMENT: link between two nodes.

SINGLY CONSTRAINED MODEL: Trip Distribution model approach using only

Ai calibration values in the case non-availability of the information of attractions but

only productions from which, in another iteration, Bj calibration values can be found.

SOCIAL TRIPS: Trips with the purpose other than work or school, such as

recreational, sports, visits, shopping, religious, etc .. Social trips are usually irregular,

and thus, hard to estimate in models.

STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCE: Global (or, overall) difference in the final results of

a model stage (for example, Trip Distribution's) between that of Normality and that

of disadvantaged.

TPM: Transportation Planning models, usually used in the sense to represent first

generation four-step models



TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT ZONES (TAZ): Zones designated for the purpose of

transportation planning. Centroids represent the zones and conceived that trips are

originated and destined to.

TRIP ATTRACTION: Trips that are attracted by the zone

TRIP: was defined as any movement from origin to destination for the distances more

than 300 meters for a given purpose (Ortuzar and Willumsen, 1994, 79). Yet we can

assume for more than 500 m for vehicular trips, but no distance criterion for the

pedestrian trips. As written on our survey forms, trip is described as the travel by a

vehicle or walking and by purpose from one point to another in the urban area with

no break in the movement.

WORSENING-VALUE (see also AMELIORATING-VALUE): data (variable) value

scaled so that when increasing it informs the situation of the person (household or

zone) gets worse such as the value 2 is better than the value 4 (used in

Standardization Process of data).

• Literature survey

• Problem definition

• Pilot study area

• Conducting the surveys (data gathering)

• Model runs (as four-step planning) for two categories for the model

validation

• The simulations to measure the effectiveness ofthe policies taken

Huge number of parameters (ie, data), most of which are qualitative, is to be

reduced to few major (function) variables. They require being scaled (between 0 and

100 points) and comparable. Comparability is also necessary for the clustering process.

The usefulness of the method described is important here from the city planner

viewpoint. The model should be a tool in producing policies to help improve the



conditions of the disadvantaged in transportation. The captured policies derived from

the differences between the two model runs, one for normal and one for the

disadvantaged, are to be tested through three simulations. Thus, the very clear-cut

definition of the disadvantaged plays the key role in this study. For this, self-organized

multi-variate clustering technique will be utilized.

After verified, this study with the set of methods is expected to provide an

initiation and secure path for further researches, as an integration effort to

conventional models, that can be followed in similar ethics-based studies.



In the first part, ethical confrontations (mostly equity related) in the existing

transportation system will be discussed. Besides, how automobile and highway-based

transportation has affected modelling approaches and, vice versa, will be emphasized

and exemplified (Banister 1994; Barry and Simpson 1994; Bly and Webster, 1984).

Then, there will be the discussion of the deterministic features of the conventional

models (which are already been examined) and their positivistic basis that preserves the

status quo transportation view. All the properties of some important models as

belonged to different categories in terms of the four basic modelling approaches are

categorically examined to see their misfits or shortcomings. Thus, it is intended to cite

a detailed explanation of a conventional model in which both city planner and

engineering perspective are going to be united.

In the second part, the Turkish experience and modelling efforts will be briefly

overviewed relating to the transportation investments after 1963. This will give an idea

to verify the disadvantageous position of groups in terms of the modes they use.

Finally, the method of clustering that might be used to define the disadvantaged will be

introduced. Correspondingly, the general transportation system and access related

standards in the determination of threshold values for identifying the sub-categories of

disadvantaged (explained in Chapter 5) will be reviewed briefly. Especially the

standards for disabled are of prime importance.

Though the resources are scarce on transportation-related ethical issues, in the

literature, Okun's (1975) and Nader's (1965) works provide some thoughtful insights

based on the equity and efficiency struggles that will be useful to apply to daily

transportation conflicts conformingly. Such studies do essentially feed on the equity

concerns. By this virtue, it is emphasized in this study that transportation, as a routine

daily urban activity, has also a "social" component: The transportation applications



cause inevitable inequities: The applications, in the long run, distribute benefits to some

and costs to some others. In the short run, travels may be more efficient and

comfortable to some and inefficient, uncomfortable and more costly to others.

Therefore, it must contain a progressive handling from especially social point of view.

In this study, only the short run (ie, daily travels) inequities and impacts will handled.

According to the NPTS 1990 reports (quoted in OIllM, 1994), the emerging

issues in the West has been lately on the travel equity with ethnic/gender issues such as

the distribution of innovation in car technology, the women's place in travel activities

and the rate of use of private vehicles by elderly. Car ownership significantly increases

among elderly: walking and transit declines. However, This may be the result of car-

oriented city and, even for those elderly, owning a car may be compulsory for their

accessibility needs. Urban poor is also observed to have minimum trip rates compared

to the better off. Yet, urban poor has slightly more trip rate than the households

without vehicles who live in suburbs in a typical day: The question is, then, on whether

this situation arises due to the choice or lack oftransportation vehicle (OIllM, 1994).

For women, for example, automobile provides flexibility, security and trip

chaining, which saves time for especially working mothers. 37% more than men,

women are likely to have work-related chain trips, and 15%, non-work trips. A

working mother without a car would be one of the most suffering people among the

disadvantaged (OIllM, 1994).

Apparently, the ethical (and equity) issues are quite different in the Western

developed societies than in developing countries as Turkey. While having one car is

certainly not an advantage for a family in the developed societies, it may make an

important indication of being advantaged, for example in Turkey, compared to non-

owners at all. Blacks are seen as the disadvantaged since the majority of them could

afford to buy only older cars while whites consider for second or third cars with

technological innovations on them. In Turkey, there is no such a racial issue for equity

consideration.



Another ethical issue in this context arISes from the fact that the world

increasingly becomes disabled. The exclusion of disabled or mobility-impaired from the

city amenities is a nightmare for those people. The death rates have been reduced but

the associated result is the increase in the rate of handicapped and old people who need

more attention, in regard to the developments in medicine and insurance amenities

(Blaser, 1996; Brail et aI, 1976). The world is getting increasingly old, too. Yet, the

car ownership and mobility of the elderly has also increased in the developed world

(Banister 1994, pp.165-7).

It is the similar trend for Turkey: while the proportion of old was 6,88% in 1990,

it is expected to be 7,85% in 2005 (Kaya 1994, p.5). Thus, transportation service and

facilities require some modifications for those people. Especially, those handicapped

have many difficulties in travelling in the urban environments of Turkey.

" A society that does not value people with disabilities tends
not to value anyone." (Blaser 1996)

Yet, the ethical surge by now has still not fully matured level even in the

developed countries. There is still not a methodological handling of the issue, not

specific measures and emphasis in the literature. Hosmer (1996) have lately announced

the significant place of the transportation ethics but only drawing the guidelines that

refer to ten basic (historical) ethical principles. Hosmer's warning in his article (1996)

was for the transportation planners' negligence towards creating a systematic research

field for ethical problems that people have been facing almost everyday. He first urges

the essential place of transportation in our very vital activities: health care, education,

employment, recreation, social and cultural, etc. "Changes in transportation system do

influence the quality of people's lives". But, he accepts that even the various ethical

principles are in conflict among themselves. Then, he immediately warns that

Bentham's Utilitarianism should not be the sole determinant of choice because of its

undemocratic nature. If not all, we should at least try to prevent the damages that

might come to either rights or as outcome to financial, physical, social or individual

domains. Because, in the social contract, we did not agree to help each other but

agreed not to harm others in pursuit of their right to self-development.



The other issue is the post-modernist situation of the models. From the

professional viewpoint of ethics, the scientists and planners should be doing something

concrete with the models, also attaining social objectives to overcome (or reflecting

among the solutions) such ethical issues in their studies: Models are too away from

realities. Garrett and Wachs in their recent study pointed just on the ethical

responsibility of modelling studies (quoted in Sheck 1997, p.B3): "The issue of

precision in the modelling process has been brought to a new level of questioning".

That also means not only the precision of the studies is the matter but, maybe, also the

decisiveness and accomplishment of the task (mostly social objectives) they promise.

Batty blames the models to be self-reflective but not working for outer realities:

"Modeling has been acquired a life of its own .. retreated from
volatility of public policy -making into its cocoon (world) .. and not
responded to the challenge of social change .." (Batty, cited in
Banister, 1994)

The problem of mathematical irresponsiveness should let us handle models a

little free from its deterministic nature in order to get rid of the inaptness to represent

the qualitative factors in transportation reality. Yet, such a modelling approach would

be very utopian, too: therefore, the mathematical relations will still form the basis of

such models as accompanied by the set of assumptions. However, complex

mathematical models are inhospitable among planners leading only engineers handle

the issue who, in turn, ignore social/ethical or qualitative aspects of planning (Elker

1981, p.39, Ulengin and TOP9u 1997, p.1067). Decisiveness ofthe model, here, is one

of the most important measures for achieving a perfect modelling.

Fortunately, user friendly transportation planning softwares help breaking this

rigidity of mathematics with the interface attributes enabling designer to proceed

planning procedures without entering complex algorithms. Yet, first, the models

created in these softwares are not specific to the local needs but ready "packages".

They can hardly be customized to the local conditions. Second, the designer still has to

know, at least, of basics of mathematical planning procedures and the theories used.

A model should, at least, contain measurable or comparable parameters and

numeric values, or logical sets, to be readable. Thus, a new model having qualitative



and ethical dimensions should somehow attain a success of measurability. That means

the model should lead to the application of a set of criteria based on the accepted

standards or ideal values to be defined as policy goals that will be used to measure and

quantifythe qualitative values or aspects.

Transportation design, in general view, requires a state-of-the-art organization to

provide both access and mobility to all users equitably. Some users, on the other hand,

have superiorities, or advantages, in conditions of access or mobility. Some have

automobiles that provide quick and door-to-door access; speed, comfort and reliability

as well. Some have less costing travels relatively. Some wait longer in bus stops while

some never. As there might be "natural born" inequities for some, some are

advantaged or disadvantaged due to the transportation system capabilities. A

transportation system, or traffic design, should be so well designed that it be producing

equitably well benefits and be costing to users at minimum as well.

1) Know basics of equity and efficiency well

2) Know "how" to reflect this equity, without damaging the efficiency side

3) Monitor and record short run and long run impacts and changes that resulted

from the project or policy applied

4) Develop ways to redistribute or avoid the benefit and cost impacts resulted

from the policy application for equity

Although a transportation system might be supposed to serve efficiently, it is also

expected to serve equitably, when considering the users might be relatively

disadvantaged due to the system inefficiencies, that forms the basis for ethical side of

the service provision. To form this basis, usually priority concept is employed in

various ways. Priority is a strong tool in the application of equity in favor of

disadvantaged in general view of traffic. At first glance, primary subject to priority, for

example, would be that vehicles should be forced to give priority to pedestrians

(Diandas, 1984, p.208). Or, private car can be charged of full costs it causes on

resources, congestion, space, pollution and accidents. That reliance on car travel



shouldbe reduced to assist the transport disadvantaged is over-emphasized many times

byauthors (Moriarty and Beed 1991, p.141)

In Turkey, the so-called "traffic service" was determined in the new Traffic Law

4199 (of 1996) as "to maintain safety of life and property on highways (..) to reduce

the transport cost and to provide the comfort .." and, in order to maintain these

objectives "..the effective organization and monitoring of traffic, the education, health

care of users , administrative, jurisdictional and technical services has to be

provided.". From this passage, the constitution pre-empts the safety concern on the

roads. That is, it should serve humans and efficient movement of goods.

From the point of social progress of individuals, Engwicht (1991) summarized

the role of accessibility as (quoted in NHS, 1992, p.63):

"The city provides a context in which people can share their
common resources in a common life in order to build an
environment in which, through mutual support, each
individual can reach their highest potential: socially, culturally,
physically, spiritually, intellectually and emotionally. An urban
transport system is the means by which this mutually
supportive community exchanges the resources and gains
access to the commonly owned resources in order to enable
each individual to reach their fullest potential."

From the social point, he adds, then, consequently that, "by building our cities

around car (..) we diminish accidental interaction (and access)". He elaborates on these

interactions that may have positive implications on communal life.

In an overall rating of importance of issues in the study of Levine and

Underwood's (1996, p.l06), the necessity of increase in the mobility of transportation

disadvantaged is heavily emphasized. That shows that the access and mobility

impairment, although ignored, has been a mantling problem to date.

Although being one of the most important objectives of transportation planning,

it is not likely that the need for ethical consideration has arisen now but rather it has

been ignored to date. Ethical consideration bases on the equity principle (will be



examined largely in the Chapter 5: Equalization Process) that should be sought among

those users, providers and those impacted from the transportation projects and

applications. The subject groups are basically the two groups: those who are the

system users and directly impacted from the policies and applications, and, those who

are not the system users but somehow are impacted by the negative or positive

outcomes of the applications or policies.

Equity problems mostly appear in intangible, or externalities side, of the impacts.

If there are external benefits for some groups, they are not taxed. Likely, if there are

some disadvantaged groups who are exposed to the harmful or undesired effects of the

transportation activity, they are not compensated for this impact. Projects and policies

are implemented with no adequate public participation asking each interest group that

can take share from the outcomes of the projects. In the study of Levine and

Underwood (1996), the method for multi-attribute analysis of different interest groups

to influence the planning goals, with a mindful ethical consideration, was offered and

tested for some stakeholder groups. It showed that, although there are objectives that

all groups come into agreement but also the objectives they conflict.

Another issue is the preserving of the rights of disabled ("natural born"

disadvantaged), older, young and those somehow disadvantaged in the system.

Ethically, first, their conditions need to be improved to benefit from the system as

much easily and effectively as those who can. Second, they need to be protected from

the harmful effects of the system if others are not similarly so. And, third, they should

not be discriminated or eliminated in the activity itself solely on the basis of their

disadvantageous position. From the principle of equity, rather they deserve much

better conditions even than the others! According to the ADA (Americans with

Disabilities Act) of 1990, everybody including the people with disabilities has the right

of mobility. Thus, efficient public transit means are required to provide for those

people who especially need flexible paratransit services adapting to their special

conditions!.

Ethical consideration that planners should be armed with can be examined in

terms of responsibilities or duties of the person coming from his representativeness of



institutions: The rules of ethics tell us what we ought to do with regard to our

profession (Howe, 1994, 3-19). But, we also have our human values telling us what

we should do in our actions towards others personally (ie, normative guide). The

planner's role was examined precisely in the studies of Elizabeth Howe (1994, ch:6

and 7) who especially put the importance of the ethica1ldeontological education of the

planner to recognize their crucial role in affecting lives. Yet, she had not placed any

specificattention for the transportation case.

Among the ten basic ethical principles, the most relevant principle to

transportation business seems to be the Rawlsian Distibutive Justice that has also the

space dimension in itself (Hosmer, 1996). Its "distribution" attribute also correlates to

the distribution due of transportation activity. But, in fact, all have the share of

relevance to every ethical subject.

For a careful ethical examination, the first requirement IS that city and

transportation planners, engineers and other transport executers seriously require to be

armed with philosophical and deontological education before they take decisions.

Because, as mentioned above, they are not just applying their projects and not only

providing a service but they do interfere with quality of lives; they can even make

someone rich and some other poor (as in the pedestrianization projects).

It is intended, in this section, to briefly discuss how automobile has contributed

to the inequity between the transport advantaged and disadvantaged. It is, indeed, seen

as the core ofthe problems in transportation by many authors.

As one of the most influential mode of transportation, the invaluable place of

automobile can not be denied for especially individualistic purposes when demanded as

a necessity. This study is not to develop a counter argument blaming automobile for its

harmful consequences but rather to figure the relevance of its chaotic effects as far as

relevant within the context of this study. It is acknowledged that automobile is

unsuitable way of mass transportation in urban areas and that the "auto-dependence"

and automobile-oriented planning can cause many unethical consequences and



inequities.Yet, for an elaborate work on those problems that "auto-dependence" might

create, there is not much room to go into the details in the thesis framework. Instead,

within the very limited scope of the thesis study, we will associate automobile's effects

and contribution to creating the disparity (inequality) between the mentioned groups.

First of all, automobile is a wealth indicator and escalator; expensive commodity

to own and thus an effective reagent to stress the owner's status and power. It

becomes the attraction for people to own, and, therefore, an adherence to the power

notion. It escalates the owner's accessibility and mobility compared to the non-owners,

and produce advantages. Thus, the people who have cars rise automatically to an

upper (advantageous) position while reducing the general well-being of the society and

oftheir transportation situation. The inequity that automobile caused would be more

apparent especially in car-based societies such as the U.S.

According to Webber (1982, p.60), there is one single equity problem between

the car owners and people without car: "[A]s persons with cars (...) and suburban

houses have become better-off, those without have become worse." And he puts the

inequity adding: "..it is because some people are better off that others are worse off".

He especially relates the rise of social inequity to particularly the rise of

automobilization trend. According to him, almost all advantaged are those with

automobiles and almost half the nation (The U.S.) is affected from this inequity:

"..those who are old, young, poor, and handicapped." (Webber 1982, p.61, Wachs

1982, p.53). Those who do not own automobile are even deprived of the access to

economic and social life of the city (Wachs 1982, p.53). And, those who do not have

the random-access are assumed to be disadvantaged. He sees the ultimate solution to

equate the disadvantaged to the advantaged in creating a transportation system

equivalent of automobile in quality and performance for people without car (1982,

p.61). This is typically the PRT (Personal Rapid Transit) system. If this is not possible,

even "direct cash payments to poor in the form of transportation vouchers" may be

considered.

From the point of social inequities, it was emphasized, first, that automobile

based transportation was undemocratic because elderly, young, disabled, women and



poor are, in a great extent, excluded from the rights that automobile distributed over,

which comprised almost 40% of the population: " .. that the transportation right is

unequal distribution on the basis of race, sex, income level and other social

differences." (1993, p.74). Second, this system also attacks on the existing rights (such

as spatial) of all those groups. For example, disabled, elderly and young as pedestrians

can not move freely in such a hostile environment. (1993, pp.84-87). And, this view is

much more chronic and the effects are denser on these groups in the developing

societies where the inherent system is usually not even automobile based and, thus,

there appear many infrastructure inefficiencies. The problem is that multi-dimensional

costs automobile causes over society are not tangible and easily recognizable, and that

its costs are usually incurred upon non-users, and on the society in general, in the form

of external effects.

Yet, within the limited scope of this research, the vast area of automobile's

impacts can not be held largely. Rather, it can be possible to mention the everyday

facts automobile has caused: even-worsening traffic congestion, over-crowded transit

buses, spaces occupied by parked cars everywhere on the curbs, speed causing traffic

accidents and fatalities are few examples. Pedestrians are confined to the margins of

space left from the automobile's notorious occupation. Priority is given to the flow of

the traffic rather than the flow of pedestrians. The automobile has irrevertible impacts

on the city structure, especially the historic parts that should be preserved from the

impacts of exhaust of vehicles. It deformed the walkable city structure into car-based

cities. Thomson puts this fact as: " The basic form of our cities, towns and even

villages is unsuited to the general use of cars. "(1973, p.149).

Likely, the deterioration effects of the automobile use on the public modes were

put in a manner of vicious cycle as in the Figure 1 (Bly and Webster 1984, p.148).

According to that figure, which is peculiar to Western societies, automobile causes

reductions in demand for transit use. Thus, the conditions and patronage of transit gets

poorer. The users of transit, then, become disadvantaged from the worsening system of

transit. Auto has also the final effects on the land use patterns from which

disadvantaged are further displaced.
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Figure 1. The Vicious Cycle of Automobile's Impacts on Transit Service
Provision (Source: Bly and Webster 1984, p.148)



In the U.S. case, population groups without cars are found to be especially

women who are retired and in the non-employed situation. From the point of where

they live, those vehicle-less mostly resided in the central city (60%), who are mostly

comprised of the poor and renters (Pisarski 1996, p.34-5). In the same study, it was

found that vehicular trip-making habit of the aging population tends to decrease (1996,

p.51). Elderly in Turkey similarly would like to be closer to the city amenities for

accessibility reasons: shopping centers, religious facilities, health facilities, green areas

and social activities (including relatives and neighbors), etc. (Kaya 1994, p.136-7). In

this sense, transporting of old people gains importance because of their worries: crime,

medical care, loneliness, lack of attendance, etc .. Old people also have functional

impairments that probably cause exclusion from the trip making: reduced hearing and

vision, locomotive difficulties, balancing disorders, anxiety, depression, etc. (Kaya

Even the increase in the number of cars at large could cause such an inequity

implication on the society and urban pattern as Schaffer and Sclar put it (quoted in

NHS 1984, p.62):

"The automobile has given improved mobility to the middle
class, middle aged. But, these owner drivers have not merely
gained new mobility through the car; they have also re-
arranged the physical location patterns of society to suit their
own private needs, and unwittingly in the process destroyed
and limited the mobility and access of all others'."

The criticisms to transportation models are initially related to the mathematical

ones and the positivist science, which had its origins in the late 19th century with the

foundation of new revolutionary paradigms in physics such as Heisenberg's

Indeterminism, Planck's Quantum Theory in 1900 and Einstein's Theory of Relativity

in 1905 against the Newtonian paradigm.



Initially being the deterministic approach, transportation models were criticized

still to be positivist and thus, being heavily mathematical representations, unrealistic

because of the failure in representing the uncertainty in transportation. Yet, the

practicality and explanatory power of mathematics (that represents positivism, here)

wasalso acknowledged among many authors.

Due to the theoretical weakness of the transportation modelling, the general

failure of the transportation models was related to its complete dependence on the

mathematical representation that was deemed to be unsuccessful in adapting the

changing conditions and needs, and uncertainty as well. Thus, the generic models and

their derivatives, too, could not successfully transform the realities of past into the

future realities. The first generation models were just to estimate the future needs for

transportation facilities. But, it was later understood that this approach had no

strategic (long-term) notion and would not follow the goals aimed. Therefore, the land

use and policy attainment were traced down to those TPM models, which were

acknowledged as the basis of all. Especially, the ILDTM and Lowry models have

gained a reputed success in this integration.

In the realistic and pessimistic atmosphere of the 70's, with the influence of the

economic restructuring, the models were found to be the legitimacy tools for engineers

to realize their projects. The models were found to be fairly mechanical among the

aggregate approaches. Disaggregate (behavioral) models, on the other hand, tried to

satisfY the need for human factor and put the behavioral variables, for persons'

enigmatic behaviors into it, which were much easier to handle by computer techniques

in simulation processes coming to the 90's. At the same time, the policy oriented

package models (DTPS) started to gain popularity, taking the development or

technological change ingredient (like growth factors) into the accounts, which are now

at infancy level to develop.

There has been so progressive evolution in the transportation modelling relating

much successfully to urban planning from the very infancy level of the sixties to the



more complex and elaborate level today. However, as commonly agreed upon, there

has been little progress in establishing a perfect model gaining a firm and sound

theoretical ground.

The first generation models have poorly contained planning goals and land use

policies. One of the first classic aggregate studies was said to be Chicago Area

Transportation Study (1960), that first considered a comprehensive planning approach

with the passenger and vehicle estimations. The other forms of models have evolved

from this basis (Banister 1994, p.21-2). Thomson defined the first conventional TPM

(Transportation Planning Model) steps in 1974 as:

· Trip Generation

· Trip Distribution

· Modal Split

· Traffic Assignment

With the 70's, transport studies were felt almost useless: models were inflexible

and not responsive to the real changes. Lee (1973, cited in Banister, 1994) stated the

necessity to insert the goals into the models for large-scale projects. Actually the same

techniques of the 60's were being used under the planning context all through the 70's.

Land use models borrowed from the 60's also gained more importance. However, in

almost every study, there was the problem of insufficient data. Only the Lowry's model

(1964) made a breakthrough simulating an urban environment based on the spatial

distributions of employment and the cost of travel.

Coming to the end of the 70's, there was the proliferation of models with

stronger theoretical emphasis which are mostly the gravity type allocation models

adopting mechanisms of change (Banister 1994, p.48). Meanwhile, there had been

many objections to the systems approach that grew in the last decade in the

transportation studies. With the 80's, some more strategic planning approaches

became popular: For example, the disaggregate type models first to understand

behaviors (or, patterns) and then solve the problems (like traffic congestion)

aggregately with the aid of high technology (computer handling capacity), IT and



intelligenttransportation technologies (ITS). In the following course, so-to-speak, the

mid-80's witnessed the demise of conventional TPMs. Towards the 90's, the

governments played fewer roles but the market forces. The promise was to solve the

problems caused by the private car use. Lately, package programs called UTPS in the

U.S. were available in the market. However, forecasting was still insisting to be futile

with higher inaccuracy to all the elaborateness of model designs. Development scenario

buildingand simulating the effects of the "scenario" development is another important

modification in the late GIS-based models (especially TransCAD and the EMME/2

versions). Especially, the planning approaches integrating the sustainability concept are

at the agenda.

As of the further developments, even lawsuits were filed lately against such

capacity-increasing and status quo retaining models that are rather expected to comply

with the regional planning objectives (Sheck 1997, pp.131-3). For example, MTC

(Metropolitan Transportation Commission) in Bay Area was found inadequate to

comply with the CAA (Clean Air Act Amendments), first, failing to reduce the private

trips and, second, to reduce the pollution. In fact, the model had resulted in more trips

and traffic growth. Thus, the modellers are asked to re-model and comply with the

environmental amendments.

The remaining criticism has been over the TPM's emphasis on automobile and

highway based transportation (Freund and Martin 1993, p.20). And, this is called

"institutional blindness" by the author: "this approach sets barriers before the realistic

and solution- oriented planning approaches that are genuinely to solve real problems in

transportation ahead." Though marvellous access controlled and speed freeways are

constructed all around the U.S., the travel time still remains the same since the Second

World War (1993, p.23).

The conventional TPMs, first of all, were not theoretically sound enough and

they tended to preserve the status quo trends, promoting more travel and mobility, and

resistingto change factor. The constants in the models are stable, and therefore, TDMs



pre-determine the future demand that might probably be otherwise different. There is

no room for radical policy making and innovative urges (like technology impact). They

are, thus, not suitable for planning aims in the strategic sense but rather to serve the

"trend" arisen for current demand (Banister, 1994, p.131).

Second, qualitative and social aspects were less considered. Ethical evaluation in

TPMs was not among the priorities. The Initial TPMs were criticized to have little

concern with the "transportation needs of the community at large" and that they had

inadequate level of public involvement (Bruton 1975, p.21). Models by now have

generallyevaluated too few alternative plans or policies.

TPM models are calibrated for the existing situation and time they are held but

not for the future, which is contradictory to their futuristic promises. Some other

minor shortcomings can be:

• assuming that human is rational is not always true

• each four step is independent, which, in fact, should be all correlated tightly

and affect each other in loop cycles

• especially, it is narrow thinking that modal split is only between car and bus

in most of the models, walk, bicycle or other transit modes are ignored

• all sorts of travel patterns are oversimplified, standardized and reduced into

work trips, which, in fact, only one third of trips are work trips

• computations are generally erratic

• behavioral change is basically cost based and related to income levels only

• more focus on demand and less attention is paid to supplier side (operators,

police, etc.) of the transportation process.

Disaggregate (Behavioral) Models lack the general theory of travel behavior.

Statistical explanation is also weak. Diary studies are quite subjective. On the other

hand, individuals one-by-one can not form an aggregate view ofthe system from which

a neat conclusion or resolution can be derived. They only help the understanding of the

behavioral aspects of the travelling. Behavioral models are of two types:



• one that uses utility (maximization) theory and is based on the rationality of

behavior,

• the other uses Psychological Choice Theory, which is based on randomness

Yet, uncertainty in behavior and the continuous change in the state of mind (in

decisionmaking) take place at the margin, thus, is ignored in calculations. Only way to

derive travel demand characteristics is to apply the stated preferences, or derived

demand techniques.

Probabilistic disaggregate models need lots of data at hand and many random

samplings. However, it is the best way to establish accurate data for policy planning.

Utility function for each mode (alternatives) for each trip is a convenience for model

building. Because the uncertainty, complexity and flexibility have now increased

greatly, the modelling bussiness is open to the new methods to be developed for the

appearing needs (Banister 1994, p.145).

In Land-use Type Models, the model building becomes more complicated

because of the sole complexity of the land development process (Banister 1994,

p.138).

Integrated transportation studies have always tried to include vision, financial

constraints and potential transportation problems. Yet, poor empirical data has always

been the weakest point of these models leading to the inaccuracy. Qualitative aspects

can hardly be turned into quantitative expressions. It was seen that models are

impractical and the results are unreal when population gets larger (Barra 1989, pp.65-

7). On the other hand, since the social and economic differentiation is huge, the criteria

to define the groups have never fully become satisfactory. Additionally, since utility

concept is subjective in real life, it cannot be aggregate, yet, we cannot keep account

of every individual (and make sense of it).

Another question is that the aggregate approaches standardize all tendencies and,

thus, lead to determinism (Then, should politicization ofthe models be allowed?).



The ideal is that transportation models should be robust and adaptable to

changes happening in real life. Yet, there occur many errors in modelling process with

the complexity increased. Error types are many in modelling (Ortuzar and Willumsen

1994, p.67-9):

· human errors
· statistical errors
· modelling errors
· prediction errors
· external factors
· social factors
· misplacement of tests

As a result, every year approximately a +, - 20 per cent of error range occurs,

which is acceptable after all.

Taking all these considerations mentioned above into account, the model that

will be proposed here should be addressing to some of these inefficiencies or misfits in

the conventional ones. First of all, it is necessary that, for complete interdisciplinary

cooperation, the models be traceable also by the planners but not only the engineers.

Yet, we know that mathematical models are not well adapted to the policy-driven

models well and also the qualitative aspects of transportation. Therefore, there needs

to be a common ground where both approaches meet (mathematics and qualitative

aspects).

The Land-use integrated models, on the other hand, have not brought actually

much novelty to the classical approaches but even complexity. Yet, this complexity can

be overcome through computer-aided models. They are much useful in many aspects

especially in simulating environmental/economic impacts but not in solving the main

dilemmasincluding the ethical problems.

There arises a necessity for a normative type of modelling that has been missing

in the conventional ones. There also needs a modelling that includes qualitative



parameters. A modelling effort that also clearly defines the benefit groups and takes

the related ethical/social parameters derived from this delimitation, and which are

supposedly qualitative, into the calculations. These calculations must be helpful to

specifythe actions the planner can take for different social categories of transportation.

Here, it is the purpose that such a model can be a planning tool that the planner can

make use of. For this aim, actually any model available in the market should be

compatible since we are only interested in the outcomes of any model.

Here, the objective of modelling becomes not to estimate the future after all.

Instead, maybe the models should adapt to real-time changes. We can have estimations

for either very short periods inserting routinely the previous estimations as fresh input

data into the model of next periods, or inserting real time data into the model.

• We should try to find out whether we can achieve our goals of planning
and policies we determined at the beginning for the future with the
accountability by the model.

• whether the outcome of the model serves the ethical consideration in
transportation, and thus, sensitive to the needs of those disadvantaged, too
as well as to the general people

• whether we can figure out some innovative ways of measuring the
qualitative aspects of a model (policies, qualitative improvements,
technology, etc.).

In the remainder of the thesis, we will deal with these considerations and "how to

evaluate the outcomes of a model" for two benefit classes in transportation.

This section will enable to overview the general policy environment which gained

speed from the 50's and shaped the today's view of the transportation in Turkish cities,

before we enter the modelling process, which might even determine the way we figure

the form of the modelling chart.



Our contemporary transportation problems date back to the 60's when they

tangibly appeared and when public consciousness was awaken with the then swiftly

changing political environment. Turkish society had an initially gradual but lately

growing interest in owning private automobiles that have increased the mobility of the

society starting from the 60's. Responding this tendency, the middle income classes

were encouragingly eased to buy their own cars with especially the availability of

credited sales. Net increase in the rate of the national income per capita had also been

the secondary factor that fuelled this tendency which was around 68% annually,

resulted in the heightening of the purchasing power between 1950 and 1969

(Yerasimos 1976, p.1486).

According to Hamuroglu, the automobilization process had also been promoted

by the continuous construction of highways since the 20's: the increasing rate of

constructions between 1920 and 1950 was five times, but it was 3.5 times between

1950and 1960 (Hamuroglu 1998, p.15).

With the central planning tradition, the policy-making has shifted to supporting

of the public modes of transport, acknowledging that transit was well known not to

survive without public subsidies that were coming basically from the central

government (ie, Ankara) (Ttirkkan 1979, p.41). Interestingly, that subsidy condition

was truly accepted to be natural and even found "healthy" simply because of its social

sense of support (wealth equalizer), as largely believed, though some contrarily argued

that heavy reliance on subsidies and low ticket pricing do not better-off the situation of

poor but rather will worsen the quality of the services, of which the regular users are

mostly the poor and middle income groups. Thus, this subsidization may make the

public service provision incompetent with the private modes, which will lead to again

unequal situation between public and private transportation. Even if originating from

the social justice considerations, the low fares in public transportation did not help

secure the place of public modes but maintained its position away from attracting

private drivers.

The objectives of subsidies to public transportation were set as to (Ttirkkan

1978, p.47):



• support mass transportation systems
• provide a reliable service to those who do not use private modes
• sustain a transportation system that was oriented to the needs of elderly,

young and handicapped (and economically disadvantaged), etc ..

Meanwhile, Turkey's foreign oil dependency increased substantially that had

gainedspeed from the early 60's, which is quite obvious from the energy consumption

statistics: Oil consumption was 5% of all consumption items in 1950, 14.6% in 1960,

42.9% in 1974 and had then been expected to be 50-60% for the year 1982 (The

Chamber of Mechanical Engineers, izmir Branch 1975, p.32). That also marks no

nationalpolicies on transportation matters had been considered then.

According to the Yerasimos' findings, the privatization in Turkey, that had begun

followingly with the new (Menderes') government's development program in 1946,

was very influential to determine the transport and economy related investments that

were to happen later (1976, p.1346).

The Marshall Plan suggested to invest on many highway projects, and donated

thousands of motor vehicles to activate the American goals on Turkey; 9093 km of

roadway was increased to 34536 km in 1963, whilst railways increased its length from

7636 to only 7911 km. According to Max Thornburg's report, who was known to be

very effective in the formation of policies on Turkey, in 1947, the allocation of state

investments must be channelled into the infrastructure (especially, transportation and

highway) instead of productive sectors, which was, no doubt, in accordance with the

American purpose (Pekdemir 1997, pp.317, 329-30). Accordingly, the highway

constructions by the American support were to be increased when coincidently

Highways General Directorate (Karayollarl Genel Miidiirliigii) was established in 1950.

Consequently, the adverse effects of this situation were that, due to the rural

unemployment, the migrations to the urban centers caused inefficiencies in urban

infrastructure and other social instabilities. In a sense, all the economic development

plans were solely fixed so as to base on agricultural and rural development. Highway

constructions, thus, became sort of idle investments.



The facts that Turkey was still a developing nation and it had a latent

consumption demand awaken and that EEC had been encouraging only the mounting,

preparing a good market for the European industries (AVCIOglu 1998, p.927), and

finallythat since Turkey was heavily dependent on the foreign credits, lead to import

their products including also the automotive parts (Yerasimos 1975, p.1600). Because

of the automobile imports, there arose an economic deficit in the payment of foreign

dept, which reinforced the mounting industry that had been established before. This

situationcreated some pressures towards establishing a native automobile industry.

The first national mass automobile production was "Anadol" in 1966 (Tekeli

1971, p.10). The Fiat was in production line in 1969, and then Renault in 1972

(Hamuroglu 1998, p.15). Yet, still the cost of the native production was much higher

than the imported ones (Avcloglu 1998, p.886). The investments on automotive

industry gained speed from the mid-sixties and the big firms such as Chrysler, BMC,

Otomarsan, Otoyol, etc. were established in Turkey at this period. The preliminary

marketing conditions had become all ready before they arrived (Tiirkkan 1979, p.711).

In the meantime, a campaign to gear up the desires for automobile ownership and

automobility was kept alive.

Through time, the rate of auto ownership increased much beyond the rate of what

had been expected for the 2nd Five year Development Plan period. The view became

familiarto the case in the 3rd Plan Period: The expectation for the end ofthe period was

50,000 sales per year, but, in reality, it reached 57,000.

Today, when we look at the motorization problem ill Turkey created by

automobility trend, it can be noticed that the phenomenon is a chronic syndrome

appearingwith the accident figures. According to the statistics, the accidents happened

mostlydue to driver's errors (around 75%) and also pedestrian's (around 15%), which

is, of course, false. System-due (ie. automobile-based system) errors in a greater

portion should also be included in this view.

2 For further comments, the issue is largely held in the same Atauz' and Hamuroglu's (1998)
articles, and also in the Freund and Martin's (1993).



According to Table 1, most of the fatality and injuries occurs among the age

groups of 21-50 and teenagers ~aI'ayelllaft .....l::Ha~t-]fmast-l-99-2;-~ Yet, this

information may be quite misleading since it does not take into account the

participation rates to traffic. Actually, it was verified that both young and elderly are

more amenable to traffic accident: young is often careless and elderly is inattentive or

defiant toward motor vehicles (AASHTO 1984, p.112). Thus, it does not make much

sense, for these age groups are larger portion who comprises the most of driving

population among others that outweigh other groups in driver's error representation.

AGE ANNUAL SUM ANNUAL SUM
GROUPS URBAN TOTAL

dead injured " sum dead injured sum
~"

1-6 237 3294 t1 3531 357 5079 :~. 5436
7-15 265 7052 ':?~. 7317 441 10317 10758
16-20 156 6290 6446 304 9983 10287
21-30 287 11171 11458 742 20062 20804
31-40 255 8499 8754 741 16266 17007
41-50 219 5292 5511 585 10435 11020
51-60 171 2895 3066 376 5416 5792
Over 60 261 3079 3340 470 4568 5038
unknown 673 13873 14546 1411 22473 23884

SUM
2524 61645 64169 5428 104799 113227

Source: TCK (General Directorate of Highways)", "Trafik Kazalarl Ozeti",
Trafik Subesi Mud., 1996

It is important to note that most of the accidents are private car related

according to the statistical findings in Ankara that accident proportion of the public

modes in the urban areas is as less as one tenth of the private modes, which is almost

non-fatal (Keskin 1992, p.76). This is because, to a greater extent, mass transit modes

reduce the total number of trips, which proportionately reduces the number of

accidents.



Following the initial conditions that determined the first transportation structure

and the "policies" driven for Turkey, and the first problems it had caused

correspondingly, some macro level model searches of development plans were

prepared which are resolved in the macro economic plans leaving to the consent of the

political decision-making parties. The objectives and strategies of the Five-Year

Development Plans from 1961 to 1993 related to the transportation were as follows

(Olcayand Turban 1993, pp.18-20):

• In the 1st Five-Year Development Plan: there was virtually no policy-
making attempt for transportation.

• In the 2nd
: The procedures that should be taken to lead the economic

growth were warranted, though still no detailed policy existed.
• In the 3rd

: The transportation infrastructure should be provided in some
urban areas. Demand should be met at minimum costs. Some good
applications in the world must be modelled. Railways should have a priority
to meet a considerable amount of freight transport capacity.

• In the 4th
: A master plan should be prepared and more attention be paid to

railway and waterway transport. The highways should serve more to rural
areas. For the first time, the role of intra-urban mass transportation was
spelled out as the adopted policy. The infrastructure should be provided to
meet the needs, at least, at the level of ordinary life quality standards
expected (Tfukogul 1st Mass Tr. Congress, pA07).

• In the 5th
: The concept of pricing and privatization of highways was

stressed. Another important subject was the adopting of insurance system to
the world standards.

• In the 6th
: Again, the theme was the ways to increase the efficiency of

railways.

From the report of Special Expert Commission on Urban Transportation (Ozel

ihtisas Komisyonu Raporu), we could derive out the intention stressed on the 7th Five-

Year Development Plan (1995, pp.6-16). According to this study, in this plan period, it

was confessed that no single transportation plan with a desired quality level had been

produced for none of the cities. However, a couple of studies for the rail system

projects in Izmir, Adana, Bursa and Kayseri. Again, among the proposals aiming to

planning, operation, management, social environment and historical preservations,

quite few would come true (like the buses run by natural gas in Ankara).

When compared with the Table 2 showing the accidents according to the

planningperiods, the policies put forward did not work well. It can rather be noticed



YEARS TOTAL increase dead increas injured increase Material Damage
accidents (Sum) (,000 TI..)

1970 19.207 100 3978 100 16.838 100.1 59,566
1971 29.055 151.3 3898 97.4 19.601 116.4 67,789
1972 29.874 155.5 3919 98.5 19.086 113.3 99,789

1973 35.947 187.2 4204 105.6 21.801 129.5 141,759
III 1974 41.107 214 4280 107.6 23.734 140.9 157,796
Year 1975 46.735 243.3 5125 128.8 27.847 165.4 309,173Perio

1976 50.628 263.5 5489 137.9 30.428 180.7 377,797
1977 56.765 295.5 6281 157.9 33.677 200 554,509

1978 52.077 271.1 5753 144.6 31.372 186.3 884,029
IV 1979 41.623 216,7 4536 114 26.427 156.9 1,215,267
Year 1980 36.914 192.2 4199 105.5 24.608 146.1 2,201,205Per

1981 40.953 213.2 4441 11.6 29.744 176.6 3,410,483
1982 46.249 240.7 4484 122.7 35.976 213 4,699,825

1983 55.208 287.4 5201 130.7 44.769 265.8 7,993,391
V 1984 60.840 316.7 5781 144 50.521 300 1,157,282
Year 1985 65.831 342.7 5680 142.7 51.586 306 17,126,592Per

1986 92.625 482.2 7315 183.8 71.264 423.2 39,213,742
1987 110.207 573.7 7530 198 80.321 477 74,612,196



that especially after the 3rd Plan Period, when still the capacity enhancement and cost

effectivepolicies were favored, there was a steady rate of increase in the amount of

accidents. However, we should not forget that the rate of automobilization had also

gainedspeed starting from this period, following the Planning strategy.

On the other hand, the traffic accident statistics in the Table 2 present a linearly

increasingrate through the Five-Year Development Planning Periods until the end of

the Fifth Planning period (Karayollarl UI~trrmasl 1992, p.68). This situation, in a

sense, shows the effectiveness of the policies, if applied, throughout the Planning

Periods, at least not allowing it to be at an "exponential" rate.

The expectations in the 7th Plan period were (Commission Report, p.13):

• the extended use of the computer-based applications
• the implementation of the technological innovations in the private and public

vehicles; the automation in the rail systems, the increase in the rate of safety
& comfort, use of convenient fare collection that aims the integration
between the modes, smart roads and intelligent vehicles, etc ..

• the privatization should be welcome
• the shift of automotive industry to the developing countries when marketing

area is reduced in developed countries

Among the various goals of the ih Plan were familiar (especially to those

mentioned in May 1983, p.169), but, for the first time, ethical concerns were spelled

out there explicitly (Commission Report, 15):

• safe, comfortable and reliable travels
• reduced travel time
• reduced travel costs
• attain equity among the urbanites while travelling and via transportation

applications
• reduced environmental impacts, the improvement of environment via

transportation applications
• reduced foreign dependency

That the urban transportation planning procedure should be an integral part of

the land use master plans and their implementation plans was strongly suggested in the

same document. There offered also some other minor proposals for the operation of

differentmodes (Commission Report, pp.15-16).



In the planning sense, the first serious home interviews concerning transportation

studies was carried out for the Ankara Master Plan in 1970. In this experience,

especially the percentages of mode choice and trip purposes of the households were

documented. A similar study was carried out by the METU students in 1974 to find

out whether those who used "dolmu~" and used bus could be clustered separately and

whether they would fall into meaningful socio-economic categories (Tekeli and Okyay

1979, p.91). The results were positive. A similar approach will be used in our

"Correspondence Module" in Chapter 5: Equalization Process.

One of the mam obstacles that prevented an effective modelling and

transportation planning in the period between 1970 and 1980 was believed to be the

widespread choice of "dolmu~". It is believed that the involvement of dolmu~ in the

transportation studies as a mode of "mass transportation" might portray a

disorganized view, and further, an acceptance of an "outlaw" since it was operated

"illegally" then. Thus, the modelling and planning procedures would be incalculable

due to the uncountable nature of dolmu~. Despite, "dolmu~" was responding to the

demand resulted from the deficit that public provision would not. According to Elker

in his 1977 study (quoted from Tiirkkan, in the First Mass Transportation Congress

1978, p.44), dolmu~ furiously took a portion of 44.7% of all travels, while 83.7% of

the vehicles was private and official use in the traffic, and EGO responded only the 15

% of the total trips with its reserves of 0.5% among the total.

Additionally, this deficit had also resulted from the unparalleled situation that the

population of the metropolitan cities (e.g., Ankara) had increased 2.6 times between

1960 and 1975, but the increase in the supply of public transportation vehicles was

only 1.5 times, that led to the "marginal solutions" like "dolmu~" or rather would end

up with owning an automobile. Rightfully, from the operator's point of view, the

inability to allocate enough resources to sustain the increasing demand under the

limitedconditions has always led to the deferring of effective planning attempts. From

the political mind perspective, it would be luxurious to channelize a great amount of



fundsto the serious planning and modelling attempts that are really costly and most of

the time inaccurate.

Through the 80's, there were some experimental but awkward transportation

studies mostly in the metropolitan level. With the rise of giant mass transportation

projectssuch as the metro and other railway systems, the discussions converged on the

economicaland social feasibility (the contribution to city life) of those projects that are

onlyto be rationalized by the transportation planning and modelling studies.

According to the conclusion of Special Commission Report for Intra-urban

Transportation prepared for the VII. Five-Year Development Plan, the two important

issuesappeared agreeably to the need of urgent solutions:

• the long-lasting disaccord between the applications of Highways
Gn. Directorate (Karayollan On. Mud'lugu) and the local
governments' urban projects and master plans.

• the lack of truly scientific transportation planning studies in none
of the examples Gust a couple of small scale studies to justifY the
approval of the highway or rail system projects as in Izmir, Adana,
Bursa and Kayseri, etc ..). Similarly, there has been no any RID
that is remarkable in neither theory nor practice in Turkey. The
imported models have not fit the structure and needs of our cities.

One of the proposals and objectives set in the same report for the ih

Development Plan were basically was to equalize the urbanites while travelling by

meansofthe transportation policies.

But, almost none of these objectives have been achieved. Many transportation

studies were partial and incomplete just to rationalize the projects proposed by the

localgovernments.

To summarize, it is viewed that Turkey initially had no "policy" in policy-making

in the economic area that resulted in paying larger attention to the development of

highways (most of which rural) and motorization in the agriculture; a highway and

automobile based transportation, depending on foreign oil. In the next step, we see the

motorization-related problems, congestion phenomenon and the steady increase in

accident rates. That urged the first worries over "traffic problems" that were to be



directed later to the concern of transportation problems by the 70's, when the first

transportation planning considerations were spelled out in the Five-Year Development

Plans(the 3rd one). Then, the subsidization and priority concerns for the public modes

oftransportation appeared as the policy objective to improve conditions oflow income

groups (even in the economical sense) when the adverse affects of automobilization on

those groups and environment were recognized. However, the first ethical

considerations such as equity in transportation, pedestrian rights and the transportation

for handicapped and older people, the pricing, etc, came to the agenda much later.

Yet, the prime concern here is on the Transportation Planning Studies such as

how they evolved within this environment. Transportation planning concept came with

the master plans immediately required for the solution of the infrastructure problems of

the urban areas. In general, the efforts in transportation planning and modelling were

not satisfactory; they are partial, not comprehensive (except few studies), insensitive to

the changes and local peculiarities of our cities; that is to say they are directly imported

and applied in our cities as obligations. They are also suspected to be erroneous.

As referred to the definition in Terminology Section in Chapter 1: Introduction,

the "disadvantagedness" is grammatically wrong word in English. Yet, it needed to

redefine such term, as a keyword, within our thesis context replacing "who is in

disadvantageous position in the urban traffic" or "the case that associates with those

groups who are involved in this position". Shortly, the disadvantaged person or family

is who is relatively more exposed to the problems mentioned above. In a broader view,

disadvantagedness may appear due to four basic reasons:

• Personal reasons, (at individual level)

• Socio-economic reasons (at household level)

• System inefficiencies (at the local government level)

• Physical reasons (the independent level of environment: path, distance,

topography, service, district levels)



However, disadvantageous positions can be many, and may appear in many areas

and levels of transportation. To give examples, that also makes the intend of the

questions asked in the home interview survey forms: one's dependency on the other

members of the family, household size and conditions, personal conditions (such as

being old or disabled), comfort, time spent, cost, trip production, speed and travel

conditions, vehicle performance, security and safety, physical barriers and difficulties,

dissatisfaction level from public transportation service performance (frequency,

reliability,quality of vehicles, etc ..), etc ..

In this stage, it may be useful to express this a priori definition beforehand and

reserving it to compare later to what it is in reality, which needs to be defined by

scientificmethods. The definition of disadvantaged is actually not a certain group or

the groups but rather the intersection area of the different groups of disadvantaged that

are defined from a different set of perspective and criteria (Brail et al, 1976). That can

simplybe illustrated as in the Figure 2. Each oval shape represents a disadvantaged

group, or cluster of persons, of transportation from their viewpoint denoted as A, B,

C, D, etc.. For example A may be the group of older persons, B may represent persons

with disabilities, and C the inaccessible groups, etc. Here, the very intersection area

(core) would ideally be our concern that is to mean "definitely" the disadvantaged for

sure:

Therefore, one might not have had to predetermine who actually the

disadvantaged would be. It will be defined automatically through an objective selection

process. The criteria set of this selection process will later be introduced in the

application of cluster analysis technique (Section 3.9). In the definition of the



problematicof the concerned disadvantaged populations, such a mathematical relation

canrepresent this concept defined above:

Here, Di denotes the ith category of presumed Disadvantaged, or cluster of

persons exposed to the problems, and N all the population without the separation of

disadvantaged. n here denotes the intersection operation.

In the depiction above, actually all disadvantaged groups comprise a large family

of disadvantaged group. Yet, in this study, as an approach, it is preferred to entitle a

person, or household as disadvantaged if he is at the intersection area of a pre-

determined number of "disadvantagedness" groups. On the other hand, the

intersection operation is not a simple one but multi-variate that can only be handled by

the computer use (clustering).

Some socio-demographic groups are likely to be exposed to the long-term

disadvantageous positions in the urban traffic and they can easily be identifiable. These

can be made "identifiable" by using the elaborate clustering techniques of which the

simpleone will be applied here. Yet, some groups such as the demographic (eg, age)

and economic ones are strongly be expected to be disadvantaged. In the Western

studies, particularly, access difficulty is seen the major source of the inequity between

the transport advantaged and disadvantaged (NHS 1992, pp.30, 58). The study

conducted for Sydney and Melbourne gives an idea about the family structure and

access difficulties as shown in Table 3. (NHS 1992, p.32). In this, the same index study

was performed for also income and transport mode. It is concluded in these studies

that there is an obvious increase in access difficulty from core to fringe areas regardless

the structure of family, income and car availability.



Table 3. Indices of Access for Core and Fringe Areas for Each Household

Type, 1991

Household Type Core Fringe All Areas

Pre-familysingles and couples <35 0,5 1,3 0,7

Singlesand couples 35-64 0,6 1,2 0,8

Coupleswith young child <10 0,5 1,5 1,1

Coupleswith older children> 10 0,4 1,0 0,9

Soleparents 0,5 1,9 1,1

Older singles 65+ 0,9 1,9 1,6

OlderCouples 65+ 0,5 1,4 1,0

Other Households 0,7 1,0 0,9

AllHouseholds 0,6 1,3 1,0

Source: NHS 1992, p.38

According to NHS, transport disadvantaged groups were defined under five

categories (1992, p.59):

• Young: Preschool and school children, working or unemployed

• Old: Aged and frail

• Poor: Resource-poor and information-poor (migrants, new residents)

• Home workers: Home makers

• Disabled: Physically disabled and physically ill

Here, for the case study, it is first of all, tried to predict the conditions that cause

the disadvantaged positions and the disadvantaged groups that are exposed to them.

In detail, those conditions might be according to:

• whether the trips coincide with the busiest hours of the traffic flow (i.e., morning

and evening peak hours). Let us call them shortly "peak-captive" groups who are

expected to have regular work or school trips. If they waste quite a considerable

time on the roads they might comprise one of the "disadvantaged groups". These



groups can be found from the survey data of trip purposes and the trip departure

times.

• the usual physical barriers to normal (abled) people while travelling. This is

related to the worse travel conditions and the physical/access-barrier inefficiencies

due to the fixed (long-term) barrier elements such as excessive slope, or,

narrowness of the curb. These type of barriers may be man-made, such as railway

dividing a neighborhood from the others, infrastructure inefficiencies, or natural

such as topography. This information can be obtained from the survey data of

perceptional responses.

• physical barriers to the disabled and frail persons. These barriers may coincide

with the one to the normal people but may also exceptionally be the barriers that

do not harm abled people but only the disabled. They can be called a priori the

disadvantaged. The reasons for this are explained in the Section 2.5.3: "The

Situation of Disabled and Special Standards for Them".

• similarly, it is the same with the elderly groups. The persons above an age is older

and, thus, can be categorized as the "natural" disadvantaged due to their reduced

abilities and the hostile environment insensitive to their physical capabilities as to

the disabled. They have less trips as they get older, for the age 65 and over, usually

below 5% of all trips (Banister 1994, p.166, Beyazlt 1989, p.1 0).

• less travel rate (trip production and distribution rates) due to limited income

availability. This is one of the main reasons of being disadvantaged and many times

called "economically disadvantaged" (NHS-Newman et aI, 1992, p.33). Yet, can

they be assumed directly the disadvantaged? Most probably, but still not

necessarily. But, there is the high correlation, for example between the bad trip

conditions, and the trip rates, and the income, and we evaluate the

disadvantagedness only while travelling. Likely, in the study of Beyazlt's done for

Ankara in 1985, it is pointed out that when the level of income decreases the car

ownership correlatedly decreases (1989, p.1?). Likely, decrease in the leisure

purpose trips is accepted as being disadvantaged (Banister 1994, p.160). Less

distance travelled per capita might even be associated to being disadvantaged since

car ownership may mean more distance travelled for the owners (Banister 1994,

p.162).



• limitedaccessibility to the urban amenities. The information can be derived from

the distance to the basic amenities and to the city center. Yet, access is somehow

stillrelated to the economic conditions.

• bad travel conditions due to the limited income availability. These are expected to

the transit-captive groups who usually find the travel conditions and the service

quality inefficient and low.

• uneasy travel conditions due to the socio-demographic conditions of the

household. The reasons here other than the economic (income) one and probably

related to the household lifestyle and demographic structure. A simple example of

this can be the reduced share of private car usage per person in a crowded family.

I adverse travel conditions due to the inefficient local (public) transportation system

and service provision. Inefficient and bad condition of the facilities may affect more

especially those disabled, young and elderly (Simpson 1994, p.2IO). This

information can also be obtained through the perceptional or some other relative

responses of the survey data.

I difficulty in travelling due solely to personal reasons, peculiarities and in

capabilities. However, this might sometimes be confused with the

disadvantagedness by the disability. We mean some other reasons, here, other than

disability and older age.

I difficulty in travelling due to the spatial distance (access) of the persons to the

transportation facilities. This may also confused with the disadvantagedness

according to accessibility. The focus here is the accessibility to the stops or

carpark, etc ..

I Disabled (handicapped) persons

I Elderly

I Very young



In fact, poor and disabled probably expose heavily to the inconvenient travel

conditionsand physical barriers than the average persons, but may not necessarily to,

either.A poor may have a car or become very accessible and, thus, may not experience

theveryadverse situations when travelling.

The clustering technique will be used in the study as a tool to separate those who

are disadvantaged from the others. After clustered, this will enable us to know who is

clearlycategorized as disadvantaged, and it further requires the separation of the data

of disadvantaged from the general data (Normal), with all variables considered, to a

separate data sheet. This will be done primarily for person-based data and then be

aggregated to the zonal averages.

It will not be inquired here whether the clustering is done properly, or not. The

purpose is to present a method and the doing it in a right manner.

The answer to the question "what is a cluster" must be sought in the "value

judgment of the user". "!fusing a term such as 'cluster' produces an answer of value

to the investigator that is all that is required." (Everitt 1993, p.6). Here, simultaneous

clustering of individuals and variables is adopted as the technique (Everitt 1993,

p.134), which is a matrix form rather than one dimensional and quite complex to

comprehend: In the first stage, the clustering of each individual variables are

interdependent (overlapping clusters). Then, a re-arrangement of "optimal" clustering

is done among the clustered items in data. Finally, the clustering is done on both the

basis of individuals (nj) and of the variables (ffij) all throughout the datasheet. The

clustering on the basis of individuals interviewed is adopted (ie, who is disadvantaged

is important rather than variable). Not any threshold value is introduced for grouping

the values although could be.

Figure 3 explains how the clustering interdependently and separately be held first

fromthe point of variables (a) and then individuals (b). The clustered values are shown



bold.In the second data table (b), the values in the parentheses mean the values are at

intersectionof both clustering.

m\ ... ... mj

0\ 2 9 4 1
4 8 3 1

: 1 7 5 2

OJ 6 8 0 4

m\ ... ... mj

n\ (2) 9 4 (1)
4 8 (3) (1)

: (1) 7 5 (2)

OJ 6 8 (0) 4

(b) clustered on the basis of individuals (rows)

Figure 3. Clustering According to Variables and Individuals

Various clustering techniques can be used to clearly identify the things from

different dimensions into groups for some purpose. The process will be executed

separately on SPSS Data Editor. As known, clustering can be made on the basis of

either seeking high degree of diversity between (or, external isolation) any naturally

dividedclusters, or seeking high degree of homogeneity within (or, internal cohesion)

each cluster (Nijkamp and Blaas 1994, p.38, Everitt 1993, p.54). Thus, this is to imply

here that we need to pre-determine the type of clustering technique by goal before

beginningthe process of clustering. 'K-Means' type algorithm will be applied in which

"each individual belongs to the cluster whose center is closest in Euclidian distance

terms" (Everitt 1993, p.151). That is internal cohesion type clustering.

In this study, the separation of the urbanities into two basic transportation

categories is aimed according to their travel conditions or the conditions affecting their

qualityof travel, first, to significantly identify the travel conditions of each. Second, it

is aimed to learn the degree to which they separate from each other, so that the

designerwill know how far effort s/he needs to improve the disadvantaged group. Yet,



it should be noted that the disadvantaged group will be defined relatively within the

context of that society to be sampled, not the general. Thus, Aydm' situation is not

comparable to Istanbul's conditions, or Turkey's averages. In Aydm, for example,

thosehaving 15 minutes of travel time can be categorized as disadvantaged while those

having100 minutes of travel time could be accepted as disadvantaged in the Istanbul

case.That is, the principles of relativity work in this study.

Another important consideration that should be taken into account before

applyingthe clustering is that all variables need to be standardized into the same unit

scalesince some variables are categorical, some ordinal some in categorical data some

having interval scale (Everitt 1993, p.38-9). It is seen appropriate to scale up all

variables to interval scale between 0 and 100. However, it is seen unnecessary,

although advised, to weight the variables. Weighting of variables seems illogical and

inconsistent within the logic of clustering which itself seeks objective evaluation of

clustering. As in the study of Levine and Underwood's, distances of each individual

value from the mean of certain groups could be taken as the gauge for clustering. But,

this is not the SOFM technique and requires the finding of the mean values.

Since we have many variables to be subject of the cluster analysis, we will run

the technique simultaneously for many variables, and thus, we will obtain the

aggregated form of clusters (which is a sort of multi-variate clustering).

What is meant by "natural" clustering, or self-organizing technique, is that no

threshold value was seen necessary to enter for the classification of the two separate

groups. The clustering is done automatically by the computer itself and the threshold

values are produced and organized in relation to the data input entered in this process

so as to divide two major groups. This approach is quite objective because of no outer

intervention. Thus, such a clustering under threshold values is not adopted in this study

but only at the Cluster Filter study in Chapter 5, where a second set of clustering by

computer's self-organizing clustering for each variable considered would be very

complicate. Rather, Excel's filtering property can do the similar process excellently.



Being older in Turkey is assumed to be after 60 years old and over which is

mostly the age for retirement and acceptance to the nursing house (huzurevi). This is

generally assumed to be 65 and over in the developed countries (Kaya 1994, p.l).

Young is perceived as pre-school age and school age young, which can be taken as 6.

We can assume the dependency ratio as 0,25 since generally there is one bread-earner

in a four-member family. The latest information about the proportion of unemployed

among the population is between 6-8%, which may vary in the case of Aydm. The

percentage of disabled is offically declared as 7%. This has been much lower in the

case of Aydm, but the findings from survey about disability may not reflect the truth.

The accepted Lowest Salary (asgary iicret), which was then around 60 million TL, is

taken as the base reference point and, the likert scale in the home interview survey is

designedaccordingly.

Regular trips for mid-size cities in Turkey is lower in general: less than 1.00 (as

far as observed from the recent results of the transportation studies). Trip rate was

foundto be 1,58 in the Trabzon Study including pedestrian trips (1994). Vehicular trip

rate was 0,82. In Turkey, vehicle ownership was observed to be 57,7 per thousand,

and this is 32,5 for only automobiles. Yet, today, this may have increased up to 60 to

70. Trip rate was 0,43 for private, 0,83 for transit modes and 1,23 for pedestrian in

Ankara for the AUTS study in 1988 (Beyazlt 1989, p.146i. In American cities, trip

rate varies between 1,65 and 3,09.

The rate for private was 77 for Izmir in 1990, 36 for Adana, 79 for Bursa, and

77 for Trabzon (in 1991). In 1992, car ownership per household was found to be 0,3



for izmir. A lower value can be reasonable for Aydm (like maximum 0,25). Yet, car

ownershiptrend has got a higher rate to date. Automobile ownership differs according

to the income levels: 109,6 per thousand for high income, 44,5 for middle income, and

4,6 for low income. In the 1986 Ankara study, of all trip rate, 0,81 was work related,

0,44 school and 1,29 other (social) trip purpose. This was 23,9%, 15,1% and 61% for

work, school and others respectively in 1987 Bursa study. This had been 32,2%,

17,4% and 50,4% for Ankara study in 1985 for work, school and other respectively to

givean idea about modal split. In 1986 Bursa study, 39,3%, 5,7% and 55% for transit,

privateand other (probably pedestrian) respectively. In the AUTS study, 14% of all

tripswere found to be peak hour trips.

The trip rates according to the socio-economic groups from the upper level to

lowerlevel in Ankara (BeYazIt, 1989):

1 2,17

2 1,81

3 1,61

4 1,49

5 1,35

6 0,75

aver. 1,45

Waiting on stop must not be more than 10 minutes, but when considered the

situationof elderly and disabled this should be less than 5 minutes. Travel wait for mid-

sizecities can not exceed 30 minutes. Much lower values can be expected for smaller

cities.

It is known that bus system is the most flexible and convenient one for transit in

thecities of Turkey, yet it would not be so in smaller cities such as with the population

around one hundred thousand. They rather prefer to use minibus or midibus systems.



The comparison of the two systems in terms of the system capacities (izmir LRTS

Project 1992, pp.123, 139) is as in Table 4:

Headway

(min)

0.75 - 10

0.75 - 5

speed

10 - 25

10 -15

Bus 100

Minibus 12 - 30

500 - 8000

800

As seen in the Table 4, the seat capacity range of midibuses and minibuses are

largebut the ideal capacity for minibus is between 14 and 16, while it ranges between

17and 35 as seated butideally is around 24 for midibuses (Simpson 1994, p.17). If a

normalbus is to be used, it can take 100 persons seated ideally, but can be enlarged up

to 150,when this can be 200 persons in articulated buses (Simpson 1994, p.10).

In calculation of in-vehicle occupancy capacity, normally 4 persons per meter can

be acceptable for peak hours. This can rise to 8 persons per meter (izmir LRTS Project

1992,p.157) especially in metropolitan cities. But, in small towns even 4 would not be

acceptable.

The maximum economic life of a typical transit bus is said to be 30 years, or 2

millionkIn (Saym 1987, pp.164-5). Dolmu~ type minibuses have lesser economic life

around 10 years. But, most of the time, this duration is over-utilized.

Design speed for buses in the arterials are between 60 and 70 krn/h. This should

be lesser for the minibuses. Maximum slope would be 10-12% .

Lane width of the roads is commonly agreed by the Directorate of Highway to

be 3,5 In, or, at least, 3 m. climbing lanes should be 4 m. The width of collector type



walkways (curbs) with the numbers of people walking must at least be two meters

wide (Lynch and Hack 1984, p.209). Hight of curb should ideally be lower, but

maximumbe 15-20 em. Curb width must minimum be between 2 and 2,4 m in the

crowded streets. But, ideally, it must be wider. The maximum slope can be 5 % in the

pedestrian walkways when also the handicapped people are considered (Koy 1994,

T8-9111).

Design Speed can be between 100 and 120 km/h for 4-6 lane express roads. For

4 lanedivided, this is 80-100 km/h. Design speed in urban arterials can be between 60-

100 kIn (40-60mph) (may be as low as 50 under the restricted conditions of the road).

Thiscan be lower in the local streets: 20-30mph (35-50 km).

Two lane roads may have a rate of flow 2800 pcphpl. This may be lower than

2000 for typical towns in Turkey.

For transit stops, those standards are valid: For buses, 13m turnout (pocket)

lengthwith 3 m width, and the total approach length is 60 m.

In the conditions of Turkey, walking distance to elementary schools can be taken

as maximum 500 meters. This must not be more than 300 m for elderly and young. The

pupils must not cross the arterial streets. Pedestrians should not walk more than 1,5

kIn to work, and 800 m to the local amenities (AASHTO 1984, p.112).

It can be said that the residence is inaccessible in all terms when 1,5 km away

from the shopping and public facilities. Especially the Health Center should absolutely

be within the range of 1,5 km (De Chiara 1984, p.8).

The access duration to a stop or parking area should ideally be 5 minutes (there

is not a specific distance), which is related to the acceptable standard for walking to

access any facility in a neighborhood. Walking to a stop can be acceptable between 5

and 10 minutes. Similarly, in Turkey, the waiting time in bus stops is commonly



acceptedto be 5 minutes (Keskin 1992, p.69). But, much more can be tolerable in

metropolitan areas. Transfer time is acceptable between 5 (min.) and 15 (max.)

minutes.30 minutes of travel time can be acceptable for mid-sized cities.

By standards defined from data, it is meant the averages (arithmetic mean) of the

localvalues. Especially, the threshold values (standards) of function variables, that are

to beused in the Cluster Filtering in Chapter 5, are obtained from the arithmetic means

of the cluster centers ofthe two clusters, advantaged and disadvantaged, that are to be

defined later in Chapter 3. Likewise, the local standards can be obtained from the

frequencies of the "checklist (likert) values" of the variable at the home interview

surveydata.

The average household size was observed to be 3,5 according to the survey

results, out of which the response rate was 3,2. Household size categories can be

summarized as: single households comprise 5%, 2 person 21%, 3 person 21%, 4

person 35%, which is the highest, 5 person 10%, 6 person 4%, and 7 person 2%.

Almost4 % of the households is relatively under high income category, 32% is under

the middle, and 65% is under the low income category. It is found that there is a

vehicle (including bicycles) per 6,85 persons. Table 5 provides summary household

levelinformation for all Aydm City derived from the home interview survey. However,

the percentages in the table are independent results to each other.

The determination of the local standards (threshold values) derived from the

home interview surveys are provided under the Home Interview Design in Chapter 3.

The threshold values used for each variable chosen can either be observed in the

Cluster Filter in Chapter 5.

As known, dis;WJed or handicapped people, who has a large range of associated

groups ill ~he population, are much more exposed to the barriers than the normal
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people (called "abled") while they are out on streets or while travelling. Presently, in

our cities even healthy people are many times exposed to adverse conditions and can

experience disadvantageous positions. Yet, self-disadvantageous position of disabled

adds some more to their position affecting their moral feelings, too. Therefore, here, a

specialattention is paid to the situation of disabled and elderly.

It is axiomatic that the design for everyone (or, for 'standard' man) should level

down to the design for disabled or handicapped, simply because they should be

behavedequally as to others. They need to travel on streets as everybody can with no

help. Shortly, the conditions of disabled ought make basis of all spatial design of

transportation facilities. As suggested by Brail et al (1976), a special transportation

system is required addressing to the special needs of transportation disadvantaged

(specifically elderly and disabled). For example, most handicapped persons would

demand transporting to special facilities or programs, schools etc., which pose a

different travel demand characteristic. There can be three seriousness levels of

disabilitywhen transporting: Mild, Moderate and Severe Handicap Conditions, each

requiring different transportation system designation. For, example while mild

handicapped might be transported by normal but modified transit systems, a moderate

handicapcondition may require a special design either in operation and vehicle design,

etc. (Brail et al 1976, pp.48-49). Cost effectiveness criterion may be waived especially

for the moderate and severe handicap conditions.

Therefore, the disabled and the household he/she belonged to is assumed as

"straight" disadvantaged in our model without further investigation on the individual

peculiarities.Likely, the disability will be accounted on the household basis even if only

one person is disabled in that household.

It was agreed that the studies and design rules for disabled are poor in theory

and practice. Especially, in Turkey, there are few resources, less data and theoretical

study on the travel needs and design principles for disabled compared to the Western

societies. The most impressive works among those are the "Ula~tlabilirlik iyin Avrupa

El Kitabl" (1995) and the TSE publication shortly called TS: 9111 (1991). It was

drasticallynoted that there were over seven million disabled people in Turkey, which



was the figure for the year 19954
• Though seems exaggerated, this is almost one

sixth or seventh of our current population. And, over 30 million people, being

their first degree relatives, are engaged in the difficulties of having a disabled

member in households. That is almost half the population. That is to say, disability is

also the concern of the household and, therefore, this makes the household in

disadvantageousposition to some extent ..

Some other groups are also accepted to be disabled, or handicapped, besides

physicaland mental disabilities in this figure: old people, very long or short people,

thoseexposed to sports related accidents (most of which are temporary injuries), those

carrying baby-carts on streets, pregnant, fat people, etc. all have to cope with the

hostile environment not tolerating to their special situation or weaknesses (1995,

p.12). Standards have been set for "standard people" with mean height or weight and

the standard abilities, which has been a wrong and discriminatory assumption for a

longtime.

Another source mentioned that one tenth of the adult population in the

developed societies, and 12 % of the adult population in the developing societies are

determined to be seriously disabled (Sabahi and Aytore 1994, p.3). It is important to

consider how they will be transported and under which circumstances. Sabahi and

Aytore's study has spent a considerable effort in taking all these into account, but,

specificallythe problem of the orthopedic disabled and of transporting them by Light

Rail Transportation (LRT), which would rather be a secondary concern for Turkey.

Study emphasizes concludingly that especially the orthopedic disabled and elderly

shouldbe taken care of when boarding (on and off) the vehicles (1994, p.3).

Koy, in her recent work on the design of physical environments regarding the

conditions of handicapped, especially expressed the importance of such studies, with

the stressed definitions about the conditions of those disabled and their physical

abilitiesgiven the conditions (Koy 1994). Physical disability could be in five forms:

4 Ula~IJabilirlik iyin Avrupa EI Kitabl (European Handbook for the Access), Tiirkiye sakatlar
Konfederasyonu: 4, March, Ankara, 1995



· mobility imparied

· reduction in swiftness (as in older people)

· visual disability

· hearing disability

· disability in speaking (or communication)

Her study concern focused on the mobility impaired groups and the required

physical/spatial arrangements for them. She also starts with the assumptions that

almost all people deviate from the "standard man" and specifically those "impaired"

peoplewho are less or far disabled are not negligible, and still the part of the general

society, and should not be separated from the society, and therefore, should not be

treated separately but be behaved like the normal peopleS. This assumption is solely

basedon the ethical concern and the equity principles in the related literature. People

maydifferentiate from one another in this or that way, or in ability, but, in terms of the

human rights, they are all equal in essence as others and these rights should be

protected. One of the equal rights is naturally the freedom of movement and safe

travelling.As one of the transportation policy objectives, equity recently has gained

muchemphasis on the consideration of providing the facilities to those who need them

moreand who are more vulnerable to the ever-increasing traffic problems (May 1983,

pp.167-9). As mentioned previously, May included danger (fear of having accident) as

an additional element to that of accidents which affects their mobility. ADA Act

(Americans with Disabilities Act) requires that disabled and seniors (elderly) be

ensured to access especially health related institutions or community resources.

Therefore, it is reported in the Act that demand responsive systems should be

constructed in meeting their travel demands6
•

The movement of disabled is analysed as only constrained to circulating in the

outdoor spaces but not as having vehicular trips with the existing transportation

system.The study verifies that also Turkey has an increasing rate of disabilities, thus,

the design considerations should be ready for the phenomenon. The ethical urge exists

5 Wewill later return to this discussion of separate treatment towards disabled under the shedlight of
equityconcerns adopted.
6 For this, it is useful to see all conclusions in Mini-white House Conference on Mobility and
Transportation for Seniors, (Final Resolutions) APTA Staff, March 31, 1995



herethat those disabled should be integrated into life as others and this starts from the

physicalenvironment (Gok~en 1999, pp.11, 121). Types of disabilities in this study

appear as: temporary impairments (handicapped to a degree), activity impairment,

mobilityimpairments, manual impairments, visual impairments, audial impairments and

mentalretardations.

When the related Turkish laws examined, some recent developments can be

noticed as the annexations (additions) to, or, changes at the Planning Act (imar

Kanunu) of 3194 in 1997 and of the temporary law for the Metropolitan Area

Management of 3030, and the related subsections of Social Support and Consolidation

(SosyalYardnnl~ma ve Dayam~ma Te~vik Kanunu) Law of 32927
• Of these changes

or additions, the first one generally recalls the attention on the adverse street

conditions for the disabled people and the necessary planning steps that should be

taken to rectifY these conditions and refers to the related TSE standards to comply

with8
.

The employment ratio is reset on the basis of the general population statistics

alarmingthe critical unemployment ratio among those disabled while they are still able

to work. According to the Employment Law and the Law of the State Officials,

previous 2% of employment ratio was replaced by 3% (as additions to the Codes 13

and 53) of all workers in the businesses where 50 or over employees are employed has

to be from those with disabilities ("Sakatlara Yonelik Hizmetler Raporu" 1996, p.63)

This also has a potential to increase the trip production rates among disabled. The

government should guarantee their access to workplaces safely.

7 T.C.ResmiGazete (Official Paper), Yfuiitme ve idare Boliimii: Kanun Hiikmilnde Karamameler
(KHK/572),Ba~bakanhk, 6 Haz 1997, no. 23011. The mentioned changes were:

1. Code 1. adds to the 3/5/1985 dated Planning Act of 3194
2. Codes 3. (r and s) and 4. adds to the 27/6/ 1984 dated Temporary Law About

Metropolitan Area Management of 3030
3. Code 5. add, Codes 8. and 9. changes to 24/5/ 1983 dated Social Services and Child

Protection Institute Act (Sosyal Hizmetler ve <;ocukEsirgeme Kurumu Kanunu)
4. Code 13. add and revision to 25/8/1971 dated Employment Law of 1475
5. Codel4. and 15. add to 14/7/1965 dated The Law of State Officials (Devlet Memurlan

Kanunu) of 657
6. Code 17. add to 29/5/1986 dated The Law of Social Support and Consolidation (Sosyal

Yardlmla~ma ve Dayalll~maYITe~vik Kanunu) of3294



Accessibilityis seen as one of the important problems that needs to be solved

urgently.The improvement levels for accessibility can be (K09, 1994) handled at

differentscales of urban planning: throughout the whole city, at the urban center scale,

orbusinessareas, at the scale oflandscape planning (recreational areas), and finally, at

A special term called "dependent disability" (muhta9 sakathk) was accepted

referringto the needs of priority groups in advance by the 5 th Five- Year

DevelopmentPlan, which can be perceived as a turnstone in the history as the

appreciationof the "neediness" (muhta9hk), demanding some governmental and

planningactions to help their situations, of those disabled groups in the Turkish

society.Towards the recent years, the contend of disability as fractioned into various

groupsrepresenting the significancies between the disabilities has been enlarged: Now,

thereare also such groups9: retired, widowed, orphan, low income families, veteran,

alcoholand narcotic dependents, etc ..

The pedestrian walkways can be designed to ease the access and mobility of the

older,frail and disabled. Especially, the condition of walkways must be the starting

pointin the movement problem of these people. Where disabled people's residences

locate, whether they are suitable would also be the important, ie, the location

disadvantagedness that affects the disabled's conditions terribly. Yet, accessibility

alsomeans the distance to the bus stop (from or to home), to the walkway, to the

carpark,etc. (K09, 1994). For example, the car parked for disabled should maximum

beat the distance of 30 meters.

The ramps and the walkways should be made of the non-slippery material.

Similarly,loose materials such as sand or gravestone should not be used (K09, 1994).

Thestreet furniture should be so carefully located on the streets that they define the

spacebut not avoid the movement of both abled and disabled people. The streets are

betterif they are simple through which disabled can walk freely and safely.



Coming to the mobility issue on streets, minimum width for wheelchair passages

ona walkway is agreedly 815 mm, but, better if it is 915 mm 10. For a 1800 turning, it

shouldminimumbe 1525 mm. This can be 1220 mm for a walking man and wheelchair

side-by-side(TS-9111, p.10). For blind, there should not be any obstacle less than

theheight of230 cm. The contour lines of topography should be followed as much as

possible,not exceding 5° of slope.

It is the best if there is not any thresholds but, if necessary, they should not be

more than 2 cm in height. The design should allow for level circulation. All the

circulationarea should be :free of the obstacles (seat banks, boards, vending machines,

etc.), and the hard comers be softened. Again, it is the rule of the thumb that those

disabledshould be able to circulate requiring no help! I.

There should at least be four seats in the car (of train) for disabled that must be

closeto the door on which there is the sign of disability. On a bus, at least one place

mustbe reserved for the disabled.

The air conditioning should have a 25 cycles per hour to clean all the air in the

car considering those who have breathing problems.

In the transit buses, the wheel chair handicapped must be :free :from any

protrusions in boarding on and off and in circulating in the car. They should be served

with the necessary equipment to raise, lower, opening, engaging and disengaging of

the wheelchair as defined in the guide (ADA-Part 1192). The Lift must enable also

thosewith walkers, crutches, canes and braces. Lifts should be equipped with handrails

on two sides that will be graspable, and this must be available all throughout the

vehicle.

Another important consideration is about the design of doors. Revolving doors

and thresholds :from which a disabled cannot enter should be avoided. The transit bus

10 TS-91I I, 199I, p. 10, The standard is also taken the same in Building and Life Congress (on
Accessibility), and De Chiara's, Time Saver standards, 1984, pp. 528-543
II Ibid., p. 17



doors must be large enough allowing the easy entrance of fat persons, either. Both

sidesof the doors in the transit buses should be open when boarding.

The car park width for disabled should be at least 3.70 rn, which can be reduced

to 6.40 m for two places.



The purpose of the case study is not to solve Aydm's transportation problems

with a high level of accuracy but rather use the values derived from the Aydm's

transportation reality that will be representative to a typical mid-size city in Turkey in

the validation of the methods used to run the model.

That necessary but unavailable information such as traffic volumes and capacities

are mostly calculated manually in this study but the accuracy of the calculations are

fairlyrestricted. Thus, the aim was to achieve. approximate results. The information is

used in various steps of this study, therefore, the results are revealed not here but in

theirplaces of usage.

The city of Aydm was chosen among a set of alternatives considered for these
reasons:

• Being proximate to Izmir where our institution and studies locate but being out of

the metropolitan influence ofIzmir.

• Being a mid-size city that fits the test purposes of the modelling (between 100,000

and 250,000)

• That the model requires the ready GIS (Geographical Information Systems) data

which is available in Aydm. Aydm is one of the pioneering places in our country in

digitizing and converting the urban data into GIS form.

• That the city poses an uncomplicated urban structure but instead an easily readable

one. A simple urban structure provides many advantages in the test level of



modelling. In the meantime, the place to be chosen must be where the worries·

about future transportation planning have just started to arise.

The place for case study is the urban Aydm, which is compact and densely

settled at the core and fringed with the loose agricultural settlements at the periphery.

(SeeFigure 4). Thus, data and information will be collected for this area coverage. The

population of Aydm was 107,000 in 1990, but now expected to be around 130,000 for

the recent years. Aydm is historically an agriculture-based, food-processing center

established at the fertile Menderes River Valley. It is a recently growing city in the

Western Anatolia with some important investments other than agricultural sector such

as the organized industrial area and the airport at the East side, and the new

expressway surrounding from the Southern sidel.

Aydm city is regarded by the local authorities as the metropolitan area, and thus,

has its metropolitan area planning boundaries (See Figure 4), that we would have taken

as the concern area (see the map that shows metropolitan area). Though, the city

desires the growth, it was noticed that this area is quite large, and would not suit our

study purposes. We rather preferred the narrower Municipal boundaries in which

currently 23 districts take place. Another boundary to define the concern area we

regard would be the expressway surrounding the city from the west to south.

Aydm has the simple urban layout, and roadway pattern as well. There are

mainlytwo axes of growth. One is the North-South axis of A. Menderes Boulevard.

The other is actually the once expressway: Izmir-Denizli Highway. But, lately, the

municipalityhas launched a series of roadway and boulevard constructions to diffuse

the growth in different directions and provide better transportation connections

between the settlements.
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Since the city is small, it currently shows not any traffic congestion sIgn.

Therefore,simple traffic assignment techniques such as all-or-nothing that considers no

queuingproblems at the intersections can safely be adopted. No left turn prohibition is

assumedfor all the city streets.

According to Ortuzar and Willumsen (1994, p.79), the sampling ratio for the

Americantowns with the population around 100,000 would at least be one to twenty.

That is verified in another study as one sample per twenty households for the town size

between 100,000 and 150,000 (Suel 1984, p.9). That would still be high for

developing countries. For real planning studies, it should even be three per cent but

maycome down to one per cent, which may even be different according to the nature

ofthe study. In this thesis work, it is tried to maintain the sampling ratio around one

per cent. This ratio can even be found high for our study that is only to validate the

model.Thus, we intend to take 360 sample households that would make around 1, 400

person, which is actually more than 1 per cent. Yet, finally we could have 326

household interviews and the number of personal interviews reduced to 932 for some

reasons such as low response rate, unreliable responses, etc .. When all the constraints

and the purpose of the study is considered, these numbers seemed efficient. Average

numberof members in households in urban Aydm was found to be 3,32 rather than 4,

whatwe had assumed at the beginning (Aydm's Master Plan Report 1995, p.93).

The accuracy (verification) of the home interview results is checked from the

data of household size. According to the survey results, the average household size is

found 3,5 and according to the home interview survey conducted by the Aydm

Municipalityin 1994 (Aydm Master Plan Report 1995, p.93) with the 6,98% sampling

ratio, it was 3,53. As of this coincidence, to some extent, the home interview surveys

conducted for the thesis study can be said quite accurate. Yet, this average value raised

to 4 when disaggregating the household data to individual data.



This 10% distortion (S\) resulted from the disaggregation is assumed negligible

andfoundnormal.

One of the most important statistical calculations in modelling studies is the size

of the sampling. There may be many considerations on the sampling issue. One

significantconstraint is the money that can be allowed for the research. The other is

thepurpose ofthe study. Because of the nature of this thesis study that is only to test

themodelvalidity, the sample size could be taken at the least requirement. Though, the

ruleof thumb remembers us to take the sampling not less than 5000 in the urban areas

of more than 100,000 population (If less, this can be 1000), assuming Aydm's

populationaround 100,000, we can hold it down to between 1000 and 2000 samples.

On the other hand, we can apply a sample size formula assuming the population of

Aydmis around 130,000 for 1995 (this may be around 140,000) and the reliability

range is between 95% confidence interval with the 10% error margin (Giilgec; 1998,

p.231):

(O.1i = (1.96)21-k / 130,000k

O,Ol(130000k) = 3,84 (l-k)

BOOk= 3,84 - 3,84k

k = 3,84 /1303,84 = 0,0029 ~% 0,3

That makes around 400 samples. If we assume each household contains 4

persons,the number of households to be visited will be around 100, which seems too

low.We insist that in such a stratified (ie, district-based) study, the number of people

sampledwould rise (should not be less than 1000 people). Therefore, it is intended to

samplefor 360, or so, households, in that also a non-response rate is considered to

exist. But, as mentioned, this size had to be further reduced later due to the non-

response.

There are both built-in parameters as default values or they can be altered on

demand. The sampling error requires the calculation of the standard error term, which



is simply found by the division of sampling error by the z term that means the

"assumptionof normal distribution" of data. If, for example, the accepted sampling

error is 0.05 within the 90% confidence interval, then the standard error could be:

It is also verified that, according to the 1995 interviews of Aydm municipality

(TheMaster Plan Report for Aydm 1995, p.93), there were about 35,000 households,

of which 32,000 are resided, in the urban Aydm area and 1 per cent of sampling is

takenfor our study.

A sort of stratified random sampling was decided to apply in the case study. The

areas that are dominantly non-residential use were not considered. The number of

addressesto be visited is adjusted according to the districts' relative population sizes.

For the stratified random sampling, first, the addresses are obtained from the

MunicipalEnumeration Records in the form of list of streets. On them are shown the

numberof households, but not the addresses themselves. Second, for random choice,

C Plus package is used to generate the numbers for each street at each district, by also

specifYingthe maximum number for each district and street. The results can be

observedin the Appendix A.

Finally, the determined addresses were clarified and visited (See Appendix B for

the permission document) expecting most of them found in their places. The

interviewersare instructed about how to interview (See the interviewer instructions, in

Turkish,in the Appendix B). Extra five addresses were randomly chosen to visit in the

caseof non-response from the regular address.

The home interview forms are comprised of two parts with an authentic design

as inspiredfrom the other examples used in some studies in Turkey. Though it is quite



innovativein its design, little idea is borrowed from these studies3
. In the previous

studies,the approach was usually the asking respondents their travel activities during

the day before or the late 2 or three days. And every trip they made is recorded in a

tabular form. It is assumed that sum of all the individual travels realized in a certain

timeframe makes the average view of all travels. Even if it is assumed, in general, that

the aggregate collection of all individual responses from each individual makes the

averageview of the actual daily travels of the city, that is also true that collecting the

average information directly from individuals themselves would be an acceptable

representative information to some extent (for regular trips especially) (Ortuzar and

Willumsen1994, p.21). Probably, both approaches will have more or less the same

accuracy levels. Typically, there was an emphasis on the socio-economic

characteristics of the households, such as quality of houses, type of profession or

occupation and land-use attributes of the place they reside. Second, the tabular format

of survey forms was found quite complex. Instead, we preferred to ask questions in a

normal text form with some more explanations because short wording makes the

questionshardly understandable.

Here, it is experimentally assumed that what individuals reveal directly "their

averages" can also make the same effect of taking their averages rather than collecting

specificday(s) results. Thus, usually respondents are asked about their regular (which

is everyday travel behaviors) travel activities on average instead of reckoning their

every travel for a specific day. Therefore, the model will work for especially the

regulartrips.

3 These studies included their own home interview and/or field survey forms and were as follows
respectively:

· Trabzon Kentiyi U1a~1lllEtiidii - Ekler, Final Raporu, T.C. U1a~tIrma Bakanhgl DLH ve
Trabzon Belediyesi, Gazi Universitesi, Miihendislik Mirnarhk Fakiiltesi Doner Serrnaye
i~letmesi, Ocak 1994
· 1992 Ankara U1a~1lllKonut Anketi Sonuy Raporu, U1a~lrn Planlama ve Rayh Sistern
Dairesi Ba~kanhgl, Ankara B$B - EGO Genel Miid'liigii, Ankara, 1992
· Istanbul U1a~lrn nazlrn Plam EvHalkl Anketi (obtained directly from the Municipality)
· Alp, Hakan, Private Car Ownership and Household Characteristics in Ankara, Master
Thesis in METU, Ankara, 1989. Home interview forms
· Beyazlt, Serna, An Approach for the Identification of Trip Generation Characteristics of
Households in Turkish Cities, Master Thesis in METU, Ankara, 1989. Home interview
forms.



First part (Form AI) is devoted to reveal the socio-economic situation of

households,and aggregately the situation of each zone (to be determined) for the

modellingstage. The other part (Form A2) is for the information to be gathered from

individualsof the households visited. The personal information, which is very essential

for our study, is usually about the respondents' revealed opinions on the existing

transportationsystem and their situation within this system.

When designing the questionnaires, especially, of the second part (personal), the

objectivityof the wording of the questions were designed cautiously (See Appendix

C). Yet, also the interviewer should be very cautious on objectivity. At the design

stage, both the opinions of the transportation experts are asked and it was seen

necessaryto apply a pilot survey among a variety of people (22 persons). Upon this

trial,many adjustments were seen necessary especially on the clarity of the questions

andsome questions were eliminated.

Noteworthingly, it should be re-emphasized here that typical weekday

work/school travels solely are the concern of our study but not the weekend trips

simplybecause we specialize around the citizens that are more likely to be regular (See

the Assumptions in Chapter I: Introduction).

Here, one-by-one what the questions are about and used for (i.e., what variable

of data they provide to be used in the modelling) in our study and what survey

approachand methods will be followed are explained for surveying and evaluating the

results.

Under these considerations, a very detailed I3-page long survey forms were

reduced to only a compact form of 4-pages (reducing in size, too). It is here bitterly

understood that the broader (that is intended initially) home interviews are not suitable

for obtaining healthy results (especially, for these kind of studies). The concise 4-page

. lsparta Rayh Sistem Etiidii (Konut Anketi hane Bilgi Formu), Ula~tJrma Bak. - DLH ve
lsparta Belediyesi. A sample of an interview form was obtained from the Ula~lm-Art
planning bureau (Erhan Oncii & Rtfat Tiirkkan) while this study still continues



surveyforms are believed to be convenient in carrying out the home interview surveys

easily.

For the surveys, five people were recruited who are either from among

academicsor closer friends. It is essential that these people be trusted and have high

educationto be able to handle such interviews. The interviewers are preferred to be

from Aydm area or from among those experienced in interviewing. Yet, the

opportunitieswere quite scarce. Together with the conductor of the study, total of six

interviewersare used.

Interviewers are trained for two days about how to introduce themselves and

behave,and what to do with the forms. Al form were to be filled by the accompany of

interviewer(personal interview). But, the A2 form, which is about the personal travel

questionshad to be self-completion type and collected 2 or 3 days later.

When surveying, the interviewers introduce and reveal their IDs, and briefly

explainthe purpose of the study (See the Interview Guidance Instructions, in Turkish,

at the Appendix B). Also, the meaning of term "trip" is given in this introduction,

which is very important for common understanding of the term. Additionally, code

numbers and other identification questions such as address and phone number are

asked.

As will be found attached in the Appendix C (which is in Turkish), the meanings

of the questions in the home interview survey and their variable (or, data) code

correspondence are provided below. In the Appendix, also the threshold values that

are used as the standard values are provided with check sign. The raw data could not

beprinted since it takes more than 120 pages even in concise form.



1st Question: 'HH.SIZE' The number ofthe members of the household (Guests and

thosestaying temporarily are not counted): this simply gives the size of the household

whichprovides a very precious data that will be used in different calculations.

This will also be used in the calculation of the data for "Income per Capita"

whichcan be denoted as 'INC.PER' and will use later also the joint data for income,

'INe.REAL' .

2nd Question: 'RENT' Did you rent the place you live in?: This question is for two

purposes, therefore, it serves two data columns: One is to support the real income

('INe.REAL'), as one of the income indicators, assuming those who rent cannot

afford to buy their houses, thus, they must be associated relatively to low income

groups. The second is that the information whether a household rents or not will also

reveal the degree to which they are associated to the "socio-economically"

disadvantaged (or, disadvantagedness on the basis of household level) also in terms of

transportation. However, it should not be regarded as the strong indicator of

disadvantagedness but a poor one.

a) vehicle ownersip in household: This dummy variable is to inform whether the

household has any sort of vehicle that can be used in transportation. It will strongly

be used to define the household to categorize into disadvantaged in terms of private

(mostly automobile) ownership. The variable term for the data column can be

'VER.OWN'. If the household owns vehicle(s) then the dummy variable will be (1),

ifnot (2).

b) now, this is to define what sort of vehicle and how many of them, if more

than one: If the household has got no vehicle, this question will be passed. For



those households who have vehicle(s) the data column name will be 'VEH.TYP',

but the sub data terms for type definitions will be as follows:

'VEH.OTO' for automobile

'VEH.TICA' for commercial vehicles

'VEH.MINI' for minibus if (or, when) not used for commercial

'VEH.MOTO' for motorcycles

'VEH.TRAK' for tractors

'VEH.BISI' for bycycles, and,

'VEH. OTH' for other types like service cars

c) for this part, it is asked whether it is a limited number of people who

regularlyuse the vehicle(s): The variable name will be 'VEH.REG'

4th Question: 'EMPLOY' The employment and demographic situation in the

household:This part is particularly important providing us a lot precious information.

a) The number of people who bring(s) income into household: The persons may

not "work" in terms of regular earnings (salary) but may still make a living for the

household. The remark in parenthesis "or, who provides income" is, thus, important

to substitute this fact referring to total net income by any means entering in the

household and also to define the dependency ratios. This will provide basis for

categorizing the households into whether disadvantaged.

The variable name will be 'EMP.NO', and,

For the ratio found by proportioning to non-working members, 'DEP.RAT'

b) If some persons think themselves as unemployed, they should (or, may) state

themselves so. This situation will be considered to be a potential condition to

disadvantagedness. The number of people in such a case, but not the names, IS

asked and the term for this will be 'UNEMP.NO'

c) The number of persons, who are six yearsold or under: Those are considered

to be producing no serious trips. yet, this information is also important in terms of

defining both whether small children are seen potentially disadvantaged since they

are resticted and dependent on their parents when travelling and whether they cause



some dependency and burden on family especially restricting the mobility of

parents. Yet, this question would not be spelled out openly such as "do your

children create difficulties on you?". But, we can assume this will happen. The

variableis called 'CHIL.NO'.

d) The number of older people: Similarly those who are sixty five years old and

over can be considered to be disadvantaged due to the theoretical explanations

made about disadvantagedness at the beginning of this study and their relative

dependency on the family because of the retirement, disability to move and other

reasons of getting old. They are physically as not strong as young. They may either

need help and accompanying in getting their needs (and travelling as well). Under

the existing conditions of traffic, travelling usually becomes struggling for them.

Thus, it is possible to assume this group of age as disabled, and automatically as

disadvantaged. This important variable is called 'OLD.NO'. It will have a poor

weight for the disadvantagedness of the household.

e) Whether there is any disabled among the household members: is the most

critical and, thus, most cautiously designed question that will both identifY the

person and the household as disadvantaged. Household is also labelled as

disadvantaged because the disabled persons pose burden and dependency on the

family to care after him/her. Under the question, definition of a wide range of

disability(giving some examples) is provided for clear definition of disability. What

is more important here, is whether the person identifies himself as disabled. If not,

there is nothing to say. It is also seen necessary to attach an informative note

explainingthat disability should not be perceived as something to embarrass but a

physicalreality. The variable for this is 'DISAB.NO'.

5th Question: 'PEDE.WID' Here, it is asked whether the household members

perceptionally agreed on that the width of the local walkways or curbs are wide

enough, i.e., it is 2 m or over through which two wheelchairs can cross side by side.

Thisrequires a binary type of coding. If the answer is positive, then the household and

the locality is thought to be labelled as advantaged. Yet, the accuracy of the answers

should be checked by also the interviewer' supervision and the cross comparison

betweenthe responds of the same zone.



6tb Question: 'INC.NET' Total net income of the household is directly asked given

thethree options as:

· iflJelow 100 million TL, it will be marked as (l)

· ifbetween 100 and 300 million TL, (2)

· if it is 300 million and above, (3)

However, the household members may not feel comfortable to explain their true

earningsand such a question may be perceived like interfering with their privacy. Yet,

asking the question is necessary in defining the "approximate" income level, as the

most important one of the indicators. Even if not the respondent reveals the real

amount, we assume he will approximate to the real income. The other income

indicators(rent, vehicle ownership, the electricity bill, education level and the status,

and the number of the members in the household) will support this data. It is very

helpful to evaluate all income indicators with their reasonable weights to be

determined. Income data is a necessary item m the determination of

"disadvantagedness" in terms of cost considerations of travelling.

a) The number of the members in the household having different levels of

education is asked. This data will partially help support the income level data since

it gives hints about the status (mentioned above) This will either be used in the

poorly determination of the disadvantagedness due to the socio-economic structure

of the household and also the permanent (regular) use of the transportation system.

The assumption behind this is that the regular travellers are usually among the

higher education groups because they have more regular and programmed affairs.

Yet, very high education groups (like professors, managers, etc.) are not expected

to produce regular trips and less likely in the peak hours.

The required data names for each education levels will be respectively:

'EDU.UNIV', 'EDU.LISE', 'EDU.ORTA', 'EDU.ILK', EDU.KURS'



b) for this part, whether there is any illiterate who can not write and read among

thehousehold member is asked. This will strongly support the disadvantagedness in

termsof "inability" to read and understand the instructions and traffic warnings, etc.

when travelling. Although this is a personal matter, it affects the situation of

household also in terms of the status (and, maybe even income), thus can be

aggregated to household data. The variable will be called 'ILLITER' and use

dummyvariables.

8th Question: 'ELEC. FATU' Asks the amount shown on the last electricity bill:

This data will be only used as the indicator to support the income level data. Choices

areonlyrestricted to three:

· less than 5 million TL (then, will be coded as 1)

· between 5 and 15 million TL ( coded as 2)

· more than 15 million TL (coded as 3)

a) at present, how many of the household members attend high school or

university: which is to define how many trips can potentially be produced for

regular education purpose that may mean long distances and may require vehicle

use. This also gives idea about the current status of education. The data column,

then, can be called 'STATU.EDU'

b) In this subsection, the number of the members in the household who are at

the age of preliminary school (ie., 7 - 15 years old). This will provide the potential

regular school trips that can either be through vehicles or walking. For either case,

the existence of such trips may be assumed to be burden on households.

'ILKOK.YAS' will be the data name.

c) The general travel conditions of those who attend the preliminary education

willrecorded as: For the first child, the code will be (1), for the second, it is (2), and

so on.



'SERV.EDU' will be used, if the child goes to school by service

'WALK.CLOS' used if the child goes to school by walking when the

school is within 500 m.

'RIDE.EDU', if the child is given ride by acquaintance

'WALK.DIST', if the child has to walk to school when the school is

far

'STRE.CROS', if the child additionally has to cross the very busy

street (main street) on the way to school (when s/he walks).

'TRAN.EDU', if the child uses a transit bus or minibus, etc. for going

to the schoo 1.

As might be guessed, 'SERV.EDU', 'RIDE.EDU' and 'WALK.CLOS' can

show that the child travelling to school is lucky in his/her conditions. But, other

indicatorscan be the "points" towards disadvantagedness and also be aggregated as

the"household's disadvantagedness" because of the extra burden on the family.

10th Question: 'ACCES' measures the accessibility of the household residence to

variousurban activities: Thus, it is considered to be a very important measure of

disadvantagedness.

· 'ACC.WORK' will be the data name for the distance to the workplace,

· 'ACC.OKUL' used for the distance to the nearest preliminary or high school,

· 'ACC.HOSP', for the distance to the nearest hospital or health center,

· 'ACC.SHOP', for the distance to the nearest big shopping center, bazaar or

market place in which every consumption item can be found.

· 'ACC.RECR', for the distance to the nearest play ground or park, or any

recreative facilities

· 'ACC.SOC', for the distance to the places ill which social, cultural or

religious activities can be found

If these activities take place within the distance of 500rn, aggreedly by

household members, then data cell will be coded as (l). If the activity is within

1.5 km, then this information will be ciphered as (2), and if more than 1.5 km,



code is (3). This data is clearly be aggregated to household in this study. But,

the accessibility could have been a personal information, too.

In the beginning of this section (Form A2), there is an additional code number

forthe household members and name is not necessary. Each person must fill out the

fonnby himself A2 form can not be applied to those 6 years old or under since they

are assumed to produce no trips. And, the persons up to 13 years old may need

guidanceby their parents when filling out the forms since they may be unfamiliar with

suchinterview forms and difficulty in understanding some questions. The information

gatheredthrough these personal forms are valuable in terms of providing either basis

forthe household-aggregated data or individual data 4.

The person filling the form is identified by assigning each of the family member a

codenumber,his/her age and sex. The person can also be identified by his travelling or

personalpeculiarities expressed in the responses.

a) In this part, the approximate number of both regular and vehicular trips done

in a typical weekday is asked stressing on the words 'regular' which sounds

implicitlydone by vehicular. It is also emphasized that these trips are usually done

at the same hours everyday. Here, it is intended to obtain only the regular trips that

were expected to coincide with the work or school trips but it is not necessarily so

in real life. This may either be converted to daily or weekly trip rates later. A trip is

definedas one way travel not including the return (although each home-based travel

willmost probably have its return to home). It can be inferred from the nature of

4 Note that all data can either be aggregated up to zonal level if necessary. All individual data can be
converted into household level or zonal data. Household data can either be converted to zonal data but
not to individual data aside some exceptions. The data obtained at zone level likely can not
particularly be applied for the individuals. That is to say, we can build the aggregations from bottom
to top but not from top to bottom. Even the "individual" data obtained from the zonal data is an
aggregated form (or, generalization) of individual data.



such travel that they are, in a great extend, the home-based "productions" trips.

Here, 'REG.TRP' will be used for the daily regular trips.

b) To where these trips are destined: If these trips are regular, they are probably

thought to be work or school trips. But, we essentially need which zone or district

(even knowing the street name is best) the trips are destined. This is a very

important variable for constructing the O-D matrix and for the calibration, which

can be called 'DEST.TRP' column under which the zone name, or street name can

bewritten.

200 Question: 'SOC.TRP' The number of other trips not related to work or school,

etc. in an average day: These may shortly be called 'social trips' thereafter, which may

eitherinclude visits, recreational trips, health, shopping, or walking trips that seem not

very obligatory. It is only necessary to learn the proportional share of these 'non-

serious' trips among the total, or to the regular ones. It is essential here to inform the

respondent not to involve the weekend 'social' trips which are much dominant in

weekends.

3rd Question: 'DURA. TOT' Total time spent for the transportation (ie, all trips in a

day): The total of only travel durations will be the concern. Those five options are

givenand will be encoded in the data as:

- if the total travel duration is less than 15 minutes, then (1) will be coded.

ifbetween 15 and 30 min., then (2),

ifbetween 30 and 60 min., then (3),

ifbetween 1 hour and 2 hours, then (4),

ifmore than 2 hours, then (5)

4th Question: 'STOP.ACC' "How long does it take to arrive at the car park or bus

stop from home?": Four options are provided:

if less than five minutes, then (1) is encoded,

ifbetween 5 and 10 minutes, (2),

ifbetween 10 and 20 min., (3)

ifmore than 20 min., (4) will be encoded.



5~Question: 'COST.TRA' is the average transportation cost the person spends in an

averageday: Those who use public transportation can only reckon their personal ticket

costs,while those who use they private vehicles should also include parking cost and

otherdaily costs that running a car requires onto the (daily) fuel cost. Again, five

optionsare given and the encoding is as in the same fashion done before.

6tb Question: 'TRANSFER' is about the transfers if a person has to make in a typical

day:

a) The number of the transfers made is asked (typically when having regular

trips to work place or school, ect.). Being obliged to make transfers is an unwanted

situation while travelling. This can comfortably be thought to be a negative point

towards. 'TRFER.NO' will be the data name.

b) What is the average time spent for transfers in a typical day. Thus, the

question addresses to those when travelling by public transportation. But, those

who ever use a public mode may pass this question without answering. Transfers

are usually the case for public transportation. The name is 'TRFER.DUR'.

7th Question: 'WAIT.STOP' When using a public transportation mode, how long a

person waits in general in the bus stop. Again, if public mode is never used, this

questionmay be passed. Four options were seen enough for measuring.

8th Question: These questions are about the purpose and mode of trips:

a) The representative departure time for the work or school related trips: Times

will be written with hour and minute notations and the data name will be

'DEPAR.TIM'.

b) The representative return (arrive at home) time of the regular trips will be

recorded: 'RETUR.TIM'is the data name.

c) The mode chosen in general for those trips are asked: The options are

provided in two envelops as public and private:

if a bus is chosen, then (1),

if dolmu~, then (2),

ifminibus, (3),



if train, (4),

if an institutional service, (5)

if any other public mode other than above, (6)

if a private car is used, then (7),

ifa ride is given by the family member, (8),

if a ride is given by any other acquaintance or neighbor, (9)

if taxi is taken, then (10),

if motor-bike, (11),

ifbike, (12),

if tractor is used, (13),

if any other private mode is used, then (14),

if trips are made generally by walking, (15),

if a special vehicle designed for disabled (handicapped), (16) is encoded.

This data column will be called 'MODE.TRP'. It is necessary to note here that

trip departure and return times are generally expected to coincide with peak

hours. If this is so for the person, the person may be exposed to harsher

conditions of traffic because of the density, therefore, may be assumed to be

"disadvantaged" .

d) What is the time allowed for other non-work and non-school related (ie,

social, recreational and shopping) trips in a day. This information will also be used

inproportioning the time allowed for the regular (work/school purpose) trips. Three

options were provided and the name will be 'DURA.SOC'.

9th Question: 'PERCEP' are the perceptional ones about the transportation

infrastructureand system service quality:

a) Whether the person could mostly be seated when travelling during the week

is asked. Five options are provided ranging from "always" to "not at all". The name

is'SEAT.COM'.



b) Whether the vehicle is very crowded when the demand is high and the person

is on foot. Again, five choices are provided ranging from "croshy-full" to "very

loose".The name is 'COMF.FOOT'.

c) When travelling, general evaluation of the conditions of the public vehicles is

askedgiven the options below from the point of the respondent: Only there options

of evaluation are given as good, medium and bad, which will be encoded

respectively as (1), (2) and (3). The conditions of public vehicles and their

correspondingcolumn names will be:

- lighting is 'LIGHT'

smell is 'ODOR'

- climate control is 'KLIMA'

- noise is 'NOISE'

- the comfort of seats is 'COMFOR'

- the drive quality is 'DRIVE'

- the general cleanness and maintenance is 'CLEAN', and,

- air conditioning is 'AIRCON'

The "major" variable name is 'VEH.COM'. The responds from Questions 10

and 11 will be compared with the real cases by examining in the field surveys for

testing whether the responses are reflecting the realities observed.

lO,b Question: 'DISAB' "If you are disabled (handicapped), when you make your

dailytraveL". The implicit purpose of this question is to define the disabled(s) in the

household and to find the degree of disability he/she is involved in. If someone

accompaniesthe person while travelling that means he/she is 'seriously' disabled and

there is the dependency situation. If the person uses an instrument (stick,

wheelchair,etc..) to compensate hislher disabledness, then he/she is thought to be

seconddegree disabled. But, if the person is provided by a special, probably demand

responsivejitney or taxi kind of, service or any kind of special transportation mean to

make hislher journeys, then he/she is assumed to be a lucky one, and maybe not

disadvantaged, probably due to the best way of compensation for the disability



(althoughthis may mean costly way of transportation). We do not think this latter one

acommonpractice among those disabled who want to travel.

Then, the scoring of the three options provided will be accordingly, and,

If the disabled person is accompanied, the code will be (1),

Ifthe person uses a special instrument, (2),

If the person is provided with a special "demand responsive", then (3).

11" Question: "Which of the conditions stated below best suits to your bus stop

(either the nearest one to your home or work/school)?" Here, intentionally the

perceptionof the respondent is sought. This variable will be named as 'STOP.COND'

andsuchconditions if exist will be marked:

- ifthere is excessive crowding at the stop and confusion, (1),

- the vehicle stops far backside or far front and opens the door there, (2),

- the bus stop is totally bare (up and sides are open), (3),

- there is no lay-by (approach pocket) for bus at the stop, (4)

- "location of stop is very unsuitable for me"( e.g., across the main street), (5)

- there is no information or explanation board, or schema at the stop, (6),

- the stop is unattended and there are the marks of vandalism, (7),

- the stop is located on a slope, (8),

- the stop has no seats, (9).

The threshold values that are going to be used later in the Cluster Filtering study

in Chapter 5 are obtained according to the considerations listed below for each home

interviewquestion skipping the irrelevant ones. For the commonly accepted standards,

referto the Standards from the Literature study in Chapter 2.



Question 4-(a) the expected rate of employed over non-employed in the hh should be

l. When this value gets closer to 0 (zero), the disadvantagedness situation of hh

increases.

(b) The critical age of young starts with the perception of and socialization with

outerworld. This coincides with the age in-between the kindergarten and elementary

schoolenrolment ages, which is approximately 6 years old. Under this age, children are

assumedto depend on parents while travelling.

(c) 65 is assumed to be the age of retirement (refer to the standards study in Chapter

II) and of the slow reaction and reduction in physical abilities. After this age, there

occurconsiderable reductions in trip production.

(d) The peculiar standards for disabled were reviewed in Chapter 2. The total

proportion of disabled in Turkey is not less than 7% (may be up to 10%). The

existenceof any disabled in the hh seriously restricts the trip rate of the individuals in

thehh.

Question 5- In the determination of the net income, the "minimum payment (asgari

ticret)" determined by law can be the basis. However, in this study, a standard family

(2 parents + 2 young) earning monthly less than 100 million TL (with respect to

October 1998) is considered to be in serious difficulties at disadvantageous position.

Yet, the evaluation must be handled at person basis (per capita). The local averages

willbe checked for the person level threshold value.

Question 8- The payment on the electric bill exceeds 5 million TL one, it is deemed

that the hh is better off as of the income indicator.

Question 9- c) Pupils must be attending to the closest elementary schools within the

maximum distance of 500m, which is a commonly agreed distance. This is also

necessary rule in order to prevent the accidents. Those checking the box: walking close

('walk.clos') are assumed to comply with this rule. The pupils given ride and

transported by a school service are assumed to be advantageous.

Question 10- It is advantageous if the urban activities are accessible within 500m.

Some activities such as work place, the urban center, hospital, public facilities,



recreationactivities might be acceptable within 1,5 kIn. The hh's that can not retain

thisaccessibilityare accepted to be disadvantaged.

Question1- It is expected that the trip generation per day must be over 1.

Question 3- Total travel time per day must not be over 1 hour for such small size

cities. For Ankara, travel time for a typical peak hour trip was found to be around 30

minutes.

Question 4- Access time from home (or from the work place) to the bus stop or car

parkshould be 5 minutes ideally. This can be maximum 10 minutes, but which is not

suitablefor small size cities.

Question 5- There is not a clear standard for the total daily travel cost. But it can be

foundpractically after finding the average daily trip rate for the city. If, for example,

triprate is 1,5, this can be multiplied by the single ticket fare for public transportation,

say 100 000 TL. Then, the average travel cost can be assumed to be 150 000 TL.

However,this can still not be standard: This cost must be found for actively travelling

people.A working male can make more trips than children and women. Thus, it can be

assumedrather a person can make 3-5 trips a day and the daily travel cost becomes

300000 or 500 000 TL. Thus, 500 000 TL can be the critical value.

Question 6- a) There is no statistics available for the number of transfers. The only

measurewe can think of is that a person can be arriving at the destination with only

onetrip. If s/he is obliged to make transfer, s/he can be assumed to be disadvantaged.

Twotransfers makes him/her more disadvantaged, etc ..

b) Wait time for transferring should be the same with the wait time at the stop. It

shouldnot be more than 10 minutes. The local average will also be considered. An

additional5 minutes of access time to the stop where transfer will be realized can be

addedto that time.

Question 7- Local average will be the guide to define the wait time at stop. For small

sizecities, it must not be more than 10 minutes.

Question 8- a) This question is used to find out the local peak hours.



thetime allowed to non-work (shopping, recreation, visits, etc.) trips must not be

less thanI hour. Ifless, that means the traveller has less spare time for him/hersel£

Q estion 9- a) Even if not always, being seated in most of the travels is one of the

inportanttravel quality measures. Contrary to the metropolitan areas, in small cities

suchas Aydm all travellers should be seated during the travel. The ideal threshold

valuewillbe determined according to the averages.

b) If the traveller is on foot during the travel, the comfort while standing is also

inportant. The check boxes 'rahat' (comfortable) or 'normal' can be the threshold

values.The averages will be the guide.

Question 10- in the case the person is disabled, the degree of disability can be the

furthermeasure towards disadvantagedness. Here, that slhe needs the support of

another person for hislher disability can be the dividing measure towards

disadvantagedness.Because, even the disabled must be able to travel by him/hersel£

Thereis not such a disabled-sensitive transportation (eg, in bording on and off the

vehicle).If the person is transported by a special para-transit service, then slhe can not

betitledas disadvantaged.

Question 11- The disadvantagedness of the person in this question (about the quality

of vehicle)can be determined according to the number of the "kotU" (bad) checked

boxes.For example, it is assumed that marking 4 "kotti" boxes means the vehicle

qualityis bad for that person. Below this number, the quality can be normal.

Question 12- The conditions set in the Question 11 are valid for this question, too.

The quality of the bus stop requires also the subjective evaluation for determining

thresholdvalue.

Thefinalthreshold Likert values can be clearly seen as marked with check sign at the

AppendixC (Home Interview survey forms).



Inventories are obtained through various institutions and organizations that

providedinformation about the public transportation routes, network structure and the

vehicleand passenger capacities, etc5
•

Yet, it is admitted that the data are quite raw and sometimes informal, which is

expectedfor a small city, thus, its reliability is suspected. For the informal data, it is

triedto verify the accuracy of the data by the cross-check from different sources. For

example, the data of vehicle capacities, and the number of private and commercial

vehiclesregistered obtained from the Municipality are compared with those of the

Drivers and Car Owners Association (Otomobilciler ve SiiriicUler Demegi). Having

someminor differences between the two sources, the data of each were consistent in

general.

Total number of vehicles registered in the city of Aydm is 64643. That is to say,

almostthere is one vehicle for two persons in the city. When rated to the total number

ofvehic1es,the ratio of commercial vehicles is around 10 %.

The system was recently privatized due to the low demand and cost inefficiency

to operate it publicly (by the municipality). When the municipality ran system, buses

wereused and it was understood then that the capacity was underutilized, which meant

5 These institutions were primarily:
• The Aydm municipality

• The State Institution of Statistics (SIS) (DIE) (Ankara)

• The local Census Directorate (Niifus Miid'liigii)

• The Police Department (Emniyet Miid'liigii)

• Drivers and Car Owners Association (~of6r1er ve Otomobilciler Dernegi)

• The mukhtars of the districts

• The Directorate of Traffic Studies (Trafik i~leri Miid'liigii)



Withthe privatization, the low capacity vehicles (minibuses) were seen suitable

ughto meet the demand. Now, the buses are sold out to private.

There are currently 14 routes that rotate each week to provide equity both in

tams of the incomes of each individual route operator and the citizens served. Thus,

the wholesystem can be perceived as one operator unit with the equal vehicles at each

route.It is learned that the total number of vehicles working all day is 139 (which can

beassumedto be 140) within which each route utilizes equally 10 vehicles. Vehicles

areusuallythe dolm~ type minibuses (about 10 are midibuses with 24 seats) with the

The frequency of vehicle departures is said to be 2 to 2,5 minutes from the

tenninalpoints of the routes. But, this is not so regular and may change along the

routejourneys. In the route-dense paths, as many as nine routes overlaps and the

waitingtime at stops (ie, the frequency at the city center bus stops) period decreases to

thefavorof users. Especially, The Adnan Menderes Boulevard is the fortunate path in

tennsof the overlapping of nine routes (See the total view of routes in the Figure 5).

It was found in the screen line counts and verified by the observations in the bus stops

that the occupancy ratio reaches at the full capacity and even a little excessive at peak

times,but this drops almost half the full occupancy in average at the non-peak hours.

The minibus stops are not specified on the map but the terminals only (the

beginningand end stops). The stops are closed and buffet type only on the Adnan

MenderesBoulevard (i.e., the main North-South axis). Most of the public transit stops

arebare and undesigned.

Frequency of the services is asked to the drivers, to the personnel at the terminal

stops where they regulate the frequencies adapting to the demand, and also to the

Directorate of Traffic Studies in the municipality. The same answer was found to be

between 2 to 2,5 minutes for frequency, which may however little change increasing in

somebusy paths and decreasing in non-busy paths.
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As known, the network in transportation modelling is representatively composed

ofthenodes and the links connecting between them. The links are linear in TRANUS

and,if the actual roads are two-way, the links are displayed as two direction on the

screen.The coordinates of nodes that represent either the centroids or intersections are

obtainedfrom the GIS maps of Aydm. The data of coordinates are placed in Appendix

D. Thedata of coordinates are used as the network input in TRANUS.

The real distances of the road segments are necessary for defining travelling cost

(or travel time) variable but are hard to measure. Thus, we may take the airline

distanceson the map (or, screen) as the distances and can be calculated by converting

themap distance to real km distances. This way of calculation is not a good idea but

willapproximate to the real case with an acceptable level of accuracy, for our purpose

isnot to achieve the very accurate results. When the map distances found for routes

over the map were compared to the real route distances obtained from the

municipality,it is observed that our values are very close to the real distances.

The information for the physical capacity of roads and streets are cross-verified

fromdifferent sources obtained from the Land-use Plans showing the current situation

andfuture (Master Plan), and also from the lane observations because the lane number

on the road, in our calculations, is the major function of finding vehicle capacities.

Finally,this information is also to be calibrated by the screen line counts on the chosen

streets and roads. These calculations will be explained in the Section of Screen Line

Counts. However, simplification is necessary for clarity of the network view. Thus,

basically,three types of links (roads and streets) not only defined according to the

capacityfeatures but also the functional order of the links: Highways that are operated

by the General Directorate of Highways, The Boulevards and the Streets by the

Municipality.All types are assumed to have two way directions, which do not subject

to turn prohibitions. This is nearly so in Aydm. Figure 6 presents the three type of links

on the TRANUS based map.
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Thesethree types differentiate basically in the number oflanes as mentioned6
:

Highways: usually three lanes per direction (where car parking and side

obstructionsare minimized). They are heavily comprised of the external traffic by-

JlBSSing the city. The design speed is higher (50-60 km/h) under the restricted

conditions.The capacity is calculated to be between 2800 and 4000 hourly per

cfirection(3 lanes assumed in each direction).

Boulevards: capacious than streets with some three and some two lanes per

cfirection.Most usually contain side parking that constrains the flow of traffic. They

arethemainarteries of the urban traffic, thus the main distributors between the zones.

Thedesignspeed ranges from 40 to 50 km/h. The capacity per hour is calculated to be

between1500and 3000 per hour per direction.

Streets: are the minor paths between the zones, some of which can even allow

transitroutes. They are also assumed to contain parking at both sides that restrict their

capacityand also reduce the speed (maximum 40 km/h), which could have been ideally

50km/h.Few may have two lanes per direction but usually assumed to be one lane for

eachdirection. In our model, there is no one-way (one direction) and turn prohibited

streets,even if there might be in reality. The capacity is assumed to be maximum 800

perhour per direction (it may be even below 500 in most places).

The problem in capacity calculation is that there is no healthy way of calculation

of the capacities in Turkey officially. Most of the time, the American standards and the

capacity calculation methodologies are adopted. Thus, first, the calculation of the

capacitiesare done according to AASHTO's Highway Capacity Manual of the United

States(the AASHTO's "Green Book", 1984). The basic concepts of that manual were

briefed in the Mannering and Kilareski's book (1990). These resources also

acknowledgethe difficulty for estimating the capacities for especially the urban streets

becauseof the many factors affecting during the day. There were some other methods



forurbanstreets, but they were complicated enough usually basing on the intersection

approachcounts and calculations.

Despite, in this study, a much more simplistic approach is tried and when

comparedto the real data of DH ('Karayollan Genel Miidiirliigii'), it is found quite

realistic.The method is based on the maximum five-minute counts at the screen line

countsdone at the evening peak-hour for calibration. The logic lies behind the analogy

thatthe 15-minute counts are most commonly used in the Service Flow (SF) rate of a

certainlevel of service. That is the capacity of the road for a given LOS, in which the

rateisobtained (Mannering and Kilareski 1990, p.172-3):

which is usually used in the calculation of Peak Hour Factor (PHF) or the

Volume.

Here, the other traffic factors are not taken into consideration that affect the

capacityof the road, which are used to be considered.

A rough but "approximate" capacity could be found in the same manner with

maximum5-minute counts we already have (AASHTO 1984, p.92):

Here, the maximum five-minute counts found for each street (and directions) are

electedand multiplied by 12 (because there are 12 five-minutes in an hour) which best

approximate to the capacity (AASHTO 1984, p.92). However, capacity is still

somethingabove, which needs the factor of peak hour. The peak hour factor could be

0,9 for such size city examples, if the level of service at peak hour is defined as D or E

(TRB 1978, pp.143, 155). However, it is decided for Aydm case that the level of

service at peak period could be much better than this (even lower than C), and

therefore,the formula for calculation of the capacity is intentionally reverted as:



PHF = V / SF,

Vrnax = PHF x SF

and, the reverted is PHF = SF / V

and, the reverted is Vmax= SF / PHF

(Note that V max: is assumed now as "capacity")

Thus, the values calculated for the screen line streets were divided by the Peak

hourvalue of 0,9, and the other streets according to their conditions and lane numbers

are assigned a level of capacity. The results are provided in the Appendix E. Table 6

provides the summary of these results (See Appendix E for Data of 15-minute

aggregated counts) for the screen line streets and, thus, for the three types of lines

(Highways,boulevards and streets) as calibrated. The screen line counts are conducted

at three points where the rail line divides the city into two parts so that it allows nearly

onlythree major passages between these two parts. Additional counts are made at two

approaches(izmir and Mugla) ofthe Adnan Menderes Junction, which are, in fact, not

of the screen line but accepted as they are.

However, these results found are certainly not very reliable due to the

inefficiencyand scarcity of resources when counting. Indeed, the counts must have

been made for at least 5 days and 6 hours for each day (Giilgey 1998, p.217). It is

acceptedin general that, at least, 12% of urban traffic is peak hour traffic. This may be

up to 20 percent according to the type of the city and the behavioral characteristics in

that city. This percentage is also verified here in this study when the peak hour trips

wereclassified separately.

The Annual Average Daily Count results published by the DR as converted to

thePCU values can also be checked from the Appendix E.

According to the Municipality resources (The Aydm Master Plan 1995, p.94)

andthe Provincial Directorate of Population Statistics, the number of districts and their

1990populations are provided as a list in Table 7.
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Table 7. District Populations According to Two Sources (1990)

Municipality Dir. of Pop

1. Adnan Menderes 2503

2. Ata 3161 4259

3. Cuma 4771 4607

4. Cumhuriyet 7259 8069

5. Efeler 6725 5680

6. Girne 6201 5153

7. Giizelhisar 9644 8936

8. Hasanefendi 5071 5945

9. Ihcaba~l 1190

10. istiklal 764

11. Kerner 3164 3748

12. Koprulu 3271 3510

13. Kurtulu~ 9984 8999

14. Mesudiye 6132 5973

15. Me~rutiyet 9388 7589

16. Mimar Sinan - (default: 500)

17. Orta 6160 7247

18. Osman Yozgath 5649 9872

19. Ramazanpa~a 1348 1395

20. Veysipa~a 1986 1878

21. Yedi Eylul 6028 6024

22. Zafer 6918 6624

23.Zeybek - (default: 500)



The average size of a district is found to be 5632. According to the Municipality

resources, the total population of urban Aydm in 1990 was 107,008 and 109,711

accordingto the Directorate of Population Statistics. The total number of residences is

32,192.The home interview sampling is done according to the rules of proportional

representation.That is, the number of sampling should be taken on the basis of the

populationofthe districts.

The second problem is the projection of the 1990 population statistics to the

1998values since the model will be for the current year. The population increase trend

was shown in Figure 7, based on the population statistics in the Aydm Master Plan

Report (1995, pp.160-9). Additionally, Table 8 presents the 1995 and 2000

estimationscalculated in the Report by various estimation techniques. When checked

from the graph in the Figure 7, estimation between the exponential and parabolic

wouldbe the most reasonable: a value between 135,000 - 140,000 for the year 1998.

Yet, 1997 population statistics at the district level are not available and there is no

definedway of calculating (projecting) the district populations, it is best to start from

the total growth that the city recorded in the last 7 or 8 years. Since, Aydm's current

population is unofficially declared in the Report as 133,842 for 1997, the total

populationgrowth has been around 0.3. Of course, it is impossible to reflect this figure

directlyonto individual district populations.



Years
1 131.000

158.788

Unear
129.259
156.132

Exponent. Parabolic Plan's Provi
123.869 130.000
143.326 150.000

Our assumption is that the outer districts must be more open to development

than the inner ones. Some inner districts are even suspected to lose population.

However, it is preferred to define three logical types of districts that have different

developmentweights that are defined heuristically such as:

The central districts are almost stagnant: 1.1

The middle districts must have some higher: 1.2

The outer districts must be over the average growth: 1.4

The central districts (CD) are: GUzelhisar, Hasanefendi, Kurtulu~,

Ramazanp~a, Veysipa~a

The middle districts (MD) are: Cuma, Cumhuriyet, istiklal, KoprulU,

Mesudiye, Me~rutiyet, Octa, O. YozgatlI, Zafer

The outer districts (OD) are: A. Menderes, Ata, Efeler, Girne, Illcaba~l,

Kerner, M. Sinan, Y. EylUl, Zeybek

However, various development potentials of each district are also intuitively

evaluated. Here, P is the district population. As the result of this method, the 1998

projections of each district and the corresponding minimum representative number of

homeinterviews could be as in Table 9.



1998* population min. no. of interviews

1.Adnan Menderes 3755 11

2. Ata 5963 8

3. Cuma 5528 12

4. Cumhuriyet 9683 24

5. Efeler 7851 20

6. Girne 7214 18

7. Giizelhisar 9830 25

8. Hasanefendi 6536 17

9. Ihcab~l 1666 4

10. istiklal 1200 4

11. Kerner 5247 14

12.Koprulu 4212 10

13. Kurtulu~ 9899 26

14. Mesudiye 7166 17

15. Me~rutiyet 9107 21

16. Mimar Sinan 700 4**

17.0rta 8696 21

18. Osman Yozgath 11846 24

19. Ramazanpa~a 1534 4

20. Veysip~a 2066 5

21. Yedi Eyliil 8434 21

22. Zafer 7949 18

23.Zeybek 500 4

SUM 136582 330

* Here, The populations of the Provincial Directorate of Population Statistics are projected,

which seemed more official.

** Whatever the population is, the number of interviews that should be taken is set to be at least

4.



If 360 interviews were taken at total, one household interview must be

representing almost 400 persons, which is actually less than 1 per cent. As seen from

theabove table, the total number of interviews should minimum be 330.

For the sake of the data correspondence, the zone boundaries must follow the

boundaries of the districts taking care of natural and man-made barriers (river,

highway, railway, etc.). Homogeneous distribution of density, land use type

(residential, industiral etc.) and compactness considerations have been the other

importantcriteria in the formation of zones. The merging process is rather applied, due

to the insufficient data, from the small districts that have small populations, either, so

that we can have larger data per zone. It is intended to have clustering of zones

maintainingthe average around 30 households interviewed per zone. Thus, it was seen

necessary to have limited number of zones down to 12. For this intention, we will

aggregatethe district data to zone level data.

In Figure 8, the network representing the real connections in straight lines is

reproduced in TRANUS as simple as possible. The centroids are located so that they

representthe gravity centers of the zones. The light blue lines represent the inter-urban

highways.Here, the purple small squares are the centroids representing the twelve

zones defined heuristically7. The outlying red squares symbolically represent the

external centroids from which external travels are made. In this figure, the node

numbersare not included in order to avoid the noise in the view. In Figure 19, (See the

figure in the next section of this chapter: Disadvantaged by Zones), the district and

conformingzone boundaries can be seen.

3.7.Quantification of Nominal and Ordinal Values, Scoring and Scale Definition
for Measuring

There are basically four types of measurement scales (Richardson et a11995,

pp.169-171 ):

7 Actually, the definition of centroid locations requires a state-of-the-art study and should be
objectivelydetermined.
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• Nominal scales: do not imply ordering but are used to categorize objects by

naming each category.

• Ordinal scales: categorize the objects and also have ordering ofthem.

• Interval scales: not only categorize and order but also provide the distance

between object ratings on the scale.

• Ratio scales: additional to others' properties, give also the distance of the

rating to a reference point, zero, that enables the comparisons between

ratings

Besides, attitudinal measurement techniques are used especially to measure the

transportchoice analysis. We now have to decide on what kind of scale we will have in

our survey results or responses to be measured: paired comparisons, rank ordering,

categoryscales that can further produce nominal, ordinal or interval scales, the Likert

scales and semantic differential scales (Richardson et a/1995, pp.171-180).

Here, frequently the category scales will be applied, that can be convertible to

intervalscales, and rarely the others. The quantitative measurability of these values

with reference to the common point value will be maintained by adopting the

Thurstone's Law of Comparative Judgement (Richardson et aI, 1995, pp. 174-5). So

that,the ordinal values could be converted into cardinal values.

Likert scale is adopted and then the likert values converted into utility function

typescoring. This is also called scaled criteria and has two basic aims (Papacostas and

Prevedouros 1993, p.531): To obtain scaled single score (variable) for various related

variablesand to reduce the number of variables (creating "major" variables out of

"minor"-or, atomic- ones), which will bring easiness in handling the database. The

scale for those "major" (or, function) variables will finally be between 0 and 100,

ratherthan their individual scales.

By this approach, the ratio values could be obtained in a sort of multi-variate

way of rationing from over a group of questions (data variables). For example, a

unitlesssingle ratio value can be obtained for the 'dependency situation' of a family



from the related set of sub-questions at the Question 4 (at Interview Form A I). Here,

thereare the questions asking (a) the number of people who work, (b) who wants to

but does not work, (c) who are under 6 years old, (d) who are over 65, and (e) who

aredisabled.All these make a common value of dependency for the family, which can

befoundby a utility type of function. The ratio can be as such the positive elements

(suchas the number of those who work) can be divided to the sum of negative

elements(others - who are seemingly dependent members). Finally, the rated value can

beutilizedas the dependency variable for the family that will differentiate from one to

another. In a similar fashion, such technique is also detected in another study of

ihenginand Topyu with a similar concern of data (1997, p.1 068).

The idea is borrowed from the Fuzzy Subsets concept (Yager and Filev 1994).

"Fuzzy subsets are particularly useful for representing concepts with imprecise

boundaries.." such as old, young, short, fat, etc. (1994, pA-5). The possibility

distributionrange of a fuzzy subset (ie, the impreciseness) can be further reduced by

introducinganother subsets interrelationship to that subset:

If a subset A has 4 membership functions about ages, which are fuzzy = under

20 (a), between 20 and 40 (b), between 40 and 60 (c), and over 60 (d), and,

If a subset B has 3 other fuzzy membership functions = beautiful (u), fair (v)

and ugly (w)

A further C subset can be defined under 12 possibility of membership = A x B

= under 20 and beautiful (au), under 20 and fair (av), under 20 and ugly (aw),

between 20-40 and beautiful (bu), between 20-40 and fair (bv), and goes on ..

Likely, if, for example, three categorical variables A, B and C can be brought

intoone united "function" variable:

Where, A has 4 categorical scale, B has 5 categorical scale and C has 5

categorical scale.

In a function, the richness of scale can be: AxBxC = 4 x 5 x 5 = 100

That is to say 100 categorical scale.



The frequency of an item (variable) must give an approximate idea about the

importance(weight) of that item and, thus, ''usually"g used as the coefficient before the

variable.For example, in the function about vehicle ownership, 'f{vehic)', it is found

out that automobile's share (frequency) all through out the data is about 80%, while

otherswere much less. The general principal of the function is to scale (rate) the

individualvalue to the maximum value found in the data list: For example, if a

maximumaccessibility is found for an individual to be 28 point, this can be thought to

be 100% accessibility ever obtained and all other individual values are rated over this

findingsince they can not exceed this value. While the one with maximum accessibility

deservesto be 100 point, others will have lower values in the scaling. According to

thisruling, the function variables are listed as:

f(vehic): is the function variable about vehicle ownership pattern and the

formulated as using these minor variables:

100x(0,8( veh.oto )+0, 15(veh. tica+veh.mini)+0,05( veh.moto+veh. trak+veh. bi

si+veh.oth»/ 2,45

In this formulation, the coefficients are found from the value frequencies of

each minor variables. These represent sort of importance weights of the

variables to be considered. f{vehic) is not, however, used directly a major

variable but still as the minor off(veh.avai).

f(veh.avai): is the function variable of vehicle availability for the person and

calculated as:

100x[0,25+sq(vehic )/sq(hh.size-(veh.reg-l »)/6,3

here, sq denotes square root of the value in parenthesis. The scale is

composed according to the limit values in the data set. For example, if one

person has actually a value of 24 and this is the maximum value all

throughout the data set, this is scaled to be 100, and vice versa for the

person having minimum value to be O.

f(access): is the measure of the accessibility for a person,

8 Yet, in some places, designer's subjective (or, normative) weights are also introduced in the
functions such as the situation of disabled multiplied 10 times in importance relatively to other



100x(2(acc.work)+ 1,5(acc.okul)+ 1,8(acc.hosp)+ 1,5(acc.shop)+ 1,5(acc.recr)

+(acc.soc)/28

Again, the coefficients are derived from the data frequencies as showing the
importance of the accessibility element. Then, the frequencies are
proportioned to general sum.

f(impedl): represents the cumulative effect of basic impedance (cost) elements

such as total travel duration, distance to the stop and total travel cost

altogether, in a multiplicative relationship,

100x(dura.tot x stop.acc x cost.tra)/ 60

f(imped2): This also shows the stop-condition related impedance in a multiplicative

fashion,

100x(stop.cond)+(trfer.no x wait.dura x wait.stop)/ 67

f(imped3): represents mode and peak captivity together with the heavy emphasis
(ie, 10 point for each increment of severity, 30 for the worst) on the situation
of disabled. That is, the impedance effect must be much worse for the
disabled.

f(depend): measures the economic dependency situation of the person within the
household.

1OOx( emp.no/( emp.no+(O,36unemp.no+O,33chil.no+O,190Id.no+0,11
disab.no ))/3,3

f(edu.fam): is the general educational status that reflected from the household
level,

In this formulation, 'edu.kurs' variable is not even taken into consideration
since its frequencies were so negligible.

f(i1k.trav): travel conditions of school attending children are measured and
reflected to the household level and all individuals of the household,

1OOx[ (8+2( serv.edu )+walk.clos+ 3(ride.edu)-
(2(walk.dist)+2(str.cros)+tran.edu»)/12

components of the function in the 'f(IMPED3)' function variable, or for catching the same unit
scaling.



f(ioc.real): is to approximate the real income of the household. To find the
coefficients, multivariate regression method was used, in which there are
many factors affecting the real income,

IOO(inc.net)[O,6+0,04rayic+o,063xO,OO 15(f{veh.ava) )+O,0023xO,O152( f{edu. f
am))-O,002xO,28(f{acces))-
O,3rent+O,11emp.no+O,3edu.kurs+o,12elec.fatu+O,8statu.edu-
O,17xO,033(f{depend)))/9,2

Note that in this formulation, many function variables (in parentheses with
''f') are used, too. Yet, this variable is not directly used but as a minor
variable in f{inc.per) in order to find the income per person.

Here, minor variables are seen equal importance and no weights are assigned
to the minor variables.

f(pub.com): is the measure for the inner comfort conditions of the public
transportation vehicles,

Of those, 13 function variables, 11 are directly used as the major variables in the

calculationsof the study (Since two of them were re-processed in the formation of

other major variables). All these processes in four consecutive steps were summarized

inFigure 9.

The ideal weekdays for the most representative screen line traffic counts are said

to be Wednesday, Thursday and Friday (Ortuzar and Willumsen 1994, p.78). It is

assumedthat it is enough to take the average of the peak hour traffic counts of these

contiguous days. Peak hours are the most convenient time for screen line counts
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becauseof their consistency with the O-D data in these hours (See Figure 10). It is

adequateto take only three days' and peak hour's average for such a limited study

sincethe household survey data and the screen line data shows a consistency at these

hoursmostly.The screen line counts taken at three main boulevards (See the Figure 8)

willlaterbe used in the calibration of peak-hour trips of the Traffic Assignment Stage.

Thecount forms for screen line counts can be seen at Appendix E.

Screen line data,
•••.••- 0 - 0 survey data

(including HV survey)

Figure 10. O-D Survey Data and Screen Line Data

Source: Ortuzar and Willumsen 1995, p.83

Figure 11 clearly depicts the density of return (usually characterized as evening)

tripsoccurring at the hours between 17:00 and 18:00. It is seen appropriate to model

theeveningpeak between 17:00 and 18:00.

The screen line counts, together with other observations, were conducted for the

calibrationreasons. It is observed that even at the peak hours, the traffic flow on the

observedstreets were efficient and certainly there occurs no congestion. That gives a

hint that streets have still room to accommodate little more traffic load. Therefore, it

canbe assumed that even in the most peaked time interval, such as peak 5 minutes, the

peakhour factor would be vie value between 0,7 and 0,9.





1) In the calculation of capacities: the streets where screen line counts were

conductedwere used as the prototype streets where the volumes and capacities are

calculated for. They formed the basis for three type of links (streets, boulevards

and highways) to be used in TRANUS model runs. The summary results of the

screenline counts had been provided at the Appendix E in the form of pivot tables.

These, later, are used in the capacity calibration calculations.

2) PCU factors: according to the composition of the vehicles on the observed streets,

generalPCU factors were derived

4) The ratio of daily traffic factor: The counts have also provided information about

the percentage of the daily traffic load that occurred at the peak hours. Another

verificationto the information of daily traffic factor was found in O-D survey, and

the literature as well.

The purpose of the cluster analysis, as mentioned many times, is the clear-cut

definitionof those disadvantaged objectively under the given set of criteria and rules.

The criteria, here, are defined according to the "relative evaluation of the 11 function

variables".Each variable is considered to be equal weight.

Thus, the clustering property (K-Means in SPSS program) in computer is

utilized as multi-variate option. Since other variables (minor variables) are not

standardized into the same unit scale, they could not be taken into the cluster process

(Everitt 1993, p.38-9). However, it should be noticed that the majority of those minor

variableswere already represented under the eleven major (function) variables.

Although clustering technique was only applied to those function variables for

the definition of those disadvantaged, the technique is also applied to each minor



variableitself, what we may call "individual clustering", at which there is only the

single-variableclustering. Individual clustering is used to define which minor variables

pose the maximum amount of disadvantaged in themselves. This is used in the

verificationof other studies (refer to the discussion in the next section: 3.9.3.

"Disadvantagedby Zones").

If there were only up to three variables, the clustering could be seen visually as

three-dimensionalview. But, it is hard to perceive the form of clustering when they are

more than three (especially for 11 variables). The similar method with K-Means

clustering is used in the study of Levine and Underwoods in order to assemble the

groupaffiliations of similar interests (1996, p.l 08).

Clustering could be done only after all function variables had been standardized

in value scale as ameliorated values when the values increase. Thus, it is easy to

allocateall values into two groups simply since if the values are lower they tend to fall

into disadvantaged category (ie, 2) and if they are higher they tend to fall into

advantagedcategory (ie, 1). Final output ofthe clustering is that:

• To which cluster an individual belongs to (by appointing, for example, 2 if

advantaged and 1 if disadvantaged)

• The distance of the individual to the center of the cluster.

In this study, it is enough to know to which cluster an individual belongs to. The

number of disadvantaged individuals is 629 out of 932 and the rest that could be

definedas "advantaged" is then 303. Those disadvantaged are used as the preliminary

disadvantaged population in the modelling for the disadvantaged, but final output is

modified in the second set of clustering criteria (according to the binary variables:

DISAB,EVN/RET and MOR/DEP, peak or transit captivity), which is done manually.



Cluster
1 2
1 2

VEH#AVA 6,37 54,73
VEH#AVA 6,37 54,73
ACCESS 45,88 50,48
ACCESS 45,88 50,48
IMPED1 86,51 85,05
IMPED1 86,51 85,05
DEPEND 58,53 64,81
DEPEND 58,53 64,81

EDU#FAM1 36,68 43,41
EDU#FAM1 36,68 43,41
ILK#TRAV 63,78 69,70
ILK#TRAV 63,78 69,70
INC#PER 9,43 18,63
INC#PER 9,43 18,63
IMPED3 73,40 73,94
IMPED3 73,40 73,94

VEH#COM 37,59 38,41
VEH#COM 37,59 38,41

IMPED2 95,89 96,07
IMPED2 95,89 96,07

PUB#COM 68,17 68,47
PUB#COM 68,17 68,47

It would be useful to define also the disadvantaged zones and associate their

disadvantagednessto various characteristics of the zones. Thus, first, in the following

Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, various characteristics of the zones were presented.

Then,in Figure 19, as refined, disadvantaged zones were displayed for the comparison



The disadvantaged zones were defined by two ways: One is simple, directly

definedfrom the clustering of the aggregated zonal values (means). In that, it was

necessaryto find whether the zone is defined clearly as advantaged or disadvantaged

(Theresults of the findings are depicted in Figure 19 based on the results in Table 11.).

Secondmethod needs some calculation and appliance of a simple scoring technique.

Thefinalclustering outputs of each variable (both major and minors) were deciphered

as I and 0 (if disadvantaged). The lower the value, the greater the disadvantagedness.

Here,differently from the first method, the disadvantagedness is in terms of scoring for

comparison reasons. Thus, the measure of disadvantagedness is relative, in two

dimensions(matrix) as variable dimension and zone dimension. The second method

supportsthe results of the first one.

It is once more verified in the spatial (zonal) results that disadvantagedness is

relatedto low income, low car ownership, number of household size, and somewhat

looselywith the educational status. Especially, that the greater number of household

sizeassociates with the low income (thus, disadvantagedness) had been verified in the

thesisstudy ofBeyazlt's before (1989, p.l 09).

When the scores were examined, for only mmor variables, those useful

conclusions can be made: While Aydm has superior (advantaged) demographic

conditions (ie, number of old, unemployed, children and disabled, literacy, closer

schooltrips, etc.), it has high disadvantagedness scores in these situations: Land value,

bike owning, number of employed, education status, giving ride to school children,

accessto social activities, total travel time, travel cost, conditions of disabled, and odor

in vehicle. And, the most disadvantaged zones seem to be 2, 4, 6,7 and 8, which is

quitecloser to the findings of the first method. The conclusions for major variables can

be:The zones 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 seem disadvantaged, which is a subjective evaluation.

And, those variables are the ones where the most disadvantagedness are observed:

IMPEDI (a function variable for general costs like total duration, total cost and stop

access), INe.PER (income), IMPED3 (captivity and disability related), VEH.COM

(comfort in vehicle) and IMPED2 (stop wait and related conditions). The graphic in

Figure12 also summarizes the scoring of the disadvantgedness by Zones.



In Figure 12, getting closer to the right means getting closer to advantagedness.

The dots in red lined circumference are those relatively advantaged, but the ones in teal

linedare those getting disadvantaged.

Based on the cluster analysis results of SPSS for the zone level aggregated data,

theaggregate zonal disadvantagedness can also be mapped according to the findings

provided in the Table 11. Figure 19 shows the disadvantaged zones. These

geographicalresults should be compared with the findings in socio-economic Figures

14,15, 16, 17 and 18.

•••. Distance to cluster center
8,36840
12,02733
15,35380
9,96137
13,20420
10,91487
13,39301
14,27663
14,36605
15,78642
11,15824
13,49564

•••Ifthe category is 2, the zone is dominantly
disadvantaged

Data aggregation IS observed to have structured on five iterative stages

horizontally,which are actually the disaggregation stages. Through these stages, data

transform(evolve) from person and household level data to zonal data vertically. The
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The model of this study can simply be described as policy-driven and normative

in arriving at a solution of a problem defined. The transportation models do not

themselvessolve problems (Ortuzar and Willumsen 1995, p.26). Therefore, it is

believedthat they can be true planning models if they can lead further toward solution.

The model can basically be conceived in two types in terms of what they

promise:One type is into modelling and describing of an existing phenomenon; they try

to best explain or reduce complexity in real life; they do not bring criticism to the

natureof problem. Other type is to understand the failures of the problem and, thus,

thecontribution of the model is to fix these failures; first, with criticism to the nature of

problemin reality, brings formulation for the correction; the model says the existing

thingis that, but it says should be this, by showing the ways for correction. Therefore,

the latter type models are called normative, which is adopted in this study.

Ta begin with, first, it is important to clear what we want or desire to see in a

model. How should an ideal (normative) model look like? Thus, first of all, it is

intendedin this study to take into consideration every possible variable for the model

of the disadvantaged category for the validation of the approaach. Thus, around 100

variablesare considered for the model. These inputs are later expected to be eliminated

according to their relevance in the model. Then, the most suitable variables will be

elicited to clarify which variable would be relevant for further studies or modelling

about disadvantagedness.

To set a nearly perfect modelling approach, those "check" criteria may apply to

the model's performance by the "criteria for the best model". According to that, a

modelshould be (Goulias 1995, Papacostas and Prevedouros 1993, p.9,13):



· simple
· useful
· consistent and accurate
· inexpensive and cost effective
· sensitive and flexible to changes
· realist and representative
· decisive (whether it is useful for what we want)

Whether the modelling approach regards those criteria will be evaluated briefly at

Chapter 6: Conclusion.

The classical models tried to forecast the future needs for the target time usually

in segments. But, the integration of ''target goal" together with the target time must

bring the monitoring at these segments, that requires a new modelling evaluation. That

would also mean true dynamism into modelling.

The dynamism of the model can be quite different from the other conventional

ones as represented below:

Dt represents, in fact, an "ideal" situation (target goal), a future where targeted

goal is met, rather than a chronological future. That is, since target future is

determined by the goal set, it may not be necessary to define a certain time for meeting

the goal (Atahk 1995, p.107,142). According to that, in every planning sequence, the

transportation policies are to be updated regarding the realization of the ultimate

future's (t) policy. Because, the intermediary events or decisions can also affect the

future of "goal". The checking and revision of goals at each step is readjusted

according to the relative position to the ultimate future in order to achieve it.



Upon this conceptual mapping, the descriptive structure of such an integrative

model,that is to identify the distance to be shortened, can symbolically be summarized

by themathematical explanation as:

k and p are the constant parameters (to be defined at will), where Osks1 and
P2:l.
and, St s Sj
t represents the existing situation, j represents the ideality.

Mj is the "ideal" model proposed

Mt is the conventional local model already applied

St is the existing transportation situation (stands for the disadvantaged)

Sj is the ideal situation (stands for advantaged and disadvantaged together)

The main problem in this prescriptive expression of the model would be the

definitionof the parameters. But, this should never be minded since this is simply the

conceptual(or, logic) summary description of the model, thus, they can stay undefined.

To explain this mathematical model, we could have used a schematic (or, action

plan) representation as in the Figure 21 which may help the understanding of the

model.

The main model that needs the run and the validation must base on two

compartments: In the first compartment, we will try to put all relevant variables into

the linear regression type model prepared for the disadvantaged category. Here, a

regression model with many variables that is used in Trip Generation can be used to

definewhich variables are really the effective ones by applying T-test and also by the R

squaredvalue. If the T-test parameters are too small, those variables can be ignored. R

squared will give the idea about the reliability of the whole regression (if it gets close

to 1). This model will give us the differential values of the disadvantaged that can be

used in the second approach as the joint coefficient next to the standard parameters

(such as ~ in Trip distribution) to show the effect (change) of being disadvantaged on



the Normal's (conventional) model. That is, we simply proportion the model's

outcomesof disadvantaged with that of the conventional model's that is applied for

generalto get the "disadvantagedness ratio (Dx)" on the basis of the model generality.

4.2.A Typical Modelling Processl

Up-to-date conventional planning approaches have been engineering type

models, with relatively complex mathematical algorithms. Lately, the simulation

moduleshave been developed to integrate policy impacts (environmental, physical and

social),that are simulated as the evaluation step of the model. There is the need for

simplerhandling and previewing of such conventional models. Here, a typical model

willbe examined in a closer look with its four-step procedures.

Before beginning the procedures of transportation planning, the concern area and

the sub-areas (TAZ) among which traffic flow occur must be well defined. The four-

step (conventional) transportation planning with the most known package programs

requiresthese studies:

The purpose of Trip Generation is to find the number of total trips from, or to,

(ie,generated or attracted) each TAZ (Traffic Assignment Zones). To specifY the Trip

GenerationModel, usually the method of Cross-Classification Analysis is used which is

basedon household trip making data. The usual variables are: income, auto availability

andhousehold size. Cross-Classification can be done as three separate processes:

· trip production
· trip attraction
· internal-external trip generations

If data are in limited amount, trip generation can be proceeded with linear

regressionmethod.



In most UTPS softwares, the regreSSIOn IS a multi-variate type with one

intercept,which is a value, and two or three coefficients that are ~ values:

where, for example, Y can be the trip rate a person travels in a day, Xl income

variable and X2 the household size variable.

Summary statistics that are involved in most of the statistical tools of Data

EditingPackages (such as SPSS, Minitab, etc.):

Intercept (alpha): intercept tells us that the data values we have got to begin from

aboutan initial dependent value (Y) on the regression graph.

Coefficient (Betas): For example, show the effectiveness of income's coefficient may

be very strong in relation to the household's coefficient effectiveness on Xl to get a

one unit of Y value. If we assume household size is zero we only need to put an X

amount of income factor value to get a Y value. The coefficient of Xl may have

usuallya negative effect on the income values and the coefficient of X2 may have a

magnifying(positive) effect on household values. However, this is not related to the

effectivenessof X values and their coefficients' role.

t-statistics: are found for both the first X and for the second X, which informs about

the consistency of the variables. t-statistics shows whether Xs are rejectable or non-

rejectablewhen the effectiveness levels of both coefficients (betas) are to be tested.

Similarly,the smallness of the P-values proves that their effectiveness seems way

beyond doubt. They are equally important variables to be taken into account.

Contrarily,F-values has the same role but with the bigness ofthe values.

R-squared value: IfR-squared is very high, that means the overall regression process

is reliable with the available factors taken into account and there can be very little

(almost non) factor(s) left out (epsilon factor which we do not know about) in the

process to be taken into account.



Trip Production is the easiest one usmg the home interview data. Trip

productions can be obtained by using either growth rates empirically found or by the

regressionmodel. Trip Attraction is, however, can be confusing and the data is hard to

find,and the findings are not clear and reliable as in trip productions. It needs acquiring

thedata of the urban activities that attract the trip productions. Thereupon, we need to

define the rates showing the attraction magnitudes of activities. After all these

procedures, trip attraction rates can also be found by simply dividing number of

attractions into the number of employees in the activity/location category for each TAZ

or for general. These rates can be treated as if they are the coefficients (Xs) of the

regressionmodel. In the models, other possible variables can be added, too. If there are

largetrip generators or attraction activities (like stadiums, etc.), the analysis should be

separateprocess for them.

It also requires to find the trip productions by trip purposes (HBW, HBO, NHB),

by means of local surveys, or, if not available, borrowing from similar examples. For

example,a chart of which one side is by the trip purpose (Home Based-Work, Home

Based-Other and Non-Home Based) and the other is by the type and location of work

or activity (Home, Non-retail, Downtown and Other Retail) can be prepared.

Internal-external trip generations usually make up 10-20 % of all trips in urban

areas. In rural areas, this can be even up to 50%. These trips can be evaluated

separatelyas internal-external (the end can be either inside or outside ofthe study area)

and through trips which have no ends in the study area, therefore, handled by only

growth rates. Internal-external trips are considered as to be produced at cordon line

and evaluated as attracted by the inner TAZs, and, the production trips attracted by

exterior (cordon) zones. Alternatively, these trips can also be handled by proportioning

of trips (i.e., growth rates) as is done in through trips. To find the factor rates, the

numberof all internal-external trips can be divided into the total number of all trips, or

just internal trips.

The classical inputs for the productions are number of households by income.

Productions can be found by simply multiplying the number of hh by the rates by

income.If the trips multiplied by the purposes, trips by the purposes can be obtained.



Likewise, the inputs for the trip attractions can be the estimated number of hh,

employment levels, and the calibrated trip attraction rates (explained above).

Attractions by purpose can be found in the similar way with trip productions by

purpose.

Finally, total number of productions and attractions should be almost equal. If

not, adjustments can be made to find values close to true values. If there is more than

20% of difference between the two, entire procedure needs to be re-evaluated.

EspeciallyNHB trips can be problematic.

The adjustment procedure needs to find an adjustment factor rate in terms of

production.For an example, it can be found this way:

If this value is multiplied by a specific zone's attractions, the true value can be

approximated.The same method can be repeated for other purposes, too.

Origin and destination: mean the beginning point and ending point respectively, but,

doesnot hold true for production and attraction. Origin destination data shows where

the trips begin and end, by purpose, by mode, and characteristic. There is usually

enough data for these in literature, therefore, there is no need for collecting large

samplesurveys.

Additional surveys conducted for taxi and trucks, external cordon surveys, and

alsomotor traffic v. transit ridership can be useful.

Depending on the size of the study area, number of trip purpose classifications

canvary most basically as HBW and HBO trips, in which produced trips begin or end

at home, and NHB, in which the trips begin or end at home but attracted non-home

based. It can either be as the produced trips at origin or attracted to the destination



beginningand ending at non-home. In distinguishing between the two, it is easier to

separatethe trips as home based or non-home based.

Trip distribution is the estimation of the trips expressed in a two dimensional

matrixof rows and columns that show the numbers of trips from each TAZ to another

(including itself). The cells of rows of the matrix correspond to traffic flow between

TAZs from which trips originated and the cells of columns to which trips are destined

(attracted). Thus, the notation Tij represents the number of trips between origin i and

destinationj. Oi is the sum of the originating trips from zone i and Dj is the sum of the

trips ended (or, attracted) in Zone j.

The estimation technique is simply based on the idea that all TAZs in the region

compete to attract the trips. Trips are to be estimated for each cell for each pair of

origin destination. The attraction power symbolizes the "willingness" to travel from

one TAZ to another, which is actually the function of the combined trip generation

"masses" ·of each pair (in Gravity Models), and also the distraction, or friction effect

which symbolizes the cost of the travel born by the distance factor. Cost can be general

in terms of distance, time, money, impedance or other friction effects. Mainly three

methods can be used depending on the purpose and data availability to estimate the trip

distributions:

· Growth-factor Methods
· Synthetic or Gravity Models, and,
· Intervening Opportunities Models

Growth- factor Models simply use the growth rate factor estimated from the

previous studies. The estimation can be done by multiplication of this value by the

previous trip matrix values. However, this is especially useful for short-run future

estimation in which we can multiply the rate by current trip matrix values (if available).

It does not take the changes in transportation costs into the account. And, if there was

an addition of another TAZ after the base-year, the model cannot be applied to this

newTAZ.



Gravity Models, on the other hand, are analogous to the Newton's Gravity Law.

Theydo not rely on the previously observed trip pattern as in Growth-factor Models,

butthe existing individual attraction levels between each pair of TAZs. The expression

of the model is:

There may be other derivations of the expression; OiDj is the amount of

attractiongenerating power, which is in inverse relation to the cost function. a (or, kij)

ie.,a calibration parameter, which may not be useful in very complex set of matrices.

In the trip distribution stage, it is necessary to calibrate both A and B coefficient

valuesfor all OJ and Dj (that is column and row sums) matrix cell summations. We can

findthem from each other but for this it requires the availability of ~ values for each.

In Intervening Opportunities Model, not only end points attract the trips but also

the intervening activities may help the cumulation of attraction. This model takes also

the intervening factors on the way to the attraction point (this may contribute to

distraction as well) into the account between the two nodes of origin-destination. A

calibrationfactor showing the effect of the(se) intervening factor(s) can be added to

therow/column balancing process as a factor, since it cannot be handled in the classical

matrixform.

The total of OJ and total of Dj should be equal to each other, and Tij as well,

because,in a closed system of the travel study, every trip maker who departs (travels)

to somewhere within the boundaries of the city should be returning from somewhere

logically.Since OJ is supposed to be equal to Dj, it may require making necessary

adjustmentsif there are minor differences (very minor ones can be ignored).

Finally, there is a need to calibrate the model to achieve the results as close as

possibleto the base-year trip pattern.



Mode Split step is to assign the trips onto various (basically as private and

public)modes, or operation types, and requires to employ an adopted theoretical

approach.Below are provided basics of some well-known methods and utility theories

usedinmode split:

Stratified Diversion Curve Model: This method is based on the survey findings of

previous studies relating some basic performance (or, service) indicators of transit

servicecompared to auto performance (waiting time ratio, cost ratios, travel times) to

the specific conditions (hh income, auto or transit availability, etc.). The combination

of cross-relationships was expressed in nomographs showing each possible match of

transportation situation. The nomographs are especially short-cut tools to find the

probabilityof actual usage of transit travel as derived from its market share in relation

to given different conditions. This is a quick way of defining the magnifYing effect of a

travelmode in decision making of modal choice. However, it needs having collected a

lotof data for each set of combination. This method also does not provide information

about the true behaviors and is restricted to only binary choice.

Impedance Based Quick Response Model: is similar to the Diversion Model. It is a

binarychoice model that bases on the evaluation of comparison of both impedance of

auto and transit in general by weighing their specific conditions of time and cost spent

(out-of-pocket for consumer). Cost and time impedance is converted into unitless

impedance value for comparison reasons. The modal choice is derived out of this

comparison in terms of the probability percentage that transit is to be chosen.

However, the personal characteristics like income or preferences and trip condition by

purpose cannot be reflected in this model.

Disaggregate Probability Model based on Utility Theory: This is a derived model

from preference survey studies. In such a model, it is possible to identifY alternative

modes more than two. It is assumed that users are rational enough to choose the best



option for themselves. Therefore, the function is a utility function similar to the

formulationof Quick Response Model. The formulation is composed of two stages:

1- find the utility levels for each mode weighing (with parameters derived from

regression methods) the variables (cost of trip, age, hh size, etc ..) affecting the

utility levels.

2- use logit model, which is the rationing of the utility level of a specific mode

to the sum of the utility levels of other available alternatives. The magnitude of

the ratio will give an idea about the probability of which mode is likely to be

chosen as the best choice.

This model is found the most accurate and theoretically sound which reflects the

empiricallyfound consumer preferences. It is helpful in policy analysis stage.

In the Traffic Assignment step, Stochastic User Equilibrium is assumed to be the

best because it takes into account both the capacity restraint and stochastic effect

(randomness)and provides a behavioral! realistic kind of approach. It is different than

the Wardrop's Equilibrium in a way that an individual driver can reduce his cost

switchinghislher route. Another random factor is that costs may differentiate from one

trip maker to another, from one link to another, from one time to another, etc. The

stochastic effect is expressed in Gamma, Gumpel and error terms in the general cost

formula:

Here, Costo is the cost of free flow, A is taken as a parameter of 0.15 as

empiricallyobserved, Vt-1 is the volume after the previous increment of volume, and B

isthe parameter of 4.

Congestion and intersection delays can also be reflected in the model, because

network flow heavily depends on those conditions on a given highway segment, which



affectsthe traveler's route choice. It is also assumed that everybody on the route has

got the perfect knowledge of the traffic conditions so that s/he can make the best

choicethat will maximize the travel cost. All alternate routes are available options to

choose.

The model is very difficult to handle, thus, needs a sophisticated software and

massiveamount of local highway data (like the data on intersections, volumes, hourly

trafficvolumes, etc.). GIS-based software is preferred for providing the geographical

monitoringof the area to be modelled. It can easily be updated when input information

or simulation policy changes. All the modelling procedures defined above can be

automatically handled with the necessary statistical procedures determined, or

otherwiseit can apply default procedures. The Windows version of the package is

mucheasier and user friendly than the DOS versions.

Here, the fifth step, which is Evaluation Step, will not be introduced since it is

assumedto be integration to these four steps of conventional planning.

The modelling approach called 'ideal' model (modelling as advantaged and

disadvantaged) and the conventional model (for normal, without separation) must be

comparable("speaking the same language") to each other. This necessitates also that

the summation of the trips of both disadvantaged and advantaged must be equal to

thoseof Normal's. Thus, it must be the expression of the findings from the two models

mostlyin rates and proportions (percentage) such as trip production and distribution

rates(or, proportions or percentages) and likely the modal split and traffic assignment

percentages(or, proportions). By this, they will be comprehendible and comparable.

The meaning of the model in search of achieving policy goals, which formulates

themodelling concept is described as:
p

Mi= Mt [1 + k ( 1 - S /s. )]
t 1



assuming;Tt + (S(disadv)t/S(adv)t) = 1 = (Ti + S(adv)j)/(S(adv)j + S(disadv)i)

If, (S(adv)i + S(disadv)i) = S(N)j

= Ti + S(adv)/ S(N)j

where, Tt is the existing disparity (difference) between the disadvantaged and
advantaged

(By convention, Tt and Ti should be equal to each other as the objective of
the planning policy)

And, Ti = 1 - [S(adv)i/ S(N)j]

The schematic explanation of the above representation is provided in Figure 21

asthe Action Plan of this conceptual explanation.

Notice that, in the modelling sketch in Figure 21, to which the modelling

approachis adapted, ideality replaces the term "future". Future now is where the ideal

casecomes true. ~S is the integration into the modelling in the chart representing the

differentialbetween the situations of Normality and the disadvantaged.

A more closer look is necessary for the inner processing of the modelling part in

this flowchart. That requires a separate flowchart for modelling, or run of the two

models,that shows what sort of data is used and how it is processed, and finally what

it produces (output) (See Figure 22). Though not much different than the run of the

conventional steps, the difference really lies in the separation of model runs for each

transportation categories (the disadvantaged and Normal) and in the comparison of the

outputs of each run. The model running mechanism is provided in a separate flowchart

as modelling sequences in Figure 23.
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TRANUS is used in the validation of the transportation planning model approach

definedhere. This will provide speed, the advantage of mass information processing

and the capability to calculate relatively complicated algorithms (especially at the

assignmentstage) and procedures inserted in the model that are sometimes beyond our

recognition. It requires a careful selection of the software that meets our purposes

suitably. Thus, for convenience, software to be selected should have such

characteristicsprimarily:

• favorably proceeds conventional four steps but an inexpensive one
• flexible to use (only some parts might be used) and user friendly (pull down

menu)
• involving an evaluation (simulation) sub-model
• data transferability across the joint models or other external data bases (like

Microsoft Excel and SPSS)
• that can be easily recognized and operated in a short period of time
• involving readily social and ethical parameters.
• GIS compatibility

The PC should be capable of large data manipulations (like O-D distributions

matrix) even if we intend to use limited number of zones for simplicity (12 zones),

whichwould otherwise be difficult to handle by hand calculations. A PC, with its speed

attribute can help great time savings, and thus, the costs of modelling. Accuracy and

reliabilityis another important aspect for choosing the PC type. The PC requirements

would be (preferably Pentium II) the higher speed (233 Mhz microprocessor) with

large(preferably 64 or, at least, 32 MB) memory size.

Up to now, we have come up with four alternative packages that would most

likelypromise to satisfy our purposes. These are:

• TRANUS
• EMME/2
• TranPlan, and
• MINUTP, or, MEPLAN



Among those, TRANUS was chosen because of the reasons explained in the

remainderof this paper with reference to the manual of its latest version 6.0. It, first of

all,looksquite flexible and simple to use, with lesser data it requires. EMME/2 also

was powerful software for consideration with even superior attributes, making it still

eligible,but with less flexibility and adaptability to windows environment. It is also said

tobenot for new beginners (Ferguson et ai, 1992, p.238) TranPlan, on the other hand,

hasbeen the most frequently used software in Turkey, but complained that its visual

attributesare weak (but, we are not well informed about the latest versions). MINUTP

(or,MEPLAN) are rather compatible to the conditions of Western societies of which

the transportation behaviors are modeled and transit is much less considered. They

requirelots of data that developing countries lack. And, MEPLAN is quite devoted to

landuse modelling rather than the transportation.

Now, the adaptability of TRANUS to the special modelling requirements is

reckoned.Here, the most remarkable properties of TRANUS that can be suitable for

anyordinary model will be explained, and which attributes of our model need to be

adaptedto its logic structure. Therefore, this study will rather be a kind of manual

descriptionexplaining a classical transportation planning with the aid of TRANUS as

adjustedto our model's processing.

TRANUS has been developed by Thomas de la Barra and B. Perez

(MODELISTICA) since 1982 (Barra 1989, p.143), in which input-output techniques

of micro economic rules are used. Domencich and Mc Fadden's (1975) theory on

utilitywas adopted where discrete choice analysis and random utility theory are further

developed.

As of land-use integrated (activity location), TRANUS is actually a Lowry-

derived model that focuses on the impact analysis between the time lags of land use

changeand transportation change. The package is "to transform potential demand to

actualtrips, and assign them to the many transport supply options" (TRANUS Manual,



1998,p.9). With this, the package is especially used in the simulation of policy impacts

inthe Evaluation conformingly.

TRANUS 6.0 is a Windows convert. It can be used in any recent versions of

Windowsenvironment (like Windows 95). This attribute makes it user friendly. Data

canbe easily copied down from another Windows sources (eg, Excel) to any database

within the package. Several files can be opened simultaneously. The interactive

databasecalled TUS (Tranus User Shell) is an important program at which data can be

edited,viewed and analyzed.

The decision theory of utility is adopted assuming that individuals chose between

the options (in modal split and traffic assignment) according to the utility perceived.

One should be alarmed here at how individuals from different groups perceive utility

differently.Utility is known to be a subjective, thus, stochastic (probabilistic) matter

(TRANUS Manual, General Description, p.3). Utility needs to be converted to be

aggregated function of those categories mentioned. The most representative of this

function is the Weibull Distribution that yields consequently a nested MNL (Multi

NornialLogit) model enabling many statistical manipulations in deriving aggregated

results.

LaC: is about the data procesing of the location of activities. Prices, description of
current land use policies, transportation costs and set of parameters have to be known.

FLU]: is an interface between socio-economic inputs and transportation that reads the
matricesproduced by LOC.

PASOS: is the multi-path search ill which the data of network file and related
parameters are asked.

TRANS: is the transportation model that uses network file, path descriptions,
functionalflows (as categorized).

COST: is the interface converting transportation (TRANS) inputs to activity locations
that requires the matrices of costs by transport as signified by the model.
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Figure 25. Operational Structure of Transport-only Part ofTRANUS
Source: TRANUS Manual



EVAL: is the evaluation part that compares different alternative scenarios. Here, both
landuse and transportation results are to be evaluated together.

The model designed in this study requires just the normal operation of four steps

ofanytransportation planning package, thus, only the transportation part (TRANS) of

TRANUSand path finding (PASOS) will handle that. For the initial flows, we also

needto run FLUJ at the beginning. The "ideal" model builds on the comparability of

the results both from conventional run and the run for the disadvantaged separately.

Thus,we should run TRANUS for both model compartments (for disadvantaged and

normal). The operational structure and the sequence of programs of the

Transportation-only part of TRANUS are explained in the Figures 25 and 26

respectively.

FlUJ
lU-to-Transp

Interface

PASOS
Travel options

model

lOC orlCAl
land Use

model

TRANS
Transport

model

COST
Transp-to-LU

Interface

The calibration of the model can be done by the classified traffic counts and

transit ridership (from the occupancy ratio counts that will be undertaken), regarding

the actual speeds. The stated preference surveys would also be helpful in the

calibration(but, we will not use this in the Aydm case). If desired, all socio-economic

data can be in GIS form or database. For obtaining realistic values, only the mid-block

screen line counts on some arterial streets and the O-D surveys will be used. Also, the



vehicleoccupancy ratios and some surveys on the stops casually measuring the quality

of transit services will be useful in the validation of the data to be obtained from the

homeinterviews. Nevertheless, TRANUS requires that the individual data obtained at

householdsbe aggregated (converted) to zonal values or categorical results. The user

couldfreely define either the number of variables and their contents. Population may be

divided into different categories like income and social categories (and probably to

advantagedand disadvantaged).

Naturally each link (segments) has to be defined in terms of its characteristics:

distance,capacity, link type, free-flow speed (or given Design Speeds), etc. Also, the

frequenciesoftransit services, if any, data oftariffs and schedules may be included in.

Trips are distributed to modes by the MNL procedure (combined program).

Combined mode split and assignments are also made by using another MNL model:

Trips are transformed into vehicle units (PCU or other) through the occupancy ratios

for each link. Finally, a capacity restriction based on the actual volume/capacity ratios

isused in the assignments. The output will be new volumes, speeds and wait times (or,

frequency) for transit services. This procedure repeats several times until the

convergence values are obtained.

The evaluation process in TRANUS is tree-like: when a change (or, set of

changes) is made in any of the variables or constraints (as inputs), or the results of the

previous models (as outcomes), the model re-runs and traces all the way down through

the affected steps.

According to the manual, the Windows applications can be copied to any other

Windows applications, even to the word processing documents, or to spreadsheets,

easily.

In the transportation calculations, which is our sole concern here, those main

characteristics have to be known well:



• link type and speeds on each link
• link length
• physical capacity (volumes)
• public transportation capacity
• prohibited turns (we do not intend to use this, therefore, it may be default)

According to TRANUS, Wardrop's algorithm of equilibrium, the incremental

approachesand all-or-nothing methods are found not meaningful and realistic since

TRANUSdoes not assume human as behaving totally rational. Individual can not

figure out all the costs and benefits, but the system. Thus, the model adopts a

stochasticnature of equilibrium (Ortuzar and Willumsen 1994, pp.241-4).

As mentioned earlier, TRANUS is already a GIS-based program that can

manipulateGIS databases (Like ArcINFO and MapINFO). External data in graphic, or

geographic,form can easily be transfered (copied) to TRANUS database as text or

DBF files (GIS-to-TRANUS) (Manual, FAQ, p.4). TUS can be used to display the

resultsof simulations in graphic forms that might also be transfered to any other GIS

environment(but from the DOS environment) (TRANUS-to-GIS).

Most of the graphical information in transportation applications and results

appearsin linked-based, route-based or path-based. Network attributes like capacities,

routes, assignment results in vehicles, passengers, tons, level of services, wait times,

etc.can be displayed. Color screens, plotters, printers, etc. are accessible.

TRANUS makes the calculations on the basis of zonal values. Therefore, most of

the inputs to the model should be ready as zone aggregated values. For aggregations

of the individualized (person level) data, refer to the Sections: Disadvantaged by

Zones and also Adopted Level of Aggregation in Chapter 3.



In the model, there is no need for the land use integration because it is not

intendedhere to forecast the future trips, albeit land use parameters actually do play

importantrole. Second, land use data is the matter of zone-related (aggregated)

variablesand the household aggregation is related rather to household characteristics

butnot land use (Bruton 1975, p.103). They are used to find the attractions, such as

thenumberof jobs available, volume of retail sales, school attendance, etc .. Although

beingnot much satisfactory without the use of land use part, TRANUS package is

thoughtto be demanding less data and offering large flexibility. The purpose of this

studyisjust to test a model that intends to include such sociaVethical parameters. As

one of the distinguished features from the other models, TRANUS, as far as

introduced,seems welcoming some of those parameters. Furthermore, it includes the

evaluationpart at the end in which we can simulate some scenarios though its

evaluationconsiderations are only cost-based and not very comprehensive.

Unfortunately, the model has some major divergences (properties) from the other

conventinalmodelling approaches. It uses the combined multi-nomial logit (MNL)

procedures,in that all four stages reduced into one-stage algorithm (which is utility

based)as in not discrete form. Thus, our modelling should be adapted accordingly and

requiresa parallelling learning phase of the package operations en route the modelling

studies.Because, it runs the sub-models quite differently (for, example, the first stage

is not the trip generation but the assignment of the routes that may change after the

secondaryand tertiary iterations).

However, the study does not concern on how the program should run but

whetherit provides the results we need for all stages or simply the final output. But, it

maybe adequate to know at what stage of the program we should compare our real

volumecounts (from the screen line counts) with those of the package's results for

calibration.

As a conclusion, whether TRANUS can compatibly be used to run the models in

that package and suits the variables defined, and inversely, whether the model proves



to be working with any popular software will be figured out. It is deemed, at that

point,that TRANUS can be used in the validation of the model, because of its

flexibilityand can be used for the future land use integrated projects at larger scales

thatought to require less data. But, this does not mean that the package is the best one

forthe model, which was not the aim, here, to prove.

Correlation matrix would be useful to define which variables are interrelated.

Thus,this information will also be useful in the composition of the "Correspondence

Module" that will take place in Chapter 5: Equalization Process. The

Correspondence Module will decipher the correlations between the

"disadvantagedness" levels and the policy variables that are relevant to that

infonnation. In order to do that, it is necessary to know first which variables are

stronglylinked (correlated) to each other. A sample correlation between two data sets

isthrough:

A statistical data editor SPSS is readily used for this process. By this, a large

correlation matrix is obtained. The correlation matrix is also important to find the

correlatedvariables to input in the regression analyses for the trip generation stage.

Another advantage of obtaining correlation matrix, to estimate the degrees to

whichthe variables are effective as latent policy variables (that is, they can be the areas

of policy making). The most correlated variables were marked. The correlations

between only the function (Major) variables are also calculated (See Appendix F).

Correlationsare taken also for the disadvantaged population per se, but are not taken

intothe consideration. Instead, the correlation matrix for disadvantaged where only the

function and some important (as observed from the correlation matrix for normal

population) variables are considered. The correlations for disadvantaged are little

differentthan the correlations for normal (all) population. The reason and nature of the

differencecould not be reasoned.



Before beginning the process of modelling, it should be reminded that the first

two steps (Trip Generation and Distributions) of modelling for both Normality (ie,

conventional model) and for disadvantaged are done manually. Because of the

complexityof the procedures, together with speeding considerations, the last two steps

(ModeSplit and Traffic Assignments) will be run on the software (TRANUS). Thus, it

shouldalso be noted here that the effects of simulations in which the planning policies

willbe applied could only be monitored at these last two steps. Monitoring the results

at the Mode Split level is the best because it inherently bears all the first two steps still

at the zone-to-zone basis. On the other hand, since the Traffic Assignment step is

difficultand not meaningful to apply for this study, only the visual monitoring of the

LOSlevels is seen enough.

Here, it should be noted that only the base year model runs would be described

(for both Conventional and the model for Disadvantaged, but not a targeted future).

Thesimulation runs will later be described in the Simulations Section of Chapter 5.

Because of the insufficient data, we are unable to handle Categorical Analysis,

which is usually preferred in the transportation studies in Great Britain, for the trip

generation stage, which requires larger data and can only be applied to household data.

For example, there should be at minimum 50 items of data for each zone/variable-

category (Papacostas and Prevedouros 1993, p.320, Ortuzar and Willumsen, p133-6,

Giilge9 1998, p.93). Instead, regression analysis method was preferred that bases on

the most correlated data. Besides, regression analysis also serves the elimination of the

irrelevant variables into such a new modelling approach.



The regresslOn could have been done in stepwise fashion if not solved by

multipleregression method. The purpose here is to find the trips produced by one

personper day, which is called daily trip rate.

The multi-variate linear regression is made successfully only on the basis of zone-

aggregated data, which are derived from the individual level data since the correlation

results looked quite low with the individual and household data. As explained in

Chapter 3 before, zonal aggregation is simply the mean of all individual data (for all

data columns). It is agreed that this technique of aggregation is not really healthy and

that it artificially creates much higher R2 values (Ortuzar and Willumsen 1994, p.12?-

8). Thus, only up to three variables are allowed to enter the regression model, to

sustain some degree of freedom in the regression. Actually, this is just for that reason

to apply this level of aggregation to obtain such higher R2 values, and, therefore, the

zonal aggregation is preferred. Still, with this higher R2 values, the model results are

not trusted, therefore, only the trip rates from the survey, which are the overall trip

averages per zone, are used as the trip rates.

By using the most correlated variables as determined in the study of correlation

matrix, many linear regression combinations with different variables have been tried on

the SPSS software to achieve the best model giving the best R2 results with the low P-

value (or, high F values). Instead of trials, also the method of stepwise regression was

tried but the results were far from being satisfactory as good as the random trials

according to the correlation values. The summary results for the regression from trials

are provided in Tables 12:



Table 12. Summary Results of Linear Regression for Conventional Model by

Trials

Model Summa
Model

1 ,886 ,78 ,704
Predictors: (Constant), DEPEND, INC.PER, statu.edu

Std. Error of the Estimate
,1631

Unstandardiz
Coefficient

3,131
-3,933E-0
-4,046E-0

Statu.edu 2,02
Dependent Variable: reg.trp

Besides the R2
, t and F- values are found remarkably high which increase the

validityof the chosen variables in the model.

From these results, it is known that those variables listed below become the most

effective in explaining trip making behavior of people on the basis of zone aggregated

information:

• DEPEND: function variable for dependency in the household (a)

• IN C.PER: function variable for the income level per person (b)

• Statu.edu: minor variable for the educational status of the person (c)

The most correlated variables and the regression analyses produced in SPSS for

both trial and stepwise can be examined through the Appendices F and G respectively.

In the regression trials, it is also observed that some different variables such as comfort

and disability can be the effective variables besides car availability, and household size



whenthe number of variables are increased. But, for example, if variable for disability

('disab') is removed, there will be very less change in the view. That is, it seems still

notvery strong factor in the model. The number of variables can be further reduced.

When this model is applied to the Aydm's data variables, a relatively high value

of 1,73 per capita for daily trip rate is found, in which pedestrian but regular

(work/school) trips are also included. Some may think that this value is high for a

mediumsized city but there is the fact that the trip rate over time may have increased

compared to the latest (10-20 years) results due to rapid developments (and increased

carownership) that stimulated extra demand for trips. Also, regular pedestrian trips are

withinthis figure. For example, trip rate is very high in the U.S.: The average daily trip

rate was found 3,88 (NPTS data, 1990) for Non-consolidated Metropolitan Statistical

Areas of the Middle Atlantic census region. The trip rate was found to be 1,72 in

Ankara even in 1985, of which pedestrian trip rate was 1,23 and the vehicular trip rate

was0,43 (Beyazlt 1989), Of course, the trip rate is expected to be high in metropolitan

areas.But, there, in turn, the portion of pedestrian trips must be lower.

The model's trip productions for each zone are calculated by multiplying the

result of the model by the total zone population. The results are given in the Table 13:

Zones zone regression The trips produced*
!oooulat. Model Averaoe Reo. tro

1 12261 1,81 23.075 1,88
2 11378 1,75 17.147 1,51
3 9107 1,87 14.626 1,61
4 10136 1,94 19.694 1,94
5 13477 1,88 26.132 1,94
6 15359 1,74 29.090 1,89
7 11938 2,02 24.807 2,08
8 13046 1,23 17.312 1,33
9 9251 1,54 12.924 1,4

10 9683 2,12 20.828 2,15
11 9899 1,40 12.710 1,28
12 9830 1,51 15.816 1,61

135365 234.162 total trips produced

*Note that trip productions includes also intra-zonal trips. Later, intra-zonal
rips will be excluded at Mode Split stage. 34% of the trips is intra-zonal.



It should be noticed that the zones I, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10 produce more trips per

capitathan the rest. These values were for the regular trips other than 'social' (or,

irregular)ones. Though, the real disadvantagedness would be observed, and, the trip

generationmodel can be possible for social trips using multi-variate linear regression,

theyform the less reliable data than the regular ones. The concern for the social trips

canbe later examined as of further studies. Here, in the limited scope of this study, the

tripproductions for social trips would be less relevant to proceed.

The trip distributions from each zone to other are calculated manually. As

mentionedbefore in the Assumptions and Limitations, the distribution matrix will be

calculated on the basis of the doubly constrained gravity (synthetic) model. Yet,

Attractions (Dj) are found in the calibration process iteratively because the modelling

approachhere did not use the land use inputs and modelling of attractions were not

probablefrom the land use variables at the Trip Generation stage.

The simplest distance decay function is adopted which is dijn. Such functions

maybe assumed to be depending on different conditions of the city:

• expCj}cij), here, cij is the any cost that relates to distance decay but most of

the times it is directly the distance (d) and it requires the calibration of P
• Cij-D, here, n can be any value between 0,6 at minimum and 3,5 at most, and

said that usually taken to be 2 in most of the studies (Ortuzar and

Willumsen 1994, p.159).

• Cij
D exp<-j}Cij), which is the combined form of distance and cost factors where

both d and P were to be calibrated.

Here, it is preferred to adopt the TLD (Trip Length Distribution) sort of

calibrationfor estimating the n power (it is the only parameter of p to be calibrated in

our model) of the Gravity Type distribution model. It is possible to use the OD

(survey)destination data found for each district (or zone) to obtain the relative number



of trips and trip lengths for each zones. However, the relative distances between the

zonescould be calculated and they are categorized relatively under 8 basic distance

categoriesthat would be enough to create the distance decay slope. That is, therefore,

here,the term "frequencies" used and it is called TLD method. According to the OD

calibrationresults, such a diagram is obtained that was enough to prove that the

distancedecay function is more or less sort of d~ (See Figure 27).

The raw OD values, which are really weak to represent reality, first, are

convertedto realistic Distributions calibrating oi of raw OD to the Oi values from Trip

productions in the rate of both population/sample ratio and the overall trip rate, in

whichnon-response rate is also considered. After the process, the values of oi became

quite closer to the original Oi values. Additionally, such "Trip Rate Factor" of 1,67

was used in this process simply because the survey's OD information was per trip.

Finally,for fine tuning, the individual oi values are fitted to the original Oi (ie, of Trip

Productions) values since it is necessary that both the oi of advantaged and

disadvantaged be equal to the oi of Normal Model. After this process, following

through the steps in the Giilge9's book (1998, pp.VI-126-142), these values are

calibratedin order to check whether the TLD values found are realistic fitting the TLD

of OD (or, TLDo) and to find the P values. Through the linear regression, the beta

valuefor the Model for normal is found -1,22 where R2 was 0,57.

In the calibration process, also the Ai and Bj values as well as Oi and Dj, and

finallyK factors are obtained. For the future planning calculations, these parameters

can be used in their places in the Tij formula. Dj can be iteratively be calibrated from

these Oi,values as described in Giilge9 (1998). The formula for the Trip Distributions

One of the drawbacks of this study is the use of distances instead of travel time

(cij)because of the scarcity of data. The distances are calculated on the map from zone

to zone centroids. Table 14 provides the distances. The distances are measured mostly
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Figure 27. TLD Fitting to the TLD ofOD Trips in the Calibration Process According to
Eight Distance Categories
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overarterials as air-line distances. Intra-zonal distances are assumed to be 0,5 kIn for

eachzone.

The total outcome of the trip distribution model calibrated with true OD and

zone-to-zone Trip Production values is given in the Table 15.

Table 15. The Calibrated Trip Distributions for Normal
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Growth rate approach is not considered for the modelling here because, first,

there is no any idea about the previous trip pattern to start from in Aydm. Second,

growth rate would provide no idea about how disadvantaged could respond to distance

or other friction parameters. However, it can not either be said OD data for the

calibration of Distributions are much reliable due to low sampling ratio.

4.6.3. Mode Split

Actually, TRANUS sees this stage not necessary. But, when a mode preference

value for "modal constant" parameter in TRANUS is entered it makes necessary

adjustment. Since the Mode Split is the essential part of the study, we will try to figure

out such a modal constant for both normal and the disadvantaged.

Utility approach is used (ie, probit approach) to calculate the proportion of

modal utilities. General utility for a mode (which is public or private) of a category



IMPED2 and IMPED3 that evaluate the general subjective satisfaction levels from the

mode.These variables had been designated to be the variables for measuring travel

characteristicsfrom the point of users (time, comfort, service level, etc.). But, the

relationshipcan best be explained by only IMPED3 variable through the regression

analysiswhen TYP.MOD variable (type of mode chosen) is used as the dependent

variableand where R2 is 0,78 (See Appendix G).

Utility here is defined as the direct average result of those variables without

taking separate weights for each. Finally, these results are achieved from the home

interviewsurvey:

where, U represents the modal utility of group (d or a) for a mode (pri or pub).

d or a represent the group disadvantaged and advantaged respectively,

and, pri or pub represent the mode choice.

In this summation, Ue represents some undefined mode choice(s) or aggregate

mixed choice of both private and public. The sums for Normal, advantaged and

disadvantaged are found to be:



IUk = 269,2

IUd = 153,6

IUa= 138,2

Here, the probability calculation is in terms of the probability of choosing a

publicmode that can be expressed in the formula, where i subscript is used for either

advantaged or disadvantaged, as:

If the exponentials were used in the formula, then the findings for both normal

and disadvantaged would become away from the survey's findings such as: 0,33 for

normal and 0,43 for the disadvantaged. Thus, the use of exponential calculation is not

preferred.

Finally, the survey's aggregate probabilities of choosing a public mode for

disadvantaged groups, 0,38 for Normal (and, for the advantaged is 0,3) and 0,41 for

the disadvantaged are respected. Since the results are almost close, the overall modal

choice probability for all groups is assumed to be around 0,4 that corresponds to the

value of 1,6 (for Normal) in the "modal constant" parameter of TRANUS package2

Thus, 1,8 is considered for the advantaged (less preference) and 1,4 (more preference)

for the disadvantaged. When no categorical mode choice is considered, but only

between private and public, it is 1 (default value for the best mode) for private and 1,6

for public respectively. 3 is assumed for walking. Surprisingly, there is not significant

difference between the two categories at this stage of modelling.

Note that TRANUS also calculates the modal preferences from zone to zone and

on the links basis, considering the other network and system characteristics, distance,

the capacities of the links chosen that affect the choice of mode. These calculations are

automatically done in the package and beyond our cognition in this study.

2 The modal constant parameter has to be between 1 and 2 for vehicular trips, if 1 is assumed for
private mode and 2 is for pedestrians, in the TRANUS package.



The thesis study does not particularly concern the Traffic Assignment stage but

''monitors''the results on the links whether the capacities are exceeded or not when the

policydecisions are applied. The scope of this study does not allow looking into the

disadvantagedness levels on every link. However, the assignment results will be

providedfor the base year and each simulation for general comparison.

Generally, vlc ratios below 0.75 are acceptable, and moderately unacceptable if

between0.75 and 1.00. Insufficient streets where delays occur will be determined on

the Traffic Assignments map. The alternative solutions to these occurrences can be

capacityincrease or proposing of new highways. It is observed in this study that most

vlcratios in the streets where screen line counts are made are less than 0,6. That means

there is no serious congestion problem.

The overall total equivalent vehicular traffic loads (together with the external

traffic)on the links are found from the Base-year (conventional) run at TRANUS as in

the Figure 28. Total volumes (total passengers) of vehicular traffic are presented as

private and transit. It can be noticed in the Figure 29, that the share of transit

outweighs that of private.

The most important consideration, however, at this point is that whether there

appears any link with low level of service (LOS) and the unacceptable waiting times,

which are provided in the Figure 30 and Figure 31 consecutively.

As seen in Figure 30, there are only the two lower LOS assignments at the

North-eastern bound (Gazi Bulvarl) links. One is B level, which is not problem, and the

other is C, which is ignorable. The C level on that link may be due to the external

traffic effect. The program was also run for the base year without external traffic and

all links appeared as A level (which means free flow of traffic). Waiting time is also

ignorable (Figure 31).
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In these assignment calculations, the utility theories and the capacity restriction

principleswere utilized in the program. Note that the assignments are totally left to the

logicand theories assumed in the package itself (See the Explanation about TRANUS

inSection 4.4.).

IdentifYing the external traffic and taking its effect into consideration is one of

the most complicate matters throughout the modelling phase. The fact that this study

does not concern the external traffic but that it is undistinguishable from the urban

traffic makes the complicacy by the external traffic. Thus, in principle, it is decided in

advance to have two base year runs, one with external traffic to see the effects the

external traffic may cause, and other with no external traffic which can be modelled

easily.

The problem of identifYing external traffic could have been solved appropriately

if the external cordon counts, or any other survey method that would reveal the

external trips, were ever conducted. Since, only the internal screen counts could be

conducted (only for three days and for peak hours), the counts will be utilized in the

calibration process for contrasting, that may even help to some extent identifYing the

external (on the vehicle type basis) traffic. Below are presented a simple method, which

is tried for the case of Aydm, per se.

Such Fj, attraction values, are calculated on the basis of the O-D data derived

from the home interview surveys to find the external trip distributions in a simple

manner. The number of attracted trips per zone is rated to the general summation.

These rates show the attraction power of the zones.

Using Inter-zonal Distributions Approach, the zonal attraction coefficients (Fj)

were used for the external zones. However, these attraction values do not count for the

interaction between the external zones (by-pass external traffic), since the attraction

values derived from O-D data pertain to external in and out trips to the city. Attraction



then,directly the approximate trip amount observed must be replaced for each pair of

zonesin the trip distribution matrix.

Then, the attraction values for external zones obtained from the O-D data were

multipliedby the daily numbers of trips entered from these zones. Yet, one fallacy in

directlyapplying this method is the ignorance of the much heavier share of the by-pass

trafficthat just passes through the city as not affected by the attractions of the zones.

Yet, the method still seems rational and this by-pass affect, as seen in the Base Year

Assignmentswith external traffic, is still obvious even if ignored. The attraction power

valuesfor the external centroids had been found as in the Table 16.

Instead, the traffic loads of Base year run for Normal situation without the

external trips that TRANUS produced on the links as assignments were used as the

real calibration values (as if real counts). The model-run values are granted to be

accurate. After adjusting with the traffic count values from streets where the screen

linecounts are made, the final assignments were compared to the assignments of the

Base year model results with the externalities (ie, external centroids were included).

The difference between the two sets of values on the links practically meant the pure

externalities on the links. For the Screen Line Streets, the vehicular and passenger

ratios of external traffic respectively are: %6,6 and %61,5 for Egemenlik, %4,5 and

%76,8 for Adnan Menderes, %1,7 and %10,4 for the Atatlirk Blvd, %24,7 and %80,3

for Mugla Highway, and, %9 and %85 for the Izrnir Highway.

Attraction
External Zones Power values

13 (Girne exit) 0,006

14 (Izmir H.way) 0,059

15 (Mugla H.way) 0,035

16 (Denizli Hway) 0,014

17 (North exit) 0,008



Another advantage of using 'inter-zonal' approach is that values are found on the

basisof zonal interactions (ie, trip distributions as passenger volumes), which adapt to

the modellingstages concerned in this study.

With the PCU factor, Table 17 informs that vehicular external traffic is around

21%and passenger external traffic is around %80 on the Mugla approach. This is 7%

forvehicular traffic and 85% for passengers on the Izmir approach. Note that these

findingswere obtained from the Adnan Menderes Junction, which is almost the center

ofAydm.The ratios must be much higher at the exits of these arterials. Yet, TRANUS

can exaggerate passenger numbers and the findings might be erroneous since the

occupancyratio for the external trips on Izmir Highway is almost 200 per vehicle!.

Table 17. Proportions and Occupancies of the In-Out External Trips in izmir

and Mugla Highways to the Total Traffic

Mugla Highway Izmir Highway
trips % trips %

vehic 2623 0,21 5499 0,072
passeng 55097 0,8 92658 0,85
vehlintra 2069 5,25 5104 2,73
passlintr 10855 (intra ac( 13920 (intra acc)
veh/ext 554 79,86 395 199,34
pass/ext 44242 ext. acc 78738 ext. accu)

loccupancies I 21,01 16,851

Notes: I-It is assumed that out-to-in traffic equals in-to-out traffic
2-The number of vehicular trips on Izmir Highway is around 4000, and, 2600 on Mugla
Highway
3- Though the vehicle occupancy is around 3 for out-in, this may be higher for general

external traffic

The results only need to be corrected by the traffic calibration coefficients, which

will be defined later, but here the application of calibration factors is relaxed

deliberately. But, it should be remembered that there are many assumptions taken in

the calculations of external traffic and this may have caused distortions in the accuracy

of the results. In the models, the external traffic will be subtracted and only the intra-

urban trips will be the concern.



Total number of intra-urban trips is around 159000, while this is 193000 for

externaltrips. When compared to the daily total sum (which is 352067), the ratio of

externaltrips (passengers) is %50-55 for Aydm city. But, this should not be confused

withthe vehicular travels: The ratio must be much lower for vehicular trips since the

average occupation rate is much higher (approximately 15-20 person/vehicle) with the

externaltraffic. Thus, the ratio of vehicular trips becomes around % 15-20.

For the Bursa study, the rate of external trips was found to be 0,63, where the

through traffic was observed to be tremendous (Saym, 1987). In this study, it is

assumed the total external (by-pass, in and out external traffic) traffic volume

(excluding pedestrian volumes) is about 50% oftotal traffic volume (See the Appendix

H). These results also provide the peak hour factor information: 0,1 for izmir Exit and

0,225 for The Mugla Exit. Yet, the distribution of the external traffic in the inner

arteries must show variances. As previously explained, zone-to-zone external trips

were calculated on the basis of the attraction powers that can either be applied to the

external zones (See the external trips results for the base year). But, to see the net

results of the urban born traffic, these trips were excluded in the simulation

comparIsons.

It was observed later in the trip assignments of TRANUS that even the trip

assignments with external traffic do not cause any serious capacity restriction on the

links but only with one link with C LOS level.

The same technique as in the case for the model for Normal (Conventional) was

applied for the case ofthe model for disadvantaged, which is the try-and-error without

considering the stepwise approach.



Again using the most correlated variables from the correlation matrix, linear

regression possibilities with the highest R2 value are tried on SPSS. The summary

results for the trials are given in the Table 18:

Table 18. Summary Results of Linear Regression for the Model for

Disadvantaged

Model Summa
Model Adjusted Std. Error of the

S uare Estimate
1 ,831 ,69 ,574 ,2235

a Predictors: (Constant), DEPEND, PUB.COM, VEH.COM

Unstandardiz
Coefficient

1 5,97
2,635E-O

-B,022E-O
VEH.COM -4,685E-O

a Dependent Variable: REG.TRP

In this model trial, t and F-values are relatively high, which verifies the validity of

the model. The variables of the model for disadvantaged are quite different than the

model for Normality, except the variable DEPEND:

• PUB.COM: function variable for the travel conditions of the person

while travelling in the transit vehicles (does not exist in the Model for



The most correlated variables and the regression analyses produced in SPSS for

the Model for disadvantaged can be examined at the Appendices F and G.

Additionally, comf.foot, EDU.FAM, #6 (sixth stop condition) and noise could be the

effectivevariables. Such variables, even if minor, as related to stop condition, noise in

the vehicle, comfort and the school travel conditions can be effective in the modelling

fordisadvantaged. Yet, unexpectedly, there is not disability-related variable in effect to

the travel behavior. In both models, usually the Major (function) variables could be

usedas explanatory variables, except 'statu.edu' variable which is a minor variable.

ZONES Model's trip Survey's trip disadvantaged Productions*
Rate Rate population

1 1,72 1,93 7802 15042
2 1,77 1,59 9510 15111
3 1,14 1,17 5657 6624
4 1,95 1,88 7659 14437
5 1,99 2,3 7067 16268
6 1,71 1,49 11384 16985
7 2,02 1,9 8661 16499
8 1,24 1,31 12042 15799
9 1,48 1,3 5829 7601

10 1,73 1,94 3289 6394
11 1,64 1,39 5377 7452
12 1,4 1,51 5990 9063

SUM 1,64 1,65 90267 147277
*The Productions include intra-zonal trips, which constitutes %31 of the trips, but are later
excluded from the calculations

As seen in the Table 19, still a higher trip rate, which is average of all zones, is

observed for the disadvantaged: 1,65. This value is little lower than the value found for

the Normality. Again, in this model for disadvantaged, survey's trip rate is trusted and

used in the calculations.



Here, especially the Zones 1, 4, 5, 7 and 10 produce more trips per capita than

the rest. This figure coincides with the zones found for the Normality, except the sixth

The same calibration procedure as defined for the Normal's model is used for the

disadvantaged. According to the TLDs found as the outcome of the calibration process

for the disadvantaged group, a slightly different slope of P (ie. here only n superscript

for the distance power) is obtained for the gravity distribution model (refer to the

findingsat the Appendix G): -1,12

~
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cij Categories (distance as km)

Although, this shape is slightly different than the one found for the conventional

(normal) model, we can assume they are almost equal. Thus, we can assume the power

of d for the disadvantaged groups around -1. That is also to say there is not a



significantdifference between the advantaged and disadvantaged in terms of the power

ofdistance function.

First, oi values are calculated in the rate of population/sample on the basis of a-

D data. These oij values are multiplied with a ''trip rate factor" of 1,53 that covers the

trip rate deficiency of the aD information. Then, for fine tuning, the new oi are fitted

to the original (Trip Productions) Oi values. The final outcome is calibrated to obtain

theBeta value.

Final output matrix is obtained in the similar fashion defined for Normal model

andthe zone-to-zone values for disadvantaged are demonstrated in the Table 20.

Modal split for both Normality and the disadvantaged was explained above in the

Section 4.6: Run for Conventional Modelling. There appears no serious difference in

the modal utilities between the Normality and the disadvantaged. However, the

package itself produces the trip distributions by mode and category, which displayed

"structural" difference. The utility function is expected to be explained by IMPED

variables, but solely can be explained by IMPED3 with the regression analysis, where

R2 is 0,72 as:

According to the results of TRANUS, the number of public trips of

disadvantaged is greater comparatively than the advantaged and the number of private

trips of advantaged is greater than the private trips of disadvantaged. The Mode Split

results for advantaged and disadvantaged can be checked at Appendix M.
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At this last stage, the reasons causing differences between Normal and

Disadvantaged are not sought but differences caused by the previous stages up to

ModeSplit stage are monitored at the traffic assignments.

The visual assignments should have been in the form of categorical separation.

But, the display of this separation is not possible in TRANUS. Here, the visual

assignment results will be presented without the consideration of external traffic.

Because, it has already been verified at the Normal model run (conventional run) that

the traffic freely moves (LOS A) even in the case external traffic exits. The total

equivalentvehicular traffic assignments are presented in the Figure 33.

In the Figure 33, since the external traffic is excluded, the neat view of intra

urban traffic assignments can be seen. The volumes of both transit and private

(pedestrian is not the concern) are provided in the Figure 34. In the Figure 34, it can

be noticed that the share of private passengers is very low compared to transit.

The modelled values are little above the values found for the streets where screen

line counts are made. The counts must be the more realistic ones that should be relied

on. That is not to say that counted values are one hundred per cent accurate but are

more approximate to the reality than the modelled ones as can nearly be as 90%, when

especially the counting errors are considered at the screen line spots. Assuming that the

counted values are more realistic, the modelled values should be adjusted to the

counted values. Averaging the ratios of count values to the modelled ones can do the

correction in the counted values.

However, it is true that the accuracy of the values is questionable due to the less

known proportions of the external trips circulating in the traffic. The calibration is

affected by this ambiguity.
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Figure 33. The Equivalent Assignments for the Base Year Run for Disadvantaged Consideration
(External traffic is excluded)
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Instead of looking at the direct ratios between the traffic counts of the screen line

streetsand the assignment values of the model produced through TRANUS for the

samestreets, rather a common adjustment factor is searched for all streets by link

types. The method is simple: The modelled ones are not the peak hour values but the

countvalues were (that is why capacity factors3 5 and 7 are taken in TRANUS for

streetsand highways respectively). To reconvert the peak hour values into daily values

again for obtaining the scaled rationing (between model values and count values),

countvalues first must be multiplied by 5 and 7 according to whether they are street or

highwayrespectively. These capacity-factor-multiplied count values are now actually

theobserved daily (vehicular) trips. Then, the multiplied values are proportioned to the

modelledvalues and general adjustment factors according to link types are: a general

valuearound I can be accepted for lay streets, 3,5 special for Egemenlik Boulevard,

but 2 is for all other boulevards and around 4-5,5 is for the highways found (though

the sampling size is relatively low: only five sample streets). (See Appendix I). Thus, to

find realistic capacity-volume relations, actually the daily capacities defined for each

link must additionally be divided to those adjustment factors. Or, alternatively, we

should multiply, for example, the model values by 2 (adjustment factor) for boulevard

type links, to obtain realistic values closer to count values done for peak-hours, if, of

course, the count values are trusted. Table 21 for final summary results shows this for

each screen line street.

Finally a factor value for each link type (highways and streets) should be

introduced for better results respectively for each link, which must be divided (as

calibration factor) by all (daily) capacity values, to obtain daily modelled values. This

procedure can be done for all street and highway links over TRANUS (ie, for over 360

links). Yet, the assignments are not adjusted to count values and only the

modelled values are used since: the main focus of this study is not to find realistic

values for a real planning study; and the study is not seriously about capacity

problems reported in TRANUS on links, although higher model values must be

3 Capacity Factor parameter in TRANUS is used to convert the peak-hour assignments to daily hourly
trips, which is what is intended in this study. Since the capacities are once calculated on the basis of
peak-hour vehicle numbers, they are required to convert to daily travels, and mentioned Capacity
Factors were used to normalize the values to daily hourly travels (0,2 was peak-hour factor for streets
and boulevards converting to daily values, and 0,125 was for the highways).



used. Shortly, the procedure of adjustment of assignments for each link is deliberately

skipped,assuming that all modelled values are true.

Table 21. Summary of Assignment Adjustment Between the Screen Line

Counts and Modelled Trips Assigned by TRANUS

Egemenlik Ad. Mend. Atatiirk Mugla izmir

Street Boulevard Boulevard Highway Highway

Counts(peak) 376 1210 632 906,5 1318
Model's trips* 501 3535 1487 1120 2173
Counts multoby 1880 6050 3160 6342 9226
capa.fact.(5or 7)

Adjust.Ratio to 3,75 1,71 2,12 5,66 4,24
modeltrips* *

*The arithmetic average of both directions on the link is taken. By ''trips'', daily vehicle volumes are

meant where PCU factor is not added. The external trips are also inherent in these figures.

"These adjustment factors are special to the link

In case, these simple calibration factors found above can be applied either to the

simulation results at will to check whether the capacity is overloaded or not. It is

expected that the LOS levels will be much worse when these factors are applied.

Defining the maximum capacities is also one of the toughest tasks and also

requires a set of assumptions within the limits of this study to go on the work. To

make the planning analyses, and for the completion of whole planning process, we

must make sure that the links are not overloaded. If the links are guaranteed for easy

flowof traffic (ie, LOS levels of A, B, C, and hardly D), this will allow the model work

with no consideration of congestion.



First of all, the true capacity values are found for the streets where screen line

counts are made. Then, with the analogy to other streets that resemble in physical

characteristicsto the screen line streets, the same capacity assignments are assumed for

allother links. By the physical characteristics, it was basically meant the relative quality

of the road, the function (highway, arterial, local distributor or street) of the road and

the number of lanes per direction. Thus, the capacity definition for a particular link is

decidedon the basis of the type of the link. That also adapts well to the 'Link Type'

parameter of TRANUS and its requirements. Small local streets (sokak) are not

consideredamong the links. The information about number of lanes on the considered

roadsand streets are obtained from the Master Plans and verified by the personal field

observations. Thus, as mentioned earlier, we had basically three type of streets. These

threetypes were analogous to the screen line streets.

It was described earlier that the capacities had been found on the basis of Five-

minutecounts for the peak hour, of which the highest values are taken and multiplied

by 12 to find the capacity hourly (maximum flow rate). The results can be assumed as

the observed capacities. This was not very healthy but would be quite approximate to

reality.However, the daily capacities are also calculated.

vehicle type PCU equivalent
car/minibus/taxi 1
transit minibus 1,2
lorry/pickup 1,5
bus 1,5
bike/motorcycle 0,3

others 1,1

The method of finding the maximum capacity was set as multiplying the results

by peak hour factor, which had been defined as 0,9. In Table 23, vehicle counts with

and without peus are given in a summarized form for the screen line streets. peu

rates are also provided in that table. In Table 24, maximum capacities together with the



vlc ratio for the peak hour are provided. Finally, in Table 25, daily capacities are

presented by integrating the daily volume conversion factors. When maximum

approach volume is around 2000 pcphpl for three lane (40") roads, and when load

factor is 0,7 (around LOS D), usually, the conversion factor from peak hour to daily

values can vary between 12 and 20 per cent (Pignataro 1973). If, however, urban

arterials with no access control and signalization on the intersections, which are the

usual case for Aydm's streets, are also affected by these constraints and the daily

conversion factor can be between 8 and 12% (AASHTO 1984, p.54). But, this

standard is for the urban areas in the U.S. and therefore, maximum rate adopted in this

studyis relaxed to 20%.

Table 23. Actual and PCU-standardized Vehicle Counts for The Screen Line

Streets for Peak Hour

vehicle counts (average for two dir's) factor (PEAK HOUR)

streets with PCU with no PCU PCU/obs. veh PCU factor
Egem. 436 374 1,17 0,17
Ad.Mend 1285 1210 1,06 0,06
Atat 714 633 1,13 0,13
Mugla Y. 1135 907 1,25 0,25
izm. Y. 1725 1319 1,31 0,31

Streets OBS.capacity max. Cap CAPACITY vlc ratio
Egem. 750 833 850 0,51
Ad.Mend 2500 2778 2800 0,46
Atat 1100 1222 1250 0,57
Mugla Y. 2400 2667 2700 0,42
izm. Y. 3200 3556 3600 0,48

Table 25. Daily Capacities of the Screen Line Streets with the Daily

Conversion Factors

Streets daily counts daily conv. fact max. capac.
Egem. 2180 0,2 4250
Ad.Mend 6425 0,2 14000
Atat 3570 0,2 6250
Mugla Y. 3914 0,29 9310
izm. Y. 13800 0,125 28800



When checked from the vie ratios in the Table 24, it practically looks like the

trafficflow in those streets are barely below C of LOS even at peak hours, the most

critical being Egemenlik Boulevard. Finally, three types of links, with the observed

screen line streets, are assigned those capacity values per direction as shown in Table

26 (the values are truncated leaving room for some maximum).

It is the very essence of the thesis study to see what sort of differences might be

confronted by comparing the model for conventional and the model for disadvantaged

and what they do mean in terms of policy-making. One way of expressing the effect

of the difference may both be in terms of the coefficients placed before the variables or

calibration parameters testified or the differences in the final results themselves, what

may be called "structural differences". Mostly the differences in total outcome (ie,

structural) will be the concern in this study.
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Links Hourly Capac Daily Capac Volume (daily) Obser'd Peak

IzmirHway 4000 28000 14000 1725

Denizli Hway 4000 28000 11000 Less than 1725

Ad. Mend Bl. 3000 15000 65000 1285

MuglaHway 2800 19600 4000 1135

Egemenlik Bl. 1000 (or, 850) 5000 2200 436

Other Blvards 1500 7500 1000 714 (Atatiirk Blv)

Streets in general 800 4000 Less than 500

Walkways 10 (assumed)



Yet, the vital differences appear in the calibration values (a or ~, etc.) that

simplymeans the difference that comes from the data facts (yet, still the error and

unknown factors not included in). Parametric differences were slight as in the Beta

valuesof Trip distributions for Normal and the disadvantaged (See Figure 35). But the

curve patterns are the same. Hence, the calibration differences appeared almost the

samefor both models 4
•

In the case of parametric difference, consider two different p values for both

Normal and Disadvantaged, then, it would mean:

Adis d Anorm . I .I-' an I-' senous Y eXISt.

Therefore, the short-cut estimation of the trip distribution values for the

disadvantaged could be plausible, if both Tij for Normality and the pdis are known. pdis

should then be integrated in the right place in the Trip Distribution model. When

necessary, had a significant difference between calibration values of both Normality

and for disadvantaged been observed, p coefficient for either disadvantaged and the

calibration differential i\P could be found from the Gravity type Trip Distribution

Model:

Although Normality is the sum of both advantaged and disadvantaged (N = adv

+ disadv ), this rule do not hold true for the p calibration parameters. Since it might

4 For example, in Trip Distribution calculations, taking distance solely as f(Cij) instead of travel time
would be less efficient to represent the reality and much sharper distance decay differences between
both categories.



and the "differential ratio of disadvantagedness" ~P = 1 + (PdiJP) must be accepted

and the formulation can be for the awareness of the factor of disadvantaged:

Log Tij = Log (D) - P Log (d) = Log (D) - (PmsI(~P+l)) Log (d)

Log Tij- Log (D) = - P Log (d)

P = Pdis / (~P+ 1) = (Log (D) - Log Tij) / Log (d)

To shorten the equation: if [(Log (D) - Log Tij)/ Log (d)] = J

~P = (Pdis / J), or,

~P = (Pdis / [(Log (D) - Log Tij) / Log (d)] )

However, when there are the number of data (observations), this general

formula, that could be used for single (average) values, is to be applied as (AtalIk

1996, pp.120-1):

P = n L Log( d)Log(Tij) - LLog( d) LLog(Tij) / n L (Log( d)Y - (LLog( d)Y



Log (U) = LLog(T;j) - J3L Log( d) / n , or,

This conversion is still partial: Ai and Bj (or a common Ai value) can further be

integrated to the model in the same fashion, whose formula reversion does not require

logarithmiccalculation.

Likely, ifboth Tij (ie, for Normal) and TdiSij (for disadvantaged) are known, that

are already found in this thesis work, an overall (or, let say 'mean') J3disor Ai value

canbe found by reverting the formula (Logarithmic calculations of the parameters).

Here, for simplicity, instead of parametric difference, rather a heuristic method is

offered, which may not provide the perfect results but rather approximate to obtain a

generalcoefficient of disadvantagedness:

Ii- Tdis. Tij - Tdis.. Tijk. Tdis T Tdis
-1 -. -ll --+ -iik --+ ijkn --iikn
Ii Tij T·k IijknIJ

As can be seen m the depiction above, the disadvantagedness proportion

obtained at each transportation planning stage can be applied as the "structural" Dx

only at its specific place. Better, only the cumulative results at Mode Split or even

Traffic Assignment can be regarded, ifwe already know D;jk ratios, because each stage

bears the cumulative results of the preceding one. For example, in this study, the Mode

Split stage will be the focus stage to find a "disadvantagedness ratio" (ie, Dijk), which

is actually not different than Dij, for both public and private trips but different in

parametric terms. In this formulation, it is only needed to know results for

disadvantaged for a case study (eg, Aydm's). The proportions obtained can be applied

to other similar cases.



It should be tested whether multiplying the disadvantagedness proportions by the

Normal's results will really give the closer values to that of the disadvantaged ones,

say, for each matrix cells of Trip Distribution stage. For example, the overall

disadvantagedness proportion had been found 0,63 (call it Dij-Factor). Let us see

whether the values in each cell of factor-multiplied Normal distributions get closer to

the values for disadvantaged when we apply this factor over the trip distributions. It is

observed that the values in individual cells do not get closer as so much expected. It is

tested that overall error margin (or, variance) between the Tij of Normal and that of the

disadvantaged can be fruitful. Yet, relying on individual cell results would still be

unhealthy. But, the results were much better than Dij-Factor multiplied Results:

Individual cell results were much closer to the real cell results of Disadvantaged.

This is especially useful in the absence of data of disadvantaged at all at Trip

Distribution stage (ie, trip distributions of disadvantaged) but only the total number of

trips (that can be figured from the ratio of disadvantagedness). If there is only the

knowledge of which zones are likely to be disadvantaged and the total numbers of trips

of both Normal and Disadvantaged, we can obtain an approximate Tij values for

disadvantaged. A specific adjustment factor X (error margin between the Tij of Normal

and disadvantaged) must be known (it can be of previous study or imported) and be

added to the formula that can be applied to each cell of the trip distribution matrix:

T XdiSij = Tnorij • (I-X R) R = -1, if the zone is not disad'd
R = 1, if the zone is disadv'd

Where, O<X< I is assumed

T xdisij is an approximation in the iteration and can be added or subtracted to the

former Tdisij values found (ie, the process may be iterative) according to its sign. The

sign is the outcome of whether the zone or zone-pairs are disadvantaged (ie, whether

the trips of disadvantaged in the cell are more, or less, than that of Normal. In the case

of zone-pairs (ie, being disadvantaged from both OJ and Dj), a higher X value can be

applied to the cell. On the other hand, if the zone is relatively advantaged, the sign (R)

must be the reverse (-1). For a much elastic formulation, the algorithm must be further



developed. Hence, some other formulations can be invented where a mean X is to be

integrated in different forms. This parametric value can be derived from the error

margin mentioned above in the form of ± X according to the direction of the error (if

minus, then X can be -, or vice versa). However, If the trip distributions of

disadvantaged are not known, then the signs for each cell can not be known exactly.

Instead, the sign can be guessed by knowing which zones and zone-pairs might be

disadvantaged and advantaged: 1will be assigned to those disadvantaged and -1 to the

advantaged. This way the values in the individual zone pairs (cells) will get much

closer to the reality of disadvantaged. Such integration also helps in finding a special

value ofXij for each cell when necessary. Such adjustment factor can either be used in

the calculation of future disadvantaged trips (if assumed these factors stay constant in

time!). The same idea can similarly be developed for other parameter calibrations.

However, an overall (mean) value for X should be concluded (calibrated) from the real

data, or, an assumptive increment value can be introduced at the beginning at will.

Finally, the convergence whether total trips are becoming equal should be

checked:

Ifnot, then some fine tuning can be possible by the rate (LTx disij/ LTij nor).

Yet, after the adjustment, it cannot be checked whether the individual cell results

get away from the reality or not. This is the weakness of the method. Therefore, it is

advised not to iterate the process more than 2 or 3 times. But, in this case, the Tij

results may not be so appropriate.

T dis
X ij(priv) = Tnorij(priv) • (l-X(priv)R) ,and,



The results will not be so healthy, but, when there is not the data of

disadvantaged at the Mode Split stage, this is the best one can do in getting some raw

information about the mode split results of disadvantaged. If we do not know the Trip

Distribution results, the formula may alternatively become:

Tdis
ij (priv) - D Tdis

- (priv)· ij

T dis
X ij(priv)

Where, D(priv) is the disadvantagedness ratio if known (which is the parametric

factor multiplied by the population factor)

The same process can be applied to the public trips. Second and third iterations

may be necessary until the convergence of the total trips (therefore, the total trips or

the ratios must always be known) is maintained. Another weakness of this algorithm is

that the signs actually may change while iterating. And, there is no way of knowing the

change in the signs. If there is the way of knowing the change ofthe signs (R=1 or -1),

the results out of the process would be very accurate.

Consequently, the nature of disadvantaged-specific rates must look like the

friction (or, impedance) coefficient(s) of disadvantagedness that is/are usually used in

the trip distribution stage. It is conceptualized that it is sufficient to configure the total

(structural) difference (Dx) in the outcome of the two models, whatever the stage is,

and since the population factor is already known, the difference between the structural

difference and the population factor will yield the parametric difference that we may

not have to know what it is.

While friction values usually represent the distance decay effect, the

disadvantaged-specific rates in our model would be to represent the friction effect of

being in a disadvantaged position. Policy-off differential rates between the Normal and

disadvantaged could be calculated at different stages of planning (See consecutive



Tables27,28 and 29). The stage of Traffic Assignment is ignored because it does not

providezone-to-zone matrix information but links only.

Table 27. Difference Between the Normality and Disadvantaged at the Trip

Productions Stage ("Structural" Difference)

Zones oi (normal) oi (disad) Difference Rate (D)
1 23034,82 15039,27 7995,54 0,65
2 17157,66 15111,27 2046,39 0,88
3 14655,58 6622,48 8033,11 0,45
4 19700,95 14416,47 5284,48 0,73
5 26131,79 16246,59 9885,19 0,62
6 29066,78 16986,42 12080,36 0,58
7 24856,11 16486,99 8369,11 0,66
8 17300,67 15766,85 1533,82 0,91
9 12957,94 7584,02 5373,92 0,59

10 20879,85 6382,86 14496,98 0,31
11 12696,03 7449,92 5246,11 0,59
12 15813,71 9055,90 6757,80 0,57

SUM 234251,88 147149,06 87102,82 0,63

Table 29. Summary (Structural) Differences Between Normal and

Disadvantaged (Mode Split Differences)

Categories Public Private Total Ratio of Ratio of Ratio to General

Trips Trips Public Private Pub. Priv AI

Advantaged 43916 13022 56938 0,77 0,23 0,28 0,08 0,3
Disadvan taged 98530 2282 100812 0,98 0,02 0,62 0,014 0,6~
Normal (total) 142446 15304 157750 0,90 0,10

Ratio of Disad. 0,69 0,15

Ratio of Dis/Tot 0,62 0,014 0,64



Differences at Attractions
Absolute

ZONES A (norm) A (dis) Difference Rate of Differ.
1 0,02 0,026 -0006 -03, ,
2 0,05 0,053 -0,003 -006,
3 0,1 0,08 0,02 0,2
4 0,17 0,17 0 0
5 0,08 0,062 0,018 0,225
6 0,11 0,105 0,005 0,045454545
7 0,08 0,093 -0,013 -0,1625
8 0,06 O,OBS -0,025 -0,41f:RJ36667
9 0,08 0,081 -0001 -0,0125,

10 0,04 0,042 -0002 -005, ,
11 0,08 0,093 -0,013 -0,1625
12 0,12 0,107 0,013 0,108333333

SUM 0,99 0,997 -0,007 -0,585378788
average 0,0825 0,0831 -0,00058 -0,0487816

-«»/00 -«»/05



zones 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Oi
1 0,54 0,82 0,54 0,93 0,71 0,70 0,70 0,93 0,95 0,86 0,24 0,70
2 0,94 0,94 0,90 0,82 0,51 0,68 0,75 0,82 0,97 0,94 0,84 0,84
3 0,62 0,78 0,98 0,09 0,09 0,94 0,17 0,54 0,17 0,30 0,62 0,61
4 0,73 0,97 0,70 0,51 0,98 0,67 0,74 0,58 0,82 0,81 0,82 0,77
5 0,95 0,88 0,15 0,62 0,65 0,97 0,56 0,48 0,15 0,71 0,68 0,68
6 0,91 0,15 0,96 0,85 0,75 0,96 0,66 0,42 0,92 0,92 0,80 0,79
7 0,65 0,11 0,74 0,79 0,59 0,89 0,67 0,92 0,59 0,83 0,75 0,75
8 0,93 0,72 0,65 0,65 0,97 0,96 0,98 0,97 0,97 0,98 0,97 0,90
9 0,62 0,90 0,45 0,29 0,63 0,62 0,95 0,63 0,95 0,18 0,63 0,58

10 0,65 0,20 0,25 0,28 0,58 0,40 0,11 0,65 0,11 0,36 0,51 0,34
11 0,70 0,93 0,05 0,71 0,65 0,10 0,25 0,93 0,93 0,93 0,56 0,57
12 0,93 0,93 0,15 0,74 0,65 0,98 0,15 0,71 0,48 0,88 0,73 0,70

OJ 0,72 0,59 0,49 0,61 0,60 0,57 0,61 0,60 0,60 0,69 0,63 0,62 8,22
0,69



zones 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1'" Oi,..::

1 0,08 0,25 0,10 0,52 0,19 0,17 0,15 0,52 0,62 0,36 0,03 0,17
2 0,55 0,56 0,37 0,25 0,08 0,15 0,18 0,26 0,72 0,54 0,27 0,30
3 0,08 0,21 0,78 0,01 0,01 0,60 0,01 0,08 0,01 0,03 0,08 0,12
4 0,20 0,69 0,16 0,07 0,80 0,15 0,18 0,09 0,29 0,24 0,22 0,20
5 0,63 0,37 0,01 0,10 0,12 0,74 0,10 0,07 0,01 0,16 0,12 0,13
6 0,50 0,01 0,65 0,34 0,17 0,64 0,15 0,05 0,50 0,50 0,24 0,24
7 0,13 0,01 0,21 0,24 0,10 0,40 0,10 0,44 0,10 0,25 0,18 0,19
8 0,57 0,14 0,14 0,14 0,68 0,63 0,75 0,74 0,70 0,77 0,70 0,43
9 0,15 0,43 0,05 0,03 0,08 0,09 0,59 0,08 0,60 0,01 0,14 0,09

10 0,12 0,02 0,02 0,03 0,10 0,06 0,01 0,12 0,01 0,03 0,06 0,04
11 0,14 0,53 0,00 0,15 0,12 0,01 0,03 0,53 0,53 0,42 0,06 0,09
12 0,53 0,53 0,01 0,15 0,11 0,76 0,01 0,18 0,06 0,33 0,12 0,13

OJ 0,30 0,25 0,17 0,20 0,19 0,26 0,32 0,15 0,24 0,36 0,25 0,18 2,14
0,18



As seen in the Table 29, the cumulative (average) value of Dijk found for the

Mode Split Differences is about %64; this is %36 for advantaged and %76 for the

disadvantaged. More specialized rates such as rates of public and disadvantaged trips

to all, or, private and normal trips to all (all yellow colored) can be observed in the

Table29. It should be noted that since the number of disadvantaged trips is greater in

general,sometimes also the private trips of disadvantaged seem illusively greater than

theprivate trips of advantaged in the Tijk cells. The Policy-off zone-to-zone differences

arecalculated and the Table 30 summarizes the final outcome. At the table, those blue

colored cells represent highly disadvantaged zone-pairs and those orange colored

represent relatively better zone-pairs.

The parametric values inputted in the 'ideal' model have to be converted to the

parametric scales of the TRANUS. Additionally, there are also the parameters in

TRANUS that are not contained in the model but that have to be entered. These

parameters are deemed redundant and kept as they are defined as default, or, after

consulted to the distributor agency ofTRANUS, they are given some symbolic values,

whichhave to be the same constants for both normal and disadvantaged model runs.

Below are the major parameters as converted to "TRANUS values" for both

model runs. The consulted values are usually the same for both runs and they are

marked in italic letters within paranthesis for the sameness. If the model values are

converted to TRANUS values, these are shown in bold letters and also the real value

used in the model is explained next to the word "model ="; if one value is different for

Normal model run, it will be ''Nmodel ="; if different for disadvantaged, it will be

"Dmodel =", and for Advantaged "Amodel =" etc .. The same procedure applies for the

public and private modes specifically:



This method is consulted to TRANUS for the calculation of the parameter: The

most frequently applied method is that the value of travel time can approximately be

foundon the basis of the hourly income of a person and taking the one fourth of this

income.This applied to the average value of person based income ('INe.PER') data.

Thevalues in terms ofTL (,000 is extracted) found are rounded for simplicity.

In the similar fashion, on the basis of hourly income of a person, the 40% of the

incomeare taken to find the values.

These values are the average car ownership per family observed for each data

category

Min. Trip Generation Rate: Nmodel = 1,72 Dmodel = 1,62 Amodel = 1,9

The rate for the "regular" (work/school) trips is assumed to be the minimum trip

rate for a person.

Max. Trip Generation Rate: Nmodel = 3,16 Dmodel = 3 Amodel = 3,5

The maximum trip rate is assumed to be total of both regular and social trips.

Thus, the social trip rates per person are added to the regular trip rates at each

category.



This parameter represents the modal choice utility. For the Mode Split stage, it

was already found to be a probability value around 0,38 for the choice of public mode

and it was assumed to be the same for both model runs. The best mode should be

assigned as 1, and the worse (which may be assumed here as pedestrian) is 3.

Time Factor means how long the operator type operates in a day in terms of the

number of hours.

Distance tariff means the extra out-of-pocket cost onto the travel cost paid to

overrun the distance. It is assumed zero for public mode since the user already pays the

fare. A symbolic value (which is the same for normal and disadvantaged model runs) of

30 TL is considered for the private mode. Relatively, the pedestrians must be paying

around a symbolic distance cost of 5 TL, since motorbikes are included in the category

of pedestrians.

Minimum wait time at the bus stop is the percentage of duration (minutes) to an

hour. If the minimum waiting time is assumed to be around 3 minutes, that may be

corresponding to 5% of an hour (60 minutes).



Operation cost is the cost paid by the user for the travel. It is valid usually for the

private modes (since there is not tariff cost for them as in public). For public mode, it is

not necessary. The % of cost paid by user is symbolically defined as (%80) for

private. It is expressed in terms of the percentage of the total cost.

Frequency of the transit service is determined as the number of service available

at the stop in one hour. Since the frequency of transit operation in Aydm is defined to

be 2-2,5 minutes in general, this corresponds to 20-30 in an hour.

As consulted to the TRANUS agency, the acceptable target occupation rate in

,average during the day can range between 50-60 %. This may even be over 100% in

peak times.

It was already found that the hourly capacities entered in TRANUS could be

turned into the daily capacities when multiplied by a coefficient factor, 5, for both

street and boulevard type links. And, it is 7 for highway type links.

It is advised by TRANUS that, for such mid-size cities, theoretically, the

percentage in speed reduction when congestion occurs approaches to 60%.



When the traffic nearly stops (zero speed) the vie ratio must be over 100%

(usually assumed to be between 100 and 120%). A lower value for street, a medium

valuefor boulevard, and a higher value for highway type of links are assigned.

Street boulevard highway

Public (40) (50) (60)

Private (40) (50) (60)

pedestr (5) (5) (5)

It is advised to express the importance of the link type by assigning lower value

towards zero for main arteries, and, towards 2 for local streets.

Although the parametric values are hold constant for both Normal and

disadvantaged for the base year model runs, not to cause changes in results due to

parametric changes, most of the relevant ones have become the parameters where

changes are made in the simulation runs. These changes can be checked at policy

formulations in the simulations. As of principle of this study that bases on the Dx

(Differences between normal and disadvantaged) results, all changes ought not to

exceed 50%, or so in average, of the original parametric value.



The modelling described in this study is equity-based, and a normative approach.

Thus, the principles of equity should be introduced beforehand. The problem, at this

point, turns out to be "how" to equate those disadvantaged groups to the Normality

(or, average) without seriously depriving the advantaged in principle. The evaluation

stage welcomes any effort towards amelioration in virtual reality (simulations). Yet, it

is acknowledged that the situation of disadvantaged and supplying the equity is much

more complicate matter in real life than the virtual reality. To supply equity, first of all,

the basics of equity must be well recognized, that is the know-how part. Thus, before

the policy analysis, the basics of equity will be briefly and clearly introduced without

going into the details. Second, who is going to be the subject of equity treatment will

be defined. And, third, establishing the measurement method for judging equity is an

important issue, which is the most difficult one (Sharp 1990, p.l3l, Mandell 1991,

p.467-8).

Who is gomg to be subject of equity, which are in total labelled as the

"disadvantaged" is already analyzed in this study previously in the theoretical part

(Chapter 2). In the Matching Process in the coming section, which socio-economic and

demographic groups are meant to be "disadvantaged" will be determined. For the

measurability problem, actually the whole thesis study serves to define a measure

telling whether equity is maintained (totally or partially), or not.

The classical method of Gini coefficient is a measure of equity, based on Lorenz

Curve satisfying the principle of transfers especially between the better-off and worse-

off. It uses the area between Lorenz curve and the diagonal line of equality (45°) as the



guiding reference for measurmg the inequitiesl. It assumes the average absolute

deviations from the mean as the measure of inequity that when partial transfers are

made towards the worse-off group, the coefficient approaches to 0 (zero), which

means the improvement. As another approach, similarly, "perceived net envy level"

developed by Sen (1973) (quoted in Mandell 1991, p.469) is based on measuring the

degree of envy of the worse-off group on the better-off group as the unit of equity.

This is rather related to perceptions and measured by frequent interview surveys.

Lorenz Curve and Gini index used in the determination of the area of inequities are

criticized by Mandell, on a case study of public library, that it is arbitrary and hard to

interpret especially for what it means and what to do with it (Mandell 1991). It

provides information but does not provide a quantifiable measure (Atahk 1996, p.56-

7). Besides, the principle of transfers (ie, the Robin-Hoodish taking from rich and

giving to poor) may not be satisfied as a condition all the time.

As known, the measure in our study, resembling to the logic of Lorenz Curve in

principle, is described as the "present difference" between the disadvantaged and

Normality, or between the existing situation and the ideality (See the Model's Logic at

Chapter 4). Where ideality (ie, the state of Normality) is achieved, it can be said equity

is totally maintained. If this requirement is not totally met, then the equity is still

supplied but partially, which can be represented simply as in the Figure 36.

I disadvantaged
present difference,

-------. Normality I
eauitv

•••••••••••••••• ~ totally supplied equity

® ~ Partially supplied equity

Figure 36. Difference Between Disadvantaged and Normality As the Measure

of Equity

Equity is the search of equality, or the struggle to equate. It is not a static term

like equality that represents the ideal state, but a thrive to reach that ideality. That is,



therefore, any partial equity should be welcome. Equity also differs from the term

"equality" in that while former represents the equation on the basis of deserve just at

the process itself, latter represents the equation on the basis of sameness at the initial

input or final output (Sharp 1990, p.131, Savas 1979, pp.146-7). There is still major

debate over "the equality of inputs versus equality of outputs". Sharp, however,

signifiesfurther six different types of equity according to which equity standards may

vary: strict equality, need, effort expended (ie, getting involved in the activity), money

invested (also called "market" equitl), results and ascription. Before, different equity

types had been defined (Symons 1971, p.60), most famous being three (Harvey 1973,

p.100): according to need, contribution to common good, and according to merit. Yet,

these equity types will not be examined in detail, here.

Although, it looks, the effort of the modelling here is to equate on the basis of

sameness (trying to reach Normality), the final situations of two groups are hard to

equate. Here, the equation effort is "how to" side of equality and the treatment of what

disadvantaged more deserved than advantaged. The treatment should be in the form of

search, effort and is about the process itself Thus, such an effort can be said to be

equity supply process. Consequently, it is our consent that the equality of final output

seems more meaningful than the equality supplied at the beginning (input). Therefore,

in this study, the equity principle of "equality of outputs" is adopted.

Besides, since the disadvantaged is the needy and we try for the improvement of

this category, need type (or "according to need") of equity is also adopted as of the

guiding principle in this studl. Yet, since it is argued that the redistributional effort is

a function of resources available, and, thus, has many complications behind in practice,

the issue of financial abilities to supply equity, which might be the efficiency side of the

view, is appreciated but will be avoided for the consideration, here. In fact, small local

governments that usually have to cope with the shortages of fiscal resources tend not

determination of the area of inequity on the graph.
2 This equity standard must be interpreted as "who pays more tax rather than who pays more" at
which the money will be invested.
3 See also the discussion in Harvey 1973, pp.98-118. One of the nine areas in planning where need
type equity should be searched is transportation (p.l02). [t should also be noticed that need can be in
terms of "felt" need, potential demand or real need.



to engage money spending for equity matters. The social control (Piven and

Cloward's) thesis argues that this effort might be awaken where there is a real threat,

or social disrupt, coming from the disadvantaged, or dissatisfied (Sharp 1990, p.35)

thatmust shut these voices.

Besides the "neediness" condition, or, being less benefited from the

transportation activities, the disadvantaged may even be harmed badly: In such a case,

compensation in different terms may come into the agenda of policy measures.

According to the 'judicial' approach, one of Thomson's assessment of project impacts

on environment, " ..[P]roblem may cease to be a problem if those adversely affected

could be fully compensated." (1973, p.147). He immediately adds: "Motorists should

not be permitted to pursue their own advantage at other people's expense and

therefore, equitable case exists for subsidizing public transport out of motor taxation."

As mentioned, transportation servIce is a distributional one, at which local

governments are expected to perform well, and which lies just at the heart ofthe equity

matter. It is also because, as explained before in the ethical worries described in

Chapter 2, transportation and accessibility is the basic requirement for a citizen to

commit the urban community and life, sharing from the resources of it.

Transp~rtation planning is not only about solving physical problems or enhancing

the existing capacities, etc. but also about social justice. Actually, some authors

perceived transportation problems as social problems rather than engineering (Webber

"Those who don't have random-access capabilities will
be increasingly disadvantaged, increasingly worse off
over the course of time (..) relatively immobile,
disconnected, and dissatisfied citizens."

According to Moriarty and Beed's findings in Melbourne (1991), as confirmed

by OHIM results (1994), the most disadvantaged groups were determined to be

women, the elderly and low income households who deprived mostly of the



deteriorationof public transport, and decline in the pedestrian friendly environrnent4•

But,this view may quite differentiate in the developing societies. That is also to say

disadvantagedness view is different in the Western Developed societies than in the

developing,depending usually on the dispersed city structure resulting in inaccessibility

problems.Interestingly, it was also stressed that, although car ownership has increased

intime, the severity of being disadvantaged has also increased correlatedly. But, it is

difficultto understand why those disadvantaged live in suburbs though these are the

worstlocations for the disadvantaged.

Another peculiarity of transport disadvantaged is found to be the lower trip rates

than average and the dependency on public transport (Moriarty and Beed 1991,

p.l43). For providing equity, reducing private car travel, employing non-monetary

measures such as restriction of car parking, priorities enabling public transport

(frequency or alternative modes) and pedestrianism are proposed (1991, p.144), and

probablya more urban coverage. Pricing and monetary measures are either suggested

as a strong tool for equity (Webber 1982, p.61); mostly in the "Robin-Hood ish"

manner,taking from private car owners and giving to the transit riders to subsidize the

costs of public modes but mostly failed (NHS 1992, p.82).

The problem seen as access inequity in another Australian study (NHS 1992,

p.58i is related to the inequities oflocation and of being without a car or only one car.

Most of the disadvantagedness was related to being inaccessible.

Yet, all these priority considerations and improvements for the disadvantaged

will also mean cost upon local governments. The implications of the applications on

general welfare should also be considered in reality.

4 The disadvantaged position of women is not evaluated as disadvantaged sub-category within the
context of the thesis study because of their large representation among the population comprising
almosthalf the population as a demographic group.
5 The basic results of this study were provided in the Chapter 2, in the study defining presumed
groupsof disadvantaged (See Section 2.4.2.)



Policy measures can be among those general sets, which are both demand and

supplytype (Hayashi and Roy 1996, p.262):

-Regulation (bus priority, exclusive lanes, unleaded gasoline, land-use zoning, etc.)
-Taxation/Pricing (fuel tax, land-use tax, development charges, etc.)
-Investment (provision of road network, mass rapid transit, land development, etc.)
-Operation (transit operation, area traffic control, flexible work hours, etc.)
-Education (car pooling, ride share, using mass media)

To construct a pool of policies to choose from, alternatives in common practice

have been conditionally in these traditional application forms such as: Building new or

extension of the existing highways, or increasing capacity, signal solutions and

changing the type of highway, relocation or channel of demand, restriction of demand

(TDM), changing design speed limits, etc. Yet, there can be further policy areas to be

invented. This invention process can be a system of policy-definition based on the

correlated variables. This study is limited by the abilities provided in TRANUS

software for defining the range of policy alternatives and manoeuvres.

Barra develops a method to explore policy range, which is particularly discussed

for TRANUS, in a systematic and sequential way in order to find the optimum policy

and make policy design process stand on a more :firm basis (quoted in Hayashi and

Roy, 1996, p.283):

• Explore a policy variable,
• Compare it to one or more objective variables,
• Simulate with repeated runs,
• Define '"undefined" values, then find their optimum values, such as:

(1) transit frequencies undefined
(2) find the optimum values for transit frequencies from

demand conditions

Conclusively, in a more holistic and strategic manner, the range of po licy alternatives

can be under those headlines as directly quoted from Richardson et of (1995, p.23):

• do nothing

• change transport technology



• construct new facilities

• change methods of operation

• substitute some other activity for transport

• change the regulations or legislation

• change pricing policies

• change public attitudes

• tackle the urban problems which cause transport problems

Ofthose, within the framework of the case study, compatible TRANUS package

parameters can be the first five policy alternatives conveniently and also the one about

changing the pricing policies (7th). Here, it is assumed, we are free to propose any set

or mix of alternatives since the study is a hypothetical one, and since there is no worry

on any cost effectiveness of our alternatives (for the explanation, refer to the Section

1.2.3. Assumptions and Limitations at Chapter 1: Introduction). But, it is more likely

that cost-effective measures and pricing policies for the users will take place as

effective tools for the policy packages among the simulation steps.

However, impacts of those cost effective and pncmg policies may be quite

complicate and are not easily observable in the very short span of impact observation

(Button 1995, pAO). Thus, the policy activity for pricing is better to be narrowed to

specific observation fields. There are voluminous works in the literature about the

pricing issue. Yet, generally the aim of pricing policies in the literature has been in the

form of road pricing and reduced the congestion problem. Wealth distribution impact

of pricing is employed but cautiously held since the results are still ambiguous. Whilst,

there exists such a counter-argument for the example of wealth distribution impact of

road pricing, which can be related here to the situation of economically disadvantaged

in terms of the disadvantagedness due to the low income, summarized in a statement

as: "..within car owning group (even) there are some who are not high income earners

and society may wish to protect them from .. burdens .." (Button 1995, pAO).

It is worth to note the role of benefits from road pricing as outlined in three rules

in the recent study of Goodwin's for each road space and the revenue obtained from

the pricing (1995, p.151). Social issues include accessibility, impacts on different social



groups, land values and other economic impacts (KIlmyaslan 1994, p.lll). Here, more

concern is devoted to the latter (social) set of indicators but in terms of physical travel

conditions that actually relates to the former set of indicators (speed, travel time,

capacity, fares, comfort, etc.). Such indicators will be checked to measure the

effectiveness\levels of policies at the end of this chapter.

From deontological viewpoint, Goodwin proposes "the rule of three" on the

distribution of resources to the policy areas as a measure. Road space benefits are

usually to reduce congestion and environmental damage, and the revenue benefits are

more related to both improve the conditions of the street and provide equity. Thus,

here, the revenues obtained should be spent according to ''the rule of three" as such

(Goodwin 1995, p.15l):

one-third must be expended to the very substantial environmental

improvement and quality of roads (including pedestrian and non-transport

uses),

one-third must be expended to effectiveness of alternative modes, especially

public modes, and bus priorities,

one-third can be conceived as general tax revenue according to the

priorities of the groups or localities (some may be increased, some may be

reduced as compensation) to create "funds" for the disadvantaged, or,

worsen the advantaged, aiternatively6.

In the thesis study, those three sorts of pricing evaluation will be kept in mind

when formulating the policy scenarios. Here, the pricing is accepted as a demand

management tool to equate the conditions between those advantaged and

disadvantaged.

6 Yet, according to Pareto Optimality principle, we should, at least, not worsen the situation of

anybody. But, in the simulation game environment this principle may be ignored and advantaged may

be worsened as in the form of heavy charges and penalties.



The point is, as set from the very beginning of the thesis, '"try to get as close to

the ideal as possible". This is all what can be done as a guiding objective in such a

normative modelling approach, where there may lie about many uncertainties and

ambiguities about real life. As pointed out, there is no one "good" way of policy

analysisas a universal technique to apply in every case, but case specific try-and-error

approaches (Morgan and Henrion, 1991, pp.36-7).

This module of modelling process will simply enable us to associate the various

transportation (social) categories to the neediness levels via correlating to their

disadvantagedness levels (scores). This is, in other words, a correlation process

between the latent disadvantaged groups (ie, social classes or regions) and various

disadvantagedness levels or conditions in order to define the suitable policy-making

strategies. Who are the ones most likely (or, frequently) to cope with the

disadvantageous positions? These are expressed in terms of percentages falling into

different categories. Another advantage of this process is the ability to compare the

groups by their disadvantagedness levels and associate these levels to their policy

priorities. That is similar to the idea of multiplication of probabilities in the matrix

formae:

The method of defining the policies that would be relevant in the context of our

study can be the listing of the variables that could be effective, and then trying to

define the organic ties (mapping) to each other by means of the correlation matrix that

7 The multiplication idea is also explained as the "Probability Tree" in The Cluster Filter Study in this
Chapter.



wasestablished before, although there is the risk of uncertainty in such analyses. That

property that the correlation among the variables is especially useful in the

determination of the area of policy identification and analysis has been known for a

long time (Krueckeberg and Silvers 1974, p.136). This will provide us what variables

are meaningfully correlated, thus, when one of them is altered or played, which others

will be affected by this modification. However, in this study, although its use in

measuring the degree of the effectiveness of one item (policy), there is no room to

employ sensitivity analysis. Instead, the task will be done in a simple linear way, just

deploying the chosen policies in the form of scenarios and examining their impacts. A

laborous policy analysis may require a much extensive surveying, a try and error

analysiswith frequent and iterative refinement process as in the flowchart in Figure 37

proposed by Morgan and Henrion (1991, pA2).

The correlated variables will provide rough information about whom we will

deploy our policies for. This knowledge is important because when we define the

policies, we have to either know what variable is affected by what others, too. Even

knowing the degree (or, strength) of correlation is useful in determining the "amount"

(or, let say frequency) of the policy implementation. As known, "1" means strong

correlation (which usually appears when the variable is correlated with itself) and "-1"

means the strong negative correlation, that is, when the values of one variable increase

the other's decrease just showing the inverse movement. If the correlation value

approaches zero that means there exists no correlation. Especially, we should not trust

the variable pairs presenting correlation values below 0.5 (or, -0.5).

But, the sole determination of correlated variables is not enough in the

determination of the policy-making actors (elements). This will only provide us the

playground (or effectiveness degree) and knowledge of priority for policy-making in a

more scientific manner. That is the determination of presciption and rules when playing

with the game of policy-making. Knowing the degree (amount) of policy application

and the priority of policy (which policy to apply once) are other important

considerations.
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The correlated transportation categories can also be expressed in spatial terms

suchas the zones or transportation routes, etc., which would be more meaningful from

the perspective of city planning. This module is especially useful in defining the

weights, or the priorities of the equalization policies. That is to say, by this method,

spatially it is easy to determine which districts are primarily in need of help or policy

action (that is also the saying of "spatially who" is more disadvantaged) because there

must be the priority treatment according to the sole criterion of need. Then, also the

magnitude of the help is to be defined which is expressed here as ''weight''. Now it

requires to employ the pre-defined transportation categories which can be transferred

from the study done at Chapter: 2, Section: 2.4.2. Also, the disadvantageous positions

and those who are exposed to them will be defined, which can be many, as the

correlated variables but here will be limited number of important ones. Some

transportation categories can be assumed to be disadvantaged from their self-

disadvantageous conditions usually. There, the disadvantagedness is indigenous. But,

the disadvantaged positions, however, unwillingly faced external conditions due to

personal or external reasons. Thus, they are exogenous. The Transportation Categories

had precedingly been defined as:

• Peak hour travellers (ie, peak captives)

• Low income groups

• Those who are obliged to use public modes of transportation (transit captives)

• Those who are access impaired to basic amenities (access impaired)

• Having insufficient walkways and curbs

• Being disabled

• Being old (over 65)

• Having no vehicle to freely travel

• Suffering from the high dependency ratio in the household

• Being exposed to the bad travel conditions and discomfort

• Being inaccessible enough to the transportation facilities (bus stops in our case)



The categories may be numerous but those defined above are relevant categories

to the case study. As observed, the disadvantagedness may be due to personal

conditions, to the household conditions or to the transportation system performance

andphysical realities of the city (such as topography). As previously mentioned, those

groups are defined to be more disadvantaged (NHS, 1992): non car owners, low

incomegroups, disabled and frail, and inaccessible most of which, to a greater extent,

incomerelated. For example, in thesis study done by Beyazlt, low income people are

also the groups who are more exposed to the peak hours (1989, p.156). As another

Turkishexample, in the Bursa study, a strong correlation is observed between the trip

rates and the car ownership and income (Saym, 1987). In the same study, it is found

thatpedestrians are associated with the low income groups.

The correspondence matrix IS especially expected to connect the

disadvantageous conditions to the transit riders and low income groups, and also the

disabled groups. This must primarily be done at the person database but, can also be

done at the zone basis. For example, if the disadvantagedness ratio is relatively high

across the transit captive groups, or, peak-hour captive groups then this stimulates the

policy-maker to take precautions, first, against those "disadvantagedness-causing (-

bearing) factors" or conditions to remove them from the transit riders. That is simply

to say, how well we could diagnose the illness, so far we could cure. This procedure is

similar for the zonal categories of households. Then, for example, the priority

treatments or special policies are zone-specific and are called "the zonal policies".

It should be noted here that, ANOVA method could have been used in the

correlation search, but warned that, in the case of multi-variate analysis that is what we

truly had in this study, linear regression analysis would be much more tractable in

social sciences than ANOVA (Krueckeberg and Silvers 1974, p.16l).

The basic problem becomes determining of the appropriate policies and

addressing them to the right places. The process can be simply described as:



1. Finding the policy type
2. The policy area (objectives) where the policy to be applied
3. Where (geographical area - zone) the policy to be applied
4. To whom (At what level of sub-category of disadvantaged)
5. At what specific links (transportation routes, streets) (not considered in this study)

As related with the correlation matrix method defined above, for policy

determination such steps will be followed as described in the sketch in Figure 38.

The logic behind the cluster filtering is based on the intersection areas of the

various disadvantageous positions. As mentioned frequently, there might be various

dimensions of being disadvantaged: while many overlapping onto each other, some

may not overlap but some may even lie at the domain of advantaged. The example

drawn in Figure 39 can best explain the situation in the form of Venn Diagram,

suggesting first the universe (N) (all population) is the Normality and the Event of

Disadvantaged (D) is the complement of Advantaged (A):
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As an exercise, what if one wishes to define such a disadvantaged group in the

composition of these situations: all inaccessible people being within the region of

disadvantaged and additionally those peak captives only within the region of

disadvantaged but also those intersecting with the advantaged inaccessibles. This
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readilylooks a perplex question. However, such a complex situation can be solved by

theaid of the graph above and knowing the basics of groups analysis and conditional

probability(Atahk 1995, pp.18-37). This composition of disadvantagedness includes

thosesmall fragments of intersection, represented by small green colored letters: w, x,

y,z inFigure 39. First of all, we should be aware of the overlapping cases that may be

repetitivein the calculations. The composition (L) can be formulated as:

With the same logic, the procedure can be easily executed under Excel's Data

Filter property only taking pairs of intersections between each individual

disadvantageous positions (ie, variables), like being inaccessible, at the general cluster

of disadvantaged. Cluster Filtering only requires the number (frequency) of

disadvantaged of the. particular situation (variable) over the general category of

disadvantaged (or, all). The individual disadvantagedness categories would be

conceived as conditional probabilities as:

Where, LP (Di) ~ P(D)

LP (Di) = P(D1) + P(D2) + P(D3) + ... + P(Dn)

The steps of Filtering Process as depicted previously in the Figure 38 are

explained in the following section.

In this beginning stage, only the most correlated disadvantaged-category type

variables are found. That is, it is the definition of which categories (peak captive, old,



disabled, etc.) are associated to which other variables, determined by the higher

correlationvalues (by checking from the higher significance levels marked as two stars

inthe SPSS output view files). For this, the correlation matrix previously prepared for

allvariables was used. The transport category variables are formed according to the

presumeddisadvantaged categories previously determined. The resulting output of this

study is summarized in Table 31. The significancies and the approximate correlation

valuescan be tracked from Appendix F (Most Correlated Variables). This study also

reducesthe size of the work to the next stage.

In this stage, inevitably, which of those category-correlated variables can be handled in

TRANUS environment are checked. This also filters the incompatible parameters that

would not, or hard to, be handled in TRANUS, and thus, further reduces size of the

job for the next stages. The TRANUS parameters that adapt to the variables are listed

innot here but in the Section 4.8.2, which are apparent in the simulation stages.

The filtering of disadvantaged for each variable over both the disadvantaged

cluster and over Normal (all population) is the essence of the evaluation procedure. It

shows the ratio of a particular disadvantaged group (e.g., old) over the whole cluster

of disadvantaged. This required a simple but laborous work since this procedure is

repeated for each category-related variable defined. It should be kept in mind that

major significance of cluster filter for both the Normal population and the

disadvantaged population lies in the fact that if filtered value in the disadvantaged

population gets closer to the value found for the Normal, it shows the degree to

which so far a policy variable is disadvantaged for the specified category. The

results can be checked at Appendix J where the star superscripts meant the cell is

strongly disadvantaged.
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The cluster filter process is similar to the idea of conditional probability rather

thanthe probability tree. Because, the multiplication of the probabilities works in an

inversemanner: First, the probability of the variable in the subcategory, which is in the

maincategory of disadvantaged, is found, not in the universe, then, this is multiplied by

themain category's probability, which is the probability in the sampled Universe. Ifthe

disadvantageous situations are perceived as the probabilistic events:

IfPcrtA) represents probability of filtered individual cluster (concern group of

disadvantaged),

A is the number of disadvantaged of one dimension (event)

B is the number of disadvantaged of one another dimension (another event),

which is generally the overall disadvantagedness of subcategory.

Likewise, this can easily be explained by the probability tree concept only if the

events were mutually exclusive as in the Tree diagram in Figure 40:

In the conditional probability as defined above, the cluster filtering logically

means that the disadvantagedness A can only occur (or accepted to be disadvantaged)

if only also the disadvantagedness D exists for the person (or, zone) who experienced

peA). That does not require the condition of mutually exclusive. On the other hand, in

the Figure 40, which shows the logic of Tree Diagram, the probability of choosing D

(advantaged) and S (sub-category such as elderly) is not ideal because being old is also

probable in group A.



The Filtering Process required the threshold values for each individual variable

be considered. These individual threshold values are the values to define the

disadvantaged from the advantaged. By threshold values, sort of second set of

clustering process is applied to define the correspondence between the variables. The

valuesare obtained from the cluster centers of each variable. The arithmetic mean of

both cluster (advantaged and disadvantaged) centers for each function variable is used

as the threshold value (ie, the standard). If such values are not available, or not

efficient,commonly accepted standards or any subjectively defined standards would be

replaced (See Section 3.4.6: the Local Threshold Values). Threshold values can be

seen in the Tables of Appendix J by which the frequencies found in a matrix form. The

threshold values there are picked according to both the commonly accepted standards

and also subjective evaluation. The values with the (> greater than) sign represent that

the threshold value is greater than the "check box" value shown on the home interview

survey forms (See also Appendix C for the threshold check box values). For example,

the number of households with disabled with the travel cost (the cell: 'disab.no' x

'cosUra'>3) greater than "check box" marked 3, that is above 500 TL, is 15

observations for the disadvantaged category and 18 for Normal (adv. + disadv.). These

threshold (standard) values are generally found from the "check box value" frequencies

of the considered variable between the disadvantaged and advantaged. Only, few

values are completely taken subjectively. Notice that the subscript stars in place of

threshold value cells are for the function variables and, as mentioned above, the

threshold values for them are found by taking arithmetic means of both clusters

centers. The overall summary result can be seen in Figure 41 for the disadvantaged

only. The same figure can also be seen for Normal in Scenario 2 (Notice that both have

similar views!). All individual results (for each category) can be seen at Appendix J.

Final results of Cluster Filter is the attention to the categories and related

variables that we must focus on when we produce our policies for the improvement of

the disadvantaged. It should be noted that meanwhile also the focus variables are

readily determined (from the higher correlations).

The findings can be verified from the cluster center results. The cluster centers in

some variables such as 'VER.AVA' and 'INC.PER' are very different between the
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normality and disadvantaged, which is the sign to the existence of the strong

disadvantagedness problem in these fields. Finally, both the cluster filter results and

thecluster centers are consistent that can be checked from the clustering study. The

place of the matching process module can also be checked from the Figure 24 m

Chapter4.

The filtering procedure is exactly the same for zonal filtering as described above

inthe 'Cluster Filter' process with one difference: This time the procedure is done for

each zone. The summary form exists in the Figure 42 in Scenario 1. Here, the

"disadvantagedness levels" of zones are found in relation to the average of all zones.

Themost disadvantaged is apparently the 8th zone (0. Yozgath and istiklal Districts).

It is aimed in this study that where the policy could densely be applied. Or,

which zones are more disadvantaged. This information will constitute the basis of the

First scenario (which is Zone specific), later.

Based on the information from the correlation matrix, Categorical Cluster Filter,

Zonal Cluster Filter, and the policy areas can more or less be cleared. Respectively, the

Priorities are defined in terms of the categories, zones and variable-based policies

separately that are to make three different scenario approaches. Priorities must be also

according to the frequencies (score) determined as the result of the filtering processes.

Relevant policies had been noted across the category variables as inferred from

the correlation magnitudes and the correlation signs (+ or -) in summarized form in the

previous Table 31. Additionally, the disadvantagedness level differences between the

"Filter" results for disadvantaged and for Normal provide basis for priory definition as

in the form of category-variable (policy) matrix, which is formulated as:



; we have two matrices for disadvantaged,
and for Normal, respectively

; individual ratio of disadvantagedness
for the specific category of
disadvantagedness (Di)

~ij = (Ldij /LDi )diS- (Ldij /LDi )NOr

~ij = (Rtis _ (R)NOr

Rij = ~ij / (Ldi/LDi)N or, ~ij / (R)N ; ratio of the difference to the
matrice of Normal

Here, d (out of D) represents the number of disadvantaged for the individual

category of disadvantaged (eg, number of old people), while D standing for only the

total number of disadvantaged observed in the variable (i) as the result of clustering, d

for the disadvantagedness for both variable and the category (ij) (here, j stands for

category). It can be perceived as the intersection area of (i) and 0). Thus, d can at

most be the value of D. When L is added, symbolically it means, here, it is the

frequency for that matrix cell. The matrix results can be examined in the Appendix 1.

However, to find the weighted (or, relative) importance of the disadvantagedness

(ij), it is necessary to multiply the disadvantagedness ratio (R) results by the percentage

(or, proportion) of that specific category in the general disadvantaged cluster. The

resulting matrix in Appendix J provides the final and more refined results. This matrix

clearly depicts which variables are closely linked (the word "correlated" is especially

avoided here) to which categories. The policy areas are defined accordingly. In the

table, strong relations are colored with dark red and the loser relations with light blue.

The same procedure is repeated for the Normality (no cluster consideration) for

comparison. But, much loser relations are observed. The summary output of this study

is given in Table 32.

When exceeds the average value, the category variable is assumed to be much

amenable to being disadvantaged. However, these results must be approached with



Table 32. Disadvantagedness Ratios for Each Category Found for Both

Disadvantaged and Normal

Gate ories
Peak1,2
Pedewidt
disab.no
old.no
ING.PER
Veh.own
AGCES
Typ.mod
DEPEND
VEH.COM
Sto .acc

Scores
0,035
0,244
0,037
0,04

0,236
0,217
0,142
0,126

0,2
0,203
0,132

Avera e
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147
0,147



suspicion. First of all, the level of disadvantagedness is only in terms of the number of

peopleexposed to the sort of disadvantagedness. For example, although the severity of

beingdisabled must be much front-coming, looking at the results, disadvantagedness

levelis low for disabled since the disabled is lower in number relatively to others.

TRANUS can be used to simulate the policy impacts as the alternative scenarios

to be designed. As the very promise of the thesis, the scenario design will be towards

eliminatingthe differences in transport quality between the disadvantaged and Normal.

The evaluation process in TRANUS is tree-like: when a change (or, set of

changes) is made to any of the variables or constraints (as inputs), or to the results of

the previous models (as outcomes), the model re-runs and traces all the way down

through the affected steps. Yet, it is said to be meaningful with land use inputs, since it

mainly seeks the cause-effect interactions between land use variables and

transportation variables (TRANUS Manual, p.14). In time lap simulations, to see the

interactions between the land-use and transportation decisions, time should be

specified for target year. The evaluation can be made for users, operators or the

administrators primarily in terms of monetary costs and benefits. The sole cost/benefit

evaluation would, however, not be fully satisfactory for we may want to see also

technology, environment, quality and comfort, etc. impacts as the results of the

policies. In this study, the evaluation only concerns the evaluation for users.

According to Nijkamp and Blaas (1994, pp.83-4), scenario is in a form of a path

from present to future, through which intermediary process is described. The

description of these processes may either serve to the realization of desired goals or

expected results. One with expected results is of descriptive models. In such a

normative study aimed here to supply more equity, path is described rather as to serve

the desired goals. Thus, what is searched for, here, is the assessment of desired impacts

rather than expected, though usually the term "assessment of expected results" is used

(1994, p.35). It should be reminded, however, the passage of time is sudden in the

simulation environment of this study and the processes, although existent, are non-



traceable for one session of simulation. Therefore, the reasons and processmg of

impactscan only be analysed by sensitivity analysis technique, which is not yet covered

inthis study.

The principle is simple: Assessment is based on the idea that effects solely accrue

fromthe policy. Thus, the results must be perceived as, whatever change may happen,

the "policy-relevant consequences" even if in the form of compound impacts as both

direct or intended and indirect or unintended (Nijkamp and Blaas 1994, p.37). This is

simplyto say we may not know for sure what unintended impacts may appear together

with the intended impacts as the results of the policy application. As expressed before,

uncertainty rules out in this area.

Results (impacts) can be evaluated on the basis of an impact matrix that may

contain (Nijkamp and Blaas 1994, p.157):

metric (cardinal) information,

rankings (ordinal), or,

qualitative (verbal) information

Yet, another form of evaluation can be set as in words: "which alternative is in

agreement with a certain policy criterion", where especially the evaluation is difficult

because of the non-comparability of criteria, and there is even not relative importance

(weight) between criteria (1994, p.157). Then, it may also require assigning weights on

the type of assessments, and the objectives. And, the conflict matrix between criteria

may be established when necessary. It is emphasized that especially in the case of

equity, a detailed presentation of impacts is necessary to see the view from different

perspectives (1994, pAG) Yet, it is an important issue whether assignment of priority

weights onto criteria is a correct attitude in terms of objective evaluation. It is seen

appropriate in this study not to assign weights between criteria and to resolve the

conflicts between them. Rank order (of simulation alternatives) technique for each

criterion (indicators) is adopted (1994, p.158). A simulation alternative getting highest

success (score) across the criteria is to be selected.



Simulations by creating experimental environment promise such advantages and

conformity: a short-cut impact analysis under the given or assumed conditions of

realityto be. They provide an environment of what we can not have in real life because

theimpacts in real life can be observed:

• in very long period of time

• detected and analyzed expensively and/or with a very great effort

• very complex to analyze and to make sense out of it

Sort of Knowledge-Based (KB), three scenarios will be employed for simulations

and their output will be contrasted in order to find the best solution. The solution

containing the applicable policies must prove that the mode split results of the model

runfor disadvantaged will, at least, approximate to those of the model run for Normal

(forall), or approximate to the expected results (to be defined in the simulations) set.

The aim of KB (Knowledge Based) scenario-making is to avoid random (or,

casual) try-and-error and uncertainty of the type of policy but under the shedlight of

scientificknowledge. It is decided the three scenarios should be derived systematically

from three different perspective. Such three dimensions (knowledge sources) in the

evaluation of the model simulations are clarified: Zones as spatial dimension,

Categories as the social dimension and the Policy Variables as the policy areas

(objectivevariables). But, the intention here is to employ only the most effective policy

as far as possible. Otherwise, a combination of few policy variables should be applied if

no such a unique strong policy is available.

The principle of scenario-making is that when one scenario is hold specific for

one situation the other two are relaxed. Thus, three scenarios are formulated

conforming to these dimensions devoting to one or two items in each scenario. Likely,

one scenario should address to spatial terms and be Zone-specific, and one should

address to social terms (ie, category sensitive), and the other should address to the

policies(ie, variable-based) themselves:



In this scenario formulation, the policy attention will be set as to "which" zones

to choose primarily for policy application. This scenario is a sort of spatial policy-

making. The hint (knowledge) for the policy determination can be obtained from the

chart in Figure 42, which is the general disadvantagedness of the zones of which all the

values of policy variables are averaged across the zones.

This chart derived from the disadvantagedness ratios study by using the

Excel/filter property provides us information in terms of setting a guide for priority:

Whichzones to treat since it tells which zones need more help. For example, the most

disadvantaged zone is clearly the 8th one (0. Yozgath and istiklal districts). The other

significantly disadvantaged zones are 2nd (Mesudiye and Koprulii), 6th (Orta, Ihca and

Ata districts) and 7th (A. Menderes and Yedi Eyliil) as compared to the average, which

primarily constitute the Southern and Eastern parts of the city except the 2nd one that

takes place in North-eastern part. After the "focus" zones are defined, it is also

necessary to define the "focus" policy variables and categories. However, those will be

held as the same TRANUS parameter values of both policy variables for all categories

and for all the zones. The focus policy variables for all zones were found to be:

'VER.AVA', 'inc.per', 'unemp.no', 'edu.fam', 'IMPED2', 'wait.stop', 'walk clos' and

'acc.work'. Additionally, 'dura.tot' can be used in policy making though its effect is

not seen so powerful (See the Chart in Appendix 1).

The "concern" categories above the threshold value of average are likely to be:

those who lack curb in their neighborhood (pedewidt), low income people (inc.per),

those who do not have vehicle (Veh.own), those who suffer from dependency in the

family (DEPEND), those who are exposed to discomfort while travelling

(VEH.COM). Further, access impaired (ACCESS) and those inaccessible to the bus

stops (stop.acc) can also be used as policy variables when available though they are

below the threshold value of average. However, sub-categories under the generic

category of disadvantaged are not manageable in TRANUS.
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Looking at these findings, the policy formulation could be in such a manner for

the concerned zones: The most significant disadvantagedness measures seem to be

relatedwith the vehicle ownership and income level. Education status and the waiting

duration as well as accessibility in travels are secondary status variables. Thus, it

practicallyseems reasonable to reduce transport costs for low-income groups, reduce

the time spent and increase the accessibility somehow for especially the low income-

status related categories. When checked from the Table in Appendix J where the

category-policy variables filter matrix shows the relations between each pair of

category and policy variables, also DEPEND (dependencies) and VEH.COM

(discomfort group) can be involved into the consideration. However, it is difficult to

handle the last two in TRANUS since related parameters are non-existent in the

package. In this case, we can alternatively find the disadvantagedness frequencies of

these variables for each zone, then check whether they are dense in the concerned

(focus) zones. Results show that zones 3,7,8 and 9 are disadvantaged in terms of

dependency ('DEPEND'), and, the zones 4, 6,7,8 and 9 are disadvantaged in

frequency in terms of discomfort while travelling (VEH.COM). Of those, fortunately

6,7 and 8 coincide with the focus zones determined.

Additionally, 'Pedewidt' variable can be handled by creating pedestrian

walkways (as new link type) where the pedestrian density appears at those zones.

Again, the zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 are disadvantaged in terms of 'pedewidt', and of

those, 2, 6, 7, 8 are the focus zones.

Shortly, for zone specific scenario, it can be generalized that the parameters and

ways to improve the travel conditions of the South-eastern districts in terms of travel

costs, comfort, and waiting time should be searched in TRANUS. This can be done

through monetary policies (in all links concerning these zones) in favor of those zones,

with reductions in waiting time of the public modes by frequent services, adding some

more transit lines serving these areas. Also, pedestrian walkways should be introduced

where the pedestrian density appears. These applications may improve the travel

quality of the people either at these zones or all people of Aydm. It is impossible to

know what impact may appear before the simulation. The certain policies (to be

applied in the simulation) will be explained in detail in the Simulations section of this



Chapter. The results will be compared with those of the other scenario (simulation)

results.

Second scenario pays attention to the categories: which categories for priority?

Theanswer is again found from the disadvantagedness levels of each category, where

theyare attached to the most related variables. That is, categories are called with the

related variables, and named, too, since they are obtained from the household

interviewsand they appear as "variable" in the data sheet.

This scenario is a sort of "social" one in terms of people groups by departing the

disadvantagedness into various sub-categories (ie, presumed groups). Out of 11 sub-

categories, 'pedewidt', 'INC.PER', 'Veh.own', 'DEPEND', 'VEH.COM', and

'ACCES' though being under the threshold value of average, are found significantly

disadvantaged. Thus, they are the "focus" categories of all.

However, it is interesting to note that both the categories of disabled ('disab.no')

and old ('old.no') seem less significant to make policy on because of their relatively

smallrepresentation, although their values were strengthened as an approach. Indeed,

we should consider especially the situation of those two groups in our simulations,

because of the special emphasis devoted to them in this study.

Similarly, the parameter values look as the same for all zones and policy

variables while it is not for all the categories. Because, here, policies are to be taken

for chosen categories only when they are for all zones and policy variables. But, to get

ridof the confusion, it is healthy to employ impacts of one or two parameters.

The information of "what" category to chose is obtained from the chart derived

from the Categories-Policy Variables matrix of Disadvantagedness (as derived out of

the Policy Matching Process) in which each pair of category and variable is examined

byfiltering (See Figure 43):



The General Disadvantagedness Summary of the Categories to Each Other and the Average (for
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However, the problem is that sub-categories can not be separately handled in

TRANUS but only as the advantaged and disadvantaged. Thus, it is necessary to look

at the issue in terms of policy variables that are strongly correlated with these chosen

categories. It is observed again that these are correlated with the income-status,

waitingtime, accessibility (to work/school place heavily) and comfort related variables,

whichis not different than the results in the 1st scenario.

Then, apart from the others, in this scenario, we should not deploy policies for

specificzones but for all Aydm. However, though seeming insignificant, the emphasis

should be stressed for the disabled and older. Various policies that ease their travel

conditions (in terms of strongly correlated variables) such as pricing, avoiding charges,

special para-transit operator with frequent service and stops, etc can be considered

where the frequency for these categories are dense. It is found that the zones 2, 3, 6, 7

and 8 are the old dense zones with the emphasis on especially 2, 3 and 8. Likely, the

zones 3, 4, 8, 9, 10 and 12 are the disabled dense zones with the emphasis on 4th
,

which is the traditional center of Aydin. The zones 8 and 12 should also be paid

special attention. When we look at the policy variable correspondence for both

disabled and old together, 'wait. stop' , 'walk.clos', 'VEHAVA', 'IMPED2' (but, this

is heavily related to waiting at stops again, thus can be omitted) and 'unemp.no'.



In the TRANUS simulation, alternatively, category of disadvantaged can be

benefitedin the other parametric operation manipulations against the "advantaged",

whichis against the rule Pareto Optimality.

Similarly, here, the policy variables that can be applicable in TRANUS are

chosenwhile the parameter values are held constant for the zones and categories.

Significantly disadvantaged variables are chosen for the "policy area". Policy

area, or policy application area, meant the variables or subjects of concern for

disadvantagedness where the policy type is determined for application safely. In a

sense, the scenario based on policy variables literally has to be the TRANUS-driven

(rRANDS parameters) for the policy formulation.

Checking from the chart in Figure 44, which is the summary form derived from

the Category-Variables matrix of Disadvantagedness (ie, Matching Process), the

similar results can be observed as in the previous scenarios, heading income and

vehicleownership variables.

It is important to check which other variables (ie, category variables) are in

relation with which others further to specifY the direction of the policy. The policy

variables are found correlated with all others mentioned before. The most effective

variable 'VEH.A VA' can be used here as the single policy variable also because of its

high correlation with all other categories except the collinear ones. It has also

parallelling reflection on income level, but, since it is impossible to put money down

into the people's pockets, and to give a car to everyone, we need to employ some

other cost effective tools for users, which will indirectly cause the same effect.

Shortly, vehicle availability can be the dividing measure in policy application area

on public mode users and private mode users. That is to say, if we have alterations on

the situations of either public mode or private mode on the Links data of TRANUS, it

seems we may have significant changes (impacts) on the disadvantagedness levels
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(towards amelioration). Links data of TRANUS is the appropriate place for the

changes on 'VEH.AVA' and all other correlated variables (especially, income level -

'INC.PER') and on categories.

Thus, in this scenario formulation, singly the changes about the "Modes" of

TRANUS assuming to represent the 'VEH.A VA' as yard stick to observe the changes

in the conditions of disadvantaged and other income-status and access related policy

variables will be handled for all zones and sub-categories.

Scenarios What spesific Specific Specific General Tranus

Variables Zones Categories Approach (in words) Applicable?

Zone- VEH.AV A, INC.PER, 2,6, 7, 8 all categ's Apply all chosen policy variables for Hardly
Wait.stop, ace. work, all sub-categories,

Specific Unemp.no, walk.clos But only for chosen zones

Category- all variables all zones Veh.own,old.no, Apply the policy variables Hardly
disab.no Correlated with the chosen

Specific categories

Variable- VEH.AVA all zones All Public Mode will be empowered Yes
(in terms of By cost effective & penalty

Specific modes) applications against private

To activate the policies determined as the three scenarIOS ill the TRANUS

simulation environment, they should be turned into "TRANUS applicable" parameters

(which is done in Section 4.8.2 before). Nevertheless, TRANUS is truly limited to

activate different forms of policies. It has usually the link and operator based penalty

and changeable parameters between 0 and 1 that can also be category specific.

Another problem is that, we have no idea about the scaling limits of these parameters.

That is, what a parameter between 0 and 1, or any number more than 1, etc. in



TRANUS means is totally a question mark and the interpretation is up to the designer.

Probably, it is open to the designer's subjective interpretation. The application

examples are few.

As of the pre-defined principle of this study from now on, if the existing value in

a parameter is any value between 0 and 1, for example, the increased or decreased

value as of the policy results of the scenarios should not exceed the 50% of the value

of impact (value of existing) because this is nearly the base of overall structural

disadvantagedness difference in outcome between the two model runs. That is, it is not

that the range of parametric (input) values must deviate at most 50% but that the range

of impact (output) should maximum deviate up to 50%. For comparability, it is tried in

a "blind" manner to maintain almost the same amount of parametric change (impact)

on all simulations increasing the input dosage in the next simulation.

As discussed earlier, this is because the "Dx" (the Average Ratio of

Disadvantaged) between the actual values of disadvantaged and Normality are found

0,63. As a guide in the definition of the degree (amount) of policy application, the

difference between this proportion and the normality (which is 1) was seen appropriate

as the upper limit of policy change. It is targeted that a final %63 change in the output

will close this gap. And, the policy should be viable. For example, if a new transit

operator is added in a new route, it must be viably working in that route and should

not detract any from other routes.

The logic of the 'ideal' model, in fact, instructs that the disadvantaged trip values

must get closer to the values of Normal in both private and public modes in order to

serve the purpose of equalization. However, here, the logic must charge inversely

because we are unable to alter the situations of wealth (and, car ownership, etc.) to get

turned the trip values of disadvantaged closer to that of normality (and, also to that of

advantaged). Instead, improving the conditions of the transit or any other elements that

are more associated to the disadvantagedness in reality looks possible. Then, whether

transit and pedestrianism have attracted more trips from both disadvantaged and even

from advantaged categories must be checked to testify that the policies to make transit



and walking more attractively working. In this case, any improvement should be

welcome as a success.

If the 'Base-year' model run for one-category (ie, the run for Normality) is the

"no policy" run, the changes in the simulations must be compared to the outcomes of

that run. Yet, comparing only the outcomes is not much meaningful but also the inputs,

which is the comparison of the parametric changes between the TRANUS input files of

both Base- year and simulation runs.

Yet, there is the difficulty to document the inputs entered to a software:

Although, what policy actions were applied was explained above, what parametric

changes these correspond to should be reviewed in Section: 4.8.2. But, the parametric

changes in TRANUS are not easily (one to one) perceptible or transferable in a

document like this. This also requires such a devoted introduction section, here, that

shows how the software works, too. The scope and objective of this study does not

allow doing that.

For this reason discussed above, only the output (because of the principle of

"equality of outputs") of the simulations will be observed as whether they indicate any

sign towards an improvement in favor of the disadvantaged rather than searching the

interrelationship between the input and output results (ie, sensitivity analysis). We will

have such indicators: (a) changes in the number of trips in terms of both category and

mode, (b) changes in some impedance or cost indicators calculated by the package,

and (c) the other zone-to-zone basis changes and their aggregate results. Primarily, the

(a) and (b) type of changes will be assessed for they present neat view. After these

assessments, (c) type indicator will be analyzed. The evaluation is solely made on the

Mode Split stage of modelling.

The First simulation is zone-based that requires special policy decisions towards

the concerned ("focus") zones that must explicitly be designed concording the



TRANUS' abilities. Derived from the scenario formulation above, the policy areas and

the applicability in the TRANUS environment are given in the scheme of Figure 45.

As can be observed in Figure 47, the additional transit routes worked (from the

thickness of the lines) in the expected manner: They attracted volumes from the

disadvantaged zones in general. Similarly, In Figure 48, offered pedestrian walkways

could attract pedestrians from the disadvantaged zones to the city center. The volumes

can be checked in Figure 49 .

••13

••14 ••16

••15

Figure 47. The Total Volumes (Passengers) That Additional Transit Routes

Attracted in Simulation 1.

As can be understood, if the results of the simulation application fit the expected

results as summarized in the Figure 45, then that is to mean the simulation works in the

way designed for. When checked through the summary results, indeed, the results

appear as the expected results ofthe first simulation.



Policy Areas
• Travel cost (decrease)
• Comfort (increase)
• Wait time (decrease)

Policy Application Means in TRANUS
• More frequent transit services
• Reduce transit fares
• More transit routes with some comfort parameters

increased
• Transit service patronage increased
• Pedestrian walkways in the disadvantaged regions

(at the pedestrian dense links)

Formulated in the form of
• 3 transit routes (Figure 46), one providing direct access to the center and public amenities for the

"focus" region, one providing a ring service between the northern and the southern focus districts,
and one being a peripherial ring routing between other routes also trying to increase patronage on
the previously unserved areas.

• Those transit routes pass through some links without stopping: 3 (14 of 46 links were closed), 8 (lO
of36links were closed), and 13 (18 of 46 links were closed).

Expected results (Impacts)
Because of reliance on the transit, the combination of more transit
services, reduction in user costs and increased comfort, and
additionally increased pedestrian access in the focus zones must end
up with some overall increase in the transit trips, and either increase
in pedestrian trips (at the Mode Split stage) in favor of disadvantaged,
while decrease in the private car trips (and increase in transit trips of
advantaged)



Red---Distran 1
Blue---Distran 2
Purple---Distran 3 (Ring)
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Figure 49. The Pedestrian Volume Assignments after the Additional Walkways

in Simulation 1

TOTAL TRIPS BY CATEGORY AND MODE
Category Modes ....

Catld CatName Public Priv TOTAL
1 adv 49553 7385 56938
2 disad 99091 1721 100812

TOTAL 148644 9106 157750

8TATISTICS BY TRANSPORT OPERATOR
Operld OperNam Trips Units-Dist Energy Costs Income Revenue

1 Priv 9106 13406 O. 2009829 584290 -1425539.
2 dernek 58204 139922 O. O. 5820358 5820358
3 pedes 194094 105492 O. O. 527459 527459

On the Table 34, "demek" means all the transit operators. To compare the

results of the first simulation with the Base year, Table 35 provides the same results for

the Base year results of both model for Normality and model for two categories (the

results for the normality should be regarded):



TOTAL TRIPS BY CATEGORY AND MODE
Category Modes ....

Catld CatName priv publ TOTAL
1 normal 9838 151815 161653

TOTAL 9838 151815 161653
STATISTICS BY TRANSPORT OPERATOR
Operld OperNam Trips Units-Dist Energy Costs Income Revenue

1 dernek 58017 138500 O. O. 5801692 5801692
2 private 9838 14632 O. 2195611 635715 -1559896
3 pedestr 199474 121398 O. O. 606990 606990

Table 36. The Summary Results for the Model for Two Categories

(advantaged and disadvantaged):

TOTAL TRIPS BY CATEGORY AND MODE
Category Modes ....

Catld CatName Public Priv TOTAL
1 adv 43916. 13022 56938
2 disad 98530 2282 100812

TOTAL 142446 15304 157750
STATISTICS BY TRANSPORT OPERATOR
Operld OperNam Trips Units-Dist Energy Costs Income Revenue

1 Priv 15304 22373 O. 3405115 977266 -2427849
2 dernek 61935 146544 O. O. 6193514 6193514
3 pedes 192264 101463 O. O. 507314 507314

On the other hand, the categorical results must be compared with those of Base-

year for two categories, which we can assume them "no policy" default values to be

contrasted with the simulation values:

Base-year (two category):

Public trips of advantaged: 28 % of all trips

Public trips of disadvantaged: 62% of all trips

Private trips of advantaged: 8% of all trips

Private trips of disadvantaged: 1% of all trips



Simulation 1 and the changes from the Base-year:

Public trips of advantaged: 31 % (+%3: a considerable increase)

Public trips of disadvantaged: 63% (%0: no change at all)

Private trips of advantaged: 5%( -%3 :fairly good reduction, ie, improvement)

Private trips of disadvantaged: 1% (%0: no change at all)

These results can be interpreted as the policies worked in such a manner that

encouraged the private travellers of advantaged to use the transit. Goals are not,

however, fully attained in this case.

The LOS information is provided in Figure 50 as the results of the Trip

Assignments of the simulation 1. It seems there is no any capacity problem in the links.

The design of the second simulation, as explained before in the scenarIO

definition, is based on the categorical evaluation targeting most disadvantaged groups,

which is, this time, not specific to certain zones but to all zones (areawide

applications).

As can be observed in Figure 53, additional transit services were useful in

attracting passengers especially the paratransit service for disabled (and old). The extra

routes especially worked for the Southern (Zone 6) districts.



,



Policy category areas
• Low income
• Non-ear owners
• Disabled
• Old
• Discomfort groups
• Dependency-bound groups
• Inaccessible (far residents)

Policy Application Means in TRANUS
• On-call Special Transit for Disabled
• Serving priority to disabled and old

dense zones
• Serving distant places
• Penalties (as discouragement) to car

owners
• Encouragement to low income & non-

car owning groups

• One special operator that has not routes but is an on-call service for disabled and
older

• Two additional ring routes under the transit operator
• These additional routes with the extra routings serving largely the zones 2, 3, 4, 6,

7,8,9, 10, 12 and expanding the patronage.
• The operating cost of private mode is increased and the fare for public is reduced

as far as one fourth
• Penalties against the advantaged in using the public modes, as far as 3 times for

normal transit and 5 times for the special transit
• Reduced transfer costs for transit and special transit
• Transit frequencies are increased and in-vehicle occupancy rate is increased for

the additional Ring services.
• To provide priority, the speeds for special transit are increased a little for all link

types.

Expected results (Impacts)
Still because of reliance on the transit, the combination of more transit
services, a special transit for disabled, discounted user costs and
increased attraction for public types while the advantaged were
discouraged, and increased accessibility must end up with some
overall increase in the transit ridership, (and either increase in
pedestrian trips) in favor of disadvantaged, while decrease in the
private car trips (and increase in transit trips of advantaged)



Red--- On-call Paratransit
for Disabled

Green---Ringl(for disadv.)
Purple---Ring2 (for disad)
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Figure 53. Total Volumes of the Additional Transit Routes in Simulation 2

(Paratransit Service for Disabled is dominant)

TOTAL TRIPS BY CATEGORY AND MODE
Category Modes....

Catld CatName Public Priv
1 adv 42265 14673
2 disad 99856 956

TOTAL 142122 15628
STATISTICS BY TRANSPORT OPERATOR
Operld OperName Trips Units-Dist

1 Priv 15628 23695.
2 dernek 10494 27185
3 pedes 256772 34418
4 D-paratr 117454 298172
5 Ring O. O.

TOTAL
56938
100812
157750

Energy
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

Costs
5410497

O.
O.
O.
O.

Income
1653590.
1276208
172089

7871121
O.

Revenue
-3756907
1276208
172089

7871121
O.

As compared to the Base year (one category) results, this simulation's results are

not better than the first simulation, when all transit types and special transit is assumed



to be under public mode. Public trips of advantaged report very less increase yet public

trips of disadvantaged are very good when compared to the first simulation. There is a

considerable reduction in the private trips in both categories.

However, when looked at the results of the newly added transit routes (Rings)

and the special transit individually, it can be noticed that only the paratransit for

disabled attracts a great portion of trips as the result of the "exaggerated" encouraging

policies applied for the use ofthese facilities in this simulation.

The ratio of private trips to public trips in the Base-year situation is 0,11

(15304/142446): However, if the pedestrian is excluded from this view, the net ratio of

private over 'demek' (transit) plus paratransit will be: 0,25 (15304/61935).

This figure in the second simulation is 0,11 (15628/142122) for private/public

ratio and 0,12 (15628/127948) private/total transit except pedestrians, of which 92% is

by newly added paratransit service. That means there is a considerable increase now in

private trips and shift to the newly added paratransit service in the public trips. But,

some trips have fled to pedestrian trips.

However, to compare the results with respect to the advantaged and

disadvantaged separation, it is necessary to make the comparisons with the Base-year

of two-category. Another advantage of such comparison is that the total numbers of

trips in both the Base-year and the simulations are the same (ie, 157750). Thus, the

ratios must be taken over this total amount.

Scenario 2:

Public trips of advantaged : 27% (-1%: no significant change)

Public trips of disadvantaged : 63% (0%: no change at all)

Private trips of advantaged : 9% (1%: less change)

Private trips of disadvantaged: 0,05% (% 0,5 a considerable change)



Under this simulation, since it did not work well to attain the expected results,

some modification are made and another derived simulation is obtained called

"modified version of Simulation 2". Shortly, the modifications were about increases of

the tariff for advantaged and the capacity increase of the special paratransit and the

ring services. The penalization of advantaged is hypothetical. It is not questioned here

how we can penalize in terms of fare increases such a non-existent "advantaged" class

in reality.

In Figure 54, LOS information is provided for the simulation 2. There are some

problem links which means the capacities of these links must either be increased or

some other solutions be considered for those links .

•2•3
J'~_

•6• ••10 11 12

Figure 54. The LOS Levels in Simulation 2 (See problems on some links start

to appear)

The results were unexpectedly disappointing, ending up with very small changes

in especially private trips. It can not be said whether there is improvement, or not,

without elaborating on the reasons:



Modified Simulation 2:

Public trips of advantaged : 28% (no significant change)

Public trips of disadvantaged : 63% (no change at all)

Private trips of advantaged : 8% (less change)

Private trips of disadvantaged: 1% (less change)

The principle at this simulation, as being experienced from the results of other

two simulation approaches, became playing with fewer and real effective parameters.

In the first and second scenarios, combinations of many parameters were formulated

but did not work well. As of the principle, the emphasis, as derived from the effect of

the income related variables heavily, is on the wealth impact. Thus, design of the third

simulation must be simpler. The manipulations will usually be made on the link type

commands of TRANUS. Cost effective tools must have the same impact indirectly as

the re-distribution of wealth. Thus, the emphasis is primarily on the cost related

parameters. As found out, these variables that show the disadvantagedness situations

are primarily the vehicle availability and income, and to some extent dependency and

accessibility. Differently, the input amount is increased little above the 50% to get

more impact in this simulation.

In this simulation, there proposed an area-wide network of pedestrian ways

(Figure 56), which should be interpreted as sort of penalization of private drivers.

Serving this purpose, even some streets are turned into walkways. The application of

this policy has resulted in a favourable demand increase in walking as can be observed

in Figure 57.



Policy Areas
• Income
• Car ownership
• Accessibility

Policy Application Means in TRANUS
• Much less cost to transit users
• Turning many streets into pedestrian-QnIy

walkways
• Strong penalties and cost burden to car owners,

decreased access, decreased speed for private
cars

• Increased accessibility, speed for walkers and
transit

• Other cost effective applications

Formulated in the form of
• Reduced tariff (30%) for transit and increased operation duration
• Increased cost for private cars (such as tax, parking, gasoline,etc)
• Areawide pedestrian ways where vehicular (and especially the private)

travels are penalized (See Figure 56)
• Reduced transfer cost for transit
• Increased frequency of transit operator
• Speed reduction and penalization (3 times)for private in streets
• Increased speed for transit, 10 times charge for private and 3 times

penalty for pedestrian on highways
• Reduced speed and 2 times penalty for private on boulevards

Expected Results
The same expectations of the previous simulations are valid
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Figure 57. Total Pedestrian Volumes Attracted By the Walkways After the

New Additions in Simulation 3

TOTAL TRIPS BY CATEGORY AND MODE
Category Modes ....

Catld CatName Public Priv TOTAL
1 adv 51328 5610 56938
2 disad 99854 958 100812

TOTAL 151182 6568 157750
STATISTICS BY TRANSPORT OPERATOR

Operld OperName Trips Units-Dist Energy Costs Income Revenue
1 Priv 6568 10432 o. 3053838 584795 -2469043
2 dernek 77191 168016 o. 3888. 5961961 5958073

3 pedes 209318 87443 o. o. 437216 437216

When the results were compared to the Base-year (two category) results:

Simulation 3:

Public trips of advantaged : 32% (+4%: significant change)

Public trips of disadvantaged : 63% (%0: no change at all)

Private trips of advantaged : 4,5%(-3,5%: very signif. change, impr'ment!)

Private trips of disadvantaged: 0,6% (-0,4%: signif change, no improvement)



Significant improvements occurred especially in the case of private trips: while

the private trips of advantaged decreased sharply, the private trips of disadvantaged

also showed no progress. It can safely be said that the Third Simulation is the best in

terms of the trips made by categories.

Likely, the LOS results are displayed in Figure 58. Again, mostly the created

pedestrian links pose the problem areas, which is artificial, in fact, that shows the

impossibility for the vehicular movement. Yet, there are also few links (thick purple

color means F,G and H level of LOS) at the Northeastern part and on the Gazi

Boulevard (LOS D and E) near the traditional center, which pose a genuine problem

because these are the existing vehicular streets. However, the problem can be

overcome hypothetically by adding parallel links that may lead the sharing of the traffic

among two links. Actually, there may be other realistic solutions as well, but this is not

the concern of this study. Accordingly, there might be other solutions proposed

particularly that increase the capacity for those links.

In the next section, other evaluation techniques from different points of view will

be applied to the simulation. Finally, the best simulation will be chosen.

Simple evaluation techniques will be used to assess which simulation is the best.

This is to measure that whether the policies applied in the frame of the scenario

simulation maintain the approximation of the disadvantaged to the normality (note that

not to the advantaged that is another category in the model, which is out of the

concern). The approximation to the advantaged is not desired in the model but the

normality summing both advantaged and disadvantaged.

Those display and reporting programs under TRANUS are used for the

evaluation of the results (TRANUS Manual):
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• IMPTRA (general/summary results)

• MATS (display trips by mode and category)

• MA TESP (detailed results)

The averaged statistical results of the simulations for disadvantaged category

produced by the TRANUS are as in the comparison chart format in Table 39:

Table 39. The Averaged Statistical Results of the Simulations for the

Disadvantaged Category

Simulations Distance Cost Travel Wait Disutility # of

time time best! worst

OneCateg Base (Nor) 1,70 43,58 0,17 0,03 80,69 -/3
(without extern trips)

Twocateg. Base 1,73 43,47 0,17 0,03 71,31 -II
(without extern. trips)
l't Simulation 1,62 37,15 0,17 0,02 65,03 1/1

2ad Simulation 2,64 23,37 0,18 0,01 51,56 3/2

3rd Simulation 1,74 37,40 0,13 0,03 58,31 1/2

Here, those five evaluation criteria (distance, cost, travel time, wait time and

disutility) that are readily given at TRANUS can be used as the measures of the

disadvantagedness to some extent. The first hand evaluation can be the marking of

those best and worst values across the simulations. On the chart, the yellow ones

present the best results and the blue ones the worst, for each column. The results are

expected to have the minimum values. The best simulation could be the one with many

yellows but less blues. Among the simulations, second one seems to be the best

(category specific policies) with 3 best values and 2 worst values. However, it should

also be noticed that all simulations are better than the policy-off Base Year (ie, Model

for normal) results.



As another evaluation, absolute changes of the simulations at the Mode Split By

Categoryresults from the Base Year results are summarized in Table 40. All change in

positivedirection are summed and subtracted from the negative direction change. Then

absolute(positive) changes are regarded as the score of the simulation. According to

that, the best simulation appears to be the third one with a total absolute change of

6,9%. Of all simulations, the best change occurred at the 'Public Trips of Advantaged'

results(in the form of trip reductions) with 4% change (that of Private was so close,

too,with %3,5 change):

Table 40. Summary Results ofthe Absolute Changes (as %) Observed in the

Simulations at the Mode Split by Category

Mode Split Results Simul. 1 Simul. 2 Simul. 3 Improve?

PublicTrips of Advant. 3 -1 4 Yes

PublicTrips ofDisadv. - - - -

Private Trips of Advant. 3 -1 3,5 Yes

Private Trips of Disadv. - -0,5 -0,6 No

Total Absolute Change 6 -2,5 6,9 10,4

It would be the best if the results of simulation alternatives are evaluated in a

pairwise fashion in cells of a matrix, which is many times called rank ordering

technique (Papacostas and Prevedouros 1993, p.523) as offered in AHP (Analytical

Hierarcy Process) method (Saaty 1980a). It may alternatively be more appropriate to

use pairwise [simulationXsimulation] comparative evaluation tables for each criterion

in two stages (also called Analytical Hierarchy Process - AHP, see Saaty 1980a,

Nijkamp and Blaas 1994, Levine and Underwood 1996). Such pairwise comparisons

are especially good for the unclear and qualitative situations. In a sense, this is a

method of direct comparisons among themselves, at which comparison ends with clear

elimination of one. But, they tell nothing about the weight of the criterion as the result

of the scores collected. Such approach was also explained briefly in Elker's doctoral

thesis (Elker 1981, pp.36- 7.) It was also used in a recent Istanbul-based study for



choosing the best alternative for Bosphorus crossmg (Olengin and TOP9U 1997,

p.1065). For each cell of this matrix, a positive or negative scoring, or 1 if one

alternativeis superior while other is 0, must be defined. For objectivity reasons, we

preferto assign no priority weight to the measures of disadvantagedness. Here, all

simulationresults will be evaluated in relation to each other.

Another set of evaluation will be in terms of the changes in trip numbers for

advantaged-private/advantaged-public and disadvantaged-private/ disadvantaged- public

onthe zone-to-zone basis (ie, Modal and Categorical Split stage). That also gives hint

about the magnitude of change. But, the main attention must be paid to the trip

exchangesfor both (increase in) advantaged-public and advantaged-private, as well as

the increase in disadvantaged trips. On the other hand, a clear decrease in the private

trips of advantaged is expected. Because, the exchanges provide the most essential

clue about the improvement level in disadvantagedness. However, it should not be

forgotten that trip exchanges could only occur laterally (ie, in category): there can not

be exchange between the two categories. For example, any trip change in the private

trips of disadvantaged can only shift (add) to the public trips of the disadvantaged.

That condition fairly restricts our expectations: Regarding the proportions of the

public-disadvantaged and private-disadvantaged simulations at Mode Split trips

becomesnot meaningful for three reasons:

1- In the Base case (policy-off), the trips observed in private-disadvantaged are

so less in number compared to those public-disadvantaged that any greater

portion of change in private side does add very little (around 1%) to the

public side.

2- The expectation was for increase in trips for both private and public trips of

disadvantaged, and, it is understood that it is impossible for either when an

increase is observed for one (for example, an expected increase in public trips

will decrease the private trips)

3- It is observed that public trips of disadvantaged can not record a significant

change at all even the private trips of disadvantaged are emptied in negative

direction, which is not expected.



Therefore, it is rather suitable to look at the proportional changes in the trips of

advantaged, when especially decrease in the private trips of advantaged is highly

expectedfor. In any case, trip exchanges do not much provide information about the

improvementof disadvantaged. They only show the affected modal preferences by the

simulations.In terms of improvement, rather the disutility criteria should be regarded.

Third policy alternative is clearly the heading one. This is also obvious with the

weighed results (Table 41). Thus, it is seen not necessary to apply more complicate

methods. This is also because of the emphasis of the thesis not devoted to the subject

ofevaluation methods.

Table 41. Simulation Ratios as Weighted Scores and Rate of Impacts

(Based on the Zone-pair Evaluations)

SmJctiOD
9m1
9m2
9m3
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In the Table 41, also the relative weight of the winning simulation to others, by

proportioning of the score to the sum of the criterion (column), is provided for each

criterion. That shows, to some extent, the relative size (importance) of the simulation

for that particular criterion. We assume first five of criteria are exclusively mutual

(independent from each other) as if an orange can not be compared to an apple: A

situation can be evaluated within its context. Thus, in case if they are assumed to be

mutually exclusive, the situation will turn out to be as in the Table 41 where weights

are derived from distance of the best result to the average (impact) value for each

simulation. Then, the individual weights of each indicator are found, which should be



interpretedas the maximum magnitude of impact observed in that indicator, as these

differencesare summed and the individual differences rationed to this sum. In this

approachfor the zone-pair evaluations, the third simulation becomes significantly the

bestsimulation in terms of the best impact. Similarly, even in Table 42, where exactly

thesame procedure is run for the criteria values as the per capita averages, again the

thirdsimulation is found succesful (see the "weighted sum" in the Tables).

Table 42. Simulation Ratios as Weighted Scores and Impacts (Based on Per

Capita Averages)

SlMlAllCN:¥ BASE YEAR RAlla3 e/~
DSUility Dsta"m Cost TraJ. tirre V\at ti

8,8 6, 14,
ZT, -53 46,
18, -1 1
54,7 -41,7 74,7 17,7

ce rerl.x:E rerl.x:E rerl.x:E rerl.x:E In:rease ra::..
18,23 -15,00 24,00 5,00 33,20 1,07
9,47 22,20 21,3:> 17,00 33,40 0,23

On the basis of cells, the simplest calculation technique to find the net change

(or, difference) would be used for the first five criteria: just subtracting the Base year

values of disadvantaged groups from the values of the simulation, which can be

denoted as:



Then the proportions of values to the Base year values can be taken since these

are all independent criteria. In this case, then the calculation is:

Here, superscript i represents the criteria evaluated. Then, the general average

of all proportions found fore each cell is obtained which is single value peculiar to the

criterion and the simulation stage evaluated just as in the Table 41. Consequently, the

evaluation of findings can be organized under four points of reference:

In Modal Split cases, the private trips are regarded to see the impact of changes.

There are positive but minor shifts in general by the simulation's policies in the

expected direction. That is, almost (except one or two cells) all cells reported

increments in public trips (but, very low) and correspondingly reductions in private

trips (as far as 18,7%,28% and 49% respectively for simulations).

In the first simulation, as of zone specific scenario, the weakest effects appear in

the public trips (-4,5). Only Zone 12 reports a considerable effect both in productions

and attractions of the Public trips. From the point of private trips, purposefully, the

zones 7, 10, 11, 12 are more benefited from the policy.

In the second simulation, as of the category specific scenarIO, private trip

productions and attractions benefit from the Zones 1, 2 and 6, 8 (Northwestern). For

the private attractions, again Zones 1, 7, 8 and 11 are the most affected by the policy

application.



In the third simulation, as of variable-based scenario, Zones 2, 5, 11, 7 and 8 are

themost impacted towards benefit both in terms of attractions and productions for the

Privatetrips.

From the point of other five criteria based on the general cost situation to

travellers, in which there is no categorical and modal results, usually 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and

12 are the zones where the most successful results are obtained. The conclusions

beloware drawn. Only, the situation of public trips are held for the comparison:

In the first simulation, especially zones 11 and 12 (both from productions and

attractions) benefited from the policy package. In the second simulation, especially 1,

6, 8 and 9 were advantaged. In the third simulation especially 7 and 11 benefit from the

policies.Thus, second simulation is especially becomes the most fruitful approach.

Zones 6, 7, 8 and 12 benefit from the policy application for the first simulation.

Only, Zones 6 and 9 become advantageous in the second simulation. For the third

simulation, 7 are relatively better. Here, the first simulation comes front.

Interestingly, almost all zones are worse in terms of disutilities. The success is

very low for this criterion for unknown reasons. Only seventh zone is better-off in the

firstsimulation and the second zone in the second simulation. But, no zone is better-off

inthe third simulation.

Relatively Zones 11 and 12 get more benefit from the application of first

simulation. Zones 8 and 9 benefit from the application of second simulation. For the



third simulation, especially 7 and 11 are the best. Interestingly, every zone benefits in

greater shares from the applications of the third simulation except 1 and 9. The second

simulation looks the best.

Actually all simulations worked successfully and all times were reduced in almost

equal shares for all zones. Especially, 9, 11 and 12 in the first simulation, 9 and 11 in

the second simulation, and 2, 8 and 12 in the third simulation were the most benefiting

zones. The third simulation records the best results.

5.3.4.2. Results from the perspective of the criteria (Based on Per Capita

Averages)

As can be inferred from the Table 41 in Section 5.3.4, the weighted sum of the

indicators show that the most elastic indicators in terms of the impact are the

reductions in distance (%30) and the times (%25). The most inelastic but the highest

levelof impact occurred in the public trips indicator (%0,9). In the Table 42, for the

per capita averages, the most elastic impacts were with the wait time and private trips

(24% for both). Adverse impacts occurred in 'disutilities' for all simulations.

Average impact ratios, or the average amount of shift by the policy applications,

for all simulations are around: -8,5% for disutility, -19% for distance, -3% for times,

and-4% for public trips, which are all adverse impacts, and 17,3% for money cost and

32% for private trips, which are positive. But, the results for per capita evaluations are

quitedifferent: 18% for disutility, -16% for cost, 25% for distance, 6% for travel time,

33% for wait time, 1% for public trips and 23% for the private trips, which are almost

allpositive. That is to say, the disadvantaged could be improved well, commonly in all

simulations, in especially the fields of times (travel, waiting, etc.), cost and the private

trips (reductions). For the positive results (per capita), the plain average of all,

without taking weights into consideration, makes around 13% (which is net 2,4%, and



absolute average change is %14, for zone-pair evaluations) improvement (as output),

although around, at best, 50% (actually 63%) input changes were aimed at the

simulations.

Regarding the per capita criteria averages, the efficiency of simulations in gross,

expected to be 1.00, thus:

E = 13% / 50% = 0,26

Which is actually far from the efficiency.

However, when the total average impact of the only best simulations are

regarded, which is 32%, almost a significant efficiency appears9
:

That is to mean, in real life, improvement efforts to help improve the conditions

of those disadvantaged are costly, inefficient and burdensome. Yet, the efficiency ratio

can be increased with some more strategic scenario simulations. It is admitted that, in

this study, the focus was not on finding the best policy packages and the simulations

were just heuristic trials.

Although it is apparent that the third simulation is the best policy alternative for

the disadvantaged in terms of all criteria mentioned, it is the worst one in terms of the

LOS levels and there appear the links where the traffic might severely be restricted.

This situation does not devalue the simulation' significant success but such information

reminds the planner to take necessary action to eliminate the capacity related problems

on those links.



The hypothesis, as stated at the Introduction of this study is that, first, it can be

possible to defme those disadvantaged groups in an objective manner, as could well

be subjectively, and they can be treated to greater extent at the transportation planning

and the modelling stages. Second, it is possible to model for disadvantaged and

compare the results with that of the Normal (conventional) modelling, as far as the

comparability is sustained. And, third, it is possible to deploy "relevant" policies

based on modelling results (The Evaluation stage) to recover the disadvantageous

conditions that those disadvantaged fall into, although still many ambiguities

(uncertainty) rules out there. The uncertainty appears at (1) which policy action

causes (2) what sort of impact, that can be covered to some extent by the sensitivity

analysis in policy impact analysis stage, but may have required some additional and

exhaustive effort. This study lacks sensitivity sort of analysis.

This study was to form a methodological guideline to accomplish all the

statements said above. This study was not to properly excel with the finer procedings

and to cover all details in the steps of a typical transportation planning study .. This

study has showed the short-cut defmition of handling such models about the

disadvantaged. However, it is believed that, pursuing further studies in this direction,

there might be invented more simplistic and easier ways to accomplish all these

procedures, especially that could be utilized in the evaluation process and city

planning. Thus, TRANUS was majorly utilized in order to speed up the processes.

Since, this study does not certainly offer a separate handling of the disadvantaged but

seeks its integration to those conventional models, using a reputed transportation

planning software (TRANUS) is the search for this kind of integration.

This thesis began with a theoretical discourse, a problem defmition; modelled it

and used real data to validate it. That is, it has been a deductive approach. It proposed

a modelling approach, not only descriptive but rather a normative one. The model



approach described here could not be meaningful without the evaluation part at the

end,the equalization effort of the disadvantaged to the normality.

The approach is raised basically from the simple logical assertion that there

exists the mutual relation between the inequity in the existing situation and the policy

measures in the ideal state. The idea is inspired from, but not copied, the principles of

measuring equity. There are few equity measure indices among which Gini index

being the most well known (Mandell 1991). The model here, inspired from the index,

did not follow its special methodology, but offered a new measure of equity and a

way to eliminate the inequity.

In existing situation: (disad + e) / Norm = 1

where, that the equation has to be 1 is imperative for

logical consistency

similarly, in ideal state: (disad + 3) /Norm = 1

where Norm = disad + adv, which is same for both

equations

The values of the equations probably belong to different valuation realms:

Indeed, e represents the defect parameter of existing transportation situation, while 3

represents the "means" parameter to overcome this defect. Thus, practically the logic

let e and 3 be the equals not in terms of "value" but in terms of the "content" that

maintains the two equations. That is, whatever the values and the units that e and

~ may take independently from each other, it must be maintained that the

equations always be equal to 1. For example, e can be 5 "kg" of defect and 3 can be

30 "unit" of policy measure at which, only when 5 kg defect can be overcome by 30

units of policy measure, both equations can become equal to 1. This condition makes

the parameters "equals" in terms of the content.

Based on this seducing idea, as defmed largely at the Introduction and at the

very beginning of Chapter 4, the thesis was three-fold:



a) There is so-called a "transportation disadvantaged" that can be identified
(distinguished) from the rest,

b) the identified transportation disadvantaged should be treated separately in
a separate model, as of the requirement of equity principle, but be
integrated to the generic models,

c) as of the process defmed in (b), the neediness level, and thus, policies
addressing to the improvement of the disadvantaged can be defmed
(measured) by simply developing a set of methods in interpreting the
differences between the model output of disadvantaged and model output
of Normality.

1-Existing (status-quo) transportation system is an ill-defmed system that
continuously creates those disadvantaged unattended and transportation
problems, for short term solutions,

2- And, what is worse, existing (conventional) models support this status-
quo. Therefore, they are not normative (solution-oriented) and are not
helping those disadvantaged,

3-There arises need for rectifying the system (ie, normative approach)
integrated to the status-quo models that continuo sly correct their ill
structure, and its problem-generating features, updating the awareness for
the situation of those disadvantaged.

Because ofthe complexity of the identification of the disadvantaged in real life,

and its multi-criteria nature, the identification procedure needed to be as possible as

simplistic and objective in model validation that can be performed well by multi-

variate cluster analysis method. Since the disadvantaged can not be signified person

by person, which would not be meaningful either, only the socio-economic and

geographical (zones) transportation categories to which they are affiliated could be

identified meaningfully as the disadvantaged.

For the second statement (b), the same principles and procedures of modelling

was to be applied for both the case disadvantaged and the case of Normal (that might

be called "Base case").

For the third (c), the nature of differences was learned. The difference between

the situation of disadvantaged and the normality should provide information-basis for

formulating the policies to help improve the disadvantaged. As known, the ideal

condition where the needs of disadvantaged is completely met is the Normality.



Therefore, the modelling approach here is called the 'ideal' model. The policies must

be defined on the basis of the information obtained from the differences and be

applicable to the identifiable socio-economic (and demographic) groups and the

geographical areas (zones in the study) seen in real life (Category Analysis or

"Matching Process" in the study) to be realistic. The application is tested in the

simulation environment, and the best one is nominated. The aim of the thesis is not

actually achieving the best solution, but the learning from the results. The simulation

results, and other results, will give idea about the policy types we have to choose.

The reader should be warned that this study is based on many axioms

(assumptions) inescapably assuming to be true even if they are not in reality. Thus,

the model run outputs in this respect may not be one hundred percent fitting the

realityl. Therefore, the study presented here within the limited resources provides

results of neither truth (accuracy) nor reality, but serve to an understanding of a

phenomenon and processing (methodology) of handling ofthe issue.

In the literature, those transportation disadvantaged have been strongly felt to

exist, but neither scientifically determined as who they might be nor deserved a

special treatment among the modelling studies. The disadvantaged is especially

relieved by the strong existence of those advantaged (usually automobile owners) in

the Western societies. When the car owners heigtened their positions, relatively that

of rest got degraded: those transit users, pedestrians, disabled, old and poor, and those

inaccessible, center city dwellers in the Western societies, etc., thus, not only fell into

disadvantageous position in terms of travel conditions but also in terms of access to

job opportunities, and other locational and social advantages. Differently, in this study

the phenomenon is examined empricically in their daily trips and experienced on a

case study, for the first time, heavily with the emphasis on the travel conditions.



This study is, thus, about the search of an objective way of determining the

disadvantaged. It is not, however, meant that automobile owners, short trip makers, or

evennon-trip makers are defmitely advantaged. Likely, it is not either intended to call

public transport users, for example, definitely as disadvantaged. The disadvantaged

must be the result of an objective evaluation process without the interference of

subjective criticism but under the defmed set of criteria or correspondence, which is

raison d'etre of the cluster analysis technique. After objectively defmed, how far

those objectively defmed category(ies) matched with those subjectively defmed

categories of disadvantaged is one of the second major concern of this study.

The general conclusion of this study can be stated as: all thesis statements and

promises mentioned in "main conclusion on the thesis" are proved to be true and

applicable to some extent: All steps and processes are designed and realized within

the limits. The disadvantaged could be defined, treated and analysed, at least, in

three steps of the four (ie, except Traffic Assignment) transportation planning as

could be done for Normality. The policies could be derived from the differences

between the model output for disadvantaged and for Normality (Base case) and the

policies were tested on the simulation environment that yielded some meaningful and

positive results (will be largely explained later). Thereby, it is argued that the

differences, thus policies, can be defmed for each planning stage as well as for

general, yet are not tested firmly for all stages. That is, in the absence of data of

disadvantaged, it is possible to apply a special "disadvantagedness coefficient, Dx

(or, factor)" found previously, to be used in similar studies as an "export" coefficient

for each stage, which would give idea about the disadvantaged when planner handles

the issue at a specific stage (for example only at Trip Generation stage). Yet, defming

a firm Dx ratio could only be obtained by frequent tests (ie, many studies in many

different areas).

IAccording to Kurt Gooel's famous argument ( 'Incompleteness Theorem'), any scientific study based

on set of axioms will reach the statements within the system governed by those axioms (ie,

consistency) that can neither be proved or disproved on the basis of those axioms. Hence, every

mathematical system will always have unsolvable paradoxes.



What sort of differences exist between the two categories? What are their

nature? At what stages do the differences become more significant? Do they mean

parametric differences, the structural differences, or the differences coming from the

data facts? Can we arrive at a summarizing conclusion such an overall

"disadvantagedness Ratio" (Dx), which is sort of friction of being disadvantaged?

It is observed to exist at least two sorts of Differences (Dx): One is the

difference at the level of parameters or coefficients. "Parametric" type of difference

can naturally bring change in the modelling structure (additional or different

coefficients, calibration parameters, or even change in the variables themselves) and

thus, in the results with different parameters peculiar to the disadvantaged. The other

type is the change observed in the (total) result itself and called the "structural"

difference that does not change the model structure but the results. Yet, it is defmitely

true that "structural" difference is largely the product of the population difference

between the two categories: when supposed the number of the disadvantaged is equal

to the number of Normality, the structural difference would then approach zero, and

the parametric difference is almost trivial. "Parametric" change occurred significantly

at the Trip Production stage (due to different variables used), while the same

"structural" change is valid for all stages. The Dx (structural) is 0,63 for Aydm.

Special Dij values are found for the Trip Distributions as well. Further, A

general Dx can be defmed at the Mode Split in place of modal choices (between

public and private) as well as Dijk for each zone-pairs by mode. Because, the

parametric difference is heavily influenced by the utility based mode choice

parameters besides the transportation and network system characteristics that affect

the mode choice of users. The difference between the normality and the

disadvantaged was minor.

When the variables 'DEPEND' (dependency level in the household),

'INC.PER' (income per capita) and 'statu.edu' (educational level), which are

generally income related, could be the explanatory variables in the Trip Generation

stage of the Normal Model, these turned out to be 'DEPEND', 'PUB.COM'

(perceptional comfort parameter for transit system) and 'VEH.COM' (comfort



parameter for the vehicle) for the model for disadvantaged, which are generally the

perceptional variables about the travel conditions. Of those, only the variable

'DEPEND' co-exists in both models. As can be noticed, all variables except

'statu.edu' are the major (function) variables. That proves the utility of major

variables.

Finally, how can we use differences in the evaluation of the results and the

policy-making stage? The differences can best be evaluated as the material in

measuring the efficiency of output/input balance when policy-making. For example, if

the planner knows the impact (output) change occurred around 50%, for efficieny, the

input must be maximum 50%, too, which can be expressed as:

Then, it can be assumed either that since 'input' change, here, is around 50%,

the output must also be expected, at least, 50% to be E=1. However, this may not be

so in real life and output may require three or four times more input. In this study, any

change will be welcome as improvement, not as efficiency but sufficiency.

Indeed, there occurred "some" change as the result of the simulations, which is

unfortunately not very efficient: 26% (ie, E is not even closing to I). But, it is

increased almost to total efficiency when the average of all the best simulations at

each criterion of evaluation is regarded: 64%2. Alternatively, when solely taking the

average of all changes (ie, 16%) of the best simulation chosen, which is the third

simulation, all throughout the criteria, the efficiency ratio becomes approximately

32%. That is, we need more input for obtaining a considerable amount of output. In

other words, supplying the very best results to improve the disadvantaged, to make it

almost equal to Normality, or acquiring a total equity, can be obtained only after very

2 When calculating the efficiency ratio of this, 50% (between Normal and the disadvantaged) is taken
instead of the net difference, 63%.



expensivepolicy implications and investments. Yet, as mentioned before, cost criteria

isignored in this study. Sort of a series of sensitivity analysis studies would be helpful

inidentifiying the exact amount of input for the full satisfaction of equity.

However, it is also strongly emphasized and advised that the issue of coefficient

fordisadvantaged is still a virgin area and can be handled from various perspectives.

There can be, for example, various forms and approaches of defming the

"disadvantagedness coefficient" (which will be proposed in the 'Further Research' at

the end) and there are many ethical dimensions to explore. Still, many aspects and

situations of disadvantaged are ignored in this study. after this introduction, it is

believed, such studies will contribute much to the literature on the transport

disadvantaged.

Though, it is not intended to stress, in this thesis, which simulation was going to

be successful, and why, the policy approach is captured through simulations that plays

around the concept of benefitting those who are low income and the carless groups.

Likely, transit operators ought to be attractive and comfortable as far as the private

automobile to help reduce their being disadvantaged. As the general finding drawn

from this lesson, it was observed and verified not surprisingly once again that the

disadvantagedness is largely the outcome of income and automobile (or vehicle)

ownership. To prevent disadvantagedness, policies must be deployed around

these parameters, thus, more palpable effects can be obtained in order to

improve the conditions of the disadvantaged. In a sense, from the results of the

simulations, vehicle ownership and income related policies are the "captured

policies". Yet, this does not mean the improvement in the form of monetory helps or

distributing cars to people (well, maybe hypothetically), for example, but in terms of

the qualitative conditions of travel. There are also other determinants but they are

related to the income (such as accessibility) indirectly.

Probably, this conclusion was the fact not surprising, but the study has been a

firm verification to that knowledge. What is additional to the verification, in this

study, has been the finding of the "prescription out of the diagnosis" (ie, the problem

that could be well defmed and examined) as well, which constituted the basis of the

policies for disadvantaged. In other words, the policies were drawn on the basis of the



informationof disadvantagedness levels of the various socio-economic groups (and

zonesas well). Thus, the model, in a sense, produced knowledge-based scenarios.

There are also auxiliary conclusions of the study: The study should be drawing

attentionto the special case of disabled and their mobility problems. One of the

importantstimuli of this study was that the obligation enforced by the Law to employ

the disabled to a certain percentage, if ever applied, must be creating some

transportation demand by those people. Now, those working-age disabled must not be

sitting at home but participating to work force as normal people. There must be

paralleling in the number of disabled employed and, thus, trip productions by

disabled,and in the number of disabled who are abled to work (or, in the work age).

In this case these issues appear, which are not effectively held in this study, as the

immediate further search areas, whether:

• the working-age disabled are really employed in reality,

• they produce trips as far as the rate of their population to the rest of the

population,

• they produce trips as far as the rate of their participation to work-force,

• they need a separate special transportation provision and extra facilities,

• or, they can be integrated to the current transportation system,

• if they can not be integrated, and transported, what will happen? (Will

other compensation means be considered?)

As being the most serious, the disabled, not concerning here how they can be

transported, was not actually found among the categories of the most disadvantaged

since their very low representation power (ie, frequencies) in the sampled population.

This can be the answer to the fIrst question asked above: The participation rate of

disabled to trip making was so low. That is also a partial answer to whether they

contribute to labor force. It is strongly believed that they do not, as far as permitted in

the Law that allocated job opportunites for handicapped. But, one of our scenarios for

simulation is devoted to improve the conditions of the disabled and old, such as a

separate paratransit solution but could get a partial success. This does not mean the



problem is trivial and ignorable, but, cannot probably be handled this way in four

steps of planning and with such a software which is not specifically designed to

handle such "minor" considerations.

One another vital conclusion drawn from this study is that the behavioral

difference between the Normality and disadvantagedness appears overwhelmingly at

the patronage ofthe socio-economic variables (like car ownership, income, household

size, educational status, etc.). This is probably the disadvantagedness is

overwhelmingly the result of the socio-economic factors. This may also give idea

about the ideal aggregation level, which is probably the household level, especially

for the model for disadvantaged.

In the Trip Assignment stage, on the other hand, the emphasis was on the test of

the viability of the model results and the monitoring whether the assignments at two

modelling approaches (especially, the assignments at the model for Normal together

with external trips) do not cause any dysfunctioning of the links rather than measuring

the disadvantagedness at this stage3. This is because practically measuring the

disadvantagedness on the links is hard and not very meaningful among the content of

this thesis. But, in a separate study, this can be done on the links basis as well as zone

basis. On the other hand, the traffic assignment results of the simulations (especially

the winning third simulation) create serious capacity problems that need to be solved

separately, or, a modified alternative simulation considering these additional

capacity problems should be offered.

In this study, modelling in transportation planning is used as a helpful

instrument in order to construct and re-address the planning policies to ameliorate the

situation of the disadvantaged groups in terms of their travel conditions. In other

words, it is argued and testified, the policies to improve the conditions of the

3 Yet, it should not be forgotten that the assignments on the links were the modelled results, but not
calibrated. If calibrated, highway results must have been divided by traffic adjustment factors which
are found specific to link types, the volumes, thus LOS levels, would be different, yet proportional to
the non-calibrated results.



disadvantagedcan even start from the four-step planning model. The three utilities of

doingthat were:

1. The model gives information about the nature of"disadvantagedness"

2. The model also prescribes the necessary steps

3. The model enables continuous monitoring and test of the policy application

results by simulations

By the "category" property of TRANUS package, it is deemed that it could be

possible to adopt such an equity-based normative model in the form of two basic

categories. However, still many shortages were encountered that prevented one-to-one

fitof our model's proceedings to that of the package, simply because the package had

not been designed for such a consideration: Though few parameters were adoptable,

manywere absent or irrelevant to what we aimed to in our model.

Since the approach described in this thesis is not the offering of totally a new

model, it does not require to apply best model check criteria. However, some

attributes of the approach can be discussed. The model approach may, at fIrst sight,

look scaringly complicated. The complication is rather in its processing, indeed. It is

so in terms of conducting a series of data aggregation process, which, in fact, may not

be necessary if the data is already available for the process, and of the evaluation

(equalization) process, which is also comprised of a set of processes. It is rather

simple in terms of mathematical sense and conceptualization in terms of the

integration. Furthermore, if all four steps of planning are done through a sophisticated

user friendly software, the only difficulty might be reduced to interpreting the results

of model runs. Since the evaluation process, or at least the logic, is already described

in detail here, it does not require a re-defmition of the processes in future studies

using this model. The user of the model is advised to follow through the steps

described in this study, as the guide, which is less difficult than following the

technical manuals. Further, after the logic is understood, some new personal

methodologies can be even invented at will.

The model is consistent and accurate as far as the data collected is consistent

and accurate. Yet, it is admitted that, in the case study proposed, where data collection



andaggregation was not ideal, many defects could be observed. However, this does

not devalue the role and logic of the model. It is predominantly assumed that the

modelis consistent and provides the expected results, then it is run to make it work

andproduce expected results, which proves that it works.

The model is sensitive and flexible to changes means that if any change in the

structure of the conventional model, or, if some new elements are added to it, the

systemdescribed here, as being just an integration to the base model, will not collapse

as far as the robustness of the Base model.

As mentioned before, the idea of model integration that handles the situation of

disadvantaged is a realist one in terms of the fact that it is a reality that there are

disadvantaged persons in their urban travels, and their complaints are real that must be

addressed within a systematic approach. The fmdings that those sub-categories low

income groups and people without cars are truly the disadvantaged, which IS

expected, mean the modelling approach is representative of the real life facts.

The model is decisive since, as the result of the model outcomes, targeted

outcomes nearly came true, that is the ultimate purpose of this study.

A series of methods, or data processing techniques, most of which are peculiar

to this study and are all interdependent, were applied to achieve the goal ofthis thesis

work:

• First of all, it was important presumably to know about who (or, which socio-

economic and demographic groups) might be disadvantageous, or subject to

disadvantageous positions. Thus, as far as followed from the literature, some basic

categories are generically pre-defined as "might-be" disadvantaged groups. This is

a subjective classification based on the common knowledge. The reason in doing

this is to later associate (match) those pre-defmed groups to the disadvantageous

positions and variables used in the model. So that, these variables could be named



as "disadvantaged-related variables" after they are associated with the categories

as a result of the correlation process. There are, of course, uncertainties in this

area and the reasons of correlations are not very readable. But, using some

quantification techniques, the ambiguities were to be reduced.

• Being the essential part of the thesis, to find out whether the society can be non-

presumably (ie, objectively) be divided into two basic categories as those

advantaged and disadvantaged in terms of the transportation conditions exposed,

the study used sort of "self-organizing" cluster analysis technique to identify the

disadvantaged, and inevitably the advantaged, in an objective manner. This study,

in a sense, is to test whether this segregation can be done and the partitions can be

treated in the modelling. It was important to apply the same modelling rules (or,

approach) for both groups. It is not, however, inquired here whether the technique

is properly used or the disadvantaged was rightfully determined. To compare the

results of the two partitions, it is essential that the summation of advantaged and

disadvantaged be (nearly) equal to those of Normal's. The results obtained are

assumed to be correct. The population ratio of disadvantaged (K') is found to be

almost 2/3, which is, of course, peculiar to Aydm City. If this ratio is to be

multiplied by the "parametric ratio" (Ox), it must give the "structural"

Disadvantagedness Ratio (Dx - general coefficient for the disadvantaged) for the

modelling stage considered:

• Another method, which is quite peculiar to this thesis work, is the clustering

(reduction) of the minor variables to Major function variables. So, there are both

Major (function) variables and Minor (individual) variables at hand. Major

variables are composed of the minor ones in the form of functions. The purpose in

doing that is, first, to reduce the number of variables (out of 100 variables) that

are to measure the qualitative aspects of travel behaviors. Thus, the minor

variables are formed in meaningful clusters (by looking at the correlation values).

The co linearity was avoided in these correlations. Second, it is thought especially

in the social sciences that individual (minor) qualitative variables measuring



comfort or impedance related parameters would be inadequate in explaining the

behavior. To avoid this weakness, group of variables are thought to have more

impact as the impact of one giant variable. Yet, this time there has been the danger

that those strong minor variables in the function would loose its strength. Indeed,

this is observed: many major variables had lower correlation values with others

such as the impedance (general cost) type variables (lMPEDl, IMPED2,

IMPED3)4, etc .. Third, as a by-product, we could be able to know whether the

Major variables are more effective than the minors especially in forming the

Regression model in Trip Productions. Indeed, it was observed that major

variables are more effective while some minor variables can also be effective.

Besides this complexity, there were both the variables when their value increase

the situation of the person ameliorate and also the variables when the value

increases, the situation gets worse. For the comparability requirement, first of all,

those ameliorating-value variables and also those worsening-value variables are

grouped separately. Then, all "worsening-value" variables were converted to

ameliorating ones subtracting from 1 if the values are rate type, and from 100 if the

values are between 0 and 100. Thus, the first step for the comparability of variables

is sustained for especially the clustering process.

• Additional complexity was the scaling problem. Scaling of the variable values is

also necessary for comparability of the variables: Values of some variables were

between 1 and 4, some between 1 and 5, some were 1 and 8, etc .. For the

standardized scaling, all values were turned to the scale between I and 100, not

including the Minors, in the functions as well: (1) Major variables are enriched in

value range compared to the Minor variables. (2) Variables are scaled for the

comparability. (3) The variables became more representative of the reality.

Finally, all variables are converted to sort of ameliorating-value variables and

between 1 and 100 values, which is what can be called standardization, or

normalization process. Thus, all variables were measurable, and precisely

quantifiable parameters.



Another useful technique used in the study is the correlation matrix. The

correlation matrix including all variables but with the emphasis on the Major

(function)variables served basically two purposes: (1) the definition of the Multi-

variateLinear Regression Model that was used to find the trip productions (ie, the

fIrststep of the transportation planning process). This is one of the weakest points

of the model constructed in this thesis work, which maintained artificially

increased R2 value: Out of 12 zone-aggregated samples, 3-variable ragression

modelis constructed. (2) the defmition of the related variables, especially between

the transportation categories and the home interview variables. Latter is used

especiallyin determining the policy areas to be used in the scenarios.

Oneanother accomplishment peculiar to this study, which is actually the ultimate

goalof the thesis, is the defmition of the policies from the differences between the

Normal model run and the model run for the disadvantaged. It is argued that

ideallythe Rate of Disadvantagedness should be read for each four stages and be

addressingagain to these steps. But, in this study, the differential rate (Dijd could

onlybe aggregated up to Mode Split stage due to the restrictions mentioned. It is

found that, such an overall "disadvantagedness coefficient" (or, factor) can be

63% for Aydm case. But, this is the rate observed in total output (structural),

affected heavily by the population factor of disadvantaged, nearly 2/3, therefore,

only the parametric difference, which is minimal, should be ragarded as the

genuine factor of disadvantagedness. This is important conclusion in the sense

that, in similar cases, and when the data for disadvantaged are absent, we can

apply such a disadvantagedness factor to fmd out the approximate number of

disadvantaged, at least, for Trip Distributions.

Sincethe "Disadvantagedness Coefficient" is in terms of "structural" difference,

andit is rather the factor (as percentage) of the disadvantaged population, after the

"structural ratio" is known (or, calculated) for each stages for each zone-pair, such

a stepwise estimation of the disadvantaged trips can be tried for any ith stage of

planning,without going far into the details:



Yet, Oidis can be roughly determined assuming all Oi are multiplied by the

general ratio of disadvantagedness Dx (or, Win ) for the initial process.

Alternatively, if we already know Di, only at the level of Trip Generation we can

fmdthe trip productions of a zone:

T dis- 0 dis d fir )dis/" d fir )disij - i . j "cij L..i j "cij

,where kij can be ignored and if Aj' s (Attractions) are also defmed for the

disadvantaged dj can be known, otherwise they can be iteratively be found

through the calibration process. f(Cij)diSis determined after p parametric value

is known for the disadvantaged by the calibration.

Alternatively, if the Dij is known somehow (emprically found, or, imported

valuefor each zone-pairs). This is also practically true:

,or, if Dij rates for disadvantaged are not known but

only Oidisvalues are known (or, obtained):



However, this method requires its validation (sort of calibration) (For validy of

thismethod, T/isITij = Dij and d/iS/dj = Dj rates should be checked whether new

ratiosobtained as the result of the formula are equal to the known Dij and Dj ratios,

whereT/is and dj
diS are new values found by the formula above). If the values do not

convergewe should iterate the proces with the new values correcting the most deviant

~diSvalues (and even Oi
dis values). (Here, it is best to check the convergences of the

Wi/n and also Win. They must provide the overall Dx value, which is known to

This formula is tried and a matrix of closer results to that of the real

disadvantagedtrips are obtained. However, the accuracy decreases with the cells with

smallamounts. (Eij) value also contains the extraordinary disadvantagedness situations

forsome special zone-pairs. For example, with this formula above, the estimates for

specialzones will be unrealistic such as: highly attracting zone's figure might be

awayfrom the estimated value. Thus, instead of unknown value, a special K constant

maybe placed at will.

T dis- T dis ( s: )
ijk(publ) - ij . ± Uijk

,where P(U)ijdiS is the probability of choosing the public mode for the specific

zone-pair. However, if we have no idea at the zone specific level, then we will

have to apply general P(U)dis ratio found for the disadvantaged.

T dis- T dis (1 P(U) diS)ijk(priv) - ij. - ij



Yet, if the specific Dijk rates are already known (or, imported) , such practical

calculation is also probable:

T dis T nor D
ijk(publ) = ijk . ijk

While in all these calculations, the Dijk or ± ()i can be found interchangibly

whenone of them is known:

where, Diis the structural difference for the stage of planning

Kd is the ratio of disadvantaged population, which is a constcmt, at

least for Aydm case, of2/3 (or, 0,66)

DiP is the parametric change (from the preVIOUS stage) of

disadvantaged from the Normality in the model of that peculiar stage,

and can be described as (1 ± ()i) and the ± ()i is usually in negative

direction. It provides the deviation from the population rate of

disadvantagedness by the parametric change.

Especially, fmding of the real parametric change for each cell is important when

population factor KPij is known:

()ij = [T/is _ (Tij• KPij)] / Tij. KPij

can be obtained from the known results of the current study5.

For example, if Dijk is 0,8 for the public and 0,2 for private trips and

the population constant (Kd
) is 2/3, then overall ± ()ijk is;



• In the Cluster Filter at the Equalization stage, where filtering property of Excel

was used conforming to the purpose, those who are under the threshold values of

disadvantagedness for a specific category and the objective variable are

determined out of the general group of disadvantaged, which is similar to

conditional probability but where events are not mutually exclusive. This method

is applied to both the data of Normality and disadvantaged to observe the

difference between them.

• Finally, the model for disadvantaged, what is called alternatively 'ideal' model,

was run and one simulation's policy impacts was found more successful under

the shedlight of screening criteria (indicators) that can be manipulable in

TRANUS. In fact, such further supply indicators could have been involved among

the criteria: frequency, reliability, security/safety, technology, etc .. Nevertheless,

TRANUS does not handle those indicators in the categoric separation and does

usually on the links basis, which is difficult to aggregate. The purpose of

simulations in this study is rather for "learning" about what type of policies would

be effective.

TRANUS simulation package is found not really so flexible in simulating

decisions taken in all terms of planning applications. TRANUS-defmed parameters

have to be used as the simulation media. It would be better if a sophisticated

simuiation package that can be compatible with TRANUS is used for the simulation

and evaluation of results. There should be some more qualitative parameters

contained in TRANUS about the travel conditions such as comfort, reliability, penalty

of disadvantagedness. Although there is "categories" property in TRANUS, the

categorical assessment (especially visually) and evaluation for each zone are weak.

Most of the tasks could not be realized because of the software restrictions. Therefore,



basedon such normative principles, as a suggestion of this thesis, there has to be

furthera new package developed that address to these issues.

In the simulation packages, also those special parameters addressing to various

categoriesand various policy variables should be further developed. TRANUS is

foundweak at this point. Additionally, TRANUS is also weak in handling the

planningtasks at zone by zone basis. Zone based aggregations in TRANUS ignore

theindividual level data variations (or, deviations).

There are also the special results as by-products of the study such as the specific

averagespeculiar to Aydm. The study is not done for Aydm per se, but done in

Aydm,thus, that the data may not be so accurate should not be disappointing. Yet,

even if the accuracy of the data would be low, the data is still reliable and

proportional to accuracy expectation when interpreted correctly. The study still

providesthe pattern about Aydm. That is, the study still talks about Aydm and gives

valuablesummarizing information rather than accuracy of results, which is the most

preferred. Additionally, the graphical information such as Trip Assignment results as

volumes or LOS levels provide the preliminary information about the existing

situationof Aydm. For the current situation, Aydm seems not having a serious

transportationproblems but has the signals for the future.

As relating to the disadvantagedness, the geographical information such as

disadvantagedzones would be helpful in identifying the problem areas.

The simulations are produced from the Knowledge-based (KB) policy package

scenarioseach reflecting the three different dimensions of disadvantagedness: Spatial

(zone-based), socio-economical (category-based) and the policy application area

(objectivevariable).



Geographically, the most impacted areas by the simulations converged on these

zones:6,7,8,9,11 and 12. Of those, 6, 7 and 8 had already been nominated among

disadvantagedzones. Yet, zones 11 and 12 are not of disadvantaged.

The parameters of TRANUS were the keys for converting the policy

implicationsto create the expected impacts. The related keys were, as the principle,

introducedas far as around 50% (actually 63%, which is the structural difference

betweenNormal and the disadvantaged) change in impact. Yet, the expected output

wasfar less than expected.

Relatively the third simulation came forward as the best one under the three

evaluationsteps conclusively: One evaluation was based on the comparison of the

ModeSplit Trips (by Category) results of the three simulations with the Base Year

results.In this evaluation, the third simulation was the best with 6,9% absolute change

fromthe Base Year. Second was the evaluation based on the TRANUS' summary

criteriacomposed of five cost indicators as per capita averages: Travel time, cost,

distance, wait time and disutility. Here, the second simulation looked the best.

Alternatively, in the comparative evaluation with the weights, which is the third

evaluationmethod6
, the third simulation was found apparently to be the best one, that

wasbased on the wealth related parameters.

Unfortunately, smce the simulations were solely random trials based on

expectations, though Knowledge Based, none of the simulations posed the ideal

result:There could either be better simulation (or, scenario) designations with better

results,or, there can not be any 100% efficient policy package that exists to invent.

One of the drawbacks of this study is that there may be concluded many

categorybased policies (especially pricing) solely towards to improve the conditions

of the disadvantaged, but, their applicability in real life is suspected. In the study, the

6 The evaluation with the weights is done for the criteria both as the zone-pair results and as the Per
Capitaaverages: the zone-pair results were far from the expectation and, thus, dropped from the further



policieswere applied in the virtual reality of simulation. However, these may appear

much complex and even inapplicable in real life, or, even if applicable, bear costly

Unfortunately, TRANUS does not provide category-based graphical

assignments.It is also offered here that the assignments must be provided on the basis

oftransportationcategory so that we could have seen the differences between the two

categories(advantaged and disadvantaged) visually. And, this would much contribute

totheexplanation of the modelling approach described in this study?

• The use of IMPED (l, 2 and 3) variables would not be so proper because those

variableswere of the weakest ones in effect among all variables in the correlation

matrix. They are used in the utility functions of the Mode Split Stage as the

impedance(generalized costs) factor.

• Dx values are derived from the output results (in this study, for Trip Distribution

andMode Split stages). Dx are the differential parameters that are derived directly

from the proportions between the model for disadvantaged and Normal model.

Whenthis parameter is added in all normal models (for all four stages), it should

be converting the values of normality, in a short-cut manner to the values of

disadvantaged, or vice versa. However, focus here was not still on fmding fmer

valuesby this property of the modelling approach described here.

• Unfortunately, in Trip Generation stage, the Regression Model was not ideal than

expected due to the limited number of samples (zones) taken. On the other hand,

the reliability for household and person based regression models was low.

evaluation.The zone-pair results for simulations 1,2 and 3 were as respectively: 5.85, -6.18 and 31.46.
ThePerCapita results were as: 14, 32.34 and 41.8.
7 Modeldesigners of TRANUS in Venezuela were contacted and requested whether category-based
displayson the screen will be available in the future. The reply was that this consideration was already
in line.



• Disadvantagedness levels in the Cluster Filtering studies in Section 5.2:

Correspondence Module could only be measured as the number of individuals

who are disadvantaged. Yet, this way of measuring may not provide an effective

measure about the real disadvantagedness. For example, disabled persons are

under-represented.

• The Trip Distributions derived from the original OD survey may not be so

accurate because of two basic reasons:

1. Very low population/sample ratio

2. The OD querry was not asked for each trip in a day, but for general in a day.

In this case, a special "trip rate factor" is introduced to rectify the trip distribution

values obtained after the introduction of population sample ratio. Additionally,

distance decay f(cij) was defined as the function of solely distance that should be

instead travel time. The fJ values, then, of both normal and disadvantaged

population would be quite different realistically.

• In the calculation of link capacities, there may be imprecise fmdings due to the

scarce data for calibration and inadequate methodology for urban streets that can

comply with the TRANUS data requirements.

Additionally, many restrictions followed through the study and affected the

accuracyof the results. Although the results of this study are expected to approximate

reality,it should be kept in mind that they should not be trusted as accurate results as

the product of a typical four step planning model. This study focused on the

understanding and teaching a methodological approach rather than accomplishing a

trueplanning procedure. But, still many lessons can be derived for both the general

knowledge and for the applications in Aydm for the future because of the truistic

resultsof the study. One of the main reasons that might be keeping the results a little

away from the reality is that study was realized under restricted conditions and

resources. This also caused the reduced sampling size and restricted cordon traffic

counts.Probably, the aggregation of the individual-based data to the zone level also

causedsome little shift in the accuracy of the results, finally led by misunderstandings



of the questions by respondents when interviewing plus miscalculations when data

processing may have also caused some distortions from the reality. Since it is

assumed forthcomingly all data obtained are accurate, not much room (only

correlation study and R2
) is reserved for the statistical methods that were to validate

the accuracy of the data. On the other hand, the accuracy of some data is cross-

checkedby the observations or interviews.

Based on such an introduction called "special planning model for transportation

disadvantaged", many related studies can be conducted and new methodologies be

invented to elaborate on this issue. The methodology described here is not the fmite

but the leading one towards new horizons. Upon this study, for example, can be

constructed a new one showing more defmite, clear and practical ways of handling the

issue.

The study had many incomplete and imperfect parts. Further reseach can be

devoted to complete these parts. For example, the disadvantagedness in Traffic

Assignments was not dedicated full attention. A further study can elaborate on this

largely. Another reason for not considering the disadvantagedness at the Assignments

stage is that, in reality, there can not be special assignments for disadvantaged on the

links. Even if there is (at least in the modelling), it can hardly be represented on the

links. At least, TRANUS does not handle this way.

Second, as the continuation of this study, a further study can be the dedicated to

sensitivity analysis which is to measure the wide range of effects (impacts) per unit of

input change of a single parameter. What parameters in the model (or package) cause

what sort and amount of changes must be scanned. That was impossible in this thesis

work for basically three reasons:

• The main goal (focus) of the thesis is not about that,

• There is not much room and time, resource and within the contend of the

thesis. It requires a laborous and patient work of scanning



• In the study, three scenarios were used each containing mix of parametric

changes of which the results could be inseparable. That is, we can only

observe the results jointly of one set (combination) of parameters that are

formulated as a scenario. Thus, the input-output interactions are multi-

variate.

It is proven in this study that, under the restricted conditions due to the model-

package misfits, the disadvantagedness based simulations measured at the Mode Split

level yielded, at least, positive results in the direction what is desired to see: By

applying disadvantagedness derived policies, there observed a move towards the

amelioration in the situation of the disadvantaged. In the trips, the disadvantaged

shifted the modal preference towards to the public one. This is similar for the

advantaged, too. The amount of shift is small but the thesis was already about the

recording of "any shift" (partial) in the desired direction. Now, that actually means

"wecan use the transportation planning models as the policy determination tools".

Another advantage of this modelling approach in eliciting the disadvantaged

from the Normal is that it can enable us to monitor the changes in the events in the

separate observation of disadvantaged and advantaged. Then, planners can act and

make policies accordingly using this "monitor".

A further study may search and utilize other softwares that may bring some

other contributions to the exploration of transport disadvantaged.

One important point rrussmg m this study was the estimation of future

transportation needs. The subject of future estimations was not deliberately

considered for basically three reasons, which are obligatory:

• The study is not truly a real planning study but only the validation of a

modelling approach. Estimating of future trend and planning for future in

transportation studies is always a secondary concern after the model

establisment for the base year. When a model is to be tested, first concern

is the validity of the base year results. Thus, in this model, only the base



year results and the simulation (scenario) results, that have no time

dimension, are handled.

• Estimating future trends is necessary but quite complicate and time

consuming subject that could not be involved in the limited scope of the

study

• Estimating the future reqUIres the collection of much elaborate and

accurate data of usually the land use developments and also about their

future trends. For this study, probably insufficient and the unhealthy

results about future land use would further blurr and jeopardize the

accuracy of the model, that instead needs even more simplicity.

However, estimation of future is the essential part of transportation planning

studies.Thus, suggesting as a further study, this issue should broadly be enhanced for

the modelling studies devoted to disadvantaged groups as natural process of the

models. Such models involving time dimension should also scan through the

disadvantagedness trend in time: With what tools the disadvantagedness can be

elicited. The "time" notion in this study is perceived as "stages" to success, and, the

"target future" is replaced by "ideal state" where disadvantagedness is totally

removed (ie, total equity).

A further study should be devoted to fmding out whether disabled and elderly

groups contribute to work force, and thus, to the trip making for going to work place

as far as the rate allowed in the related Law designated for the employment

consideration of disabled, which could not be well handled in this study.

Another methodological approach would be devoted to fmding of the

disadvantaged-specific Impedance values to be used in Modal Split stage such as:

1- Finding the rate of transit use by comparing the two models:

% of transit trips (for disadvanatged) = 1/ [1 + (ltransit / Iauto)
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Konu: Anket, yeni bir ula~lm modelinin Aydm kenti iizerinde test edilmesi amaclyla
kullarnlacakveri tabarum ol~turmak i~in yapIlmaktadrr. Anket sonucunda kentlinin ula~lm
davram~lanve sosyo-ekonomik veriler elde edilmi~ olacak, hangi gruplarm ula~lm
sistemindenyeterince yararlamp yararlanamadlg. ortaya ~Ikanlml~ olacaktrr. Burada ama~
Aydmiyin bir planlama ~al~masl yapmak degil sozkonusu modelin test edilmesi oldugundan,
eldeedilen verinin dogruluk derecesinin ~ok yUksek olmasl beklenmese de ger~ege yakm
olmaslonem arzetmektedir.

Bu amayla omekleme ~ok yiiksek tutulmamI~trr. Fakat, anketlerin miimkiin oldugunca
saghkhyapllmasl gerekmektedir. Bu ama"la anketoriin anket yaparken ekteki anket uygularna
rehberinigoz oniine almasl gerekir. Bu, anketin hah ve eksiksiz yapllmaslm saglayacaktrr.

Anketor,yalmzca sorumlu oldugu bolge ve sokaklarda, belirlenen uygun zamanlarda anket
yapacaktrr.Anket iicreti anket ba~ma 400 000 TL olup, anket yaptlan hane saylsma (AI
formusaYIsI)gore odeme yapIlacaktlr.

Haneziyaret edildiginde, ciddi bir goriintii vermeye ~ah~mahdrr. Temiz, sade bir klhkla ve
kibar bir tavrrla hitabedilmelidir. Unutulmamahdrr ki, ~iler sorulan cevaplandmp
cevaplandrrmamakta serbesttir. Aynca, anket sorularmm arnaCI konusunda bilgilendirilmeye
haklan vardrr. Bu ama~la, ~ok bagiaylci olmamakla beraber, a~g.daki GiRtS'te verilen
a~tklamamnyeterli, OZ ve etkili olacagl kamsmdaYlz. Anket6r bu a~lklamaYI baz ahp, duruma
gore, ek bilgi istenmesi durumunda, vs. ekleme veya daha iyi sonu~ alacagml dii~iindiigu
bi~imdeifade tarzmda degi~iklik yapabilir:

"iyi giinler, rabatslz ediyoruz.. Biz Aydm Belediyesi ~birligi HeUniversiteden
(gerekirse bangi iiniversite oldugu a~t1danacak) geliyoruz. Sizinle ul~lm
konusunda bir anketl(ar~tIrma) yapmak istiyoruz. Bu anketin amaCI
ka~d~tIg.mz ul~lm problemlerini anlamak ve ona gore size daba iyi bir ul~lm
b~zmeti sunmak i~in gerekli tedbirleri almaktIr .• Vereceginiz bHgiler sadece
anket ~ab~malanmIzi~inkullambp, kaydlanIDlzda gizli tutulacaktIr ••"

Bu giri~ten soma anket yaprnaYI kabul ederse, adres ve telefon numaraSI gibi bilgiler ahmp,
sorular anla~llrr bir bi~imde sorulacaktrr. Anketor, ki~ilerin ekonomik ve psikolojik yaplslm
anlamaya ve ona gore yakla~lm tavn belirlemeye ~ah~mah, fakat verilen cevaplan
yorumlamamahdrr. Sorunun anla~ddlgmdan emin olmahdrr. Gerekirse soru tekrar izah
edilmeli.

~aglda ismi bulunan anketorler, verilen iicret ka~dlg.nda anketin
ger~k1~tirilmesinde emegiolduklanm kabul ederler:



1. Ortalarnaanket siiresi 15 dk'drr. Adres arama ve yolda ge~en siirenin ortalarna 15
dakika alacagl kabul edilmi~tir.

2. Anket yapacagmlZ adreslerin srrasml size en uygun olacagml dU~iindiigunilz
bi~imdeyapmlZve buna gore en uygun yerden ~laymlZ.

3. Anket mUrnkUnoldugunca luzh yapllmah, gereksiz sohbetlere girilmemelidir.
4. Ankete ba~lamadan once anketor kibarca kendisini tamtrnah ve anket konusuna

giri~yapmahdrr·. Anketin amacl klsa ve OZ bi~imde ~tklanmah.
5. Anketor, herhangi bir nedenle ankete kattlmamakta kararh olan ki~ileri

zorlamamah, gereksiz tartl~malara girmekten ~mmahdrr. Ankete hemen yan
ko~udan devam etmeli (bir numara Ustiiveya bir numara altt), eger bunlardan da
bir sonu~ alamazsa sonu~ almmcaya kadar ko~u numaralarl ziyaret etmeye
devam etmelidir.

6. Anketor sorulara ~lamadan once hanenin adresini, anket yapllanm adrm ve
(varsa) telefon numarasml ilk sayfanm iistUnekaydetmelidir.

7. Miimkiinse, Al anketleri i~eri girmeden kaplda yapllrnahdrr. Eger ortam miisaitse
lsrar ilzerine i~eri girilebilir. Varsa, aile reisi sorularl yanltlarnahdrr.

8. Sorulardan anla~llmayan varsa, sadece sorunun "ne anlama" geldigini omekler
vererek ~tklaymtz, fakat anket yapt!an ki~iyi yonlendirebilecek a~tklarnalardan
kesinlikle ka~mllmahdrr (gerekirse anladlgl kadarlyla cevap vermesi ile
yetinilmelidir).

9. TUrn sorular mutlaka cevaplandmlmah, bir ~kilde eksik soru kaldlysa soru
yamna (E) ~areti konulmahdrr.

10.Form kagltlarmm zlmbah halde olmasma dikkat edilmelidir.
11.Anketor, cevaplandmlml~ her formun ilzerine adrm yazmah, saat, tarih atmahdrr.
12. Anketorlere, ilzerinde anketin yapllacagl sokak ve adres yerleri krrmlZl (*)

asteriks i~eti ile i~etlenmi~ haritalar verilecektir. Eger anket deg~ik bir sokakta
yapt!dl ise Anketor deg~ikligi, yuvarlak i~inde asteriks ile ( * ) gostermelidir.

13.Anketor kendisine teWike gelebilecegini d~iindiigii ortamlmuhitten ka~mmahdrr.
(om. b~lbo~ kopeklerin yogun oldugu ve tenha mahaller, havanm kararmasl, vs.)
Miimkiinse adres daha sonra ziyaret edilmeli, yahut bu durum anket yoneticisine
rapor edilmelidir.

14. Adres ararken veya anket yaparken ~evreden ilgilenenler olabilir ve ~e~itlisorular
sorulabilir. Bu ki~ilere klsaca ve kibarca anketin mahiyeti ~tklanabilir, fakat
degerli vaktinizi harcamamaya ~aba gosteriniz.

15.Anket bitiminde kibarca te~ekkiir ederek vakit ge~irmeden diger en yakm adrese
ge~mlZ.



I. A2formlan ortalama bir hanede (ailede) 4 k~i y~dlgl, bunlardan birinin 6 ya~m
altmda oldugu kabulUyle, ve Al formlarmm saylsmm 3-4 katl Olmasl gerektigi
kabuliiyIe ~ogaltdnll~trr.

2. A2 fOrmlarl banedeki turn bireylerin tek tek kendi ba,lanna dolduracaklarl
formlardrr.

3. Anketyapmaya gittiginiz baneye Al anketi bitiminde. 6 ya~ ve iizerindeki kahcI
bane balkl ilyelerinin saYIsmdan emin olunuz ( ya da Al formu 4.sorusunun c
~1kkmdan~ek ediniz) (Om: anketi yaptlgmlZ anda hanede 4 ki~i varsa, bunlardan
biri5 y~mda ve biri de misafrr olarak kal1yorsa,demekki sadece 2 adet Al formu
brrakacaksmlZ). A2 formlannm mutlaka 6 ya, ve iizerindeki bireylerce
doldurulmasl gerektigini, 6 - 13 ya, arasmdaki ki,ilerinse ebeveylerinin veya
biiyiiklerinin yardlmlyla doldurmasl gerektigini hatirlatmlZ. Formlarm 2-3
gUn soma geri toplanacagml, bu nedenle kaybetmemelerini hatirlatmlZ.

4. A2 formlarl i~in bane ba~ma tek zarf brrakmlZ. Formlarm doldurulduktan sonra
katlanarakzarfa konulmasml ve zarfm s1klcakapatdarak en klsa silrede odemesiz
olarakpostalanmalarl gerektigini batrrlatIDlZ.

5. Bo~ bir sayfaya hane numaraSI kar~lsma k~ adet A2 forrnu oldugunu liste
~klinde not ediniz Her mahalle i~in rnutlaka ayn bir sayfa diizenlenmi~olmahdrr.
(Bu liste, zartlar ~drrken yararh olacaktrr.

6. A2 formu i~in belirlenen k~i saYISI(6 y~ ve ilstil) Al formu ilstOnede de teyid
edilmelidir( ya da Al formunda 4. Soru c ~1kk1yanma ~entik i~eti ile konfirme
edilmelidir).

7. (Eksik olan anket formlarl sonradan tamamlanmaya hanenin telefon numarasml
almak onem arzetmektedir. Fakat, telefon numarasml vermek istemezlerse lsrar
etmeyiniz.

8. A2 formlan verilmeden once iizerine kodlarl ve adresleri eksiksiz olarak
kaydedilmel~ tlpkl Al formlarmda oldugu gibi anketOrOndoldurmasl gereken
yerlerdoldurulmahdrr.

9. Hane i~inde kendisine anket yapdmasml istemeyen olursa ikna etmeye ~ah~mlZ.
Sonu~ ~1kmazsa rapor edip, bangi bane oldugunu elinizdeki listeye "biri
katdmadl" bi~iminde i~aretleyiniz. Eger bane ilyelerinden biri ankete
katl1amayacakkadar uzun silreli olarak hanede bulunaIDlyorsa "biri (veya 2 ki~i
ise, ikisi..) dl,arda" diye i~aretleyin. Ki~i ankete katdamayacak derecede ozilrlil
veyabasta, vs. ise "biri mazeretli" yazmlZ.

NOT: anketlerin doldurulmasmda bu rehbere Uyulmasl onem arzetmektedir. Anketlerin ger~k
adreslerden yaplldlgl baZl adreslerin ratgele s~imi ile telefon edilerek teyid edilecektir. Anket
bitiminde(gUn ya da hafta sonunda) anketler derlenrni~ bi~imde anket yoneticine teslim edilecek,
kar~lla~llanproblemler bildirilecek, tartl~tlacakttr.





AYDIN BELEDiYESi ve

iZMiR YOKSEK TEKNOLOJi ENSTiTOsu

ULA~IM PLANLAMASI ANKET SORULARI

aha Kontrolii:-----
uro Kontrolii: _

ilgi Kontrolii: _

Du aoket size daha iyi bir ula,lm hizmeti sagJ.ama amaclyla hazlrlanm~tlr.

SorularlDbu nedenle dikkatle doidurulmasl onem arzetmektedir. Tum bilgiler

yalOlzca~,malanmlZda kuUandmak iizere gizli tutulacakbr.

Du ankette "yolcuiuk"tan kaSIt, kent icinde bir yerden belli bir ama~la, arada

veyayaya olar~ bir ba,ka noktaya durmakslZlDyapdan yolculuk hareketidir.

Anket yapilan ki~i:

Konut adresi: --------
Anketi uygulayan:

Tarih:

saat:

MahaUe Kodu :

SokakKodu:

HaneKodu:

DO I. BOLUM: BANE BAZINDA SOSYO-EKONOMiK VERi

1. Hanedeki toplam ki~i saytsl (Misafir ve geyici olarak kalanlar saytlmaz), _

2. Oturdugunuz konutta kirada ffil kaltyorsunuz? Evet D Haytr 0



3.a) Hane halkt i~indeki ul~un araCl sahipligi :

Yok ise dordiincu soruya ge~iniz,

b) Araclmz varsa, kutucuklann i~ine ka~ adet oldugunu belirtiniz;

otomobil 0

ticari araba 0

minibus 0

motosiklet 0

traktor 0

bisiklet 0

diger 0, (belirtiniz )

4.Hanede istihdam ve nufus durumu;

a) Hane halkmdan ~~ann (veya gelir getirenlerin) toplam saytSl,__

b) C;alt~makisteyip de i~siz durumda olan varsa, ka~ ki~i,__

e) Hanede 6 ya~mda ve daha kii~uk olanlar ka~ ki~idir,__

d) Hanede 65 ya~mda ve daha ustiinde olanlar ka~ ki~idir,__

e) Hane halkt arasmda herhangi bir engelliligi (ortopedik, gonne engelli, i~itme engelli,

zihinsel engelli, ileri derecede gonne bozuklugu, ileri derecede duyma zorlugu, dilsizlik ve

kon~ ileti~im kurma g1l'r1llgtl,otizm, erkeklerde 120 kg'dan fazla kadmlarda 100 kg'dan fazla

kilosu olanlar, zaafiyet, sara, kan d~l1gtl, parkinson, astun, vb., kahcl velveya bul~lCl bir

hastahgI olmak..) olan ka~ ki~i,__

Not: Bilindigi gibi engellilik veya oziirliiliik hali dogu~tan ya da sonradan

ortaya ~Ikabilen, ki~inin viieut fonksiyonlarmm kullammmda engel te~kil

edici rlZiki bir lusltldtk ve kaylptlr.



5. Sokagmuzda(ya da mahallemizde) en az 2m geni~liginde yaya kaldlOrnt..

o var .zl yak

6. Hane halkmm ayhk toplam !!£t geliri a~daki se~eneklerden hangisine uygun

dii~mektedir?

100 milyon TL altmda

100 - 300 TL milyon arasl 0

300 milyon TL'den fazla 0

7. a) Hanede en son egitim seviyesine sahip ka~ ki~i varsa a~daki kutucuklara

rakarnlayaztnlZ.

b) Hane halk! arasmda okuma/yazma bilmeyen varsa ka~ ki~i,__

(yoksa bo~ blraktp diger soruya ge~iniz)

8. Evinize son gelen elektrik faturaSlmn yakla~lk ne kadar tuttugunu belirtiniz,

5 milyon TL' dan az J1'
5-15 milyon TL araSl 0

15 milyondan ~ok 0



9. a) ~u anda hane halkmdan lise ve Osm (Oniversite) okula gidenler ka~ ki~i, _

b) Hane halkI arasmda ilkogretim ~gmdaki (7 - 15 y~ arasl) ki~ilerin saytSl,__

c) ilkogretim okuluna gidenler genelde a~g.daki durumlardan hangisine uygundur (ilk

kutu y~ca en kO~Ok~cuk, son kutu en bOyOki~in i~aretlenecek);

okula giden ~cuklar

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

o 0 0 0 0 Okula servisle gidiyor

r/J J6 0 0 0 Yakmdaki (en ~ok 500m) okula yOrtiyerek gidiyor

o 0 0 0 0 C;ocugu okula kendi arabarruzla, ya da bir yaktmn,

kom~unun, vs. arabaslyla blfaktyOruz.

o 0 0 0 0 C;ocuk uzaktaki okuluna (50Om'den fazla)

yiiriiyerek gidiyor,

o 0 0 0 0 Ostelik ana caddeyi g~mek zorunda kahyor

o 0 0 0 0 Okuluna, taksi, dolmu~, veya belediye otobOsU ile

gidiyor

10. Oturdugunuz yerin ~ag.daki aktivitelere olan yakla~tk uzakltklartm i~et1eyiniz

(en yaktnda varsa i~aretleyiniz).

500m i~inde 1.5 km i~inde 1.5 km'den fazla

i§ yeriniz er 0 0

Okulunuz (ilkogret.) ~ 0 0

Saghk merkezi
,

0 0

BOytikmarket .fi 0 0
veya pazar ,
Oyun alam, spor 0 0
veyapark ,

Sosyal. kOltOrelveya dini 0 0
(veya idari, kamu kurumu)



DO II.BOLUM: Ki$i BAZINDA SEYAHATLER (bu IuSlmda tek tek

hanedeki bireylere, hafta i~i yolculuklan sorulacak)

Form no: A2
Mahallekodu :

Sokakkodu:

Hanekodu:

Hireyno: ya~: cinsiyet:

(Not: bu form 6 ya~ ve altmdakil~re uygulanamaz.. 13ya~ma kadar

olanlaranket formunu buyukieri/ebeveyni i1ebirlikte doldurmahdlr.)

1. a) Giinde duzenli olarak: yaptIguuz ortalama yolculuk saytSl a~$dakilerden

hangisidir; (bunlar hergOn aym saatlere rastlayan genelde i~ veya okul ama~lt

yolculuklardlr, not: gidi~-d6nu~ ayn ayn iki yolculuktur, hi~ yolculuk yaprmyorsaruz

i~aretlemeden diger soruya ge~iniz)

2rj
b) Diizenli yolculuklanntzl genelde hangi semte ve sokaga (veya hangi kuruma)

yaplyorsunuz?, , __

2. i~veya okul haricinde, gOnde diger , sosyal, gezme, eglenme, spor, all~ veri~,

dinlenme,veya bir faaliyete kattlmak: i~in yaptI~ruz ara~lt yolculuklann saYlSl(hafta

sonunudikkate almaYlruz);

3. Gunde turn yolculuklar i~in ortalama olarak: harcadl~z sure ne kadardlr? (sadece

yolculuk ettiginiz sureler du~unulecek);

o 15-30 dakika arasl

'30-60 dakika araSl



4. Evdenduraga, ya da otopark yerine van~ slireniz ne kadar;

JZf 5 dakikadan az

o 5-10 dakika arast

5. Ortalamabir gtinde yolculuk iyin harcadtgnuz para ne kadardrr? (ozel aray

kullananlar,yaktt licreti, park licreti, vs. goz online almahdrr)

00- 100 bin TL arast

0100 bin - 500 bin TL arast

o 500 bin - 1 milyon TL arast

o 1 milyon TL'den fazla

6. a) Ortalama bir gunde kay kere aktarma yaptyorsunuz (omegin, i~e ya da okula

gidipgelirken), _

b) Toplu ta~tm araylan kullarurken ortalama bir gtinde aktarma i~in harcadtgmtz

toplamslire ne kadardtr? (aktarma yaprntyorsarnz cevaplamadan diger soruya geyiniz.)

J1 5 dakikadan az

o 5-15 dakika araSl

7. Toplu ta~tm araCl kullarurken ortalama durakta bekleme slireniz ne kadar oluyor?

(Topluta~tm kullanrntyorsaruz i~aretlemeyiniz)

o 5 dakikadan az

" 5-15 dakika arasl

o 15-30 dakika araSl



8. Yolculuk amaClve tUrn,

a) i~veya okul ama~h yolculuga ~du~ saatiniz nedir?,_: __

b) i~ya da okul ama~lt yolculuktan eve donii~saatiniz nedir?, __ :__

c) i~ya da okul ama~lt yolculuga ~ktlan ara~ tiirn a~ag.dakilerden hangisidir?

(toplut~trnise): OtobiisD, Dolm~D, MinibiisD, TrenD,

ServisD, DigerD

(ozelta~lm): Ozel arabaD, Ev halkmdan birinin arabast ileD,

Yakmm arabast ileD, TaksiD, MotorsikletD,

BisikletD, TraktorO, DigerO, _

YayaD, engelli i~in ozel ul~nn aract D

d) All~veri~ve diger ama~h yolculuklar i~in ayrrdlgnuz gOnluk ortalama sure,

1 saatten az D 1 - 3 saat arasl~ 3 saatten fazla D

a) (Son u~-dort gOn i~indeki durumunuzu degerlendirerek) yolculuk ederken

oturmaimkam bulabiliyor muydunuz?

siirekli ~gunIukla arada hir ~kaz hi~ oturatmyordum

D ~ D D D
b) ayakta iken ..

90k Slkt~lk Slkt~lk normal rahat olduk9a rahat

D D D JZl D

D Engelliligim i~in yardtrnCl ara~/gere9 kullamyorum

dyolculuklanrnt ozel bir servisle yaplyorum



11. Yolculuk yaphglDlZ t~ltlann i~inin gene! kalitesini degerlendiriniz:

iyi Orta Kotu

~1klandrrma 0 0 £{

koku 0 0 ~

SlCakhkayan 0 0 Ji
giiriiltii 0 0 d
ko Ituk rahathgl 0 0 0

siiriit kalitesi 0 0 0

gene! temizlik/bakun 0 0 0

havalandrrma 0 0 0

12. Evinize en yakm durak (veya eve donerken sIk~a kuliandlglDlZ bir durak)

ko~ullanna~gldakilerden hangisi uyuyor? Ozellikle trafigin zirve saatlerinde

(sabab 7 ~9 araSl, a~am 5 - 7),

i durakta ~ok ytgilina ve k~a oluyor,

iara~ ~ok geride veya ileride dump kaPlyt a~lyor

idurak tamamiyle (ustu ve yanlarl) a~Ik

v6'durakta otobus'fin (veya minibus) y~acagl bir cep yok

o durak yeri bana gore ~ok ters, (om; ana caddenin kar~lsmda)

o durakta bilgilendirme levhasl, a~1klamalar, ~emalar yok

o durakta bakunslZhgm ve tahribatm izleri var.

o durak egimli bir yere konumlamru~

o durakta oturma yeri yok





s y
id 1

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

Centroid 2
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

Centroid3
301
302
303
304
305

centroid 4
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

Centroid 5
501
502
503
504
505
506
507

Centroid 6
601
602
603
604
605
606
607

Centroid 7
701

X
47931
47961
48201
48428
48536
48668
48770
48404
48063
48033
47650
47332
48320
47033
49160
49285
48960
48812
48859
49380
49524
49925
49980
49080
49105
49213
49057
49045
48680
49842
49937
49919
49710
49445
49385
49950
50087
50177
50170
50596
50584
50692
50782
50555
50536
51303
51513
51595
51513
52460
53627
53657
50956
50788
50855
49705
49686

51158
51266
51188
51110
51116
50985
50915
50613
50643
50116
50146
51326
50565
50553
50900
50883
51115
51242
50877
50655
50600
50660
51206
50488
50422
50720
50165
50075
50630
50370
50350
50170
50242
50326
50140
50583
50517
50104
50320
50326
50260
50248
50553
50140
49960
50128
50206
49715
49763
49912
49715
48643
49026
49344
48390
48757
48691



702 49900
703 50057
704 50340
705 50267
706 50087
707 49937
708 49705
709 49704
710 49380
711 49465
712 48728
713 49190
714 48870
715 50160
716 50656
717 50165

Centroid8 49090
801 49255
802 49550
803 48596
804 49340
805 49410

Centroid9 48177
901 48207
902 48410
903 48338
904 48315
905 48368
906 48960
907 48572
908 48350
909 48380
910 47555
911 46200
912 48010
913 48020
914 48716
915 48350

Centroid10 49327
1001 49340
1002 49003
1003 49584
1004 49596

Centroid11 49848
1101 49830
1102 50003
1103 49608
1104 49925
1105 49926

Centroid12 50165
1201 50147
1202 50475
1203 50542
1204 50297

EXTERNAL CENTROIDS
Ext13 47141
Ext14 45980
Ext15 49470
Ext16 53735
Ext17 50033

48660
48697
48655
49068
49020
48206
48242
48367
48697
49145
48895
49272
49200
48212
48637
48673
48122
48290
47085
47900
47930
47875
49595
49500
49673
49710
48996
48810
49390
49780
49840
50098
50020
50135
49853
49373
49487
49450
49600
49505
49577
49510
49560
49487

495553
49590
49092
50000
50055
49560
49613
49643
49212
49650

51362
50145
46900
49720
51350



THE FIVE MINUTE TRAFFIC COUNT FORMS,

AND THE IS-MINUTE COUNTS



AYDIN KENTi<;i TRAFiK SAYIMLARI
(ozel ve ticari ara~lar)

Form: 82
Sayun yeti:
YOnti:

Hava Dunnnu:
SaytDl yapan:
Saat: Tarih:

15-20 dk 20-25 dk 25-30 dk toplam

1

Otomobil 2
& kii~iik 3
minibiis

4

5

1

2

taksi 3

4

5

1

Motorsikle 2
t & bisiklet 3

4
5

1
2

Kamyon 3Kamyonet ---
pikap 4

5

1
2

~ 3
makinasl 4
& treyler 5

1
2

Diger 3 --
4
5

toplam



6 Kaslm 1998

arac; SaYJBI insan SaylSI

PrIvate Modes 15 30 45 60 Toplam 15 30 45 60 Toplam
oto-min 21 32 36 25 114 32 58 52 42 184
taxi 1 1 2 4 4 8
mot·siklet 4 6 4 14 28 5 8 4 20 37
Kamyo-pikap 10 11 12 14 47 13 21 21 21 76
iJmak-trey 1 2 1 4 1 5 1 7
diger 2 1 3 4 2 6

To lam 37 52 55 54 55 95 84 84

Public Mod Toplam Toplam
MinibUs 3 1 2 2 8 41 14 34 31 120
Midibils 2 2 52 52
Set'Vis-l;evr(ex) 35 38 42 34 149 215 168 250 174 807
~ehara.()to(ex)

38 41 44 36 256 234 284 205

arac; saYJsl insan S8YJSI

Private Modes 15 30 45 60 Toplam 15 30 45 60 Toplam
oto-min 33 30 36 25 124 57 49 62 46 214
taxi 1 1 2 1 4 5
mot·siklet 14 7 9 14 44 14 7 10 15 46
Kamyo-pikap 7 12 8 15 42 9 19 11 29 68
i$mak-trey
diger

.,.

T am 54 50 55 54 1~)ip\l#i~t~1 80 76 88 90 $4

Public Mod Toplam Toplam
MinibUs 1 2 II ,~ 5 17 20 5 47
Midiblls 3 1 46 7 15 68
Servis-<;:evr(ex) 35 41 44 263 357 334 234 1188
~ehara.()to(ex)

1;,

To lam 39 42 47 36 '184' 314 374 361 254 1303

IGENTOP 93 92 102 90 377 394 450 449 344 16371



THE MOST CORRELATED VARIABLES AND CORRELATION

RESULTS



Correlations

Varlables2

Statistics REG#TRP SOC#TRP TYPE#MOD f inc#re
Pearson Correlation 1,000 ,007 ,174 ,107*
S19.(2-tailed) ,829 ,000 ,001
N 929 929 929 929
Pearson Correlation ,007 1,000 ,114 ,054
S19.(2-tailed) ,829 ,000 ,102
N 929 931 931 931
Pearson Correlation ,174 ,114 1,000 -,011
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,747
N 929 931 932 932
Pearson Correlation ,043 ,086 -,075* ,457*
S19.(2-tailed) ,187 ,009 ,021 ,000
N 929 931 932 932
Pearson Correlation ,107* ,054 -,011 1,000
Sig. (2-tailed) ,001 ,102 ,747
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation ,059 ,081* -,102
Sig. (2-tailed) ,074 ,013 ,002
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation ,297 ,253 ,059
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,072
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation -,053 -,031 ,006 -,110*
Sig. (2-tailed) ,104 ,345 ,856 ,001
N 929 931 932 932
Pearson Correlation ,014 -,008 ,025 ,149
Si9. (2-tailed) ,672 ,800 ,438 ,000
N 929 931 932 932
Pearson Correlation -,025 -,065* -,060 ,187
Si9. (2-tailed) ,440 ,048 ,066 ,ODD
N 929 931 932 932
Pearson Correlation ,111* ,065* -,022 ,428*
Sig. (2-tailed) ,001 ,046 ,506 ,000
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation ,080* ,307 ,009
Si9. (2-tailed) ,015 ,000 ,786
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation ,095 ,046 -,085
Si9. (2-tailed) ,004 ,159 ,009
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation ,154 ,188* -,011
Si9. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,731
N 929 931 932
Pearson Correlation -,107 -,072* ,004
Si9. (2-talled) ,001 ,028 ,899
N 929 931 932



The Best Regression for Trip Productions of

Disadvantaged

Stepwise Regression for Trip productions of

Disadvantaged

The Regression for Beta Estimation for

Disadvantaged



ression of Trip Productions for All

Variables Variables
!iodel Entered Removed Method
I STATU#ED

U, f(dep~nd, , Enter
f(inc#pe

a, Allrequested variables entered.

b, DependentVariable: REG#TRP

I Std. Error
Adjusted R of the

Model R R Square Square Estimate
I 886a 785 704 1631

Sum of Mean
Model Squares df Square F Sil:!o
I Regression ,775 3 ,258 9,713 ,005a

1:1
Residual ,213 8 2,659E-02

I Total 988 11
a, Predictors:(Constant), STATU#EDU, f(depend, f(inc#pe

b, DependentVariable: REG#TRP

Standardi
zed

Unstandardized Coefficien
Coefficients ts

Model B Std. Error Beta t Siq.
I (Constant) 3,131 ,494 6,345 ,000

f(depend 3,933E-02 ,011 -,722 -3,615 ,007
f(inc#pe 4,046E-02 ,013 -,847 -3,051 ,016
STATU#EDU 2022 455 1,076 4446 002



CALIBRATION OF EXTERNAL TRAFFIC

(COMPARISON WITH THE IDGHWAY DIRECTORATE

RESULTS AND ZONE-TO-ZONE EXTERNAL TRAFFIC)



Mugla
South North

209 192
244 189
275 198
305 201

1033 780
1813

906,5
0,225 0,257143

West lEast
15 322 301
30 332 276
45 378 383
60 327 318

sum 13591 1278
Gen.sum 2637
aver 1318,5
daily factor 0,101538

;- Daily ~~,1~t8~;2~
extern traffic. 5194 (5000-7000)1612 (1500-2000)
% 0,4 0,4
(with the PCU values, Izmir exit gets 18000 and Mugla gets around 4000)



TC. Karayollan Official Traffic Count Results (1/1/1998)
1997 AADT (Yillik Ortalama GOnlOk Trafik)

observ. Area Incirliova envirol Nazilli environ Cine environ
olumes Ayd-Izmir Ayd-Denizli Ayd-Mugla

auto 8974 6830 2741
bus 783 510 237
lorry-truck 3742 2589 195
heavy truck 212 127 32
TOTAL 13711 10056 3205

auto % 0,65 0,68 0,85
bus % 0,057 0,05 0,074
lorry-truck% 0,27 0,26 0,06
heavy Truck % 0,015 0,013 0,01

0,992 1,003 0,994

[Vehicleswith PCU I 17961,41 4006,251
PCU overall factor 0,31. 0,25 calculated

")1.,,",';;'. .~ :m~'~'d'
'!'J';';"·"';i"",!.,. $SU. e ':, '.' .-.,' "-

truncated 18000 13000 40001



TRAFFIC ADJUSTMENT FOR THE SCREEN LINE STREETS

BY THE MODELLED VALUES



car/mint
Mini/mid
Lorry/pi
Bus
Mot/bike

Atati.irk Bulv. AdnanMenderes Bul. Egemenlik Bulv. IzmirYolu Mugla Yolu
North ;l- ..~: L North South North s,)~~.n Dogu . , North South..

ta 0,67 0,66 0,72 0,7 0,33 0,37 0,53 0,58 0,56 0,57
i 0,09 0,1 0,09 0,09 0,43 0,42 0,15 0,12 0,15 0,16

k 0,17 0,13 0,12 0,1 0,15 0,12 0,27 0,24 0,25 0,21

° ° ° ° ° ° 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,005
0,07 0,1 0,07 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,04 0,05 0,04 0,06

l~ax.15m 194 152 325 313 98 102 383 378 201 305
capacity
car/min/ta 129,98 100,32 234 219,1 32,34 37,74 202,99 219,24 112,56 173,85
Mini/midi 20,952 18,24 35,1 33,804 50,568 51,408 68,94 54,432 36,18 58,56
Lorry/pik 49,47 29,64 58,S 46,95 22,05 18,36 155,115 136,08 75,375 96,075
Bus ° ° ° ° ° ° 7,66 7,56 4,02 3,05
Mot/bike 4,074 4,56 6,825 8,451 2,646 2,754 4,596 5,67 2,412 5,49

204,476 152,76 334,425 308,305 107,604 110,262 422,982 337,025
817,904 611,04 1337,7 1233,22 430,416 1348,1

capacitie 81,8P'." . ';611' . ~, '.',1338" t':n~?4\f{f?i0~'?;;..., :3,?,·t·· ';
Average
Capacity 714,5 1285,5 435,5 1724,5 1135
max 800 1300 500 1800 1200
# of lanes 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3
per lane 200 200 217 217 250 250 300 300 200 200

PCU equiv's
1

1,2
1,5

2
0,3



CLUSTER FILTER ANALYSIS ACROSS THE

TRANSPORTATION CATEGORIES AND ZONES (FOR BOTH

NORMAL AND DISADVANTAGED)



Cluster
1 2

VEH#AVA 3,97 56,34
ACCESS 28,93 52,50
IMPED1 60,00 96,67
DEPEND 8,79 69,70
EDU#FAM1 6,58 42,11
ILK#TRAV ,00 66,67
INC#PER ,00 94,11
IMPED3 78,57 64,29
VEH#COM 66,67 20,83
IMPED2 98,51 95,52
PUB#COM 8000 80.00

Change in Cluster
Centers

Iteration 1 2
1 87,645 83,296
2 6,369 9,582
3 3,372 6,836
4 2,511 5,078
5 ,864 1,680
6 ,283 ,535
7 ,120 ,229

• 8 ,147 ,280
9 000 000
a. Convergence achieved due to no or

changed is ,000. The current iteratio

I Final Cluster Centers

Cluster
1 2

VEH#AVA 6,37 54,73
ACCESS 45,88 50,48
IMPED1 86,51 85,05
DEPEND 58,53 64,81
EDU#FAM1 36,68 43,41
ILK#TRAV 63,78 69,70
INC#PER 9,43 18,63
IMPED3 73,40 73,94
VEH#COM 37,59 38,41
IMPED2 95,89 96,07
PUB#COM 6817 6847

small distance change. The maximum distance by which any center has
n is 9. The minimum distance between initial centers is 158,838.



Cluster 1
2

Valid
Missin

611,000
321,000
932,000

000



MODAL SPLIT OF TRIPS BY CATEGORY (ADVANTAGED AND

DISADVANTAGED) PRODUCED BY TRANUS



1 kem-
2 mes-
3 MeYr
40ldce
5 cum-z
6 At-ort
7 adme-
80yoz
9 Ef-ze
10Cum
11 Kurtu
12 Ghis
13 Gir-e
141zm-e
15 Mug-
16 Den-
17 Nort-

TOT

1 kem-
2 mes-
3 MeYr
40ldce
5 cum-z
6 At-ort
7 adme-
80yoz
9 Ef-ze
10Cum
11 Kurtu
12 Ghis
13 Gir-e
141zm-e
15 Mug-
16 Den-
17 Nort-

TOT

TRIPS BY MODE AND TRANSPORT CATEGORY
Mode Category Iter Area Pol Date/time simulation
1 Public 1 adv 13 AYD 98A 29-7-1980 1122

234 5
mes-k"p MeYru oldcenter cum-zaf At-ort

6 7 8 9 10 11
adnne-yed Oyoz-ist Ef-zey Cumh Kurtu Ghis

12 13 14 15 16 17
Gir-ext Izm-ext Mug-ext Den-ext Nort-ext

gi 0 881 1163 2192 40 1275 41 40 39 40 42 309 1 1 1 1 1
k' 33 0 33 247 242 517 257 34 243 33 124 372 1 1 1 1 1
u 33 244 0 33 505 524 34 263 246 253 125 33 1 1 1 1 1
n 35 33 495 0 491 33 382 34 489 33 122 493 1 1 1 1 1

68 65 502 1479 0 1001 67 69 1011 491 491 988 1 1 1 1 1
48 508 45 599 328 0 45 46 681 43 101 435 1 1 1 1 1
29 427 106 954 621 213 0 27 27 207 404 803 1 1 1 1 1

-i 23 23 173 342 23 23 22 0 23 23 22 22 1 1 1 1 1

Y 37 36 819 823 37 38 37 37 0 36 275 36 1 1 1 1 1
h 52 385 1540 1336 378 770 770 52 745 0 1412 757 1 1 1 1 1

28 26 1164 726 575 602 190 26 26 27 0 711 1 1 1 1 1
32 30 436 442 220 30 432 30 220 29 616 0 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

TRIPS BY MODE AND TRANSPORT CATEGORY
Mode Category Iter Area Pol Dateltime simulation
1 Public 2disad 13 AYD98A 29-7-198011:22

2 3 4 5
mes-k"p MeYru oldcenter cum-zaf At-ort

12 13 14 15 16 17
Gir-ext Izm-ext Mug-ext Den-ext Nort-ext

6 7 8 9 10 11
adnne-yed Oyoz-ist Ef-zey Cumh Kurtu Ghis

gi 0 1030 5141 2581 514 3099 95 95 513 772 258 95 1 1 1 1 1
k' 543 0 542 2176 1083 544 544 100 1063 1086 1898 1900 1 1 1 1 1
u 53 857 0 1516 53 53 571 53 286 53 53 53 1 1 1 1 1
n 95 1031 1182 0 515 1539 771 95 668 154 514 2219 1 1 1 1 1

1421 471 87 2367 0 1895 2363 87 946 87 1180 2134 1 1 1 1 1
485 89 966 3371 967 0 967 89 484 480 1208 1691 1 1 1 1 1

55 55 295 3554 888 1721 0 54 296 296 1925 2363 1 1 1 1 1
-i 320 59 321 641 643 515 963 0 737 642 961 640 1 1 1 1 1
Y 61 334 670 334 62 62 670 62 0 668 62 61 1 1 1 1 1
h 97 97 523 521 521 520 97 97 96 0 791 786 1 1 1 1 1

65 350 65 1752 1052 65 64 350 350 354 0 889 1 1 1 1 1
412 410 75 1234 411 1231 75 75 205 205 1665 0 1 1 1 1 1

x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

·E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

6067
2140
2298
2645
6237
2884
3823

724
2216
8202
4106
2522

16
16
16
16
16

43944

14198
11504
3606
8788

13043
10802
11507
6447
3051
4151
5361
6003

16
16
16
16
16

98541



1 kem-
2 mes-
3 MeVr
40ldce
5 cum-
6 At-ort
7 adme-
80yoz
9 Ef-ze
10Cum
11 Kurtu
12 Ghis
13 Gir-e
141zm-e
15 Mug-
16 Den-
17 Nort-

TOT

1 kem-
2 mes-
3 MeYr
40ldce
5 cum-z
6 At-ort
7 adme-
80yoz
9 Ef-ze
10Cum
11 Kurtu
12 Ghis
13 Gir-e
14 Izm-e
15 Mug-
16 Den-
17 Nort-

TOT

TRIPS BY MODE AND TRANSPORT CATEGORY
Mode Category Iter Area Pol Date/time simulation
1 Public 1 adv 13 AYD 98A 2!}- 7-1980 1122

234 5
mes-k"p MeYru oldcenter cum-zaf At-ort

12 13 14 15 16 17
Gir-ext Izm-ext Mug-ext Den-ext Nort-ext

6 7 8 9 10 11
adme-yed Oyoz-ist Ef-zey Cumh Kurtu Ghis

gi 0 881 1163 2192 40 1275 41 40 39 40 42 309 1 1 1 1 1
k' 33 0 33 247 242 517 257 34 243 33 124 372 1 1 1 1 1
u 33 244 0 33 505 524 34 263 246 253 125 33 1 1 1 1 1
n 35 33 495 0 491 33 382 34 489 33 122 493 1 1 1 1 1

z 68 65 502 1479 0 1001 67 69 1011 491 491 988 1 1 1 1 1
48 508 45 599 328 0 45 46 681 43 101 435 1 1 1 1 1
29 427 106 954 621 213 0 27 27 207 404 803 1 1 1 1 1

-i 23 23 173 342 23 23 22 0 23 23 22 22 1 1 1 1 1
Y 37 36 819 823 37 38 37 37 0 36 275 38 1 1 1 1 1
h 52 385 1540 1338 378 770 770 52 745 0 1412 757 1 1 1 1 1

28 26 1164 726 575 602 190 26 26 27 0 711 1 1 1 1 1
32 30 436 442 220 30 432 30 220 29 616 0 1 1 1 1 1

'x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

'E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

TRIPS BY MODE AND TRANSPORT CATEGORY
Mode Category Iter Area Pol Date/time simulation
1 Public 2 disad 13 AYD 98A 2!}- 7-1980 11:22

234 5
mes-k"p MeVru oldcenter cum-zaf At-ort

12 13 14 15 16 17
Gir-ext Izm-ext Mug-ext Den-ext Nort-ext

6 7 8 9 10 11
adme-yed Oyoz-ist Ef-zey Cumh Kurtu Ghis

gi 0 1030 5141 2581 514 3099 95 95 513 772 258 95 1 1 1 1 1
k' 543 0 542 2176 1083 544 544 100 1083 1086 1898 1900 1 1 1 1 1
u 53 857 0 1516 53 53 571 53 286 53 53 53 1 1 1 1 1
n 95 1031 1182 0 515 1539 771 95 668 154 514 2219 1 1 1 1 1

1421 471 87 2367 0 1895 2363 87 946 87 1180 2134 1 1 1 1 1
485 89 966 3371 967 0 967 89 484 480 1208 1691 1 1 1 1 1

55 55 295 3554 888 1721 0 54 296 296 1925 2363 1 1 1 1 1
-i 320 59 321 641 643 515 963 0 737 642 961 640 1 1 1 1 1
Y 61 334 670 334 62 62 670 62 0 668 62 61 1 1 1 1 1
h 97 97 523 521 521 520 97 97 96 0 791 786 1 1 1 1 1

65 350 65 1752 1052 65 64 350 350 354 0 889 1 1 1 1 1
412 410 75 1234 411 1231 75 75 205 205 1665 0 1 1 1 1 1

x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

'E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

6067
2140
2298
2645
6237
2884
3823

724
2216
8202
4106
2522

16
16
16
16
16

43944

14198
11504
3806
8788

13043
10802
11507
6447
3051
4151
5361
6003

16
16
16
16
16

98541
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